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SWTPC announces first dual
minifloppy kit under $1

,
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Now SWTPC offers complete best-buy computer system with $9
dual minifloppy, $500 video terminal/ monitor, $395 4K computer.

$995 MF-68 Dual Minifloppy
You need dual drives to get full benefits
from a minifloppy. So we waited to offer a
floppy until we could give you a dependa-
ble dual system at the right price.

The MF-68 is a complete top-quality
minifloppy for your SWTPC Computer. The
kit has controller, chassis, cover, power
supply, cables, assembly instructions, two
highly reliable Shugart drives, and a
diskette with the Floppy Disk Operating
System (FDOS) and disk BASIC. (A floppy
is no better than its operating system, and
the MF-68 has one of the best available.)
An optional $850 MF-6X kit expands the
system to four drives.

$500 Terminal/ Monitor
The CT-64 terminal kit offers these
premium features: 64-character lines,

upper/lower case letters, switchable con-
trol character printing, word highlighting,
full cursor control, 110-1200 Baud serial

interface, and many others. Separately
the CT-64 is $325, the 12 MHz CT-VM
monitor $175.

Enclosed is:

$1 ,990 for the full system shown above
(MF-68 Minifloppy, CT-64 Terminal with

CT-VM Monitor).

$995 for the Dual Minifloppy

$325 for the CT-64 Terminal

$175 for the CT-VM Monitor

$395 for the 4K 6800 Computer
Name.
City

$250 for the PR-40 Line Printer

$79.50 for AC-30 Cassette Interface

Additional 4K memory boards at $100
Additional 8K memory boards at $250
Or BAC # Exp. Date_

. Or MC # Exp. Date,

_ Address

_ State Zip.

Sffifif 6800 S3WK5'"

$395 4K 6800 Computer
The SWTPC 6800 comes complete with

4K memory, serial interface, power supply
chassis, famous Motorola MIKBUG®
mini-operating system in read-only
memory (ROM), and the most complete
documentation with any computer kit. Our
growing software library includes 4K and
8K BASIC (cassettes $4.95 and $9.95;
paper tape $10.00 and $20.00). Extra

memory, $100/4K or $250/8K.
Other SWTPC peripherals include
$250 PR-40 Alphanumeric Line Printer

(40 characters/line, 5 x 7 dot matrix,

75 line/minute speed, compatible with
our 6800 computer and MITS/IMSAI);
$79.50 AC-30 Cassette Interface System
(writes/ reads Kansas City standard tapes,
controls two recorders, usable with other
computers); and other peripherals now
and to come.

EiSfl Southwest Technical
Products Corp.

219 W. Rhapsody, San Antonio, Texas 78216
London: Southwest Technical Products Co., Ltd.
Tokyo: Southwest Technical Products Corp/Japan



Meet the First Family in fl< • II les.

ouble LSI Multifunction

LSI

MPU

Control

ROM
FD W
Pm(j'arr*s

ROM
Host Adapter

Control Program

RAM
Buller
Memory

RAM Conlrol
Logic

The roots of our floppy family 1143M controller • LSI technology • IK buffer

Dual head 50 pin LSI interface

LSI-11

RS-232-C
S 100 BUS

1149M Multipurpose
Cabinet assembly.

Rack or table mounted.

New 143M disk drive. Two-sided recording.

Single/double density. LSI Multifunction.

Our host adaptors

CalComp's got it all together for you. A total

floppy family. Any way you want it. . .single products

or the total package In every cast' you get true

multifunction, LSI technology, high MTBF and low

MTTR reliability, compatibility and multiple

interfaces.

And that's not all. Field-proven double density

— now one or two-sided. And our new 1143M

controller along with three host adaptors.

With CalComp it's all there. Choice. Flexibility.

Everything you need for all or part of a total

memory subsystem. Plus CalComp's worldwide

service to support our family. We've delivered

50,000 drives—why not add your application

requirements to our growing family.

Just call us or use the coupon. We'd like to tell

you more atx)ut our family.

r KIM 10-77

California Computer Products, Inc
2411 West La Palma Avenue
Anaheim, California 92801

(714) 821-2011

Please send me your free Floppy Family information kit.

I am interested My needs are immediate

n

Name

Company Title

Address Phone

City State Zip

L
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UBLISHER'S
REMARKS

Wayne Green

Radio Shack

We've been hearing that

Radio Shack was working
on a microcomputer system
for a year or so .. . and then
there was the hassle over the
Computer Shack name with
Radio Shack ending up with
the name and the Computer
Shack franchisers changing
to Computerland ... so
obviously something was
cooking.

Radio Shack has been so
aggressive on the low-price
end of electronics, with
super low-cost CB rigs,

audio equipment and radios,

that a lot of people figured

they would probably come
up with something more
like a toy than a real com-
puter.

The unveiling of their

TRS-80 computer came as

rather a surprise to most of
the media . . . and probably
as a severe shock to most of
the manufacturers and
computer store owners. By
now, you probably know
the details of the Z-80 - 4K
BASIC on ROM, and disk

system coming. The plastic

molded case is one of the
best looking in the field;

there is no question that

Radio Shack is in there.

The press kit indicated
that Radio Shack is not
unaware of their low-end
image, and that they are

trying to overcome this. The
TRS-80 should help.

I was so impressed by the
system that I borrowed one
for a day and used it in

making a television commer-
cial promoting Computer-
mania. I wanted something
simple to use during the
commercial something
attractive. We programmed
it to flash the date and place
for Computermania on the
screen and put the program
on a cassette.

The next morning I

arrived at the TV studio and

had to let the union people
unpack the computer and
set it up on a table for me.
Love those union rules. I

loaded the program and was
able to make the commer-
cial quite easily. Those of
you around New England
may have seen me grinning

at the TRS-80 during the

evening news.

I hope it is needless to

say that Kilobaud is inter-

ested in your uses of the

TRS-80 . . . any accessories

or mods you come up with
for it . . . perhaps a match
to the S-100 bus? If you
write any good programs,
let's see those, too.

Shows

After running booths at

Cleveland, Atlanta, Seattle

and a little affair at Boston
University, I'm a bit groggy.
None of these pulled in the
number of hobbyists I

expected, so I'm interested

to get an inkling from some
of the computerists who
weren't too far from a corn-

puterfest, but who didn't

bother to go . . . why?
Each of the shows was

well attended, so perhaps
I'm just expecting too
much. Certainly everyone
who went to these shows
seemed to be having a good
time. Our competitor maga-
zines missed most of the

shows, so we've picked up a

whole lot of extra circula-

tion on them . . . heh, heh.

Business Articles

One of these days we'll

have to have a magazine
aimed at the businessman —
one that will tell him what
is available in computers
and what they will do for

him. This hasn't been prac-

tical until now because

there just weren't enough
programs around to make
business systems practical.

Let's try some strictly non-
technical articles that will

help businessmen under-
stand what microcomputers
can do . . . how much they
will cost ... what is needed
in accessories, peripherals

and programs . . . etc. Until

there is a magazine for this

market, we'll try to cover it

a bit in Kilobaud to help
out this group.

Computermania

By the time you read
this, the show will be over.

There's no way to know at

this time whether it will be
a success or not, but if it

isn't it will not be for a lack

of trying. It's a lot of work,
but it's fun too. If this one
works out we'll be better

prepared to do it again and
get even more publicity and
better advertising.

Naturally we wanted to

be sure that we brought in

as many exhibitors as pos-

sible, so we went to every

computer show we could
find and talked a lot to all

of the exhibitors ... at

Cleveland, Dallas, Atlanta
and Seattle. Quite a few
mailings were sent to

prospective exhibitors. In

general, most of them were
cooperative. A few waited
until the last minute and
tried to talk the price down,
etc.

To bring in the hob-
byists, we ran ads in 73,

Kilobaud, Personal Com-
puting and Interface. We
backed that up with posters

in all of the computer stores

and in all of the eastern ham
distributors. Then we sent

an eight-page brochure to

every known hobbyist in

the eastern part of the coun-
try ... about 50,000 of
them.

In order to get more hob-
byists, we went the route of
ads on a couple of the rock
radio stations plus ads in

two of the major under-
ground newspapers, which
reach just about every
student in greater Boston.

To reach the business-

men we ran ads in U.S.

News, Newsweek, Time,

Boston Magazine, The New
Englander, The Boston
Globe, etc. Then we went
for them via drive-time

radio on several stations and
spots on several TV stations

around the 7-8 pm slot. We
backed that up with taxicab

roof posters and as many
talk shows as I could get to

during the last few days
before the show.

The Boston Common-
wealth Pier is the largest

exhibition facility in New
England; still it's possible

that it might get filled if our
advertising and promotion is

able to get the word out to

the general public about
microcomputers. On the

other hand there is always
the fear that show time will

come and only a handful of

people will wander in to see

it. This happened just re-

cently at one of the com-
puter shows . . . dozens of
people came ... it was a

disaster.

The Atlantic City com-
puter show's occurring the

same weekend has not
helped things much . . . nor
has it hurt a lot as far as

exhibitors are concerned.
Those who are big enough
to handle both are doing
that, and those who are too
small to manage both are in

almost all cases coming to
Boston. The only major
exception is Heath, which is

admittedly a disappoint-

ment.

I'd feel worse about
Heath's missing Boston if it

weren't for the new Radio
Shack computer. Heath's
absence will undoubtedly
help make the Radio Shack

system a much bigger

success — otherwise the new
Heath line, which is quite

impressive, might take away
from the Radio Shack
system.

The basic purpose of
Computermania was to put
on a big show for business-

men and get them ac-

quainted with microcom-
puters.

It would have been help-

ful if we had started a little

earlier on advertising and
publicity for the show — it's

a tough grind writing radio

commercials for rock
audiences, then another

continued on page 16



EDITOR'S
REMARKS

BASIC Timing
Comparisons — Update

In this month's issue

we've got the long-awaited

followup article by Phil

Feldman and Tom Rugg on

timing comparisons between

the many popular versions

of BASIC on the hobbyist

market. We haven't had an

article that generated this

much interest in a long

time.

Heath was a little late in

getting the benchmark re-

sults for their Benton Har-

bor BASIC in for the article

. . . but they did just make
it. Next month we're hoping

to have an article on bench-

marks by one of the Heath

Software Engineers, Gordon
Letwin.

The DataSync Mess

Several months ago,

there was an absolute flood

of full-page and double-page

ads for DataSync Corpora-

tion in Santa Maria CA
appearing in the leading

computer hobbyist publica-

tions. The products being

advertised were those that a

lot of people would be

interested in ... at prices

that were hard to beat. As

things turned out, the man
responsible for the ads and

formation of the company
was arrested by detectives

of the Santa Maria police

and agents of the FBI. He
has been charged with grand

theft under false pretenses

and held under $100,000

bail. Norman Henry Hunt,

Jr., age 45, was booked
under the alias and identity

he had assumed since

moving to Santa Maria in

October of last year: David

W. Winthrop, Colonel,

USAF Ret., age 38. The FBI

later identified him as Hunt.

John Craig

The products that were

presented in those beautiful

ads simply didn't exist. The
D S - 1 00 Video Terminal

(which I saw in the detec-

tive's office) was a total

mock-up with nothing

inside. As a matter of fact,

it was kind of pathetic . . .

the knobs and keyboard

weren't even fastened down
. . . everything was just lying

in place. The police re-

covered a Polymorphics

analog-to-digital board

which had been doctored up

to look like a "DS-Monitor

Board." (You really should

be looking at page 44 of

Kilobaud #8 during this

discussion!) They also

recovered an S. D. Sales 4K
memory board, which was

used for the photograph of

the "DS-16K RAM Memory
Board."

Since his arrest, "Colonel

Winthrop" has pleaded

guilty to the charges against

him. He recently filed a

motion to have that plea

changed, and a hearing has

been scheduled by the court

to consider it. (I've been

told you have to have rather

substantial evidence or con-

siderations in your favor to

effect such a plea change.)

Karen Amarillas, the

secretary/receptionist at

DataSync, has a rather un-

usual message to read over

the phone when you call to

inquire about the products

they've been advertising.

As soon as you have your

hello out, and have indi-

cated you're interested in

one of their products, she

politely cuts you off and

asks to be allowed to read

the following:

"I must inform you that

the DataSync Corporation

advertisements currently

appearing in the magazines

are fraudulent and the man
responsible is now in jail.

We do have every intention

of producing a 16K RAM
and a low-cost video ter-

minal that are similar elec-

tronically and cosmetically,

but you do have to be aware

that the advertisements are

false.

"Our expected shipping

date for the new DataSync
DS-16K RAM is approxi-

mately July 28th, and the

expected shipping date on

the DA- 100 Terminal is

September 15th. Knowing
this, would you still like to

place an order for superior

products from DataSync

Corporation?"

Karen, and everyone else

at DataSync, was quite

apprehensive about the idea

of reading this message to

prospective customers. The
apprehension has since

turned to surprise at how
well people respond to it.

Most of them have gone

ahead with placing, or re-

taining, an order and in

addition have wished the

people at DataSync success

and good luck in coming

out from under this mess

they find themselves in.

When I decided to do

this editorial on DataSync,

there was one question fore-

most in my mind. That is,

how did "Dave Winthrop"

manage to con the five

other people in the com-

pany. It's one thing to go

out and buy double-page

color ads in all the top

magazines and fool 50,000

computer hobbyists . . . but

how did he do it to the

people in his own company?
I've known Winthrop (we

were good friends at one

time), so I already had some
ideas as to how he pulled it

off. I wasn't too surprised

when I got the details and

found out just how
smoothly he had done it.

The length of time the

people were with the com-
pany, and keeping them
separated, were the two

main ingredients in his

formula. There are four

other partners (officers,

actually) in DataSync, and

three of them didn't come
until about a month before

Winthrop was arrested (July

1st). Ron Waffle (president)

was working for the com-
pany down in Santa Barbara

for a couple of months. He

was preparing to move up to

continued on page 16
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The power to pass legisla-

tion regulating the organiza-

tion of those entities we
commonly refer to as clubs

is a power that is vested

solely in the various states,

as opposed to the federal

government. As a result, the

body of law that controls

the formation and existence

of clubs is by no means
uniform. Some states have a

comprehensive integrated

scheme, while others have a

few pertinent rules scattered

throughout the state's

statutes. Thus, it is impos-
sible to present a step-by-

step "cookbook" approach
to the formation of a club.

This forum is intended to
give the potential founding
fathers of a club an over-
view of the areas that will

require consideration.

Actually, even in the

comprehensive statutory

schemes there is no use of

the word "club." Rather, if

there is a statutory pro-

vision, it usually makes
reference to educational,

charitable, scientific, polit-

ical or religious organiza-

tions. In general, there are

two organizational forms
that a club can take. One is

the unincorporated associa-

tion and the other is the
nonprofit or not-for-profit

corporation.

Unincorporated
Associations

Unincorporated associa-

tions are less formal organi-

zations than nonprofit cor-

porations. In some states,

the unincorporated associa-

tion is not viewed as a legal

entity. That is, it cannot sue

or be sued in its own name,
cannot hold title to

Ken Widelitz

Attorney at Law

property in its own name
and, in a few instances, can-
not contract in its own
name.

In practice, many un-

incorporated associations

come into existence as on-

going organizations out of
informal meetings of their

members. They tend to

govern themselves based up-

on informal oral agree-

ments. While many states do
recognize such unincor-

porated associations as legal

entities even without the

preparation or filing of a

constitution, articles of as-

sociation or charter, the
failure to use a written doc-
ument results in many un-
certainties and inevitable

disagreements among
members. By the way, the

terms articles of association,

constitution or charter refer

to the same thing. By what-
ever term you call it (or

your particular state calls

it), it is the contractual

agreement among the origi-

nal members of a club, to

which new members also

agree. It sets up the general

plan of organization and the
purposes and methods of
operation of the club. It is

important that it be written

in order to avoid misunder-
standings among members
as to the management of the

organization, requirements
for membership, voting,

changing the bylaws, etc.

The articles of associa-

tion follow no particular

form. They simply state an
agreed plan for the organiza-
tion and operation of the

club. It should be remem-
bered that certain provisions
such as those relating to the
powers of the organization,

the requirements for
quorums and the number of
directors are in some states

specifically regulated by

statute. For that reason, an
attorney should be con-

sulted prior to drafting the

articles of association. He
will be able to tell you what
you can and cannot do. It's

also a good idea to have
your attorney review the

final draft of your proposed
articles of association before
presenting them to the

membership for a vote. As
the saying goes, an ounce of
prevention is worth a pound
of cure.

Sample forms for articles

of association and bylaws
may be found in Howard
Oleck's Nonprofit Corpora-
tions, Organizations and
Associations, Prentice-Hall,

Inc., Englewood Cliffs NJ,
1974. Remember, the forms
are for guidance. Don't rely

on them too heavily.

In drafting your articles

and bylaws, there are some
real life problems to keep in

mind. For example, on the
theory that directors are

more apt to handle club
chores, it may seem like a

good idea to have a very
large board of directors. But
consider the problems of
getting a quorum at board
meetings. You're better off
with a small (five-to-seven

person) board and an active

committee structure. Speak-
ing of quorum require-

ments, consider a low one,

perhaps 25 or 33 percent.

Club members are known to

avoid business meetings like

the plague. A crucial bylaw
amendment may wither on
the vine while waiting for a

quorum at a business
meeting.

In lieu of low quorum
requirements, you may wish
to provide for proxy voting
on all club business. How-
ever, proxy voting is rela-

tively expensive; proxies

must be printed and mailed
to all club members. If your
club will have a newsletter,

the additional cost can be
avoided by printing the
proxy.

While it is strongly

recommended that the
founders of an unincor-
porated association take the
time to prepare written

articles of association and
bylaws, the overriding
reason for organizing your
club as an unincorporated
association rather than as a

nonprofit corporation is

because of the relative in-

formality of organization

and operation.

The greatest disadvantage

in going the unincorporated
association route is the pos-

sibility of the tort liability

of one member being imput-
able to all other members of
the association. In other

words, if a member or guest

develops ptomaine posion-

ing from coffee served at a

club meeting, all club

members may be liable for

damages. In general, the

same principle is applicable

to contractual obligations of

the association. However,
some states provide that by
merely joining an associa-

tion there is no presumption
or inference of consent to

the assumption of personal

liability on behalf of the

member for the contractual

debts of the association.

Nevertheless, personal
liability of members is the

overwhelming disadvantage

in adopting the unincorpo-
rated association form for

your club. Because of the

potential liability of
members for other
members' actions, it is im-
portant that the club obtain
some liability insurance.

Nonprofit Corporations

If you wish your club to

take on a more formal char-

acter, it can be organized as

a nonprofit corporation. A
nonprofit corporation is one
that is not intended to, and
does not, produce monetary
gain for its members. How-
ever, the fact that financial

gain does accrue to an
organization from its opera-

tion does not make it a

profit or business organiza-
tion if such gain is devoted
to the maintainance or im-
provement of the club (i.e.,

buying a club microcom-
puter). The bottom line is

that no profit can be paid to
club members as ordinary

corporations pay their

shareholders dividends.

Contents of the articles

of incorporation of a non-
profit corporation are simi-

continued on page 18



The first complete
low-cost microcomputer
system for home,
business or education!

Radio Shack TRS-80

Includes everything

you need to start

using it immediately!

The TRS-80 is for people who want to use a computer
now—without the delay, work and problems of building

one. The system is fully wired, tested and U.L. listed—
ready for you to plug in and use! Program it to handle
your personal finances, small business accounting,

teaching functions, kitchen computations, innumerable
games— and use Radio Shack's expanding line of

prepared programs on cassettes. The Z80-based system
comes with 4K read/write memory and Radio Shack
Level-I BASIC stored in read-only memory. Memory
expandable to 62K bytes. Includes CPU, memory,
keyboard, display, power supply, cassette data recorder,

300-page manual, 2-game cassette program. Designed
and built in USA by Radio Shack. Only 599.95.

Clip and Mail Coupon Today!

SOLD ONLY WHERE YOU SEE THIS SIGN:

Radio /hack

Mail to: Radio Shack, Dept. TRS-80
205 N.W. 7th St., Ft. Worth, TX 76101

Send me more data on the TRS-80 microcomputer

• Description of applications, software and peripherals
available through Radio Shack • Owners' newsletter

• Price list • List of stocking stores and dealers

C006

NAME APT. NO.
A TANDY COMPANY • FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102

OVER 6000 LOCATIONS IN NINE COUNTRIES

R17

ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

Price may vary at individual stores and dealers



„ NEW
Products

OSI's Challenger II

Ohio Scientific an-

nounces a new addition to
its Challenger line of prod-
ucts, the Challenger II.

Challenger II is a com-
plete computer equipped
with the new 500 CPU
board and an 8K BASIC in

ROM option that advances a

substantially improved
cost /performance ratio.

Available in two video-

based models, the IIV and
IIP, Challenger II contains a

256K byte memory manage-
ment and can be operated at

1 or 2 MHz.
Ohio Scientific also

offers a full software
library, mainframe expanda-
bility and an accessory line

for Challenger II flexibility.

Additional Challenger II

features include 4K RAM
on CPU, serial port on CPU
and software compatibility
with the original Challenger.

text editor; and FORT80,
FORTRAN IV for the 8080
microcomputer. The kit will

operate with any Altair bus
system with 20K of RAM.

The interface module is

an Altair bus pluggable,

fully socketed PC board
with an on-board bootstrap
and diagnostic PROM. The
interface can control two
minifloppy drives. Power is

supplied from the Altair

bus, with power regulators

on the board for the first

drive. Power regulation

hardware is supplied with
the second drive, when
ordered. The interface
module is a disk driver and
parallel I/O module in one.

It features on on-board
crystal controlled timer,

providing compatibility
with any 8080 series pro-

cessor, independent of cycle

time.

Also included are
vectored interrupts, select-

able to any of seven possible

OSI Challenger II.

FORTRAN IV
Minifloppy Kit

The Realistic Controls
Z25 FORTRAN IV Mini-
floppy Kit includes a

Shugart SA400 Minifloppy
disk drive, cables and
cabinet; an interface module
kit; a disk operating system
with file management; a

vectors with software
sensing of interrupt enable/
disable status. The module
also includes an 8-bit

parallel input port with in-

put strobe and an 8-bit

parallel latching output port
with output strobe.

Complete documenta-
tion, a 90-day warranty,
factory support, and a two-
year software and documen-
tation update service are

FOR TRAN IV Minifloppy Kit.

provided. The FORTRAN
IV Minifloppy kit is priced

at $1095. A completely
assembled and tested unit is

$1220. A second mini-

floppy drive, regulator and
cable kit sells for $449
($495 assembled and
tested). Additional for-

matted diskettes are $5.

From Realistic Controls
Corp., 3530 Warrensville

Center Rd., Cleveland OH
44122.

Vector I Computer Kit

Vector Graphic Inc.

announces a rack-mount
version of its popular
Vector 1 computer. At
$225, the kit includes card
cage, 18-slot motherboard
assembled and tested with
18 connectors, card guides
and locking buttons for 18
cards. The motherboard is

fully shielded to reduce
noise on the bus.

A heavy-duty modular
power supply is also avail-

able. The 18 A 8 V, 2.5 A
±16 V custom supply pro-

vides sufficient power for

full 18 boards. The trans-

former has primary taps for

110 V, 120 V, and 130 V,
all Class B insulation and
includes mounting bracket,

fuse and all hardware for

$90. All components are the

same high quality used in

the Vector 1 computer. See

your local dealer or write

for further information.

Vector Graphic Inc., 790
Hampshire Road A-B, West-
lake Village CA 91361.

Heath Markets 12"

CRT Terminal

Heath Company, world's

largest manufacturer of kit-

form electronic products,
has introduced a video ter-

minal for the computer
hobbyist and small business

user. The H9 is an alpha-

numeric video terminal

designed to accompany
Heath's H8 and HI 1 digital

computers, but it will work
with any digital computer.

The H9 utilizes a full

6 7-key ASCII keyboard
with a 12-line, 80-character

format on a 12-inch CRT.

Vector Graphic Rack-Mount Computer.



Heathkit H9 CR T Terminal.

Other features include a

format option of four

1 2-line, 20-character wide

columns, cursor control, a

batch transmit feature and a

plot mode. Standard serial

interfaces include EIA, 20

mA loop and TTL input/

output. The baud rate is

selectable, from 110 to

9600.
The kit-form, mail-order

price of the H9 is $530. For

more information about the

H9 CRT Terminal and

Heath's complete line of

computer products, write

Heath Company, Dept.

350-26, Benton Harbor MI
49022, for the Computer
Information Package.

SWTPC Dual

Minifloppy Kit

The $995 MF-68 Mini-

floppy Disk System by

Southwest Technical Prod-

ucts Corp. is designed for

use with the SWTPC 6800
Computer System. It in-

cludes all hardware and soft-

ware needed to provide a

complete high-qualtiy dual-

disk operating system. The
system can be expanded to

its four-drive limit with an

$850 MF-6X expansion kit.

The extensive software

provided with the MF-68
includes both disk BASIC
and a floppy disk operating

system (FDOS). Operating

system commands make
disk operation, including

copying all or any part of

one diskette onto another,

simple and easy. Commands
include CREATE, SAVE,
RUN, LOAD, PURGE
(delete), PACK, CATALOG,
RENAME, INITIALIZE and

PATCH.
The MF-68 is offered in

kit form only. It includes

controller, chassis, cover,

power supply, intercon-

necting cables, assembly in-

structions, two assembled

Shugart minifloppy drives,

and a diskette with the

Altair Q70 Printer.

Altair C700 Printer.

FDOS operating system and

disk BASIC.
The MF-6X expansion

kit includes power supply,

chassis, cover, and two
assembled minifloppy
drives.

Prices of $995 for the

MF-68 and $850 for the

MF-6X include prepaid

postage. Write Southwest

Technical Products Corp.,

219 W. Rhapsody, San

Antonio TX 78216.

New Altair Printers

SWTPC Dual Minifloppy System.

Mits introduces two new
peripheral products — the

C700 high-speed printer and

the Q70 printer - to inter-

face with the Altair 8800
series microcomputers.

The Altair C700 is a

high-speed serial character

printer which prints up to

60 characters per second.

The printhead is a 5 x 7 dot

matrix that prints the 64

character subset of the

ASCII font.

The Altair Q70 is an

upper and lower case,

electric typewriter-quality

printer specially designed

and modified to interface

with the Altair 8800 series.

It prints 96 upper and lower

case characters and symbols

at 45 characters per second.

The Q70 is ideal for

business systems, word
processing systems or any

other application requiring

high-quality printout for

letters, labels, documents,

etc. Each printer operates in

a unique highly efficient

manner. The C700 calcu-

lates the most rapid way to

print each line so that un-

necessary carriage returns

are eliminated.

The Q70 operates with a

"daisy wheel" system to

rapidly print upper and

lower case characters. The



wheel spins for character

location, and a hammer
then forces the wheel
against the ribbon, paper
and platen.

Both models provide

other features for easy oper-
ation with minimal main-
tenance. Each printer is

furnished with form tractors

to accommodate forms up
to 15 inches in width. An
electronic Top of Form in

the Q70 provides rapid posi-

tioning of each sheet. A
manual Top of Form switch

is also included. With the

Q70, ribbon and/or wheel
replacement is not an
exasperating, messy task.

The print wheel is easy to

replace, and the ribbon is

conveniently enclosed in a

cartridge.

When set to print less

than 132 centered character

lines, the C700 has in-

creased throughput, since

the printhead returns to the

right or left margin. This
special feature results in

minimal wear because parts

motion is reduced to a

minimum. A circuit that

allows power to be de-

creased when the printer is

inactive further reduces
wear.

Both printers are easily

integrated into any Altair

8800 computer system.
Each comes with its own
special interface card that

plugs into the Altair bus.

Ribbon cables and con-
nectors complete the inter-

face by connecting the

printer to the computer via

the interface board. Write
Mits, Inc., 2450 Alamo S.E.,

Albuquerque NM 87106.

Altair Bus Compatible
Music Board

Newtech Computer
Systems' low-cost Model 6
Music Board enables anyone
with an Altair bus computer
to produce music and sound
effects. Applications include
generating melodies,
rhythms, sound effects,

Morse code, touch-tone
synthesis and much more.

The Newtech Model 6
Altair bus compatible Music
Board comes fully assem-
bled and tested. Its features

te
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Newtech 's Model 6 Music Board

include selectable output
port address decoding, a

latched 6 -bit digital-to-

analog converter, audio
amplifier, speaker, volume
control and RCA phono
jack for convenient connec-
tion to your home audio
system. It employs a glass

epoxy printed circuit board
with plated-through holes,

gold-plated fingers and top
quality components.
A complete users man-

ual, supplied with the Model
6 Music Board, includes a

BASIC language program
for writing musical scores

and an 8080 Assembly
Language routine for play-

ing them.
Price of the Model 6

Music Board is $59.95
through computer stores.

Delivery is currently from
stock.

For information, contact
your local computer store,

or write to: Newtech Com-
puter Systems, Inc., 131
Joralemon Street, Brooklyn
NY 11201. Newtech's tele-

phone number is (212)
625-6220.

Terminal Strips For
PC Boards

The TS series of terminal
strips provides solderless ter-

mination of wire leads via

positive screw-activated
clamping action. Strips are

available with 4, 8 or 12
positions and accommodate
wire sizes 14-30 AWG (1,

8-0, 25mm). Pins are silver-

plated brass, .040-inch
(lmm) diameter, on .200
inch (5mm) centers.
Features include unbreak-
able polyamid bodies and
consecutively numbered ter-

minals. Rated 10 Amp at

300 V. In stock for imme-
diate delivery from OK
Machine and Tool Corpora-
tion, 3455 Conner Street,

Bronx NY 10475.

Dynamic Debugging
System

The Dynamic Debugging
System (DDS) is a powerful
debugging facility for 8080
assembly language pro-

grams. DDS operates in a

variety of ways which you
select to meet your needs.
DDS can run your program
one instruction at a time,

automatically maintaining
on the screen a display of all

registers, the following in-

structions and portions of
memory. Like conventional

debugging programs DDS
can also operate in a break-
point mode in which the

program runs at full speed

until it reaches one of

several selected instructions.

Although a breakpoint
capability is necessary, if it

is the only facility available

the debugger will be tedious

to use, since you will have
to breakpoint around
almost all branch instruc-

tions. The automatic pro-

gram monitoring facilities

provide a powerful alter-

native to the drudgery of
using breakpoints. Rather
than running the program
yourself with breakpoints,

DDS can run it for you,
until a condition you have
specified occurs or DDS
detects an error by itself.

These combinations of

features make DDS the

most powerful debugger
available today on any
microcomputer.

The cost is $30 oh paper
tape or cassette and $35 on
diskette. Contact The Com-
puter Mart of New Jersey,

501 Route 27, Iselin NJ
08830.

Prototype Cards

Two prototyping boards
for either wire-wrap or
soldertail and wiring pencil

are now available from Per-

sonal Computing Company,
Dallas TX. These boards are

either I/O size or memory
size. They are compatible
with the SWTPC bus struc-

ture and motherboard as

they use the molex con-
nectors at the bus interface.

In addition other con-
nectors are provided to

allow off board and I/O
functions.

The cards are arranged in

rows of holes with the holes

on 0.1 -inch centers and the

continued on page 19

OK Machine's Terminal Strips.
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BOOKS
Chess and Computers

David Levy
Computer Science Press

4566 Poe Avenue
Woodland Hills CA 91364

$1J.95

Need a good solid intro-

duction to developing a

chess program? This is it.

From the basics of digitizing

the chess board and moves

of the pieces to aid in

weighting strategies for the

optimum move - it's all

here and highly readable.

How many moves ahead

should a program realisti-

cally look? How important

is control of the center of

the board? International

chess master David Levy

provides perspective on

these questions and gives us

the two most important

criteria for developing a

winning program — material

and mobility. As tourna-

ment director of the annual

U.S. Computer Chess
Championships he should

know. The design of a good

program is developed by

following the history of

computer chess from its

beginning in 1949. There

are plenty of ideas here for

your program. (I cheated -

I bought an excellent 8080

program from Micro-ware in

Toronto.)

How good is a computer

at chess? Certainly not good

enough to beat Mr. Levy,

who has bet over $5000

that no computer program

can beat him by 1978. This

is even more remarkable

because he made the orig-

inal bet almost ten years

ago. Currently, the best

chess program is at North-

western University, winner

of several U.S. champion-

ships. This program and

others are described with

documentation of some of

the games played. Some of

the computer's moves are

quite surprising.

Not so surprising is that

the world's best chess play-

ers have the best program.

The Russians won the first

international championship

in 1974 and are scheduled

to defend in Toronto in

October. Using almost no

look-ahead for possible

moves, the Russian KAISSA
program is unique.

Although the computer

has yet to become the best

chess player, increasing use

is being made of its capa-

bilities - especially in end

games with few pieces left.

In games where grand

masters had agreed to draw,

the computer has found

winning lines.

Sadly, Chess and Com-
puters ends with a stop

press item on a computer

that was unbeatable. The

hoax had P-KR4 as the start

of an unlosable game.

Rumor spread that Bobby

Fischer would play it. For

$25 million - of course.

F. Gerlach

Ft. Lauderdale FL 33310

Homeowner's Guide to

Solar Heating

and Cooling

William M- Foster

TAB Books, #609

With the threat of an

increase in the cost of ener-

gy hanging over our heads, a

guide to the use of solar

energy, such as Mr. Foster's

book, seems to provide an

opportunity for productive

reading. But in a computer

magazine? Certainly! The

true computer hobbyist has

talents (and usually knowl-

edge) covering a far broader

field than computers. As
much as the computer itself,

the possibilities for utilizing

it cause the digitally in-

fected blood pressure to

rise; and what better area to

consider than that of our

own comfort at an econom-

ical price.

Articles on home energy

management systems are

beginning to appear. One
article on microcomputer

controlled solar energy

systems was printed in

Kilobaud recently. The
obvious next step is accu-

mulation, control and distri-

bution of solar energy, all

efficiently managed by a

micro. For the hobbyist

interested in such a system,

Homeowner's Guide to

Solar Heating and Cooling is

a good tutorial and refer-

ence.

Foster provides the back-

ground information in his

well-organized book
information necessary for

the planning of a solar

heating system - and

accompanies that infor-

mation with interesting bits

of history.

This book is by no means

a pie-in-the-sky postulation

of what could be. It is a

practical guide for the

conservation minded do-it-

yourselfer which considers

such things as the econom-

ics of a solar energy system,

the effect of geographic

location and the size system

needed for a particular

application. Many types of

collectors, sorne of which

can be built easily by a

person handy with tools, are

pictured and described. Also

pictured are several existing

installations.

All but one of the major

portions of a practical

residential solar energy

system are discussed at a

level of detail necessary to

support a productive effort.

The one weak point is the

portion of the book that

deals with cooling. This

must be tolerated, though,

because cooling has yet to

receive as much attention as

heatjng from those endeav-

oring to harness solar en-

ergy.

Two chapters deal with

two specific applications:

solar water heaters and

heating a swimming pool

with solar energy. The
degree of detail in these

chapters is good. Everything

from load calculations to

economics is discussed and

explained. The illustrations

are accompanied by enough

tutorial to enable the reader

to make the appropriate

calculations for his own
residence.

For those wishing more

detail, a bibliography is

provided. For those plan-

ning an installation, a list of

manufacturers is given.

Though far from complete,

it will provide the beginner

with a good start.

Those already experi-

enced in the art and science

of solar energy conversion

and storage will find the

Homeowner's Guide to

Solar Heating and Cooling

old hat. However, from the

systems point of view, the

book is more than adequate

as a guide for the novice.

Art Childs

Glendale CA

The Great International

Math On Keys Book
Texas Instruments Inc.

$4.95

It would really be a mis-

take (I made it!)- to order

this book if your calculator

does not have built-in

"Hierarchy." (TI's AOS).

This means that chain cal-

culations are internally held

back and then performed

only according to the old

school days rhyme, "My
Dear Aunt Sally": Multi-

plication and Division first,

then Addition and Subtrac-

tion, from left to right in

each case. Apart from the

extra "equals" this method
makes necessary, it has

considerable advantages.

However, no concession to

any other calculator format

has been made in this book,

and what disturbs me most

is that TI has conveniently

omitted this information

from their promotional

blurbs. Attempting to

modify the few worthwhile

algorithms (there's a pass-

able chapter titled "Turning

continued on page 18
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Glimpses of the Future

from NCC

I am sure you will have
articles on the NCC '77 held
in Dallas. I hope you will

compliment the convention
for its efficiency in handling
a crowd of 36,000 people.
Personal computing was a
small part of the con-
vention, but the panel
sessions deserve some
comment. I would like to
comment here on the
"prophets" who partici-

pated in the panels. The two
most notable were Adam
Osborne of Osborne Asso-
ciates and Dennis Allison,
who is a new editor on
IEEE's Computer and is a
well-known consultant. Let
me begin with a quote from
Adam Osborne about the
purveyors of personal com-
puting:

(They are) making new
markets which have never
existed before. They have
not been serving any prior
customer base. For that
reason using any kind of
past precedence or past
experience as the basis for
what you will do in the
future has no credibility or
viability, and will not work.
Because, everything that has
been happening and will be
happening is only happening
because the product has
made its market. This
has been the key to what it

has taken to get into the
market in the first place . . .

You are going to make the
market; you are not going
to fill one.

I believe this to be a
point not previously under-
stood by many. This state-
ment and some additional
quotes by Dennis Allison
provide for some interesting
extrapolation. Allison:
"Compilers, Assemblers and
Interpreters are the tools,
not what we are trying to
accomplish." "Most people

don't want to program in

Assembler . . . surely not
hexadecimal. For that
matter I'm not sure they
would be happy with
BASIC, FORTRAN, APL,
ALGOL or any of the other
languages." "We ought to
accept our losses and go on
from here (speaking of
BASIC)."

One of the first con-
clusions is that standards
don't count for much yet.

The S-100 bus is not two
years old, but there has
been time to establish sev-

eral devices that use this

bus. Furthermore there are

reasons why the bus is

unsatisfactory. There is

every reason to believe that
a new and better product
could storm the market as

easily. In software the situ-

ation is still clearer. There
are ANSI standards for

COBOL and FORTRAN,
but every machine offers

enhancements. The result is

that no one writes programs
in ANSI standard anyway.
The standards are always
too much compromise.
A second message is that

hobby computing is not,
and will not be, personal
computing. The classical

hobbyist will always have a
toe in the market, but the
majority will soon be end
users - people who really

don't want to know very
much; I don't believe most
people who buy RC planes
or shortwave receivers know
very much about radio. This
is important, because it

means Commodore is going
to sell a million PETs and
Heathkit is going to get rich.

It also means that software
piracy is not really a prob-
lem; Gary Kildall of Digital

Research (another prophet)
is right about selling soft-

ware for $50 or less and
selling many copies. The
systems developers, like

Yourdon and his "C" for
the 8080, will be able to sell

their $5000-10,000 product

to the manufacturers and
not worry about violations

of their licenses.

There is a golden oppor-
tunity to be a maverick and
pull it off. For the manu-
facturers that means a
micro designed to higher
order language, and not
some compromise to pro-
cess control or the architec-

ture that can be packed on a
chip. For the software
developer it means you
don't have to suffer with
BASIC "because that's what
everyone has." Passive

acceptance (or worse —
active support) of standards
is a Trojan horse and will

deprive us of many golden
opportunities.

Personal computing is

underestimated by every-
one. It is not just one
market; it is more diverse
than we know, or imagine.
There's meat with salt and
pepper for everyone, and
the best morsels haven't
been picked up yet. Pertec
and Mits were once garage

operations; Kilobaud
jumped in late, and there
are numerous other ex-
amples of organizations that

bucked time-honored
marketing knowledge. It

seems to be true very often
in our field that newest is

best. I hope sincerely that
Kilobaud can continue to be
newest.

Robert W. Ferguson
Wake Village TX 75501

"Wish I Had
Said That"

As usual I couldn't wait
until the 10th of this

month; that's when Kilo-
baud appears on the news-
stand at Bargain Electronics.

I rushed, ran and tripped
into Bargain for the August
issue, and was not the least

bit disappointed in the con-
tents. I was particularly

interested in George
Young's article, "Sooo, You
Want to be an Author." It

was one of those articles

about which I wanted to

say, "Gee, I wish I had said

that." George stresses some
very important aspects of
magazine writing. I can
testify to the fact that if

your manuscripts are not
presented in a clear and
concise manner they may
not be accepted or may
require additional work. I

have had one article rejected
and two accepted. The
second one required rewrite
of sections on my part and
extensive editing by John —
which I appreciated - but
with a little attention on my
part, these would not have
been necessary. John has
given me many valuable
pointers, which I am willing

to share with anyone in the
L.A. area who plans to write
an article.

Incidently, I was very
pleased with the response I

got from my first article and
apologize for not being able
to answer all the letters I

received. I have put together
a little booklet of CT 1024
Mods which anyone can
have for the copying charge
$2. If I could copy it for
free I would give it away.
For those wanting business
programs I have many in the
works that I hope will

appear in the pages of
Kilobaud. I hope by the
first of the year to have a

book out geared to small
business applications.

Keep up the quality of
the magazine and I'll keep
getting it from the news-
stand until my subscription
to Byte runs out in five

more months. Maybe I can
convince my wife that a
3-year subscription is

needed now. By the way,
since I am a member of
your future millionaires

club I am only $999,787
away.

Carl Denver Warren II

Torrance CA 90505

The Next Generation

I enjoyed scanning your
June issue because much of
it is beyond my prehobbyist
level. It was interesting to
note that the publication is

targeted primarily at
hobbyists, but seemed con-
cerned with increasing the
overall interest in small
computer usage.

I am clearly a novice, and
not one interested in either

assembling kits, or writing

10



more programs than nec-

essary, but I would like the

opportunity to answer the

question (for myself) on the

kind of articles wanted for

reprinting. I am a pragmatic,

applications-oriented person

who would like to know

:

1

.

Has anyone used an IBM
MT/ST Model 4 as an I/O

device in a small system?

These are rapidly being re-

placed in their original role

of word processor, and may
be available rather inex-

pensively. With the dual

tape model it could store a

lot of names and addresses

for mass mailing, if adapt-

able.

2. Has anyone written a

program that plots the

"puts" and "calls" of the

listed options against the

decreasing time value of the

option(s) and the fluctu-

ations of the underlying

stock? The variations

possible in these positions

make a computer useful in

gauging returns or planning

hedges.

3. Has a program been

written to evaluate the re-

turns of rental properties so

that individual variables can

be changed, and the impact

on the investment imme-

diately seen?

As you can see, this pre-

hobbyist isn't interested in

becoming a hobbyist, at

least not in the sense of

putting together hardware

or writing software. I ad-

mire those who can and do,

but my primary purpose

would be in using the per-

sonal computer as a versatile

tool. If you can recommend
a publication more suited to

my needs it will be appre-

ciated.

Paul N. Stronger

The publication you're

asking about isn't here just

yet, Paul Although there

are a lot of people with

your interests, there aren't

enough to warrant another

magazine. But there will be,

there will be. - John.

PET User Group

A user group has been

formed for people inter-

ested in the Commodore
PET 2001, a compact com-

puter with integrated key-

board, CRT with character

and graphics capability,

cassette drive, 14K ROM
Operating System, including

full 8K BASIC, and 4K
RAM user space. The PET
will provide exceptional

computing value with a

complete price of $595.

The purpose of the group

will be to share and ex-

change applications, pro-

grams and hardware ex-

pansion techniques, and to

provide general user feed-

back. The first year

membership is $5 and will

include the User Notes

publication.

Gene Beals

PET User Group
PO Box 371

Montgomery PA 18936

Machine Code Version

of Hexdec, Please

F.B. on the Hexdec

program, page 105, issue 8.

Kindly get this done for

Apple 1 and 8080. This is

something we're all in-

terested in!

We love you.

Philip H. Morrison, M.D.

Bristol TN 37620

Und vot is F.B.? - John

Change the ANS
Flowchart Standard?

The ACM's SIGDOC
group has started a review

of the flowchart standard

(ANS X3. 5-1970). The

committee seeks written

comments and suggestions

for the improvement, modi-

fication or change of the

current standard. If no

change is appropriate at this

time, please say so.

All types and levels of

suggestions and comments
are welcome. All concerned

persons in the computer

field are eligible. You have

knowledge and experience

- let them count by sending

your written comments and

suggestions to Ned
Champin, Flowchart Com-
mittee Chairman, InfoSci

Inc., Box 7117, Menlo Park

CA 94025.

Ned Chapin, PhD
Menlo Park CA 94025

332,193 Bits Per

Second!

Your articles on digital

audio were read with great

interest. Although the

author refrained from being

technical he should have at

least included the famous
Shannon-Hartley Law,
which states:

C = Wlog2 d +^)

Where:

C is the channel capacity in

bits per second

W is the channel bandwidth

in Hertz

S is the signal to noise ratio.

N

Assuming a bandwidth of

20,000 Hz and a signal-to-

noise ratio of 50 dB
(100,000 to 1) the channel

capacity of a hi-fi system is

332,193 bits per second.

Rob Cave

Irving TX 75061

PASCAL to the

Rescue!

Glen Charnock's article,

"Structured BASIC is Bet-

ter!" (No. 5, p. 104), is an

ingenious attempt to make a

silk purse out of a sow's ear,

but it raises the question:

"Better than what?" Why
go to such lengths to write

structured programs in a

language that fights such

attempts every step of the

way, when infinitely supe-

rior results can be had by

simply using a fully struc-

tured language such as

PASCAL to begin with?

Consider how Mr. Char-

nock's Program C might be

written in PASCAL:

repeat getinput; process; print-

output until endofjob.

Surely Mr. Charnock would

have to admit that this sin-

gle line of PASCAL ex-

presses the algorithm in-

volved much more clearly

and concisely than his 17

lines of "structured"
BASIC. Now that PASCAL
is becoming available for the

6800, the 8080, the Z-80

and all the rest, I can see no

excuse for not making it the

standard hobby computer

language and junking BASIC
altogether. Attempts at

patching BASIC merely lull

the programmer into an

unwarranted complacency

by obscuring the advantages

that languages such as

PASCAL offer.

David A. Mundie
Charlottesville VA 22903

Being realistic, David,

there's no way we're going

to be "junking BASIC al-

together" in the foreseeable

future. Undoubtedly

,

PASCAL will make an

impact in the years to come,

and a lot of us are anxious

to get it up and running on
our 6800s and 8080s. -

John.

F8 Owner's, Unite!

Would you please publish

a note in Kilobaud and 73

that we would like to con-

tact individual users or

groups that are interested in

the Fairchild F8 computer.

We are starting a users

group in the Hartford area,

and as of this writing we
have three units operating.

There must be others

that have built the F8 and

are writing programs for it.

It's a shame that there has

not been more information

about the F8.

We hope we can generate

more information flow

about the F8 as we believe

it is a rather inexpensive

way to get started in com-
puting.

Gerald W. Hemphill

132 Scott Swamp Road
Farmington CT 06032

6502 Forum?

I almost didn't believe

my eyes when 1 saw the

KIM FORUM in the July

issue of your magazine.

That is one feature of your

magazine that is going to

keep me reading it.

I think the KIM FORUM
is going to be a great equal-

izer and will help make the

6502 (or 65XX) one of the

big three; or is that four? I

myself have ordered an

E.C.D. Micromind II. At
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first I was a little unhappy
that they used the 6502
(actually 6512A), but I

couldn't find a better sys-

tem for the price so I

bought it anyway. Now that

1 see that Kilobaud is going
to pay some attention to
this chip I feel a lot better
about my decision.

As for the name of the
column - I'm glad you
mentioned that there may
be a name change "some-
time in the future." Please
don't delay the name
change for too long. Since
there are "over 6000" KIMs
in the field, the original
name is fine for seven or
eight months. However, as I

see it there is going to be a

flood (?) of 6502 machines
in the field by then. This is

because the 6502 is being
marketed primarily in as-

sembled and complete sys-

tems for what appears to be
low cost. The Apple II and
the Micromind I are good
examples. There are a lot

more people wanting to use
computers than there are

who want to build them or
even just interface things to
them.

I find it rather curious
that neither the Apple nor
the Micromind is advertised
in your July issue. Anyway,
keep that 6502-oriented
forum coming, and please
don't skimp on space for it.

K. Matthews
Langley, BC V3A 5V4

Attention

Brooklynites!

I'm really not writing
this letter directly to you,
but rather I'm appealing to
my fellow hobbyists. I have
noticed many letters from
Brooklynites. This doesn't
surprise me since Brooklyn
is the fourth largest city in
the United States in popula-
tion. To my dismay, how-
ever, I am not aware of any
club in Brooklyn. I know
that we have a computer
club based in New York
City, but none representing
Brooklyn itself.

I'm sure there are many
hobbyists in Brooklyn, and
I think we should be repre-
sented. I think writing this

letter is the first step. So to

all you fellow Brooklynite
hobbyists, drop me a line

and let's get together.

Note to the editor: Perhaps
you can give me some
pointers on how to start a

club.

John P. Wasack
1438 83rd Street

Brooklyn NY 11228
July 12, 1977

Tel: (212)331-7071

It looks to me like you're
doing a pretty good job
without any pointers, John.
You probably should get a
meeting place lined up to

handle the response. (Let's

hope it's that big, anyway.)
- John.

Forgive Us Our
Trespasses

Someday Sears and
Tandy will sell micro-
computers - millions of
microcomputers. But four
things will change first —
four glitches in the "hobby"
market.

and lights. Or I may spend a

grand to tutor my kid in

math or language. And I

may find a few thousand to

lower my billing and inven-

tory costs.

Third, they will use a

standard 44-pin edge
connector. Does the 1 00-pin
bus add to memory capa-
bility? Input and output
capability? No. All it adds is

cost and 66 more things to
go wrong. The Z80 (for

example) 40-pin bus is ele-

gant and simple. Like any
good design it does more
with less. The 1 00-pin bus is

a mess of duplication and
confusion, a step back-
wards. With millions of
units they will be able to set

their own standards.

Fourth, they will chain
the engineers and pro-
grammers to a wall in the
back room. Though these
two are geniuses and essen-

tial, they are basically illit-

erate and should not be
allowed in polite society.

What improvement is MOV
over move? What is a
PDBIN? Indeed, we need

May I share with you the

programmer's prayer?

Maybe the OF can under-
stand that, but the rest of us
are puzzled.

Charles Johnsen, III

BatavialL 60510

Z80 BASIC Patches

Here are the patches that
I was using to run Altair 8K
BASIC (VSN 3.2) on a

Cromemco ZPU.
These patches may be

located anywhere the user
can find space for them.
Mine are located in a moni-
tor EPROM. They correct
the parity flag. For other
versions of BASIC the loca-

tions where parity is tested
after an add or subtract
must be found and similar

routines written.

I am now running a North
Star disk system at 4 MHz
with one wait state inserted

by the ZPU hardware. To
do this I must first transfer

the contents of the boot-
strap ROM to an Altair IK

THIS PROG. IS COMPLETELY DEBUGGED. IT REQUIRES THE INTER*RACING OF TWO DIGITAL OUTPUT DEVICES HAND 1 AND HAND 2IT REQUIRES THE SHUT DOWN OF THE TWO INPUT DEVICES EYE 1AND EYE 2. DISABLE ALL INTERRUPTS DURING RUN. OUTPUT MAY
; BE DELAYED.
-OF VER.1.5"

; OUR FATHER
"J. CHRIST"
OF
WART
HVN
HLOBNAM
KINGCOM
WILDO .

ERH <~HVN
BRED GIV
SINFORGIV
ASWEFORGIV
TEMPTNOT
DLVRVL
AMEN

WHO ART
RESERVED SPACE
ADD NAM + HLOW
GOTO END
OUTPUT
MOV HVN TO ERH
GET ONE BYTE
DECREMENT SIN COUNTER
CHECKSUM
WIPE TEMPT REGISTER
WIPE EVIL REGISTER
END

First, there will be polite

salesmen. People who notice
when you come in the store.

People who don't think
you're an idiot if you ask a
simple question. People who
know that a 69£ part needs
as much attention as a $500
stereo.

Second, they will sell a
function, not a "geewiz." I

am not going to spend
$2000 to play Wumpus,
complete with lights and
buzzers, and neither is any-
body else. But I may spend
$500 to control my heat

jargon and abbreviations.
But we also need consider-

ation. Learning to program
is hard enough without
having to learn it in Chinese
- abbreviated Chinese at

that. Kilobaud gets an A+
for English class.

I'll bet that Sears will use
only one abbreviation: the
trademark symbol.

Programmers are like

priests — they are not sure
they like this lay movement
and insist on talking Latin. I

know a little bit about that;

I am a Lutheran minister.

static (which is a slow
memory), modify all loca-

tions that contain 351 to
the new page number I have
transferred it to. Then jump
to this new location. The
following locations in DOS
must be also changed to the
new page location.

This system runs at a
cycle time of 1.25 micro-
seconds. It runs benchmark
7 in 47 seconds (KB June). I

found the North Star system
to be very good. It does not

continued on page 19
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WAVE MATE

(shown with Jupiter disk)

LOOKING BETTER ALL THE TIME

But we offer you more than just a beautiful new cabinet. The Wave Mate Jupiter IIA and Jupiter IIIA

systems come to you fully assembled and tested, with backplane, plug-in rerro-resonant power

supply, and your choice of either 68OO or Z80 CPU modules. All for less than the price of

the two best selling 8O8O systems!

Plus you can choose from the fastest growing selection of memories and

peripherals available from any manufacturer.

Our 2KB EPROM/4KB RAM /Serial interface module can start you

on your way to high-quality, full capability, low cost personal

computing. As your needs for computing power grow, add

our video modules, our audio cassette interface, or even a

high-speed matrix printer or floppy disk - all built with the same

quality and dependability the Wave Mate name has come to

stand for.

All Wave Mate products meet the

highest quality industrial standards,

with rugged construction unmatched

by anyone. If you are serious about

personal computing, call Wave Mate.

Send information on: H Jupiter HA

Jupiter MA

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

SB
Wxufjt. TJhtU

WAVE MATE 1015 West 190th Street. Gardena, California 90248 Telephone (213) 329-8941

Dept. 25

W5
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AROUND
THE INDUSTRY

Mini Micro Mart
Speaks Out

This is a delayed re-

sponse to a letter to Kilo-
baud from one of our un-
happy customers with re-

gard to a 6800 system. I am
also tired of hearing how
bad Mini Micro Mart is! We
have a few happy customers
and many, many unhappy
ones. There is no one to
blame but myself - we
offered too many products,
most of which no one else

would even bother to pro-
duce — and tried to supply
them at anywhere from 10
to 40% lower than the com-
petition.

When we first started we
assumed that the hobbyist
computer marketplace was
similar to that of the elec-

tronics hobbyists' I was
familiar with; a tinkerer
with a fair degree of knowl-
edge could speed up produc-
tion of his home brew pro-
ject with a usable PC board
and some quality compo-
nents.

We totally misjudged the
marketplace; the personal
computing field is expecting
and getting professional-

looking products extremely
well designed at fantas-

tically low prices. I spent
ten years in the electronics

industry and know of many
commercial electronic in-

strument producers who do
not expect the same stan-
dard of quality in their PC
boards as the computer hob-
byist.

Back to Tim Ahrens'
letter with regard to our
6800 system; I am not
totally in disagreement with
his comments. Our RM
6800 board with some doc-
umentation and a few mods
would have been the best of
the 6800 systems on the
market. For a great variety
of reasons too numerous
and involved to get into in

this letter, we have dis-

continued our 6800 system.
I still feel that it was the
best value on the market
and there are some very
happy owners. You have
little reason to hear from
the happy ones; it is the
unhappy ones who have
something to write about.

In spite of all the bad
things you hear about us,

most of the business we
enjoy is repeat business
from universities, engineers,
and commercial users. And
while I'm rambling on about
the personal computing
industry, perhaps our major
error was in the use of kits;

I wish there was some word
to describe what we and
some others have to
offer other than the word
"kit"; as only a few of our
offerings resemble kits as

some people have come to
know them. If current
rumors are true, it certainly
is noteworthy to observe
that Heath - the grand-
daddy of the electronics
industry will be selling as-

sembled minicomputer
systems, and not kits. If this

is true, perhaps they have
learned something from the
mistakes and misfortunes of
Mits, Imsai, SWTP, Mini
Micro Mart and others.

Since Kilobaud and other
consumer hobbyist maga-
zines seem so intense in

their desire to see that the
consumer gets his money's
worth, I would think it

would be your duty to take
a good hard look at our RM
Z-80 system. Our assembled
and tested system board
costs about $300. If there is

anything that offers more in

versatility, in features, or
that is as powerful for that
kind of money, I'd like to
know what it is.

Keep up the good work.

Maury Goldberg
Mini Micro Mart

Good Words About
Mini Micro Mart

1 recently ordered two
2708 PROM boards
(C 80-2708-2) from Mini
Micro Mart. They arrived

surprisingly quickly (three

weeks) especially con-
sidering payment was by
personal check. Each kit

consisted of a board, bag of
parts, a parts list, two sheets
of pictorial and schematic,
and one sheet of brief but
complete application notes.

There were no assembly
instructions as such, but the
whole kit was enclosed in a

printed jacket bearing,

among other things, a com-
prehensive statement of
warranty, the usual com-
ponents information and
construction hints, and a

sales policy statement which
clearly proclaims that this is

a "bare bones kit" intended
to provide high quality at a
low cost for experimenters,
engineers, and advanced
hobbyists. It further states

that the buyer who feels

that such a kit is beyond his

capabilities should return it

for a refund. They also offer

a repair service. What could
be more fair, especially

since the price is about one
half that of the nearest com-
petitor.

One capacitor was
missing from each kit, but
at 38 cents each from a

local supplier, who cares?

The boards were of excel-

lent quality (plated through
holes, gold fingers, etc.)

without solder masks, so re-

quired care, but assembly
was very easy. These boards
are very flexible, allowing
use of 2704, 2708, 2716 or
8316 PROMs, for a possible

total of 12K. Each PROM
may be individually ad-
dressed to any IK of the
memory map, and the appli-
cation notes are clear on
how this is done, including
examples.

The boards worked per-

fectly on the first try, and
have been solid ever since.

Which brings me to the
letter and editors comments
in the July Kilobaud. I too
have been hearing rumors
about MMM for some time,
but have not been able to
pin down any real sub-

stance. Even Tim Ahrens'
letter allows that the
problems were more mis-

understanding than design
defect. This has been my
only contact with MMM so
far, and I am left with a real

question. Are these the only
good boards that MMM has
made? It is more likely tht

many of the problems may
have come from builders

who may have gotten in

over their heads. MMM
appears to be a small scale

operation, and sparse docu-
mentation is an essential

part of the low price.

Just for purposes of com-
parison, I would like to
recount some of our ex-

periences with Imsai prod-
ucts. Several of us working
together ordered Imsai
8080s, two as kits and one
factory built. The kits

arrived in about six weeks.
The front panel boards re-

quired X-acto knife work,
and home brew additions to
get the programmed output
LEDs to work right side up
as they should. PC layout
might well have been done
better in some areas, par-

ticularly the power lines on
the motherboard, but all in

all the systems were up and
running in a couple of
weeks. No such luck with
the factory built unit. It

took six months to arrive,

and it did not work! Since
the factory built unit had
ICs soldered into the PC
board (ugh), we returned it

without tinkering and it has
now finally arrived in work-
ing condition.

We also purchased two
Imsai PIC-8 priority inter-

rupt boards, one built and
one kit. The kit was easy to

assemble, but the users

guide ranks somewhere be-
tween fragmented and pure
chaos. At least a sample test

program to give the builder
some feel for how the board
should be used would have
been of tremendous value.

Better than MMM's doc-
umentation? Not really. In

the details that really count,
it may not be as good. And
remember that Imsai boards
command a premium price.

And what about the factory
built PIC-8? Well, it's de-
fective. Clock rates are

wrong. Soldered-in ICs too.
We have yet to resolve that
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one.

We recently got one of

Imsai's new MIO boards.

Top quality components

and very fine board. As-

sembly instructions were

tedious with much time

wasted looking all over the

board to find resistor loca-

tions in the order in which

they were presented. A well

labeled print would have

been ten times faster. An
immediate disappointment

was the inability to change

data rates under program

control (like 3P+S) for

either the serial port or the

cassette interface. Signal

level considerations are

critical. It required an oscil-

loscope, board changes and

some skill to get it working.

This is in contrast to

Tarbell's board which we
have used easily with a

number of different re-

corders.

A bigger disappointment

is the fact that the cassette

interface cannot read and

write at the same time, so

this board cannot be used to

take full advantage of read-

after-write methods of

records verification when
using professional recorders.

We are still looking for the

ideal cassette interface

board which has digital

timing (like the MIO),

simultaneous read and write

(like the Tarbell), and which

has interrupt capability on

one or both of these func-

tions to allow read-after-

write data verification. An
additional port for cassette

control status sensing would

complete the board. Too
many functions on one

board (like the MIO) leaves

too little room to do any of

them really well.

I have seen deficiencies

in component quality,

delivery schedules, user doc-

umentation and (sadly),

design philosophy in many
products. I am not picking

on Imsai in particular, they

are, in fact, among the best.

I am interested in seeing

product evaluations put in

some reasonable perspec-

tive. Unfortunately, the de-

tails of what some product

is supposed to do are un-

clear until the buyer has

paid his money and has the

item in his hands, but then

its usually too late. MMM is

the first supplier I have run

into who says "If you don't

like it, send it back."

Finally, a few thoughts

for Kilobaud. You state that

you are tired of hearing

complaints about MMM,
such as you have been hear-

ing for the last two and one

half years. But this is the

first time you have con-

sidered telling your readers

about it. As a matter of

fact, I bought my cards

from an ad in the June issue

of Kilobaud. This is a far

cry from Wayne's assertion

that Kilobaud was going to

be the watchdog of the

micro market and "tell it

like it is."

After being at this for

two and one half years, as

you say, you must have

heard plenty about many
companies. Keeping it under

your vest serves nobody.

Let us hear about it, so that

readers and suppliers alike

will be stimulated to rebut

or clean up their acts.

Everyone will benefit.

Dr. George Potor Jr.

Fairborn OH

Reader Comments on
Cassette I/O Format

You called for comment
on McDonough & Ham-
montre's article "Cassette

I/O Format" in Issue #8
(Aug '77). Here's mine:

Yes, the Intel loader/

punch format is quite weak,

and 8080 owners may be

casting about for something

a little better. Certainly, the

Eby format does provide

more flexibility and much
better security against bob-

bled bits. However, for a

hobby-level standard, it

seems to me to be heavily

freighted with overhead,

making its loader and punch

routines awkwardly long

and more elaborate than

necessary for the ordinary

business of program saving

and interchange.

A couple of years ago,

the hobby-oriented manu-

facturers and editors got to-

gether in Kansas City and

settled on a hobby-standard

cassette recording system

which - by not putting any

state-of-the-art strain on the

hardware or the medium —

was and is quite reliable:

sufficiently so that elabo-

rate error-detection/cor-

rection schemes in the data

format are not really

needed. A checksum, or at

most parity + checksum, is

plenty. (Yes, I know. Not
everybody agreed on, or was

even consulted on, the

"Kansas City" standard. I

wasn't consulted on the

length of the meter, either.)

But now we have Eby
saying, in effect, "I don't

care for the recording

standard, I prefer Tarbell.

And I am proposing a new
universal data-format stan-

dard, complete with special

formatting to accommodate
Tarbell requirements." Well,

peachy-keen - but it strikes

me that anyone looking for

support for a "universal"

data format standard is get-

ting off on the wrong foot

by proposing that it be

specially gussied up for the

unique requirements of ven-

dor X's hardware built out-

side of the only existing

hobby "standard." It seems

to me that the preamble to

any standard should be an

oath of allegiance to the

idea of standards — in-

cluding those that didn't

happen to be invented by

the author.

There are synchronous

transmission protocols

calling for a whole long

string of sync-bytes ahead

of the transmission. A uni-

versal standard should

certainly throw them in too.

Actually, the probability

of establishing a universal

standard hobby level data

format is diminishing. The

proposed format is one for

the interchange of machine-

language records. For

BASIC, FORTRAN or

FOCAL, you just don't tell

the machine what address

you want the data loaded

at. And whose BASIC has a

TLOAD which counts bytes

and computes checksums?

The high-level languages are

the only medium ap-

proaching a universal

hobby-level interchange.

And, as Whipple and Arnold

can testify, simple, old

ANSI BASIC is entangled in

compatibility problems,

even when the CPUs are the

same for sender and re-

ceiver.

Would it be of any bene-

fit for the F8 user to adopt

a data-format that would
guarantee his ability to load

giant quantities of data bits

punched up by a 6502?
Would the 6800 owner buy
himself anything by work-

ing up a loader program that

would put Processor Tech's

8080 op/codes for their

TARGET program into his

6800 memory? Hardly. So

the very most that could

ever develop, as I see it, is

the possibility that the

feeblest of the now-standard

data formats (Intel's) might

ultimately be replaced

among 8080 owners by

Eby's super-freightliner for-

mat or something like it.

There are a lot of us in the

middle ground, though -
6800 owners with the Moto-

rola-format punch and

loader already resident in

Motorola's MIKBUG ROM
— who are under no com-

pelling need to get anything

much better.

The recognition software

for the Motorola preamble

(SO, SI, S9) has about one

chance in 16,000 of being

triggered by a random
scramble of bits to throw a

block of garbage into

memory. The Motorola-

format address block is no

more secure than Intel's,

and so can throw a block of

data into the wrong place

before getting caught if the

input data is not software-

buffered (MIKBUG loads

directly to memory, so if

there's a bum bit in the

address block, it's too late

by the time the checksum

detects the error). And, of

course, Motorola's 8-bit

checksum can be fooled. So

it's not perfect, by a long

shot. But with a hardware-

and-medium-tolerant cas-

sette interface, the raw error

rates are quite low, and the

number of uncaught errors

is well buried in the other

noise of programming
errors, switch-bounce and

intermittent memory chips

- that is, at a very low and

tolerable level in a well-built

system.

The Motorola data for-

continued on page 1
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THE
HEATH It IT

FORUM
This month I'd like to

comment on two interesting
letters from Arizona. John
M. Blalock writes: "Don't
have specs on Heath bus
yet, but if anyone can get us
away from the Altair bus, I

guess Heath can. The H8
front panel beats Altair's,

but who needs it? I'd prefer
that serial + parallel I/O
came with H8, with the
panel as an option."

John's first remark is

somewhat controversial.
Several people told me be-
fore Heath's 8080 bus was
announced that they hoped
it would be compatible with
all the boards they'd in-

vested in already. Heath's
Director of Computer Prod-
ucts, Lou Frenzel, explained
at the National Computer
Conference that the Altair-

style bus was not considered
cost effective, as it has tech-
nical problems and uses
expensive connectors.

Charles Floto

John brings out a good
point with his second
comment. Most of us want
our computer systems to
have full alphanumeric
input and output capability.

Without it, we'd be limited

to programming in machine
language. Heath recognizes
this to the extent that their

"minimum recommended
H8 system" includes the H9
video terminal. They in-

clude software with the H8
called BUG-8, which allows
a terminal to perform the
functions of the front panel.

This suggests there might
well be sufficient demand to
justify a plain panel version
of H8 for people like John.

The other Arizona letter

came from Gerald F.

McKee: "I am a computer
enthusiast, as well as an
amateur/commercial broad-
cast engineer, so I am inter-

ested in any items Heath
may place upon the mar-

EDITOR'S
KKMARUK
from page 3

Santa Maria on the weekend
Winthrop was arrested. Ron
Yager (vice-president and
corporation secretary)
joined the company on June
9th. He had been
acquainted with Winthrop
before that time and had
done some work for him. As
a matter of fact, he took the
photographs of the memory
and "monitor" board for
the advertisements. Not
having a hardware back-
ground he was unaware any-
thing was amiss with the
boards.

Dennis Levinski (manu-
facturing VP) came on
board June 6th and David
Faiman (VP, software

development) was with
Winthrop for a couple of
months before anyone else

arrived. As a result, he suf-

fered the most. You see,

David is very sharp in both
hardware and software
development (he's the
designer of their new, and
real, 16K memory board).
Because of this, Winthrop
made sure that David was
kept busy developing soft-

ware that had the specs
changed every few days. A
nice way to give a guy an
ulcer . . . especially when
you keep reminding him of
an upcoming deadline on a

daily basis.

Winthrop left the people
at Data Sync with something
I'm sure he never intended
to leave. He left them with a

sense of purpose and unity.
They want very badly to
bring the name of their

company up out of the mud
and, therefore, they're try-

ket, but I would never buy
anything first run from
them again! After experi-

encing failure of every single

Heath I have attempted over
the past 22 years (more
than $3870.00 of pur-

chases/repairs and even
requests for aid) I'm very
gun-shy .... Come to
think of it, I did have one
item deliver the goods . . .

the Cantenna."
This is a rather paradoxi-

cal dissent from the enthusi-

asm described in the last

Heathkit Forum. It almost
makes you wonder if Heath
products are so habit-form-
ing that even dissatisfied

customers come back again
and again. Rather reminds
me of the fellow who knew
he could give up smoking
because he'd already done it

20 times.

Of course I do know
people who have had
trouble putting Heathkits
together. They seem to feel

the Heath Company lived

up to its "We won't let you
fail" pledge. Incidentally,

while retail stores account
for only half of Heath's
sales, they're credited with
providing 80 percent of the
post-sales support. Heath
has taken steps to prevent
some possible assembly
problems with their com-

puter products. The H9
video terminal control

board as well as the H8 and
HI 1 CPUs are being shipped
fully assembled and tested.

Apparently Heath
doesn't share the enthusi-

asm I expressed for the idea

of interfacing their com-
puters to other Heathkits.

I'm told they have no cur-

rent plans along this line,

preferring to use micropro-
cessors in dedicated applica-

tions within future offer-

ings. This leaves a wide field

for Kilobaud readers to
explore and report on. Let's

hear from you! I do under-
stand future Heath TVs will

provide for direct video
input. Wouldn't you like to
have a color monitor?

By now I hope some of
you have an H8 up and
running. Tell me when you
got yours going and we'll

see who was first. What have
you done with it so far?

Perhaps you haven't

quite made up your mind
about the H8 and aren't

sure you want to lay out
$25 (plus shipping) for a set

of manuals. If you have a

question, send it along to:

Heathkit Forum
c/o Charles Floto
267 Willow Street

New Haven CT 06511

ing their best to develop and
market at least some of the
products advertised. The
first one will be their 16K
memory board . . . followed
by the video terminal unit.

After that, we'll see.

The police suspect
Winthrop's ultimate goal
was to get about $100,000
in orders (as a result of the
ads) and then simply vanish.

Indications are that he has
been involved in several

similar operations through-
out the country. The detec-
tive investigating the case,

Ernie Kapphahn (pro-

nounced Ka-pan) would like

very much to hear from
anyone who has had deal-

ings with Winthrop while he
was using the following
aliases:

Col. David W. Winthrop -
California.

William D. Winthrop - Cali-

fornia.

William Frank Northrup -
Texas.

Harold Bender - Nevada.

William A. Scoville -
Nevada/Arizona (Scoville

Automation . . . later

changed to National Digital

Computer Corporation).

Robert L. Renfro - Georgia
(Digi-Tone Communications
Corp.).

Winthrop always wanted
to get his name in print . . .

but I have a feeling this isn't

quite what he had in mind!

IfriSLISIIEK'S
REMARKS

from page 2

pitch for businessmen. Each
commercial has to be
worked over and worked
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over until it will get atten-

tion and tell a story - all in

one minute. The television

commercials are even more
difficult - 30 seconds. Try

to get the excitement of

microcomputers across cold

in 30 seconds and see what

you come up with!

Each magazine and news-

paper ad had to be fitted to

the readership of the

medium. No use running a

business ad in an under-

ground student newspaper
— or a hobbyist ad in Time.

And even with a $100,000

ad budget we had to watch

every part of the package

closely, cutting here and

there to stay within the

budget. Show biz.

Fortunately I've been

writing magazine ads for

years — and before that I

was in both radio and tele-

vision — so none of it was

particularly new. That

didn't make it easy; there is

no easy way to turn out

good ads - they take a lot

of time and hard work.

Other details are fun; the

Computermania hats for the

officials of the show so

people could recognize

them at a distance; the

commercial HTs for radio

coordination; the Com-
putermania T-shirts (I think

you'll like 'em); and so it

goes. Tickets - for atten-

dees, for half-price kids, for

the press, for exhibitors, for

VIPs — bumper stickers . . .

did we forget anything?

Even with all this excite-

ment life must go on - the

next issue of 73 has to go to

press; I have to give a talk to

the Quarter Century Wire-

less Association in Seattle;

go to New York for the

Radio Shack unveiling of

their TRS-80 computer and

a business meeting with a

printer; buzz down to

Boston to see how the Per-

sonal Computing show is

going at Boston University;

make a quick trip to

northern New Hampshire to

visit my folks for an even-

ing; an interview for a news-

paper article; buy a van to

use as a traveling office so I

can keep working on these

trips to Boston - that'll give

me three more hours of

work a day to read manu-

scripts, answer letters, write

editorials, newsletters, etc.

SOFTWARE
All programs include: Complete assembler source listing,

sample output, hex dump, sorted symbol table, plus com-

plete instructions and thorough documentation.

6800 Development System Software.

Text Editing System. The best text editor available

for 6800 microprocessors. SL 68-24 $23.50
Mnemonic Assembler System. Many options, including

sorted symbol table. SL 68-26 $23.50

NEW for 8080!
Space Voyage. TSC's famous Star Trek program now
available for 8080. SL 80-9 $12.00
Blackjack. All of the standard features including double

down and splitting pairs! SL 80-8 $6.50
Klingon Capture. An exciting space simulation program

requiring only 2K. SL 80-7 $6.50

NEW for 6800!
6800 Disassembler. Finally, a reasonably priced

disassembler — including source. SL 68-27 $9.00

TSC Multi-User System — Write for details.

6502 Game Package I - Lots of fun! PD65-1 $19.95

8080 Game Package I - PD80-1 $19.95

Complete Catalog of all of our programs. $ .25

Program-of-the-Month-Club™ Join the hundreds of

hobbyists already enjoying this service. No obligation

and no time valued cards to return. Discounts offered.

One year for $2.00

To Order: Include 3% postage, $1.00 handling on

orders under $10.00. Indiana residents add 4% sales tax.

Check your dealer!

T12

TCP TECHNICAL SYSTEMS CONSULTANTS, INC.
1 DU BOX 2574 W. LAFAYETTE, INDIANA, 47906

PCC Lives

One of the first, if not

the first, of the people-

oriented computer publica-

tions is the People's Com-
puter Company (PCC), a

newspaper-format publica-

tion aimed primarily at

school use of computers and

emphasizing games and the

fun of computing. They've

recently shifted to the more

standard 8Vfc" x 11" format

and taken on a new editor -

a sharp one — Phyllis Cole.

At $8 per year (6 issues), it

is a good bargain. They
print a lot of shorter pro-

grams, reviews of equipment

and books, etc. You'll like

it. PCC, Box E. Menlo Park

CA 94025.

AROUND
THE INDUSTRY

from page 15

mat formally defines only

Header (SO), Data (SI) and

End of File (S9) records. In

my system, I've also imple-

mented End of Section (S2)

for modular records. There's

nothing to prevent develop-

ment of another half dozen

conventions among Moto-

rola and AMI 6800 owners

(with or without leadership

from the manufacturers)

linking loader keys, absolute

address lists, record-

numbers, file numbers, con-

tinuation keys - all without

affecting bi-directional com-
patibility with all simpler

systems using the same
nominal format. I've added

binary load & punch modes
to my loader (using TO, Tl,

T2 and T9 preambles), so I

can handle either the 2-for-l

hex/ASCII format or the

faster 1-for-l binary format

without changing loaders.

SWTPC has used a similar

X-headed format for the

same purpose (unfortu-

nately, they also fiddled

with the ground rules for

the checksum, so the Moto-

rola algorithm rejects their

X tapes).

The need for data inter-

change among hobbyists is

negligible ("Dear Joe: En-

closed is a cassette of the

Southgate raw census data.

Please do the reduction and

demographic charts ASAP,
as both candidates are ready

to start the primary cam-

paign. Format is Eby stan-

dard, of course . . ."). The

need for a new standard for

program interchange is in-

versely proportional to the

adequacy of existing sys-

tems and only 8080
owners seem to be suffering

very much at the moment.
As far as data handling

within a single system is

concerned, there's no need

for a standard at all. If you

are an employer with ten

programmers on the staff,

yes, you need a standard

with which consultants, re-

placement programmers and

hardware troubleshooters

are familiar. At the hobby
level there is only one

person who needs to be

conversant with the data

format, and that person is

also the consultant, the
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boss, the lead programmer
and the fix-it guy with the
soldering iron. When he sells

the system, will the genuine
Eby-standard data-handling
protocol in the operating
system have much effect on
the negotiated price?

Even for a proposed stan-
dard to become widely ac-
cepted in the area where it's

most needed — program in-

terchange between 8080
owners - a much less elabo-
rate system, preferably one
somewhat compatible with
the old Intel format, would
stand a much better chance
than the Eby.

Geoffrey A. Gass
Portland OR

from page 4

lar to those of the articles of
association.

However, most states
that have nonprofit corpora-
tion laws require that the
articles of incorporation
contain certain provisions
and that such document be
filed with the secretary of
state or county clerk for the
county in which the cor-
poration has its principal
place of business. Because
the requirements for organ-
izing a nonprofit corpora-
tion are more stringent than
for an unincorporated as-

sociation, an attorney
should be consulted re-

garding the decision to go
the nonprofit route.

The advantages of incor-
porating are that such an
organization is recognized as
a legal entity and its

members are not liable for
the negligent acts of other
members. In some states
even the members of the
board of directors are not
personally liable for actions
taken by them, barring
fraud. A nonprofit corpora-
tion is generally exempt
from any state income tax.
In addition, such corpora-
tion may qualify as a tax-
exempt organization for

purposes of the Internal

Revenue Code. If such an
exemption is obtained, con-
tributions to such organiza-
tions (even dues) are de-
ductible for income tax pur-
poses.

Licenses and Permits

There may be both local

and state licensing require-

ments. The club may be
subject to fines if the proper
licenses are not first ob-
tained.

For instance, some
municipalities require a
license if a club charges ad-
mission to an event (i.e., a
fund raising dinner or lec-

ture). A building permit
may be required if the club
plans to build a clubhouse
or modify an existing
building to be used as one.
The post office provides
low-rate mailing privileges

to qualifying organizations,
but the proper permit is

required. The club may be
required to file a fictitious

business name statement.
Being granted the privilege

of operating as an unincor-
porated association or non-
profit corporation is also

considered a license. A list

of the various licenses re-

quired can usually be
obtained from a local
license bureau office.

Conclusion

While the above dis-

cussion has been general at
best, there are a few im-
portant considerations that
I hope you will keep in
mind. One is that whether
your club will be a ten
member unincorporated as-

sociation or a nonprofit cor-
poration with thousands of
members, you should have
written articles and bylaws.
By writing it out you will
force the club organizers
and members to consider
and discuss how the club is

to be run. Further, there
will actually be something
to refer to when a question
arises.

A second important
point is that the law does
vary from state to state.

Before determination is

made as to the form your
club is to take, you should
consult an attorney. You
don't need to have him
draft your articles of associ-

ation, but you should have
him review the final draft. If

you decide to form a non-
profit corporation it is even
more important that you
consult an attorney as there
are more formal require-
ments.

A third point to re-

member is that every state

and municipality has
licensing requirements of
some kind. Make sure you
have obtained the necessary
permits and licenses before
conducting any club activi-

ties.

Finally, make sure you
have liability insurance. If

you ever conduct any
special activities, such as a

computer show, make sure
your insurance covers that
event.

Doing things the right

way may be time consuming
and perhaps more expensive
in the short run, but it is

worth it in the long run.

5C_

IiIbooks
from page 9

to Business and Finance,"
and another called "Keys to
Home Management") to any
other calculator is a time-
consuming bore to anyone
who is not turned on by
elementary algebra excer-
cises.

What I ordered was a

"Source Book" (TI's de-
scription) without the wide
margins, self-serving fillers

and nostalgic plates. What I

got brings back those long-
forgotten dreary days in

high school algebra class.

Absolutely no attempt at a
quick reference book is

made here. It's clearly tuto-
rial and at least twice the
size and price that it should
be considering the infor-
mation it contains. Even the
pages aren't numbered con-
secutively. Each chapter has

its own numbers, preceded
by another number. This
adds to the confusion and
leads me to speculate that
this is a hasty compilation
of several authors' works.

If you happen to like

elementary textbooks and
you're not too turned off
by attempts at humor in

that context; if you bought
your calculator to learn

about math instead of to
forget it (as I did); if you
appreciate antique book
plates; if you intend to give

it to your medium-bright
ten-year-old child (I finally

did); or if you just happen
to support mediocrity in

general, then buy this book.
Otherwise, wait a while.

Something better has to
come along.

Michael D. Hilker

Yucaipa CA 92399

Programming Proverbs
Henry F. Ledgard

Hayden Book Company,
Inc.

Rochelle Park NJ

One of the fascinating
aspects of owning a com-
puter is being able to pro-
gram it to do a variety of
things, and if you haven't
yet tried creating your own
programs you have missed a
lot of fun.

Now that you've joined
the rapidly growing ranks of
novice programmers, your
next step is to become more
efficient at creating useful
programs; and here is where
you need a few useful refer-

ences. In my search for such
references, I lucked onto
Programming Proverbs. The
soft cover looks much like

that of an old fashioned
almanac or cookbook thus
complementing the title.

For the novice or even
professional programmer,
the author has compiled a
number of useful rules, or
proverbs. The rationale for
each is concisely explained,
and specifically illustrated

in two different program-
ming languages, using a "do
and don't" format. Al-
though the languages
employed are PL-1 and
ALGOL-60, I found this a
minor distraction, even for a
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B ASIC-oriented novice,

because the explanation for

each proverb is so clearly

written.

The book suggests that it

is actually possible to write

a correct program the first

time, and save large

amounts of debug time

otherwise required. Since

I'm essentially lazy, this

concept had considerable

appeal, and may have favor-

ably influenced my reaction

to the text. The book is

easy for a person with at

least some interest in the

subject to read, and con-

tains helpful material. For

anyone who plans to do his

own programming, I highly

recommend this text as a

personal reference. Of
course, it is of even greater

value to those with a knowl-

edge of either PL-1 or

ALGOL-60.

W.O. Enderle

Elgin AZ 85611

from page 8

rows on 0.3-inch centers; no

pads are dedicated to either

power or ground. However,

power and ground bus is

generously provided
throughout the card. By-

passing locations are pro-

vided to assure stability of

the two regulators, which

can be installed in their

special locations. (Note:

The I/O size card only has

provision for one regulator.)

The memory size card is

$19.95 postpaid and the I/O

I size card is $9.95 postpaid.

Send MO, check or MC/BA
card # to Personal Com-
puting Company, 3321
Towerwood, Dallas TX
75234.

and does not support string

arrays as Altair 8K does. It

does, however, have re-

number, list with 2 argu-

ments, an excellent line

editor, call, formatted out-

put, and of course the disk

functions. It also works

math to eight digits instead

of six. String length is

limited only by available

memory.
Tom Hegwood

Gautier MS 39553

Response Time
from SWTP

from page 12

have ATN or ON-GOSUB

I would like to tell you

about the prompt response I

received from SWTPC on

two problems I had with my
PR-40 printer. Others may
have had the same prob-

lems, and if you print my
letter I may save them a lot

of grief.

My PR-40 was an early

unit that did not include the

latest fixes. The problem

with the printer was that

the wires would randomly

push through the ribbon,

causing it to jump out of

the mechanism and cause a

big mess. This was resolved

by replacing the 2.2 Ohm
resistors with zener diodes

on the solenoid driver tran-

sistors. I received the diodes

continued on page 116

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH!
SOROC IQ 120 VIDEO TERMINAL

Fully Assembled

Price includes block mode,
lower case and 24 line

option

Terminal is shipped
FREE to U.S.

destinationi
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BVTESHDP"
mWLORDER

SEND ME

803 N. Scottsdale Rd.

Tempe, Arizona 85281
602-894-1193

B18

* SOROC IQ 120 TERMINAL(S)
QTY

D KIT

ENCLOSE $
MONEY ORDER.

CHARGES

ASSEMBLED
CHECK OR

Name _

Phone C-

Address
City.

Visa Card

_TO
Mastercharge

I

Card No.

Interbank No. Exp. Date

State

VISIT OUR BYTE SHOP RETAIL STORES:

813 N. Scottsdale Rd. 12654 N. 28th Drive

Tempe, Az. 85281 Phoenix, Az. 85029

(602) 894-1 1 29 (602) 942-7300

Call us collect for credit card orders.

15 day delay on personal checks.

Arizona residence add 4% sales tax.

2612 E.Broadway
Tucson, Az. 85716

(602) 327-4579

master charge

SEND $2.00 FOR OUR 40 PAGE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOG
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BASIC
Timing Comparisons

. . . revisited end updsted

Tom Rugg
1115 N. Beverly Glen Blvd.

Los Angeles CA 90024

Phil Feldman
1722 Brockton Ave.

Los Angeles CA 90025

You say you're lonely?

Your mailbox is always
empty and you never get any
phone calls? We have the

answer for you. Write an arti-

cle for Kilobaud on "BASIC
Timing Comparisons" (Issue

#6 — June, 1977), and those

problems will be gone for-

ever, if our experience is any
indication.

The response to our article

has been overwhelming! (It

was only whelming to begin

with, but then we got some
more letters.) We expected to

generate a lot of interest and
controversy with the article,

but we were still surprised by
the number of letters and
calls we got from all over the

country. We're glad we wrote
it though. If we hadn't, we
might have gone through our
entire lives without ever

getting a letter from Yazoo
City, Mississippi. Thanks,
Charlie.

Just to remind you briefly,

the article was a comparison
of how fast the different

microcomputer BASIC ver-

sions are, as measured by
comparing the time it takes

to run the seven benchmark
programs we wrote. We went
all over the Los Angeles area

to run the tests on every

microcomputer BASIC we
could find. We discovered

huge differences in how fast

different versions were. The
same benchmark program ran

in 28 seconds on one system,

and 235 seconds on another!

Well, as a result of some
more tests we've run, plus

other results sent in by
readers, we can now say that

the same program takes 21.6
seconds on one system, and
2151 seconds on another!

No, we didn't forget the deci-

mal point in that last number.
In addition, some interest-

ing points were brought up in

some of the letters. Some
questions need answering,

some second thoughts need
to be presented, and some
criticism needs to be aired.

A Quick Review

For those of you who
don't have Issue #6 handy,
let's quickly review what was
covered in the first article.

The whole point of using a

computer is to enable you to

do things that, without a

computer, would be too slow,

too inaccurate, or just not
feasible. We're disregarding

the pure pleasure of playing

with one, of course.

Since speed is such a

critical factor in determining
the value of a computer, you
need to have some sort of

measuring technique to

compare the speeds of various

computer systems.

This is done with bench-
mark programs. After you
find a program that is repre-

sentative of the type of work
the system will be doing, you
run it on all the different

systems being evaluated.

Using a stopwatch, the inter-

nal clock, or even a wrist-

watch, you measure how long

the program takes to run on
each system. This gives some
objective data on the relative

speeds of those systems for

that type of program.

But notice that qualifica-

tion. If you ran some other

program, the results might be

completely different. One
20



300 PRINT"START"
400 FOR K=l TO 1000
500 NEXT K
700 PRINT"END"
800 END

Fig. 1. Benchmark Program 1.

300 PRINT"START"
400 K=0
500 K=K+1
600 IF K<1000 THEN 500
700 PRINT"END"
800 END

Fig. 2. Benchmark Program 2.

300 PRINT"START"
400 K=0
500 K=K+1
510 A=K/K*K+K-K
600 IF K<1000 THEN 500
700 PRINT"END"
800 END

Fig. 3. Benchmark Program 3.

300 PRINT"START"
400 K=0
500 K=K+1
510 A=K/2*3+4-5
600 IF K<1000 THEN 500
700 PRINT"END"
800 END

Fig. 4. Benchmark Program 4.

300 PRINT"START"
400 K=0
500 K=K+1
510 A=K/2*3+4-5
520 GOSUB820
600 IF K<1000 THEN 500
700 PRINT"END"
800 END
820 RETURN

Fig. 5. Benchmark Program 5.

300 PRINT"START"
400 K=0
430 DIM M(5)
500 K=K+1
510 A=K/2*3+4-5
520 GOSUB 820
530 FOR L,=l TO 5
540 NEXT L
600 IF K<1000 THEN 500
700 PRINT"END"
800 END
820 RETURN

Fig. 6. Benchmark Program 6.

300 PRINT"START"
400 K=0
430 DIM M(5)
500 K=K+1
510 A=K/2*3+4-5
520 GOSUB 820
530 FOR L=l TO 5

535 M(L)=A
540 NEXT L
600 IF K<1000 THEN 500
700 PRINT"END"
800 END
820 RETURN

Fig. 7. Benchmark Program 7.

computer's BASIC might

have a great algorithm for

calculating square roots, but

very poor ones for the trig

functions. Another might

have just the reverse. So,

depending on what's in your

benchmark program, either

system could come out look-

ing a lot faster than the other.

The benchmark programs

we created were meant to be

short, easily understandable,

and as representative as pos-

sible of the BASIC coding

that is commonly used by

small computer users. They

should give a good idea of

how the various BASICs and

microcomputers stack up in

general.

If you don't do the same

types of things in your pro-

grams, you'll need to run

your own benchmarks to get

data that is meaningful to

you. But our results should

give you a good starting

point, and ought to tell you

which ones you'll want to

look at first. We decided to

look strictly at BASIC, since

it's the most commonly used

high-level language on micro-

computers.

Once again, we'll remind

you that BASICs speed is

only one of many factors that

should be considered when

evaluating the quality of

microcomputers. You also

have to consider such factors

as cost, reliability, avail-

ability, reputation of the

vendor, number of digits of

precision, ease of use, com-

patibility with other hard-

ware and software, loading

time, special features, future

support, and other things that

may be important for your

particular needs.

The Benchmark Programs

Let's look briefly at the

seven benchmark programs.

For more details, see the arti-

cle in Issue #6.

The first benchmark pro-

gram is a simple FOR-NEXT
loop which makes the vari-

able K go from 1 to 1000.

The second does the same

thing (logically), but without

the FOR-NEXT loop. Note

the large timing difference

between these two in the

table of results on virtually all

systems.

The second program is

used as the basis for all the

rest of the benchmark pro-

grams. We continue to put

more and more statements

between lines 500 and 600.

Each of these statements is

executed 1000 times, and we

can see how much time is

added by inserting each state-

ment. In addition, the last

benchmark (number seven)

has a variety of statements in

it, and is used as our overall

measurement of how fast

each BASIC is.

The third benchmark adds

statement 510, to do a little

arithmetic with variables. The

fourth one replaces 510 with

a similar statement that uses

one digit constants instead.

Benchmark five adds state-

ments 520 and 820, to do a

GOSUB and a RETURN.
Number six adds statements

430, 530, and 540, to do a

five-time FOR-NEXT loop

1000 times. Finally, the

seventh benchmark program

adds statement 535, to see

how long it takes to do some

simply array handling.

Each benchmark program

prints the word START at

the beginning and END at the

end. We measure the time

between the printing of the

last letter of START and the

first letter of END. This is

important if you are using a

slow terminal (like a tele-

type), but the difference is

insignificant if the terminal is

fast.

What's New?

Since the first article was

written, we've run the bench-

marks on several more sys-

tems, and many people have

written in with additional

results. Let's go down the list

to see what's new.

The most obvious new

entries are the ones at the top

of the list. We've removed the

number one and two finishers

from the original list, because

the first was run on a non-

microcomputer (how's that

for terminology?) and the

second was an integer BASIC.

We'll have more discussion

about that later.

This time we're only

including microcomputer

BASIC interpreters with

floating point arithmetic.

Some of the other things we
encountered are mentioned

later. We're dropping integer

only BASICs completely.

In any event, we have a

new champion! It's Ohio

Scientific Instruments 8K
BASIC, version 1.0, revision

3.3, when run on an OSI

Challenger at 2 MHz. There's

an interesting story behind

this.

We arranged with Allen

Taylor of Computer Power

(San Diego) to run our bench-

marks on his OSI Challenger.

We did so, and were suitably

impressed with the 42.2

seconds it took on his 2 MHz
6502A system for benchmark

number seven. But a few days

later, we heard from Curt

Priest and Charley Musselman

of Cambridge MA, who told

us that all those Challengers

the owners thought were

running at 2 MHz were really

running at only 1 MHz.

Here's the way Curt tells it:

"Regarding the clock fre-

quency of OSI-shipped Chal-

lengers. Their engineer, Eric

Davis, informed me that all

OSI Challengers are shipped

running at only 1 MHz. All

OSI Challengers shipped since

some time last year have

CPUs and memory all

guaranteed to run at 2 MHz.

The reason Challengers leave

OSI at 1 MHz is because 'they

run the disk system currently

with the clock at 1 MHz.' My
system is not a disk system,

and even disk systems could

be run at 2 MHz for running

programs (that don't use the

disk)."

It turns out that there's a

potentiometer (near the

ROM, we're told) that can be

adjusted to "soup up" the

Challenger. Curt calibrated

his against crystal sources to

get some precise tests for us

at 1 and 2 MHz. He has

revision 3.3 of OSI 8K
BASIC, and it looks like he

may have the fastest micro-

computer BASIC interpreter
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running in the country.

How's it feel, Curt?

The rest of you Challenger

owners can catch up, of

course, with a little experi-

mentation. We understand
that some of the first Chal-

lengers don't have this pot on
the board, however.

Other New Ones

Second place was also

taken over by a new entry.

When run at 2 MHz, TDL's
Zapple 8K BASIC (1.1) was
the fastest floating point
micro BASIC we found at the

time of our original article.

But when it's run at 4 MHz
(on an Altair 8800a with a

Cromemco Z-80 board and
one wait state), it runs a lot

faster. Steve Zook of the

Computer Store in Santa

Monica had to perform some
of his electronic wizardry to

get this to work a couple of

months ago, but by now
others may have succeeded
without any wait states. If so,

let us know your configura-

tion and results.

By the time you read this,

the Commodore PET 2001
computer may be available in

a nearby department store,

but at the time of this writing

only some prototypes exist.

John Craig went up to Palo

Alto to run the benchmarks,
and the results were pretty

impressive for the revolu-

tionary newcomer in the
field, especially when you
consider the ten significant

digits that PET BASIC
handles.

Another interesting new
entry is North Star BASIC-
FPB. That's the one that uses

North Star's hardware float-

ing point board. Quite an

improvement over North Star

BASIC without the FPB, and
Dan Parker of the University

of California at Davis tells us

that much greater improve-

ments are seen when a lot of

number-crunching is done
(such as calculating the sine

of a complicated expression

1000 times).

A couple of people wrote
to tell us about their happi-

ness with a Tektronix 4051
(which uses the 6800 chip).
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It's not particularly fast, but

Chuck Sheppard of Sunny-

vale raved about its other

features - 14 digits of preci-

sion, graphics, and file I/O

handling.

Micropolis BASIC 1.1 (on

a Mod II floppy disk system)

has become available and is

now on the list. It doesn't

seem to be a speed-burner,

however.

A particularly interesting

new entry is the IBM 5100.
You've probably seen it

advertised on television, and
you may or may not know
that the price starts at about
nine or ten thousand dollars.

Buying from IBM has its

advantages, but in this case

speed doesn't seem to be one
of them.

In last place is a system

that's primarily of interest for

historical reasons. John Ford
of Santa Maria wrote to give

us the times with his Martin

Research MIKE-2, using

SCELBAL from Scelbi Com-
puter Consulting. The
MIKE-2 uses the old 8008-1

CPU and, not surprisingly, is

very slow. John says he can
still do a surprising amount of

useful work with this system,

and mentions the importance
of programmer efficiency in

deriving the true potential of

a given system. He's also

honest enough to confess his

envy when he sees some of

the newer systems.

Comments and Criticisms

We got several constructive

suggestions and lots of inter-

esting comments as a result of

the original article. There

really wasn't a lot of direct

criticism.

A letter of great interest

came from Bill Gates, presi-

dent of Microsoft. Bill prob-
ably has more interest and
expertise in this matter than
anyone, since Microsoft
wrote Altair BASIC (8080
and 6800 versions), OSI
BASIC, and PET BASIC.
Let's look at some of Bill's

comments, and our re-

sponses:

"There are a few things

about your comparisons I

would like to point out. The

first is that if you are going to

let an integer BASIC be

compared against other

BASICs which have an integer

capability, why penalize the

more powerful BASIC by
using floating point? All of

the extended versions of

Altair BASIC support the

integer variable type. Altair

BASIC can be made into an

integer BASIC by using a

DEFINT A-Z statement at

the start. I still think the

Apple BASIC would be faster

since it has so little com-
plexity to deal with in vari-

able handling, and the 6502 is

an inherently faster proces-

sor. I was sorry not to see

Microsoft's 8K BASIC for the

6502 put into your list. Ohio
Scientific Instruments is dis-

tributing that BASIC and I

encourage you to include it in

an update, since I think it will

do very well. I wish someone
still had a version of Altair

1.0 around to do a compari-

son with, since that would
show how much Microsoft

has improved Altair BASIC
since its inception."

First, about integer

BASICs: It's true - we said in

the original article that it

didn't seem fair, but that it

was still interesting. We've
pulled the integer BASICs out
this time. This is partly for

the reasons Bill mentions, but
mostly because not many
people seem to be using

them. So, Apple BASIC isn't

on the list anymore. We'll

wait for their floating point

version.

We didn't declare integer

variables in those BASICs
that allowed it because we
wanted to run the programs
unchanged on all systems if

we possibly could. Writing a

program that is going to run
on lots of different systems
requires avoiding as many
incompatibilities as possible.

As it is, there's no standard

BASIC in the micro world.

What works on one system
doesn't work on another.

Regarding Bill's comments on
OSI BASIC and the 6502,
we'd have to say that the
results certainly seem to

support his statements.

a
'Altair 680 BASIC, also

written by Microsoft, looks

slower than the 8080-based

BASICs only because the 680
runs the clock of the 6800 at

half its normal speed. Taking
the 680 BASIC times and
dividing them by two shows
that the 6800 instruction set

is more speed efficient, albeit

less byte efficient, than the

8080 instruction set for pro-

grams as complex as a

BASIC."

Many people probably

aren't aware that the Altair

680 doesn't run at "normal
speed." If anyone could

modify Altair 680 BASIC to

run on another 6800 system

that goes at full speed, they'd

have a pretty fast BASIC. The
differences between the sys-

tems (ROMs, I/O structure,

etc.) would probably make
this a pretty tough job,

though. Has anybody tried it?

"The times for the Cyber
174 BASIC suggest that

BASIC is a compiler or an

in-line compiler. A BASIC
compiler equivalent to Altair

BASIC is being worked on at

Microsoft. Good software

takes a long time to complete

so I'm not even going to

mention any dates, but I will

note that we expect it to be

about five times faster than

the interpretive Altair BASIC
we wrote for Mits."

No, TRW Expanded
BASIC on the Cyber 174 is a

true interpreter. In fact, it

was designed with features

and functions in mind, rather

than speed. The Cyber 1 74 is

simply a very fast giant com-
puter.

Bill's comments about
BASIC compilers and in-line

compilers (sometimes called

"compile and go" compilers)

deserve some explanation to

those who don't realize the

differences. Most versions of

BASIC are interpreters. An
interpreter reinterprets (or

reconverts, if you prefer)

each line of your original

BASIC program as it is ex-

ecuted. So, if you execute a

line in your program 1000
times, it will be interpreted

1000 times.

A compiler works differ-



CPU Benchmark Number

Software; Hardware Type 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Notes

1. OSI 8K BASIC (ver 1.0, rev 3.3); 6502 .9 4.6 8.2 9.3 10.0 14.8 21.6 ^H
OSI Challenger @ 2 MHz

2. Zapple8K BASIC (1.1); Z-80 .9 5.9 13.0 13.5 14.8 22.7 32.7 a

Altair 8800a, Cromemco Z-80 @ 4 MH;f-.

1 wait state

3. OSI 8K BASIC (ver 1.0, rev 3.2); 6502 1.4 8.6 15.9 17.8 19.3 28.7 42.2 a

OSI Challenger @ 1 MHz
4. OSI 8K BASIC (ver 1 .0, rev 3.3); 6502 1.6 8.9 16.2 18.2 19.7 29.2 42.9 ^^1

OSI Challenger @ 1 MHz
5. PET BASIC; 6502 1.7 9.8 18.6 20.4 22.1 32.6 51.3 ^^1
Commodore PET 2001 (prototype)

6. Zapple 8K BASIC (1.1); Z-80 1.7 9.5 20.6 21.7 23.7 36.2 51.8 a

Altair 8800a, TDL ZPU @ 2 MHz
7. Altair 8K BASIC (4.0); 8080 1.7 10.2 21.0 22.5 24.3 36.7 52.4 a

Altair 8800b
8. Altair 8K BASIC (3.2); 8080 1.7 10.3 21.4 23.1 24.8 37.3 52.8 a

Altair 8800a
9. Altair 8K BASIC (3.0); 8080 1.6 10.6 22.0 23.7 25.4 38.3 57.1 a

Imsai I -8080

(tie) 10. Digital Group Z-80 Maxi-BASIC (1.0); Z-80 1.8 7.5 21.2 25.1 26.9 40.3 58.5 a

Digital Group Z-80 @ 2.5 MHz
(tie) 10. Altair 12K Extended BASIC (4.0); 8080 1.9 7.5 20.6 20.9 22.1 37.0 58.5 a

Altair 8800b
(tie) 10. Altair Disk Extended BASIC (4.0); 8080 1.9 7.5 20.6 20.9 22.1 36.9 58.5 a

Altair 8800b
13. North Star BASIC-FPB (ver 6); 8080 1.9 9.1 18.4 18.5 20.9 36.1 59.4 ^H

Altair 8800a, North Star Fl. Pt. Board

14. Altair 12K Extended BASIC (3.2); 8080 1.9 8.9 21.8 23.0 24.8 39.3 60.7 a

Altair 8800a
15. Altair Disk Extended BASIC (3.4); 8080 1.9 8.8 21.7 22.8 24.7 39.6 61.6 a

Altair 8800b
16. Altair 4K BASIC (4.0); 8080 1.9 15.1 26.0 28.9 31.7 44.5 62.1 a

Altair 8800b
17. Compal-80 10K BASIC; 8080 2.0 9.3 23.4 24.6 26.3 42.1 65.7 a

Compal-80
18. Processor Tech BASIC 5; 8080 3.6 10.5 27.5 30.9 33.2 51.3 67.4 a

Digital Group 8080
19. Compucolor 8K BASIC; 8080 2.1 13.1 27.0 29.0 31.3 47.5 67.8 a

Compucolor 8001

20. Digital Group 8080 Maxi-BASIC (1.0); 8080 2.2 9.2 26.4 31.2 33.5 49.9 72.3 a

Digital Group 8080
21 . North Star BASIC (ver 6); 8080 2.3 9.5 26.6 31.3 33.7 50.6 73.8 ^^1

Altair 8800a
22. Poly 1 1 K BASIC (ver 9V27); 8080 2.5 10.2 29.0 34.0 36.5 54.0 79.0 ^^1

Poly-88 System 16

23. Altair 680 8K BASIC (3.2); 6800 2.5 16.3 30.7 33.4 36.3 55.9 81.8 a

Altair 680b
24. Poly 11 K BASIC (ver A00); 8080 2.5 11.3 31.3 36.1 39.3 58.6 87.6 ^^1

Poly-88 System 16

25. Tektronix Level 5 BASIC; 6800 4.8 14.0 33.0 36.2 40.7 68.8 103.8 ^^1
Tektronix 4051

26. Micropolis BASIC (1.1); 8080 8.7 19.9 50.4 54.1 58.2 109.9 146.4 a

Altair 8800a, Mod II Micropolis disk

27. IBM 5100 BASIC; ?? 4.0 20.5 56.5 54.3 58.1 87.0 172.8 a

IBM 5100
28. Southwest Tech 8K BASIC (1.0); 6800 14.9 24.7 96.1 105.3 109.8 174.1 204.5 1

SWTPC 6800
29. Imsai 8K BASIC (1.31); 8080 7.5 28.2 66.4 78.5 88.1 140.1 235.6 a,c

Imsai 1-8080

30. Imsai 8K BASIC (1.3); 8080 11.5 39 92 110 121.5 191 320 ^^H
Imsai I-8080, 1702 ROM, 1

1/2 wait states

31. SCELBAL BASIC; 8008 312 369 460 515 760 1814 2151 ^^1
MIKE-2

Note a: Timings done by authors.

Note b: Timings were sent in by someone else.

Note c: This is a modified version of 1 .3 that works in RAM . Not yet released by Imsai.

Fig. 8 Benchmark Timings (in seconds).

ently. It translates (compiles) then execute it immediately, disk file, which can be loaded interpret each line of code. A

your BASIC program into so you may not even realize and executed later. In either comp ler does this only once.

machine language code just that it's not an interpreter. A event, a compiler generally All the BASICS in i-ig. a

once, and can then be ex- regular compiler generally runs much faster than an in- are interpreters. Compilers

ecuted. An in-line compiler saves the translated code terpreter because an inter- generally require a more

will compile the program and (object code) on a tape or preter has to continually re- sophisticated computeir sys-



tern configuration (more
memory, more I/O devices),

and so we'll talk about them
separately a little later in this

article. Bill's final comments:
"Something that should be

very surprising about your
chart is how close some of

the BASICs seemed to be to

each other, even some of the

non-Altair BASICs. In fact, if

you take into account the use

of a different processor, the

overhead for I/O interrupts

and different clock speeds, a

number of these independent

BASICs take an identical

amount of time as one of the

versions of Altair BASIC!
This becomes more than a

coincidence when you con-

sider that a number of signa-

tures have been put into

Altair BASIC intentionally

and these also appear in the
so-called competitive BASICs.
Besides comparing apples to

oranges and legitimate soft-

ware to illegitimate software,

your article was very worth-
while. I look forward to
seeing a complete chart with

arithmetic to be included. We
considered this when creating

the benchmark programs, but
decided not to for these

reasons:

1. This would have made the

benchmark programs run
longer, and we didn't want to

tie up the computers we were
borrowing any longer than

necessary.

2. There are some incompati-

bilities among different ver-

sions of BASIC in the syntax

required for these functions,

and we didn't want to modify
the programs from one sys-

tem to the next.

3. We didn't feel that it was
very common in BASIC pro-

grams to do a lot of complex
trig functions, for example, in

the middle of a loop that is

executed hundreds of times.

We feel that it's much more
common for a BASIC to be
slow because of how in-

efficiently it performs the

continual reinterpretation of

each line (as we mentioned
earlier), and how inefficiently

it does the more normal

open to criticism for not pro-

gramming as efficiently as

possible. Maybe we'll try it

for a future article, if we can

resolve these problems.

We'll say it once again. We
recognize that these bench-

mark programs aren't all-

inclusive. But we still feel

they give a good indication of

the relative overall speeds of

the microcomputer BASICs
on the market today.

Microcomputer BASIC Com-
pilers

We received results of only

two BASIC compilers for

microcomputers. Ira Baxter

of Software Dynamics sent us

the results of their BASIC
1.0, which was run on a Wave
Mate Jupiter II (using a 1

MHz 6800). He says it took
30.2 seconds for benchmark
number seven. This looks

pretty fast, but you have to

remember that this is only

the execution time. The com-
pilation time is not included.

R. T. Grele sent us the

results of Imsai's BASIC-E

ROM. We still haven't found

anyone who has been able to

get 1.3 to work properly in

RAM, which is where most
people try to use it. Version

1.31 is what Imsai called their

"fixed-up" version of 1.3 that

they were running at the Per-

sonal Computing Show in

March. At that time they told

us that they were going to

make some more enhance-

ments and release it as a new
version "pretty soon". We're

still waiting.

Other Results

Several people sent us

their results from running the

benchmarks on non-micro

systems. We'll just briefly list

the results for benchmark
seven for an interesting com-
parison.

The fastest interpreter was
an unspecified version of

BASIC on the Univac 1106,
which took .87 seconds. Next
was DEC BASIC 17E on a

PDP-10, which took .95

seconds. From our first

article, TRW Expanded

Software; Hardware

BH BASIC (ver 10.01.00);
Heath kit H8
Heath DEC BASIC (01B02);

Heathkit H11 without EIS/FIS
Heath DEC BASIC;
Heathkit H11 with EIS/FIS

CPU
Type 1 2 3

Benchmark number
4 5 6 7

8080 3.5 15.6 31.5 34.5 41.4 67.6 97.4

LSI -11 1.3 2.0 8.2 10.6 11.2 18.8 24.2

LSI-11 1.3 2.0 6.7 7.1 7.6 15.5 20.5

Fig. 9. Benchmark Timings (in seconds) of the new Heathkit systems.

aonly real BASICs on it.

Bill's not nasty enough to

tell us which versions of
BASIC he feels were stolen

from him, so we'll have to

leave that as an exercise for

the reader. We're continuing

to list every floating point

interpretive BASIC that is

sold as though it's a unique
version. If Bill can stop
people from selling them
through legal means, we'll

stop listing them.

More Feedback

A couple of people criti-

cized us for not including

more complex mathematics
in our benchmarks. They
wanted trig functions, square

roots, and more complex
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things. We realize that this is

subject to dispute, but there's

only so much you can put in

benchmarks if two of the
criteria are that they be short

and easily understandable.

The other thing that many
people wanted to see as part

of the benchmark programs
was some string manipula-
tion. Quite a few people seem
to use micros for text editing,

and they want to know which
BASICs are good at it. Sorry,

but this is the area where
there are really a lot of dif-

ferences in syntax in the
various BASICs. We'd have to

make a lot of modifications

to the programs just to get

them to work the same on all

systems, and then we'd be

compiler. On an Imsai I-8080

with an 8080 CPU and an

Imsai dual floppy, benchmark
seven took 72.2 seconds.

Using a TDL ZPU (Z-80) and
a Digital Systems Dual

Floppy, it took 70.4 seconds.

These are pretty slow com-
pared with what we would
expect from a compiler, but
they're a lot faster than
Imsai's 8K BASIC.

Speaking of Imsai's 8K
BASIC, you'll notice that

there is no mention of a new
version of it anywhere on the

list. We checked with several

local Imsai dealers, and as of

early July they still haven't

received a new version to

replace 1.3, which only seems
to work properly when in

BASIC on a Control Data
Cyber 174 took 1.04 seconds.

BASIC on an HP/3000-II ran

in about 10 seconds, but a

BASIC compiler on the same
machine took .52 seconds.

A couple of timings that

should make most micro-

computer users feel good are

195 seconds on a DEC PDP
8/e Edusystem-25, and 333
seconds on a DEC PDP 8/e

Edusystem-20. Our little

low-cost systems look pretty

good by comparison. One last

resu|t is a BASIC compiler on
an IBM 1130, which took 18
seconds.

Conclusions

Things are continuing to



improve, both with the hard-

ware and the software. The

vendors who are making

strong efforts in both areas

seem to be having the most

success. A few seem to be

almost exclusively concerned

with their hardware, and as a

result their software isn't

keeping pace. A good BASIC
isn't cheap, and we think a

few of these companies are

going to regret it in the long

run for not having already

made a sufficient investment

to develop a better BASIC.

Of course, having the

world's fastest BASIC isn't a

necessary part of a* good com-

puter system, but there's such

a huge difference between the

fastest ones and the sldwest

ones that we really feel that

the ones at the bottom aren't

trying as hard sis they could.

Let's hope the exposure

they're getting here will pro-

vide a little incentive for im-

provement.

If we look at the list with

the intent of determining

which microprocessor chip is

the fastest, we have to agree

with Bill Gates at this point

and give the nod to the 6502.

It's hard to tell how much of

its superior performance is

due to superior software, but

there's no question that it

came out on top in our tests.

The Z-80 isn't far behind, but

has to be run at 4 MHz to

make a really good showing.

The 8080 is next, but we

found a huge range of fast

and slow 8080 BASICs. The

6800 doesn't look so good,

but certainly seems to have a

lot of unrealized potential.

And when it comes to the

8008, well, what did you

expect?

The Future

What will the future bring?

Your guess is as good as ours

(maybe better), but it seems

safe to say that there will be

major improvements. More

and more people are com-

peting with new BASICs, and

the older ones are continually

being improved. Some of

them still have a long way to

go. The BASIC compilers that

are beginning to become
available will certainly have a

strong impact before long.

The hardware, of course,

continues to improve by leaps

and bounds. The prices keep

dropping (with some excep-

tions) while the capabilities

keep expanding. In a couple

of years we may all be using

pocket sized microcomputer

systems based on 32-bit CPUs
with parity, hardware multi-

ply and divide, and sophisti-

cated languages like APL and

PL/I in ROM. It'll probably

cost $19.95 at Sears. Oh, but

batteries are not included.

Are we exaggerating? Well,

we think so.

Anyway, things are chang-

ing. In a few months or a

year, we'll need to do another

update on this article. So, if

you run into anything we
haven't included, send us the

results. Let's limit it to micro-

computers exclusively this

time. Be sure to note the

version of BASIC, the hard-

ware configuration (including

clock and memory speeds),

and be sure to enter the

benchmark programs exactly

as shown here. If it's a com-

piler you're measuring, let us

know the compilation time as

well as the execution time. If

you can use a stopwatch in-

stead of the sweep second

hand on a watch, that's great.

No sundials, please.

So get to work, every-

body. Who would like to step

up and challenge the per-

formance of the OSI Chal-

lenger?

Late Flash I

We just got a call from

Charles Gilmore of the Heath

Company, who gave us the

results of running our bench-

marks on the new Heathkit

systems (see Fig. 9).

EIS means "extended in-

struction set" and FIS means

"floating instruction set".

Both can be obtained as a

hardware option.

It looks like Heath has

given the OSI Challenger a

new number to shoot for!

WHAT S A BOPA ?
* •

ADDRESS ROUTINE CODE MNEMONICS

Clear 21 LXI—

H

F800

Video OO-

Display FS

Screen 36
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M

A0

7C MOV A.H ifl

FE CPI il FC

FC
CS RZ

COMMENTS

INX H
JMP OD53

Start Addr of Display

Load "Space-

Move high Address

For Comparison

Return When End

01 Screen Reached

Next Display Addr

Qo to Load "Space"

It's a Basic Operating Programming Aid,

a new and revolutionary microcomputing
aid to help you Write machine level pro-

grams faster and more accurately.
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Close-up of Board

ORDER CODE:

BOPA— 1 Single card system

BOPA—4 Four card system with 128

entries, pen, and Solvex-80

cleaning solution

BOPA—8 Complete system with 256
entries, pen, Solvex-80.

PNS Special ink pen.

SLX Solvex cleaning Sol'n., 1% oz.

$11.95

$39.95

$74.95
$ 1.00

$ 1.25

MIN. ORDER $5. - Calif. Residents add 6% Tax.
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You write on movable slats.

32 memory addresses per board.

You assign the memory range.

Automatically reassigns addresses as

you edit.

Compiles and assembles programs
quickly.
4 columns, ROUTINE, CODE, MNE.,
COMMENTS.
Reduces Programming Time.
Machine level programming is a snap.

Program anywhere, it's portable.

Re-usable, unbreakable mechanism.

Corrections are quick and easy.

Excellent learning aid.

Fits 3 ring binder (9" X 1
1" X 3/ 16").

Completed programs can be xeroxed.

See It At Your Local Computer Store.

VAMP INC.

P.O. Box 29315

Los Angeles, CA 90029 V12
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the new HEATHKIT low-cost
personal computing systems

The new VALUE-STANDARD in personal
computing systems! Heathkit computers
give you the power and performance to

go wherever your imagination and pro-
gramming prowess take you. They're de-
signed to get you up and running fast,

interface with I/O devices easily and
quickly, accept additional memory and
I/O devices, store and retrieve data with
speed and accuracy, respond to your re-

quests with lightning speed. They offer

complete mass storage capabilities, power
and reliability for any programming appli-

cation, and they're priced low enough to

give you real VALUE for your computer
dollar! We've told you they're the ones
you've been waiting for— here's why!

These Heathkit computer products are
"total system" designs with powerful sys-
tem software already included in the pur-
chase price. They're the ones you need
to get up and running fast. And they're

backed by superior documentation in-

cluding easy-to-follow step-by-step as-
sembly and operations manuals, and
service support from the Heath Com-
pany, the world's largest and most experi-
enced manufacturer of electronic kits.

NEW H8 8-Bit Digital Computer. This 8-

bit computer based on the famous 8080A
microprocessor features a Heathkit ex-
clusive "intelligent" front panel with octal
data entry and control, 9-digit readout, a
built-in bootstrap for one-button program
loading, and a heavy-duty power supply
with power enough for plenty of memory
and interface expansion capability. It's

easier and faster to use than other per-
sonal computers and it's priced low
enough for any budget.

NEW H11 16-bit Digital Computer. The
most sophisticated and versatile personal

computer available today — brought to

you by Heath Company and Digital Equip-
ment Corporation, the world leader in

minicomputer systems. Powerful features
include DEC's 16-bit LSI-11 CPU, 4096 x
16 read/write MOS memory expandable
to 20K (32K potential), priority interrupt,

DMA operation and more. PDP-11 systems
software for fast and efficient operation
is included!

NEW H9 Video Terminal. A full ASCII ter-

minal featuring a bright 12" CRT, long and
short-form display, full 80-character lines,

all standard serial interfacing, plus a fully

wired and tested control board. Has au-
toscrolling, fuH-page or line-erase modes,
a transmit page function and a plot mode
for simple curves and graphs.

NEW H10 Paper Tape Reader/Punch.
Complete mass storage peripheral uses
low-cost paper tape. Features solid-state

reader with stepper motor drive, totally

independent punch and reader and a copy
mode for fast, easy tape duplication.
Reads up to 50 characters per second,
punches up to 10 characters per second.

Other Heathkit computer products in-

clude a cassette recorder/player and tape
for mass storage, LA36 DEC Writer II key-
board printer terminal, serial and parallel

interfaces, software, memory expansion
and I/O cards, and a complete library of

the latest computer books. The Heath
User's Group (HUG) provides a newslet-
ter, software library and lots more to help
you get the greatest potential from your
Heathkit computer products. We've got
everything you need to make Heath your
personal computing headquarters, send
for your FREE catalog today!



HEATHKIT CATALOG
Read all about our exciting com- |

puter systems and nearly 400 other

fun-to-build, money-saving elec-

tronic products in kit form.

Prices are mail-order FOB, Benton Harbor, Michigan.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

Heath Company, Dept. 351-340 Benton Harbor, Mi 49022



Ron Harvey
Computer Radio Workshop
120 El Dorado Ct.

Cheyenne WY 82001

Learn and Earn

. .. BASIC and

business programming

Ron has been programming since the beginning of the year. He
has developed several small business programs (including a
rather impressive cassette oriented payroll package) which will

be presented in a series of articles. He discusses not only the

application programs but also some of the BASIC commands
and their uses. This one takes on the FOR-NEXT loop while

offering a rather simple sales receipts tally program (especially

simple when compared to his next effort!). — John.

Are you one of my
fellow microcomputer

buffs who owns his own
business and is still using an

adding machine and ledger to

keep your store records? I

previously owned a retail

store back before the micro-

revolution and totaled up
sales receipts every day to

keep track of sales income
and tax collections made in

behalf of the "Governor." I

also spent hours making en-

tries and calculations in the

"Dome Simplified Book-
keeping Record" and hated

every minute of this tedium.

When we opened the Com-
puter Radio Workshop last

January, I vowed that I

wouldn't go through that

bookkeeping hassle again.

The computer could do the

thinking and calculating, and
the cassette recorder could do
the recordkeeping. Since

Kilobaud did not print a com-
plete small business book-
keeping system in their first

issue, we were left on our

own and consequently our

goal has not been reached

completely. Progress is being

made, however, with a pay-

roll and sales income program
completed and the program
for expense accounts in pro-

gress. Some problems with

limitations of hardware and
software still must be over-

come in the expense accounts

program.

FOR-NEXT What?

If you haven't been ex-

posed to the BASIC language

before, it may be worthwhile

to look at lines 190 to 240.

This is called a FOR-NEXT
loop and the computer will

cycle through it for the re-

quired number of times called

for in the FOR statement. In

line 190 we say FOR N = 1 to

999. The FOR tells the com-
puter that we are going to

cycle and that it should look

for a NEXT statement (if it

doesn't find one you will get

an error message). The N is

any arbitrarily assigned vari-

able and in this case was used

to mean entry number. The 1

to 999 tells the computer to

count each cycle through the

loop starting at 1 and con-

tinue to 999.

Thus, on the first time

through N will equal 1. As
the computer steps through

line 200 to 230 it will per-

form the operations specified.

When it gets to line 240
NEXT N, it returns to line

190 FOR N = (to 2 this time)

and continues to run this

cycle, repeating all operations

between FOR and NEXT

again for 999 times. On the

last cycle the NEXT state-

ment is bypassed and the

computer continues the pro-

gram starting with the line

following (line 250).

The FOR-NEXT loop

allows something to be done

on a repeated basis. In this

case we get an input for

amount of sales which we
want to accumulate and total.

At the Input A statement, the

computer stops until A (an

amount) is put in. After A is

entered we look at it to see if

it's 0. If A = 0, then we leave

the loop and continue the

program at Line 250. If it is

not 0, we go to the following

line (230) which is a LET
statement. This is simply an

algebraic expression (T = T +

A). Since all variables = at

the start of the program, on
the first time through T = +
A where A is the amount you
entered. If you entered 10

the first time, then T = + 10

or T = 10. If you enter 50 the

second time, then T = 10 +

50 or T = 60. On the third

cycle, if 12 is entered, then T
= 60 + 12 or T = 72 and so on

until is entered or the loop

counts to 999. Two FOR-
NEXT loops are used in this

program.

Several other awesome
looking expressions appear at

lines 250, 260, 390 and 400.

Let's examine line 260 as

representative of all of them.

This line calculates the 3%
sales tax, and in simplified

form it would read, LET S =

l*.03 where S is sales tax and

I is income. However, we
want to round this value (S)

off to two decimal places.

Thus we put (l*.03) into Jack

Inman's rounding routine and

wind up with LET S = INT
(0*.03) *100+.5)/100. For a

complete explanation see

Kilobaud, April, 1977, page

40.

Program Description

The Program to Tally Sales

Receipts is simple and
straightforward. It was writ-

ten with two objectives in

mind. First, to accumulate

daily cash receipts and in-

come and, second, to prepare
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PROGRAM TO TALLY SALES RECEIPTS

BY RON S HARVEY, SR PARTNER
COMPUTER RADIO WORKSHOP
CHEYENNE, WYOMING

ENTER TOTAL AMT OF EACH SALE
? 1130
? 100
?
ARE ANY SALES TAX EXEMPT? 1

Display 1. The last entry tells program that task is complete. The

1 after the question indicates a yes response (0 indicates a no).

ENTER TAX EXEMPT AMOUNTS
? 100
?
ENTER DATE ? 4,8,77

Display 2. Task complete and date entered (separated by comas).

SALES SUMMARY FOR 4 8 77
TOTAL SALES 1100
EXEMPT SALES 100
NET TAX SALES 1000
SALES TAX DUE 30
TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS 1130

Display 3. Starts automatically after date entered. First four figures

entered on sales tax return.

a monthly sales tax return for

this cowboy state. It was

written to be used on a basic

microcomputer system com-

prised of processor, cassette

interface and video based

terminal. We are using the

Southwest Technical Prod-

ucts Corporation 6800 Com-

puter, CT-1024 TV Type-

writer, and AC-30 Audio

Cassette Interface and the

SWTPC 4K BASIC assembler.

In other versions of BASIC
and/or different video ter-

minals, the CHR( ) function

may have to be modified to

fit your system. Line 100, for

example, performs the "home
up" and "erase to end of

frame" functions. With the

SWTPC CT-1024 Terminal

and 4K BASIC, as configured

in our system, the ASCII con-

trol character for home up is

decimal 16 and EOF is deci-

mal 22. However, as these are

control characters normally

ignored by a Teletype

machine, it would only re-

spond to the PRINT and

execute a carriage return and

line feed.

The program actually

starts at line 180 where the

operator is asked to enter the

bottom line total of each

sales receipt for goods,

services and taxes. The use of

Print statements in preference

to the normal Rem state-

ments is my own idiosync-

rasy. If they are not to be

printed, they would be left

out rather than take up

memory or processing time.

Therefore, you may wish to

change lines 110-170 from

PRINT to REM statements.

Line 190 provides for the

entry of 999 sales and this

can be expanded to meet

your requirements if neces-

sary. There is no need to

reduce it because escape from

this FOR-NEXT loop is pro-

vided within the loop (line

220). It is doubtful that the

same number of entries

would occur every day any-

way. After all sales receipts

have been entered, the termi-

nal will prompt for the next

entry to which a response is

given. Upon receipt, the cal-

culation of income and sales

tax takes place (lines 250 and

260). Here in Wyoming our

sales tax is 3%. In other states

you will have to increase the

1.03 and .03 figures in direct

proportion to the inefficiency

and mismanagement of your

state's fiscal affairs (lines 390

and 400).

Some sales may be exempt

from sales tax as in the case

of services, goods for resale,

or sales to tax exempt organi-

zations. Since these are

normally few they have been

provided for, when required,

at the end of the sales tally.

When prompted by the

question (line 270), a no re-

sponse (0) will skip this por-

tion of the program. An af-

firmative response (1) will

require a second look at sales

receipts to enter the amounts

of the exempt portion of a

sale. (If the total sale was

exempt, it would have been

entered before and still

entered in total again at this

pass.)

Exit from this FOR-NEXT
loop is accomplished in the

same manner as previously

described in the sales tally

(e.g., enter for amount after

prompt).

Should your business be

primarily service (or tax

exempt sales) oriented with a

few taxable sales, it may be

preferable to provide a

double entry (Exempt, Total

Sales) at each input prompt.

This would be done by

deleting lines 260-380, and

changing lines 180-250 as

shown in Example 1.

After completion of all

entries you will be prompted

to enter the date. At this

point you may wish to stop

and set up your cassette re-

corder to record the Sales

Summary which follows

rather than copying this in-

formation into a ledger. The
RETURN after entry of the

date will start the summary

0100
0110
0120
0130
0140
0150
0160
0170
0180
0190
0200
0210
0220
0230
0240
0250
0260
0270
0280
0290
0300
0310
0320
0330
0340
0350
0360
0370
0380
0390
0400
0410
0420
0430
0440
0450
0460
0470
0480
0490
0500
0510
0520
0530
0540
0550
0560
0570

PRINT CHR(16); CHR(22)
PRINT "PROGRAM TO TALLY SALES RECEIPTS"
PRINT
PRINT "BY RON S. HARVEY, SR PARTNER"
PRINT "COMPUTER RADIO WORKSHOP"
PRINT "CHEYENNE, WYOMING"
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT "ENTER TOTAL AMT OF EACH SALE"
FOR N = 1 TO 999
PRINT CHR(22)
INPUT A
IF A = THEN 250
LET T = T + A
NEXT N
LET I = INT((T/1.03)*100+.5)/100
LET S = INT((I*.03)*100+.5)/100
PRINT "ARE ANY SALES TAX EXEMPT";
INPUT A
IF A =0 THEN 410
IF A>1 THEN 270
PRINT CHR(16), CHR(22)
PRINT "ENTER TAX EXEMPT AMOUNTS"
FOR N = 1 TO 999
PRINT CHR(22)
INPUT B
IF B = THEN 390
LET E = E + B
NEXT N
LET I = INT(((T-E)/1.03+E)*10O+.5)/10O
LET S - INT(((I-E)*.03)*100+.5)/100
PRINT "ENTER DATE ";

INPUT M,D,Y
PRINT CHR(16); CHR(22)
PRINT "SALES SUMMARY FOR ";M;D;Y
PRINT
PRINT "TOTAL SALES",I
PRINT
PRINT "EXEMPT SALES",E
PRINT

'NET TAX SALES", (I-E)PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
END

'SALES TAX DUE",S

'TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS ";T

Program listing. Receipts tally program.
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to be printed for a permanent
file (magnetic tape or written

ledger).

The tax return in

Wyoming is a one-page form
and does not allow any credit

or deduction for collecting

sales tax as some states do.

The return only requires the

BASICS available is the in-

ability to create a data file

that may be recalled on later

execution of a program. If

this program were to be re-

tained in the computer at all

times, the use of GOTO 100
instead of RUN would allow

the daily totals to be accumu-

0180 PRINT "ENTER EXEMPT AMT, TOTAL SALE"
0190 FOR N = 1 TO 999
0200 PRINT CHR(22)
0210 INPUT A,B
0220 IF B = THEN 390
0230 LET T = T + B
0240 LET E = E + A
0250 NEXT N

Example 1. Modified listing — dual entry.

first four entries found in the

summary for our business. In

other areas you may wish to

add calculations and line

numbers for entries on more
complicated forms.

Limitations

One of the more frustra-

ting limitations of most

lated for a monthly total.

However, in our situation the

computer is a demo unit and
retention of the program is

not practical. I am sure this

would be the case in most
situations where the com-
puter could also perform
other bookkeeping functions.

Therefore, as the program

Ts reloaded (or run) all vari-

ables are set to zero. In order

to compensate for this limita-

tion, the previous day's Total

Receipts and Exempt Sales,

recorded on a slip of paper in

the cash drawer, must be re-

entered (as entry in each cate-

gory) along with current daily

entries. This keeps the tally

updated for the final monthly
figures.

Retention of accumulated

totals is not a serious restric-

tion in this particular pro-

gram but it is a major prob-

lem in the completion of an

expense ledger program. It is

not an insurmountable prob-

lem, however, and one way to

overcome it is to dump the

entire contents of memory in

machine language format to

tape. By dumping BASIC plus

the program complete with

accumulated totals, the soft

starting address and GOTO
statements will allow reentry

to the program where you
previously left off. This is

reliable but slow way of

maintaining program con-

tinuity with variables intact.

It takes about 15 minutes to

dump 8K of memory at 300
baud (KC standard) and the

same time to reload again.

Possibilities that may de-

serve more experimentation

are the use of the input func-

tion and Data or Let state-

ments embedded in a Print

statement that would cause a

new line to be inserted into

the program after it is re-

loaded. These new lines

would contain values for vari-

ables from the previous run.

We have experimented with

printing out variable values at

the end of a program jn a

format acceptable to be read

back from tape to an Input

statement within the pro-

gram. This is considerably

faster than dumping BASIC
plus program and even less

complicated. The input baud
rate is reduced, however, by
the necessity for timing

loops. This will be discussed

in depth in a subsequent
article on the payroll pro-

gram.

TELETYPE
3

MODEL 33 ASR
COMPUTER I/O COMPLETE WITH : • Tape Punch • Ready lo Go

iCft/iAOO including pa™,^ • Tape Reader • Line/Local WiredINCLUDING PACKING
F.O.B. N.J. FACTORY Guaranteed 30 Days

LQQIC! H*rd t0 Get P*rts & SuPPlies /or 33ASR/KSR's

PAPER SPINDLE (181043) $1.25

TAPE SPINDLE (182918) $1.25

PLATEN KNOB (180039) $1.00

PAPER TAPE

28 ROLLS 1 CARTON $32.00

7 ROLLS 1 BOX $10.00

MYLAR \ ROLL $23.00

REPERF COVERS (182109) $3.50

Replacement UPE-800 PUNCH $75.00

CHAD BOX (182965) $3.50

Replacement UX800 READER $50.00

REPAINTED STAND WITH FEET —
(183246) $30.00

FEET ALONE (183243) $12.00/Pr.

LINE CORD (182510) $3.25

PAPER -WHITE or CANARY
$22.00/ 12 5" diam. rolls.

LACK NYLON RIBBONS
SINGLE SPOOL $11/Doz.

DOUBLE SPOOL $15/Doz.

'ANSWER BACK DRUM (180827) $7.00

CODED (SPECIFY CODE) $10.00

DOME LID (181137) $5.75*

BLANK PLATE (181910) $7.00*

KNOB (181824) $1.00

KEYT0PS (YOUR CHOICE) 60c ea.

ONE PIECE COVER (187300) $22.00*

UCC-6 LINE LOCAL $150.00

UCC-3F0RTWX $150.00

FRONT PLATE (181812) $2.50

DATA SETS 101C FOR TWX $450.00

NEW 105A FOR TWX $300.00

COMPLETE COVER READY TO INSTALL

INCLUDING ALL *'s $ 35.00

COPY HOLDER (182036) $ 14.00

TAPE UNWINDER (12") $ 32.00

WIND UP PAPER TAPE WINDER $ 22.00

ELECTRIC TAPE WINDER $ 55.00

ELECTRIC PAPER WINDER (LPW-300) ... $ 50.00

DEC TYPE READER RUNCARD $ 45.00

ACOUSTIC COUPLER

OMNITEK 701A $160.00

READER POWER PACK (182134) $ 35.00

STANDARD EIA INTERFACE $ 55.00

ACOUSTIC COVERS with FAN $258.00

If you don't see what vou need, CALL or WRITE! o If its for TELETYPE6 We Have It.

TELETYPEWRITER COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS
550 Springfield Avenue • Berkeley Heights, N. J 07922

(201)464-5310 • TWX: 710 986-3016 • TELEX: 13-6479
Deaf Line TTY: 201-464-5314

SUBSIDIARY OF VAN'T SLOT ENTERPRISES, INC.

ii>i»'i:w[

PLEASE NOTE
Due to increased costs of processing orders min-

imum orders: $10.00 cash or check, $25.00 charge.

All orders shipped UPS. Please include sufficient

postage. T^
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ONE MEGABYTE ON LINE

FOR YOUR ALTAIR/IMSAI

$685 COMPLETE
Available Now from Listed Dealers

Load Named Files Under MITS Basic.

Access any File within 34 Seconds.

Load Basic in 10 Seconds.

Cassettes 100 percent interchangeable

with no adjustments.

Applications Programs Available on

MECA Format Cassettes.

Powerful Operating System

Update Files /Data in Place

Separate Audio Track allows

Computer Control of Voice

Responses.

Eliminates Need for ROM /PROM
Monitors

Presently in use with MITS, IMSAI,

POLY 88, Z-2, ZPU

:

Business Applications: Ideal for Mailing Lists, Payroll, Billing, and Backing Store for Disk-Based Systems.

Educational Applications: Using the Unique Audio Capability is ideal for Spelling Tutor, Vocabulary Training,

Language Training, etc.

Development System: Ideal as the Heart of a Low Cost Development System. Operating System includes Powerful File

Management Capabilities plus an Assembler, Editor, Debug Routine, Tape Copy Routine, and Directory Reconstruction

Program.

Hobbyist System: Allows creation of talking games, intelligent phone answering System, Audio Burglary Deterrent.

Assembled
Prices: ALPHA-1/2* as shown, Complete with Controller Card, Two Drives, Kit & Tested

Power Supply, Enclosure, Cable, Manual and Operating System. $685 $965
*Single to Quad Drive Systems Available.

See a Demonstration of the ALPHA- 1 System Today at the Following Dealers:

THE COMPUTER STORE
820 Broadway
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(213)451-0713

THE COMPUTER MART
633-B Katella Ave.
Orange, CA 92667
(714)633-1222

COMPUTER KITS
1044 University Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94710
(415)845-5300

COMPUTER STORE OF
SAN FRANCISCO
1093 Mission Street

San Francisco, CA 94103
(415)431-0640

COMPUTER SHACK
3120 San Mateo N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87110
(505) 883-8282, 883-8283

ALTAIR COMPUTER CENTER
611 N. 27th St., Suite 9
Lincoln, NE 68503
(402) 474-2800

GATEWAY ELECTRONICS, INC.
OF COLORADO
2839 W. 44th Ave.
Denver, CO 8021 1

(303) 458-5444

ALTAIR COMPUTER CENTER
110 The Annex
5345 East Forty First St.

Tulsa, OK 74135
(918) 664-4564

ALTAIR COMPUTER CENTER
5750 Bintliff Drive
Houston, TX 77036
(713) 780-8981

COMPUTER PRODUCTS UNLIMITED
2412 S. Broadway
Little Rock, AR 72206
(501) 371-0449

THE COMPUTER STORE OF ANN ARBOR
310 East Washington St.

Ann Arbor, Ml 48104
(313)995-7616

COMPUTER STORE OF DETROIT
505-507 West 11 Mile St.

Madison Heights, Ml 48071
(313) 545-2225

THE COMPUTER SYSTEMCENTER
3330 Piedmont Road
Atlanta, GA 30305
(404) 231-1691

CHICAGO COMPUTER STORE
517 Talcott Rd.
Park Ridge, IL 60068
(312) 823-2388

COMPUTERS-TOGO
4503 West Broad St.

Richmond, VA 23230
(804) 335-5773

Or Write /Phone: I11CC51, 7344 Wamego Trail, Yucca Valley, CA 92284 • (714)365-7686

M24
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Rod Ha/ten

PO Box 73
Tombstone AZ 85638

Bargain Time !

plenty of power

The word bargain has

been used and abused
until it is virtually meaning-
less, but here is a computer
related item that I think rates

being called a real bargain.

The item in question is the

CDC minicomputer power
supply that is being marketed
by Electravalue Industrial,

Box 464, Cedar Knolls NJ
07927.

This supply will provide all

of the voltages necessary to

run most microcomputers.

Specifications are shown in

Table 1.

Quality, recent-manufac-

ture components are used

throughout. The power trans-

former is a very husky item. I

don't have any requirement

for the last three voltages

listed, so I disconnected them
and probably lessened the

transformer load slightly.

I believe the current

ratings listed are very conser-

vative. To satisfy my own
curiosity I put a 10 Amp
dummy load on the +5 V
output and a 4 Amp load

across each of the 12 V out-

puts. After fifteen minutes I

had to terminate the test, not

because the supply couldn't

take it, but because the

dummy loads were severely

overheated. The transformer

wasn't as hot as the one in

my TV gets and none of the

other components seemed

Input: 1 1 0, 1 20, 220, 230, or 240 volts ac 60 Hz

Output: Volts dc Current Regulation

+5 8.5 A 5%
-12 2.0 A »»

+ 12 2.5 A a

+30 200 mA 15%
+ 180 150 mA 5%
-6.2 25 mA 8%

Table 1.

any the worse for the treat-

ment received. None of the

output voltages varied at any
time during the test.

Features

All of the outputs, except

the -6.2, are pot adjustable

over a + or - 10% range. The
+5 and -12 outputs are over-

voltage protected. A special

feature is the Power Status

Signal (PSS). As long as the

+5, +12, and -12 outputs are

within 10% of their nominal

values, the PSS lead will re-

main at a logical 1. Otherwise

it is a logical 0. This could be

used to halt the computer
during marginal voltage con-

ditions or to trigger a visual

or audible alarm. All input

and output leads are fused. A
fan mounted on the unit was
designed to cool not only the

supply but many other logic

boards in the minicomputer
itself. The ac input line is

noise filtered.

The only negative
comments I can make about

the unit relate to its size and

the connectors used. It is long

and narrow (6" x 21 1/2"),

which could be awkward if

you wanted to mount it in-

side of your computer
cabinet. I believe that power
supplies should neither

be seen nor heard, so I placed

mine under the bench.

I could not mate to any of

the connectors provided on
the unit so I removed them
all. Some were not necessary

to my requirements. I by-

passed the input connector

and ran a line cord directly to

the input fuse holder. All

output leads are heavy color-

coded wire that can be used

without the connector or you
can replace them with some-

thing available locally.

Price for a brand new unit

with schematic is $50 with

UPS shipping paid. Hundreds

of these power supplies are in

stock. Used and defective

units are available at lower

prices.

Do I really think this is a

bargain? The reported
original price was $600 plus.

I've ordered another as a

spare! Enough said.
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UP AND RUNNING
TDL EQUIPMENT USED BY NEW JERSEY PUBLIC TELEVISION

TO PROCESS NEW JERSEY GUBERNATORIAL PRIMARY ELECTION RETURNS

John Montagna, computer engineer (above left),

lead this successful network team in generating

election results speedily, efficiently and reliably

using predominantly TDL hardware and soft-

ware. Montagna created three programs to get

the job done. The text for a SWAPPER pro-

gram was written and assembled using the TDL
TEXT EDITOR and Z80 RELOCATING MACRO
ASSEMBLER. The SWAPPER text and all

debugging was run through TDL's ZAPPLE
MONITOR. The relocatable object code was
punched onto paper tape. A MAIN USERS
program updated votes and controlled air disp-

play. An ALTERNATE USERS program got

hard copy out and votes in. The latter two
programs were written in BASIC. Montagna
modified the ZAPPLE BASIC to permit time-

sharing between the two USERS programs.

Four screens were incorporated, two terminals

entered votes as they came in and were used

to call back votes to check accuracy. Mon-
tagna called on the power and flexibility

offered by TDL's ZPU board and three Z-16

Memory boards.

Montagna's setup worked constantly for over

four hours updating and displaying state-wide

and county-wide results without flaw.

"I chose TDL because they have all the soft-

ware to support their hardware, and it's good;

it has the flexibility to do the job."

John Montagna

We salute John Montagna and NEW JERSEY
PUBLIC BROADCASTING for spearheading

the micro-computer revolution.

TDL's XITAN SYSTEMS have the capacity to do
similar tasks for you. Write to us for XITAN
information and the name of your nearest TDL
dealer.

TECHNICAL
DESIGN
LABS

RESEARCH PARK BLDG. H 1101 STATE ROAD
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (609) 921-0321



Hello!

Today's Program Is

understanding

computer speech recognition

Sheila Clarke

Cybergrafix

P. O. Box 430
Glendale CA 91206

The number of people

adding speech-recog-

nition capabilities to their

computer systems is on the

increase. Some hobbyists are

giving their computers names
to reflect the personalities

their talking machines seem
to assume. We know of one
who calls his "Crazy 80."

Many of these "personality

computers" are being taught

to do some amazing things,

and a large number are using

the Heuristics Speechlab

system.

The value of many special

applications may be lost on
those of us who have full use

of our physical capabilities.

But there are those who, be-

cause of deafness, cannot
carry on a phone conversa-

tion, or because of stroke,

cannot speak coherently.

One deaf woman is

married to a man with normal
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hearing. To facilitate their

communication, he built a

TTY interface for his com-

puter, but found it didn't do

the job when he was away

from home. To solve this

problem he installed a

Speechlab unit from
Heuristics Inc., taught his

computer to recognize his

words, and now can call his

wife on the phone. She holds

the receiver to the micro-

phone, and the computer

prints out what it hears.

Another person was dis-

abled by a stroke that left his

speech drastically impaired.

He can, however, make re-

peatable sounds, which he has

taught his computer to under-

stand, and which can be re-

lated to others in normal

English via his terminal.

A blind programmer has

taught his computer to

recognize verbal code input,

saving him the chore of

typing it. Another has been

deaf all his life, but possesses

speech capabilities. With the

help of a hearing person, for

comparison, and the Speech-

lab in his computer, he has

been improving his enuncia-

tion.

Less dramatic and more
universal an application, and

perhaps more ego nourishing,

is the one that lets you be

master and your computer be

slave. In one instance, we
were privy to the following

conversation:

"Hello, Computer."

"Hello, Ed. What do you
wish, master?"

"Two plus two, Computer.

"Four, Ed."

"Four plus four, Computer.

Eight, Ed."

Good-bye, Computer."

"Good-bye, master.

it

n

a

II

II

Not only does Ed's computer

calculate, it pays proper hom-
age to its owner. Shades of

HAL?
The two gentlemen who

designed Speechlab and

founded Heuristics, Inc., have

extensive backgrounds in the

study of artificial intelligence.

Horace Enea, Heuristics' pro-

grammer, received his de-

gree in computer science at

Stanford University, and then

spent eight years in the field

of artificial intelligence with

Research Associates. Here he

met his partner, John

Reykjalin, Heuristics' elec-

tronics engineer. John earned

his Bachelor of Science de-

gree at M.I.T., then spent

subsequent years working in

the industry. He built his first

home brew system from the

4004 chip in the early '70s,

then built an 8008 while he

did software consulting on

8080 systems. Both John and

Horace think the field of

speech recognition is more

fun and more exciting than

any other aspect of com-

puting. They have combined
their efforts to produce a

board and lab manuals which

they feel compete well with

similar systems from Bell

Labs.

What Is Speech Recognition?

Using a microphone and a

keyboard for input, the user

teaches his computer to

recognize words or phrases. A
word is defined as a sound

that is separated by 100 milli-

seconds of space between one

sound and the next. The com-

puter is able to make a dis-

tinction between words or

phrases because many words

contain up to 100 or more

milliseconds of sound. The

Speechlab is referred to as an

"isolated word system."

When the user gives the

computer an isolated word,

or sound, with a sample of

each word recognized by

Speechlab, a vocabulary table

of, perhaps, 16 to 64 words is

accumulated using 64 bytes

per word.

Some environments may
be noisy because of back-

ground conversation. So, to

filter out confusion of recog-

nition by the computer, the

user can include key words,

such as "enter," to begin

phrases to trigger speech

recognition. To play back the

input a key word like

"verify" can begin a phrase.

If input is incorrect, "erase"

or a similar word can permit

reentry. If correct, another

"enter" could be used for the

next input.

Subroutine entry is broken

down into two activities. The
training period, which takes

about five minutes, says

Heuristics, assigns number
tables and the words or

phrases in memory. The
recognition period can take as

long as your experiment re-

quires.

To set up your vocabulary,

type the word in, then speak

the word into the micro-

verter, signal generator, ref-

erence calibration levels, and

an analog multiplexer to

interconnect the various func-

tional blocks. (I took that

straight out of the assembly

manual.)

In simpler language all of

that means the board con-

tains a hardware preprocessor

with a vast amount of in-

formation in accoustic wave

form — one quarter of a

million bits per second. The

preprocessor gathers the data

under software control, using

oc«M«ato*
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Fig. 1. System block diagram.

phone. When you begin, the

computer knows no language,

so it can be taught to recog-

nize any language or sound as

being distinct from any other

sound. Japanese, Chinese,

French and English have been

used. In effect, your com-
puter can be taught to do just

about anything you can do
via a keyboard, and more that

cannot be entered via key-

board . . . like the sound of

your voice to open your front

door. Your computer re-

sponds in real time, with

about 95% accuracy of recog-

nition.

Hardware

Built for the Altair bus,

the Speechlab board will con-

nect directly to any 8080 or

Z-80 computer. Heuristics

demonstrates their unit on a

Processor Technology SOL.

Horace reports that they've

plugged their board into

every type of computer

they've seen, and haven't

found one yet that Speechlab

would not run on.

The board contains three

audio bandpass filters, a

zero-crossing detector, com-

pression amplifier, A/D con-

various algorithms.

Heuristics prefers to sell

the unit assembled because,

though it contains relatively

few ICs, the resistors and

capacitors are numerous, ad-

ding up to over 200 parts.

For most hobbyists, the $50
savings for a kit isn't worth
the labor involved. Though
the assembly and test manual
is complete, we recommend
you purchase the Speechlab

assembled and tested, so you
can get on with the business

of teaching your computer to

understand you.

Software

Specially developed soft-

ware, Speech BASIC program-

ming language, is supplied,

along with an assembly-lan-

guage speech-recognition pro-

gram, SpeechBASIC plot, cor-

relation, recognition, ad-

vanced recognition and

hardware self-test programs.

Complete source listings are

in the lab manual, and the

unit comes with three pro-

grams in hex object code on

paper tape.

All the intelligence of the

speech recognition system is

built into the software

algorithms. The preprocessor
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Left: Horace Enea first types the word that the

computer will learn to recognize.

Below: John Reykjalin stands by as Horace voices

the same word into the microphone that he has

just typed.

and the software algorithms

work together in a fully inte-

grated manner, as you can see

from the block diagram in

Fig. 1.

Along with the 95-page

hardware manual is the Lab-

oratory Manual, Volume I.

This book has been writ-

ten for the student of speech

recognition, beginning with a

thorough discussion of

human speech. The 35 experi-

ments amount to a progres-

sive tutorial on the science of

speech when broken into

components that the com-
puter will understand. Fol-

lowing the experiments are

13 programs in Palo Alto

Tiny BASIC, and four pro-

grams for implementing

SpeechBASIC. This lab

manual is the very reason

many could become so in-

volved with speech recog-

nition that all other aspects

of computing could be set

aside for quite a while.

At this writing, Heuristics

is producing their second

volume of experiments and
application programs. The
material will be the result of

input from Speechlab users —
much of it slanted toward
business applications. Though
much of their engineering

time is spent improving the

board itself, most of their

effort is invested in new soft-

ware and applications.

It's Not Perfect

When we first encountered

Heuristics at the Computer
Faire in San Francisco, every-

one was disappointed that,

due to the terrific din, the

Speechlab could not differ-

entiate between background
roar and instructions voiced

directly into the microphone.

So we couldn't see a demon-
stration. When asked about
the problem later, Heuristics

reported that in a normal

working environment they

have no problem with noise.

As a matter of fact, they

haven't had a problem when
demonstrating it to the

Homebrew Club with over

300 in attendance. But

13,000 people at the Faire

created much too high a noise

level. To overcome a gen-

erally high-noise environment

a special microphone, called

noise-cancelling mike, is avail-

able, but could cost as much
as the board itself. Heuristics

does offer it as an accessory.

Hobbyist's Point of View

To get a user's point of

view, I talked with Ron

Henley in Los Angeles. He

was among the first to buy

the Speechlab, around March

or April of this year. He was

extremely impressed when he

assembled his kit, plugged it

into his computer and it ran.

He's performed three or four

of the 35 experiments listed

in the manual, and rates the

documentation as A+ ...

comparable to the best he's

seen. He felt the documenta-

tion was among the out-

standing features of the prod-

uct. He felt also, however,

that audio high-level language

input is not possible. Perhaps

Heuristics would disagree,

especially since Ron did not

work with the board beyond
the first few experiments.

Ron agreed with Heuristics

that is doesn't make sense to

buy the kit when, for $50
more and a lot less hassle,

you can have it running im-

mediately. He also discovered

that when teaching the com-
puter to distinguish his

speech patterns, he had to be

more distinct than he'd ex-

pected. As Heuristics put it,

any phrase that is one breath

group, like, "Open the garage

door," is recognized as a

single vocabulary entry. And
the board handles up to 64 of

these vocabulary entries.

There are more distinctive

sounds in a phrase than in a

word, and the chances of

computer confusion are

greatly diminished when
phrases are used.

Just for the record,

Speechlab can be purchased

from dealers around the

country, or direct from
Heuristics for $299 as-

sembled. Heuristics is located

at 900 N. San Antonio Road,

Los Altos CA 94022.

If you're considering dab-

bling a little in speech recog-

nition, don't. It takes more of

a commitment on your part

to realize the full benefits of

Speechlab. When you get

your unit you've only begun.

You're then ready to embark
on a brand new adventure in

hobby computing — one that

should keep any hobbyist

happily involved for a long,

long time."
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We Have GOOD NEWS and BAD NEWS

The good news is that you can now add any S-100

bus compatible component to The VERSATILE CRT.

The bad news is you'll have to decide for yourself what

components will combine to make the best system for you.

Just by looking you can see it's

a rugged, professional unit with

a 9" video monitor covered with

smoked plexiglass, and a 53-key

ASCII keyboard.

But there's more than meets

the eye. What you can't see is the

mainframe which is a 10-slot

plexiglass card rack. Or its fully

shielded motherboard with 10

spaces provided for sockets (2

sockets are already included for

you). Or the heavy duty filtered

power supply and 75 CFM
cooling fan. Or the power switch

and cord on the rear panel. Or

the space available for a floppy

disk system. Or the expansion

capabilities on the back panel for

the addition of sockets.

You'll receive The
VERSATILE CRT fully

assembled with a 90-day
warranty, about 20 days after we
get your order. Or you can buy

one at your nearest dealer.

Dealers can have super fast de-

livery from stock to 20 days.

You'll also receive complete doc-

umentation and operating

manual. Total price for The
VERSATILE CRT is $699.95.

Dealer inquiries are welcomed.

Compact and Expandable, The VERSATILE CRT lets you do it your own way.

COMPUTER DATA SYSTEMS
English Village • Atram #3 • Newark, Delaware 19711



Beware the Altair Bus

. it's not as compatible as you think !

Bill Fuller

2377 Dalworth 157
Grand Prairie TX 75050

I have the feeling this is

another of those articles

which will generate a lot of

interest. If you've had any
personal experiences with

incompatible Altair bus

Altair 8800B (System)
Pin it Mnemonic
12 XRDY2
55 RTC
56 STSTB

57 DIG 1

58 FRDY

Processor Technology Corp. (SOL)

Description

External Ready 2

Real Time Clock
Status Strobe

Enable signal for CPU
Dl drivers on 8800B
8800B front panel ready

signal

57 DIG 1 Data Input Gate 1

65
66
67*

MREQ
REF
PHANTOM

Memory Request (Z-80)

Refresh (Z-80)

Phantom Disable

Also used on PTCo. PROM board.

Cromemco (Dazzler)

to/ REFR DSBL Refresh Disable

Technical Design Labs (TDL) (Z-80
4 VIO
4 NMI

Board)

Vector Interrupt

Non-Maskable Inte

98
98

SSTACK
REFRESH

Stack Status

Memory Refresh

Vector Graphics (Reset and Go Board)
67 PHANTOM
S.D. Sales (Z^80 CPU Board)
66 RFSH

Phantom Disable

Memory Refresh

boards, jot them down and
forward them to Bill (he has

already indicated that a

follow-up article will prob-

ably be needed). Also, if

you're a manufacturer pro-

Remarks

60 Hz reference

8224 clock IC, 8800B
Display/Control Board

When low forces PDB INs low
and forces CPU input multi-

plexers to the DIO bus. During
CPU DBIN cycle, disables CPU
DIO bus drivers

Not used on SOL
Not used on SOL
Used to disable RAM or ROM
during power on initialization

program execution.

Prevents dynamic RAM refresh

cycles during Dazzler DMA.

Optional change for the TDL
Z-80 CPU board.

Not used on Z-80 CPU board
Optional change for the TDL
Z-80 CPU board.

SHKSSS

ducing an Altair bus-

compatible board and would
like to point out any in-

compatibilities . . . then drop
a line to Bill too. — John.

In an otherwise excellent

article by Mike Smith
("Build Your Own Inter-

face", Kilobaud, June 1977)

certain overlooked Altair bus

designations invalidate the

statement that "Table 1

contains a complete break-

down of all the Altair bus

signals ..." In fact, even the

Altair 8800B additions are

not listed.

The only "almost com-
plete" listing is contained in

Dr. Dobb's Journal, (August,

1976), as "Proposed Hob-

byist Standard* Bus Struc-

ture". This article also

appeared in Computer
(October, 1976).

To bring everyone up to

date with another list, in-

complete as it is, Table 1 (in

this article) is provided to

cover those "not used" pins

of the June Kilobaud article.

Note that many of the func-

tions are optional for a par-

ticular board.

Table 1 primarily ad-

dresses those pins undefined

in the original Altair 8800
(12 through 17 and 55
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through 67). However, some
manufacturers have con-

figured their bus such that

some functions have been

deleted or redefined from the

original Altair bus. These

changes also are shown in the

table.

In putting together a

system or using boards from

different manufacturers, you

need to avoid incompat-

ibility. Perhaps the most

obvious conflict in Table 1 is

pin 67. Here, four boards use

the pin for three different

functions (Phantom, NMI,

REFR DSBL). Some modifi-

cations would be required

before a combination of these

boards could function

together in the same system.

Incompatibility also exists

where certain functions are

not provided by a CPU board

or system. Examples in this

category are the Central Data

2650 Computer System and

the Polymorphic System. The

2650 System does not gener-

ate PSYNC (pin 76) which is

used by most of the available

RAM boards. The Poly-

morphic System does not

provide for eleven of the

Altair bus signals. While many
of these are front panel func-

tions, the possibility exists

that the deleted signal might

be required on boards from

other manufacturers.

Considering that over 200

boards for the Altair bus are

presently available from a

multitude of sources, blindly

plugging in a selected com-

bination because they are

"Altair/lmsai/S-100/Hobbyist

Standard", without checking

for actual compatibility can

lead to some strange results.

For the neophyte it could

lead to endless hours of

frustration.

Until a complete list

becomes available, if ever,

your best approach is to

compare signals generated by

your system or CPU board

with the signals required for

the board (s) you anticipate

using.

Sources of information are

the manufacturers, your local

computer store, clubs, or

67 NMI Non-Maskable Interrupt

98 DEBUG Allows jump to address

cooo.

98 SSTACK Stack Status

MRS (6800 CPU Board)

14 01 Clock M6800 01 Clock

15 02 Clock M6800 02 Clock

16 R/W M6800 Read/Write

12 NMI Non-Maskable Interrupt

13 IRQ Interrupt Request

Note: 8080 CPU in system controls front panel operations.

Poly morphi cs System
13-19 Reserved for bus control

22 & 23 Reserved for bus control

26 Reserved for bus control

27 & 28 Unused
67 Phantom Used to disable RAM and

I/O addressing

69-71 Unused

98 Unused

Requires cutting trace to

eliminate function.

BISI (64K CCD Memory Board)

13 CK3
14 CK1
15 BWE

16 LDM
17 BDSEL

62 CK4
63 CK2
64 BCE
65 WRITE
66 LDH

Phase 3 shift clock

Phase 1 shift clock

Write enable-anded

with WRITE
Load medium address byte

Acknowledge signal from
addressed storage board

Phase 4 shift clock

Phase 2 shift clock

Chip enable

Write signal

Load High Address Byte

Alpha Micro Technology (16-bit CPU Board)

56 DMAGR 7 DMA Grant 7

Not used on Z-80

Jumper optional

Jumper optional

Jumper optional

M6800
M6800

18-STA DSB and 19-C/C DSB
not used at present.
22-ADD DSB and 23-DO DSB
not used at present.

26-PHLDA not used at present.

27-PWAIT / 28-PINTE

69-PS, 70-PROT, 71 -RUN
98-SSTACK

All DMA Grant pins jumper
selectable. But, pins

57 DMAGR 6 DMA Grant 6 designated are recc

58 DMAGR 5 DMA Grant 5 sequence.

59 DMAGR 4 DMA Grant 4

60 DMAGR 3 DMA Grant 3

61 DMAGR 2 DMA Grant 2

62 DMAGR 1 DMA Grant 1

63 DMAGR DMA Grant

64 DMA RCVD Flag that indicates a

DMA is about to happen.

Insures DMA grant

Central Data 2650 Computer System (2650 CPU Board)**

12 XRDY 2 Not available (n/a)

21 SS n/a

24 02 n/a

25 01 n/a

26 PHLA n/a

27 PWAIT n/a

28 PINTE n/a

44 SM1 n/a

48 SHLTA n/a

53 SSW n/a

55 RTC n/a

56 STSTB n/a

57 DIG 1 n/a

58 FRDY n/a

69 PS n/a

72 PRDY n/a

74 PHOLD n/a

76 PSYNC n/a

96 SINTA n/a

98 SSTACK n/a

"None of the above signals are available from the 2650 board to the Central Data S-100 Interface

Board. Other Altair bus signals are either available from the CPU board or are derived on the S-100

Interface Board.

Table 7.
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COMPLETE
FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM

FOR YOUR ALTAIR/IMSAI
$699

That's right, complete.
The North Star MICRO-DISK SYSTEM™ uses the Shugart

minifloppy™ disk drive. The controller is an S-100 com-
patible PC board with on-board PROM for bootstrap load. It

can control up to three drives, either with or without
interrupts. No DMA is required.

No system is complete without software: we provide the
PROM bootstrap, a file-oriented disk operating system (2k
bytes), and our powerful extended BASIC with sequential
and random disk file accessing (10k bytes).

Each 5" diameter diskette has 90k data byte capacity.
BASIC loads in less than 2 seconds. The drive itself can be
mounted inside your computer, and use your existing power
supply (.9 amp at 5V and 1.6 amp at 12V max). Or, if you
prefer, we offer a power supply ($39) and enclosure ($39).

Sound unbelievable? See the North Star MICRO-DISK
SYSTEM at your local computer store. For a high-performance
BASIC computing system, all you need is an 8080 or Z80
computer, 16k of memory, a terminal, and the North Star
MICRO-DISK SYSTEM. For additional performance, obtain
up to a factor of ten increase in BASIC execution speed by
also ordering the North Star hardware Floating Point Board
(FPB-A). Use of the FPB-Aalso saves about 1k of memory by
eliminating software arithmetic routines.

Included: North Star controller kit (highest quality PC
board and components, sockets for all IC's, and power regula-
tion for one drive), SA-400 drive (assembled and tested),
cabling and connectors, 2 diskettes (one containing file DOS
and BASIC), complete hardware and software documentation,
and U.S. shipping.

MICRO-DISK SYSTEM ... $699 To place order, send
(ASSEMBLED) $799 check, money order or

ADDITIONAL DRIVES. . . $425 ea.
BA or MC card* with exp.

niCk'CTTcc &a m date and signature. Uncer-DISKETTES $4.50 ea. tjfied checks require 6
» PB-A $359 weeks processing. Calif.

(ASSEMBLED) $499 residents add sales tax.
N9

NORTH STAR COMPUTERS, INC.
2465 Fourth Street

Berkeley, CA 94710

someone who already has the

board or system.

References:

Kilobaud June, 1977
Dr. Dobb's Journal August, 1976
Interface Age February, 1977
Central Data Company Literature

S.D. Sales Construction Manual

Alpha Micro Technology — Dick

Wilcox

Radio-Electronics April & May,

1977

Companies mentioned:

Central Data Company
P.O. Box 2484 Station A
Champaign I L 61 820

BISI

Box 1197, Station A
Vancouver BC Canada

MRS
P.O. Box 1220
Hawthorne CA 90250

Alpha Micro Technology

1342 Mauna Loa Road
Tustin CA 92680

S.D. Sales Co.

P.O. Box 28810
Dallas TX 75228

Vector Graphics Inc.

717 Lakefield Road, Suite F

Westlake Village CA 91361

Polymorphic Systems
460 Ward Drive

Santa Barbara CA 931 1

1

Processor Technology Corp.

6200B Hollis Street

Emeryville CA 94608

Cromemco
2432 Charleston Road
Mountain View CA 94043

Technical Design Labs (TDL)
Research Park Bldg. H
1101 State Road
Princeton NJ 08540

MITS (Altair)

Albuquerque NM 87106

A Response from
Michael L. Smith

In response to Mr. Fuller's

opening paragraphs, I would
like to point out that the bus

description was for the Altair

bus, not for all the various

copies commonly referred to

as the S-100 bus.

The 8800B signals omitted

from my list of signals are

primarily used for the addi-

tional functions provided by

the expanded 8800B front

panel and are not of interest

in general interfacing which

was, after all, the subject of

the article.

As for the other subsets of

signals mentioned by Mr.

Fuller, it is important to

remember that anyone and
his brother may add newly
defined signals to any bus,

but that no one is under any

obligation to conform to

these unsanctioned standards.

For better or worse, the

Altair bus designations are

controlled by Mits. What do
you do when you have built

or purchased interfaces using

one of the "add-on" stan-

dards and Mits redesignates

some of the pins you have

used? Remember, it's their

bus and they make the rules.

The idea behind successful

computer interfacing is to

fully conform (to the extent

possible) to the existing sig-

nals and protocol presented

by the bus manufacturer, not

to make additional signal

designations.

It is not necessarily wrong
to enhance the operation of

your own system by using

additional signals or rede-

fining existing ones, but to

refer to every signal that

someone adds as a standard

misses the point.

One final point . . . While

the Altair bus has many
faults, including inconsistent

pin-outs within a group of

signals, inconsistent signal

polarities (most commercial

buses have all active low

signals), and too much orien-

tation toward the processor

(the 8080A), it has provided

a means for the hobby
market to grow and prosper.

This growth has resulted not

from the excellence of the

Altair bus, but from the fact

that it provided a standard.
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imT;
ORDER FORM

ASSEMBLED
4KROM
8KSC-Z
68KSC
8KSC

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 10WORKING DAYS

[Write in each box the quantity of each part requi

KIT ASSEMBLED KIT ASSEMB
WWC

red]

LED

88 EXT
68EXT-S

ASSEMBLY AND OPERATING MANUAL $4.00

68EXT-L
68WWC
BBUC

NAME

memory....

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

SEND CHECK • MONEY ORDER • COD'S ACCEPTED • CREDIT CARDS

SEALS ELECTRONICS, INC

P.O. BOX 11651

KNOXVILLE, TN 37919

EXPORT INFORMATION
Canadian and European community customers use our EXPORT
DELIVERY SERVICE Guaranteed delivery to your address We take

care of charges for customs clearance, duties, federal taxes and

insurance Add exactly 35% to the prices shown (45% in Canadian

dollars) Allow 5 extra days for delivery Minimum export order

$100 00 DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME.

all it i.t.^frfc^— .A.,..-...

takes
dtt

- ,.

is a C«?3*i

C Li 3

m£
TATIC

EMORY
ARD

':»•** i,irw

3 p --------

Memory Card

from

fcsrcnrc tttvtrittr&rvv '

<ryv r« SEALS

[Static Memory Card for SWTPC 6800]

• 8192 Words of Static Memory
• Access Time: 500 nsec (250 nsec on request)

• Memory Chip 91 L02 APC or 2102AL-4

• Battery Standby

• Address Selected 8 ea. SPST Dip Switch

• Low Power
• All Lines Buffered

• All IC'swith Sockets

• Solder Mask on both sides of PC Board

Price
$259.00

Assemble!
Price
$268.00

Item No,
4KROM
8KSC-Z
8KSC
88 WWC
88 EXT
68 EXT-S
68 EXT-L
68 WWC
BBUC
4K BASIC

Kit Price

$109.00
285.00
259.00
37.50
29.00
19.00

Description

4K Read Only Memory Card

8K Static Memory Card 250 nsec

8K Static Memory Card 500 nsec

Wire Wrap Card

88 Extender Card

Extender Card (Small )swtpC 68oo

Extender Card (Large) swtpc6soo compare Proven 29.00

Wire Wrap Card swtpc woo comp»i.byproducts 35.00

Battery Back-Up Card 55.00

4KROM with 14 EProms containing Seals Basic 8080 and the Seals

4K8080 Basic instruction manual (integer math only available at

this time). Phone for more information.

INTRODUTORY PRICE OFFER 295.00 323.00

assembled Price

$119.00
295.00
26900
47.50
38.00
25.00
39.00
45.00
68.00

ElECrRONICS,INC.

S22

ORDER DELIVERY: FROM STOCK TO 10 DAYS TELEX NO. 55 7444 TELEPHONE NO. 615/693 8655
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Don Walters

2849 Verle

Ann Arbor Ml 48104

Put Your Imsai

on the Rack !

. . . it's not torture

Don discusses several modifications he has made to his Imsai in

the following article . . . including brackets for rack-mounting.
Those of you interested in going this route might want to

check into Imsai's new rack-mount cabinet (which can be
purchased separately). I've seen it . . . and it's as rugged as a
tank! - John.

m.

Photo 1. Unpacking the Imsai 8080 kit.

Well, I finally did it.

One lovely summer
day I walked into the friendly

local computer store and
bought the microcomputer
kit I felt would fit all my
computing needs. Christmas

in July continued while I

unpacked the Imsai 8080 kit

parts (chassis sheet metal

parts, small boxes of parts,

and manuals). After I had
made a quick visual check to

make sure all the major parts

were there, my understanding

wife reminded me I had
promised her we would spend
the rest of the weekend at her

folks' cottage swimming,
sailing, and waterskiing (not

putting a computer together).

Well at least I could take the

manuals along to look over so

that I could start assembling

the kit later.

Sunday night came and I

started calming down after

thoroughly rereading the

Imsai 8080 assembly man-
uals. I guess I have been

spoiled by the assembly and
technician people I have

worked with. They had done
a lot of work building and
debugging the mini and
microcomputer hardware

before I could start adding
the systems and applications

software to the computer
systems. Getting into the

hardware end of computers

was going to be a little more
work than I had realized. But

then, jumping in and doing is

how I learned electronics

(building and debugging radio

receivers, transmitters),

photography (camera and

darkroom techniques),

computer programming (as a

university student, and as an

employee of computer firms),

video terminals (building and
modifying SWTPC CT-1024
terminal system), and now
the hardware end of small

computers.

Since it's a little late for a

new product review, I will

concentrate on sharing the

assembly hints and kinks I

ran into, and describe some
mechanical and aesthetically

pleasing modifications that I

made to my Imsai 8080.

Assembling the Imsai 8080
was really not difficult. Table

1 summarizes the time it took
to assemble each part of the

kit, as well as the time it took
to assemble two Godbout 4K
RAM boards and a Processor

Technology 3P+S I/O inter-

face board. During assembly

each board was checked both

visually (for missed soldering
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points, solder splashes etc.)

and electrically (pre-assembly

check of capacitors for

shorts, shorted or dead

diodes, and ball-park resis-

tance values as marked on the

resistor body). These extra

steps are well worth the

effort and may save you from

hunting down a hardware bug

caused by a component that

was bad before being assem-

bled.

Assembly Kinks

The only real problem I

ran into while assembling the

Imsai 8080 was with the

documentation for the proper

placement of the ±16 volt

diodes CR4 - CR7. More

recent models have the whole

power supply (including the

power transformer and ac line

noise filter) on one printed

circuit board. Apparently the

parts placement diagram for

the power supply PC board

hadn't caught up with this

change. The diagram called

for all of the diodes to be

mounted on the same side,

which did not look right to

me. The schematic and

accompanying photographs

of the power supply PC board

confirmed my suspicions. The

schematic and photographs

were correct. Diodes CR4 and

CR7 should be mounted as

shown in the diagram. How-

ever, CR5 and CR6 should be

mounted on the PC board

with the band on the diode's

body at the top, but placed

across from diodes CR4 and

CR7.

There was another trivial

documentation problem with

the power supply parts place-

ment diagram. The assembly

text designation of the ±16

and +5 volt filter capacitors

and the designation of these

parts on the diagram didn't

agree (referring to Photo 4 —
from right to left, they are

C1, C2, C3, C4). However,

this problem was much
simpler to figure out. Hope-

fully, both errors in the

power supply diagram have

been corrected by now since I

(and I would assume other

owners) have advised IMS

Associates of the errors.

Operation

Unpack and check parts

MPU PC Board Assembly

CP-A PC Board Assembly

Power Supply PC Board Assembly

Backplane Assembly (22 slot PC board)

Chassis Sheet Metal Assembly

Debug CP-A PC Board

Total time spent assembling the Imsai 8080

Godbout 4K Econoram PC Board Assembly (Board #1

)

Godbout 4K Econoram PC Board Assembly (Board #2)
Processor Technology 3P+S Interface PC Board Assembly

Total time spent so far

Time in Hours

1

3

4

3

5

1

5

22

4.5

4
5

35.5 hours

Table 1. Breakdown of assembly time for an Imsai 8080 system.

Photo 2. Assembled Imsai 8080 MPU printed circuit board.
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Fig. 1. Modification to the Imsai 8080 CP-A circuit.
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Photo 4. Inside view of the Imsai 8080 showing the use of Mo/ex
connector pins being used for disconnecting the ac switch leads from
the power supply printed circuit board.

Assembly Hints

It seems that every time I

finish a kit or project there is

something I would have

added or done differently

during assembly, and this was
the case with my Imsai 8080.

However, since I have already

found some good assembly

hints, here they are.

I am a firm believer in

using IC sockets in all my
projects and my Imsai 8080
was not going to be an

exception. But I realized that

the CP-A PC board (pro-

grammer's console) was going

to require low profile IC

sockets. Otherwise, if the ICs

were mounted in standard

sockets, the front panel

photomask-plexiglas would
not sit flat against the nylon

standoffs which separate the

panel from the CP-A PC
board. Hence, low profile IC

sockets are a must on the

CP-A PC board. An added
advantage of low profile

sockets is that even ICs

mounted under the front

panel paddle switches could

be removed and inserted

without too much trouble,

which would have been

impossible with standard

sockets.

The CP-A PC board plugs

Photo 5. Inside view of the Imsai 8080 at initial checkout. Note neat
chassis layout. rf

into an edge connector on the

backplane and is separated

from the sheet metal back-

plate of the chassis and the

photomask-plexiglas front

panel by nylon standoffs. It is

difficult to line up the re-

taining machine screws

through the plexiglas panel, a

standoff, the PC board,

another standoff and into the

backplate. And of course

there are eight screws. To
avoid total frustration simply

rough up the edges of the

standoffs with sandpaper and
glue them onto the PC board

with fast-curing epoxy, taking

care that the holes in the

standoffs line up with those

in the board.

This hint will save time

when removing or installing

the programmer's console.

Instead of soldering the two
insulated ac switch wires to

the power supply board as

the assembly manual in-

structs, solder a female Molex
connector pin onto each wire

and cover each with a length

of heat-shrinkable tubing.

Solder male Molex pins where
the ac switch lead wires

connect to the power supply

board. This arrangement
allows CP-A PC board
assembly to be removed or

reinstalled by simply dis-

connecting the ac switch

wires. If you mount a fan in

Photo 6. Inside view of the finished Imsai 8080 with the modified
cabinet installed, but with the access cover removed.
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HEAT SINK FOR 7805 TYPE
VOLTAGE REGULATORS

UP

I

HEAT SINK IS USUALLY
MOUNTED ON A P C

BOARD WHICH WILL
BE IN A VERTICAL
POSITION WHEN
INSTALLED IN THE
COMPUTER SYSTEM
(IE. ALTAIR, IMSAI)

UNMODIFIED HEAT
SINK FINS

MODIFIED HEAT
SINK FINS, BENT
AT A 45* ANGLE

Fig. 2. Modifications to the heat sinks on the Imsai 8080 printed circuit

boards.

MODIFIED HEAT
SINK FINS, BENT
AT A 45* ANGLE

AIRFLOW AS IT RISES OVER
WARM HEAT SINK FINS

AIRFLOW BECAUSE OF CONVECTION

Fig. 3. Airflow over mofidied heat sinks.

your Imsai 8080, you can

also use Molex connectors on

those ac power leads.

Another hint is to buy the

22-slot backplane (mother

board) and populate it with

at least 20 edge connectors

while you are building the

Imsai 8080. I think you will

quickly find that you have

outgrown the 6-slot mother

board that comes with the

kit, which means that you

will want additional 4-slot

boards or the 22-slot mother

board later. You might as

well save time and go with

the 22-slot mother board to

start with and install at least

20 edge connectors since you

will probably end up doing it

later. You will have to un-

solder the ±16, +5 volt and

ground line and remove the

backplane. Then solder in the

edge connectors and reinstall

the backplane, resolder the

power and ground lines, and

install the programmer's

console. A system with a

22-slot backplane should have

a higher resale value.

Hardware Debugging

Initial checkout went well

until I found that the

examine switch function

would not work properly.

Searching with a logic probe

and oscilloscope, I found that

with the logic probe on pin 1

of U13 on the CP-A board,

the examine switch function

worked perfectly. I tried a

.01 uF disk capacitor from

pin 1 of U13 to ground (see

Fig. 1) which cured the prob-

lem. Apparently the capacitor

stretches the pulse from the

IC long enough for the flip-

flop to catch up. This is an

educated guess since I am not

that good at digital logic.

The only other hardware

problem I have is in the ac

line noise filter on the power

supply board. The filter area

has a 60 Hz mechanical hum
even when the system is shut

off (but with the ac line cord

plugged in). I tried epoxying

the air wound coils of the

filter, thinking that perhaps

the alternating magnetic field

was making them vibrate.

However, this approach

didn't seem to help much.

Since the hum is covered by

the sound of the muffin fan,

and changing the capacitors

may not help, I'll live with it

for now.

Maybe We Could Make Some
Improvements

The Imsai 8080 is a

reasonably well-designed

machine, but as any engineer,

musician, or artist will tell

you, somebody will always

come up with what they

think is an improvement. So,

Photo 7. Front view of finished Imsai 8080 with modified cabinet

installed, but with the top access cover removed.

Photo 8. Front view of finished Imsai 8080 with modified cabinet

installed and the top access cover installed.

GRID OVER FANS
AIR INTAKE OPENING

THE FAN IS

MOUNTED SO THAT AIR IS

BLOWN INTO THE CABINET
IMSAI 8080 BACKPANEL
(OUTSIDE VIEW )

I/2IN. SQUARES OF VELCR0E
GLUED ON (4)

AIRFILTER MATERIAL, HELD IN

PLACE BY BEING PRESSED ONTO
THE VELCR0E SQUARES

Fig. 4. Modification of fan mounting in the Imsai 8080.
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look out, IMS Associates,

here come mine.

Actually there are only

three changes that I feel are

needed. The first is to re-

locate the 7805 voltage

regulators which are currently

located below several ICs on
the CP-A board, and below
the system clock crystal and
8224 clock IC on the MPU
board. The problem is that

the PC boards are mounted
vertically in the card cage,

putting the ICs above the

7805 voltage regulator heat

sinks and the heat generated

by the 7805 voltage regu-

lator. These ICs in my micro
were running hot to the

touch while others on the

same board were running

only slightly warm. While

most ICs are capable of

operating reliably at the

higher temperatures, the

probability of failure is also

greater. The cure is to re-

locate the 7805 voltage regu-

lator on the board so that it is

not directly under any ICs or

clock frequency determining

components.

Relocating the five regu-

lators would solve the heat

problem on future Imsai

8080s. But what about
systems currently in use?

Moving the 7805 voltage

regulator probably is not

feasible. The solution I found
was to modify the 7805
voltage regulator heat sink.

The modification was simple

(see Figs. 2 and 3), and the

ICs are now much cooler.

The second change is U
have the muffin fan mounted
so that it blows air into the

cabinet rather than out (see

Fig. 4). With the fan blowing

air into the cabinet, the

power supply components
and PC boards in the card

cage are bathed with air more
uniformly than if air were
being sucked into the cabinet
from the various openings in

the chassis cover. You can

check this out by mounting
the fan so that air is pushed
into the cabinet. Now move
your hand along the air vents

on the chassis cover. You
should find the air flow to be

more uniform. The other

5IN.

CORNERS ARE SOLDERED
IN PLACE FROM THE
INSIDE OF THE FRAME

y-

N
90° ANGLE SOLDERED IN

PLACE FROM THE INSIDE
OF THE FRAME

/
^

5 IN.

N^

Li

VELCR0E STRIP GLUED TO
EACH CORNER OF THE AIR
FILTER FRAME

22 5' 45*

az:

225'

^J
5 I N

.

5 I N

.

5 IN. 5 IN

I 1/4 IN

1/4 IN. BRASS ANGLE STOCK

1/4 IN.

1/2 IN.

SOLDERED TOGETHER FROM
THE INSIDE OF THE SEAM

Fig. 5. Construction details of the air filter assembly.

Photo 9. Air filter assembly.

Photo 10. Rear panel of Imsai 8080 chassis with the fan air filter

assembly installed. Note use of press-on lettering to designate I/O
connector use.

advantage is that the air going

into the chassis can be fil-

tered of dust and dirt (see

Fig. 4) at the fan intake

opening. Figs. 5 and 6 give

details of a small air filter

which can be built for a few
dollars, does a reasonable job

and can be cleaned with a

vacuum cleaner.

The third change is a

modification of the original

chassis cover to make the

system's insides more acces-

sible as well as improve the

Imsai 8080's appearance. My
cover design (Figs. 7 and 8) is

convenient in that only the

top cover must be taken off

to gain access to the PC cards,

and can be left off, allowing

continuous access to the card

cage. There is less chance of a

stray wire on the table or

workbench falling into the

system because the side

panels of the original chassis

cover are still in place.

The modification is started

by drilling a 5/8 inch hole

centered on the top of the

chassis and one inch in from
the edge. This hole allows

cutting out to the edges with

a sabre saw, and will later be

a finger lift hole after the

cover has been finished and
installed. I next drilled three

small holes on the top of the

other end of the cover (again

one inch in from the edge)

and cut along this edge with

the sabre saw. Three more
small holes were drilled on
each side of the cover about

1/8 inch from the top.

Starting at these holes on the

sides of the cover I cut along

the sides from the first cut

(made to the top of the

cover) to the cut on the other

end of the top. The sabre saw
was then used to cut down
the side from each cut on the

top just enough to meet the

cut made along the sides of

the chassis cover. This meth-

od of cutting out the top

access leaves a cover which
will rest on the remaining

sides and makes a better-

looking finished product than

if all the cuts had been made
from the top.

Next, cut to length a piece

of 1/8 inch thick by 3/4
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^

90° ALUMINUM BONDED
TO THE CABINET, DRILLED
AND TAPPED FOR 6-32 SCREWS
WHICH HOLD THE COVER IN PLACE

t ! t

-AIR FILTER FRAME

-SCREEN

FILTER ELEMENT

SCREEN

VELCROE STRIPS

Fig. 6. Air filter assembly.

inches wide aluminun bar to

form the lower part of the

front bezel. This piece can be

heliarced (a method of arc

welding aluminum) to the

rest of the chassis cover or

attached by drilling two
small-diameter holes through

each end of the lower front

bezel and up into the sides.

Then spread a small amount
of epoxy glue on each end of

the bar and attach it to the

lower front of the cover. Now
insert two small brad nails

through the holes in the bar

and up into the cover. Cut off

any excess brad and allow the

epoxy to set.

When the epoxy has hard-

ened, drill and countersink

two more holes on each side

of the cover. Be sure that

these holes line up with the

drilled and tapped holes near

the top of the sides on the

two end pieces of the chassis

sheet metal. These holes will

add mechanical stability

when the modified cover is

installed. Now drill four holes

along the top of each side

about 1
/2 inch in from the top.

These will hold the % inch

aluminum angle stock (see

Figs. 7 and 8) to which the

top cover will be secured with

flathead countersunk ma-

chine screws. Next cut the V*

NO CROSS PIECE ALONG
THE BOTTOM REAR
OF CABINET

FRONT BEZEL EDGE
PAINTED WHITE

REST OF CABINET /
PAINTED FLAT BLACK

HELIARC WELDS

Fig. 7. Modified cabinet for the Imsai 8080.

FINGER LIFT HOLE

MOUNTING HOLES ARE COUNTER
SUNK FOR FLUSH MOUNTING OF
FLAT HEAD MACHINE SCREWS (8)

Fig. 8. Modified cabinet cover details.

Photo 1 1. Finished Imsai 8080 microcomputer system with modified
cabinet installed mounted in a rack enclosure with a paper tape reader

(but with ample room for additional mass storage peripherals).

inch angle stock for each side

of the cover and drill four

holes in each piece, making
sure that the holes line up

with those in the sides of the

cover. When the aluminum
angle pieces have been bolted

onto the sides, set the cover

in place and drill four holes

along each side of the cover,

making sure that each hole

goes through the center of

the top of the angle stock. If

you use a drill bit which is

the pilot hole size for a tap,

the resulting holes in the

angle stock can be threaded

with a hand tap. Now you
can secure the access cover

with machine screws. The
holes in the access cover are

drilled out and countersunk

so that the machine screws

will be flush with the surface

of the cover.

Now that all the hardware

work is done, file or sand any

rough edges and lightly sand

the whole cover so that new
paint will adhere properly.

The color scheme is up to

you (after all, it is a personal

computer isn't it?). I chose

the flat black chassis cover

with a white bezel edge

because I felt that it fit well

with the black background

and white lettering used on
the front panel. And of

course the red and blue

paddle switches add just the

right amount of color. I am
pleased with the way the

system looks, and even

knowing how much addi-

tional work would be in-

volved, I would still go ahead

and modify the chassis cover

again.

Conclusions

Well here lies in print all

that I had to do or wanted to

do to my Imsai 8080. I have

learned quite a bit about

hardware and a little bit

about the work involved in

getting a computer system

together and "up and run-

ning". For me the time,

energy, and the money have

been well spent. Looking
back over the past eight

months of work assembling

and modifying my micro, I

would still do it all again — it

was interesting.
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Challenger II with our ultra-fast 8K BASIC in ROM.
Now you can own a computer with full BASIC and plenty of

user workspace for as little as $298.00. And the BASIC
is there the instant you turn the machine on!

Challenger III is the remarkable computer which has 6502A,

6800, and Z-80 processors. This computer system allows

you to run all software published in the small computer journals,

yet, it costs only about 10% more than comparable single

processor computers.

Challenger Single and Dual Drive Floppy Disks. These full size

floppy disks are available in kit form or assembled at about
the same prices as our competitors' mini floppies. Yet, they

store three times as much data as the minies.

Ohio Scientific's new 9 digit precision business BASIC is only

slightly slower than our ultra-fast 8K BASIC. Still faster

and more powerful than anyone else's 6 digit precision BASIC.

Our incredible new 74 million byte disk drive. That's right,

74 million bytes is available for as little as $6,000.00
complete with interface for any Ohio Scientific computer.

This new disk is quite possibly the world's highest performance
data storage device. It features an unbelievable 34 milli-

second average access time and an ultra-fast data transfer rate.

Now is the time for you to dump your 1974 design vintage S-100

computer and move up to the state-of-the-art!

For more specifics, send $1.00 for our new Fall Catalog.

^TTTh n
11679 Hayden

Hiram, Ohio 44234



Don Lancaster's ingenius design provides software

controllable options including:

• Scrolling
• Over 2K on-screen characters with only
3MHz bandwidth

• Full performance cursor
• Variety of line/character formats including

16/32, 16/64 ....even 32/64
• User selectable line lengths

i

TELLME MORE!
(

)

Send instruction manual for the TVT-6 Kit

with full operational details. $1 enclosed.

( )
SEND FREE CATALOG

MAIL TODAY To:

Name:

Address:

City: State: Zip:

ELECTRONICS, INC. DEPT. 10-K. 1020 W.WILSHIRE BLVD., OKLAHOMA CITY. OK 73116
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Bruce A. Artwick

Sublogic
P.O. Box 3442
Culver City CA 90230

Fig. 1. A wide angle view of a few simple architectural forms. A 6800 microcomputer can produce this simple
scene at a few frames per second if very efficient programming is used. The 200 x 200 bit map display can
best be described as coarse.

3D Computer

Graphics

. . . you don't need glesses !

Graphics is an area that I'm

sure most of us find exciting.

When you consider some of
the applications (games, edu-

cational programs, etc.) that

we'll see sophisticated graph-

ics, such as 3D, used for in

the years to come it gets even

more exciting! Bruce's article

describes a package he and his

associates have developed and
are marketing through their

company, Sublogic. Included

in the article is a listing for a

"starter program" which you
can get running with mini-

mum hardware and memory.
— John.

A highway engineer is

casually driving down
a road which doesn't exist,

enjoying the scenery. Mean-

while, a pilot is in a spin,

airspeed climbing, watching

the runway which is coming
up fast! It's three-dimen-

sional, dynamic computer

graphics which is making

both simulations possible,

and if similar types of com-

puterized display systems

were available to everyone,

who knows how many inter-

esting events would be occur-

ring. Until this time, however,

only a limited number of

real-time 3D systems were

available. The hardware in-

volved was usually large,

bipolar, fast, and very expen-

sive, ranging from tens to

hundreds of thousands of

dollars. This is hardly what a

hobbyist could afford. Dedi-

cated 3D digital projection

hardware is still prohibitively

expensive, and such an invest-

ment is not desirable simply

because it is dedicated to

only one task.

Graphics display devices

(raster scan bit maps), on the

other hand, are a different

matter. Prices are at an all

time low, putting conven-

tional although somewhat
coarse 2D graphics within
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reasonable economic reach.

To enter the world of three

dimensions, all that is needed

is a low-priced graphics gen-

erator, and the microcom-

puter can quite successfully

take on the role if applied

properly.

Software is the key to

making a microcomputer per-

form as an efficient 3D to 2D
transformer. Having limited

memory and running real-

time demands efficiency, and

although a high level language

such as BASIC could be used,

speed-wise the results would

be disappointing. Optimized

assembly language combined

with good real-time program-

ming techniques and double

or triple precision arithmetic

can increase speed on the

order of ten to one hundred

times.

The Sublogic Three-

Dime nsiona I Micrographics

Package is a collection of

such graphics programs which

can be used in whole or on a

subroutine basis for com-

puterized 3D graphic simula-

tions. Three-dimensional data

bases may be observed in a

dynamic mode from any

position or angle in space.

Versions of the graphics

package are currently avail-

able in 6800 assembly lan-

guage and in BASIC for

slower graphics. This article

will present some of the

methods used in the graphics

package and will provide

insight into the problems

faced by the graphics pro-

grammer. The micro or

minicomputer user can take it

from there in putting 3D
graphics to use in his special

application.

X.Y.Z
PITCH , BANK
HEADING

30
OATA
BASE

I

Graphics Quality

What quality of graphics

can be expected from a

microprocessor? Broadcast

quality, speed and density are

definitely not possible. Even

the large machines have

trouble here. Processing band-

width is the limiting factor.

An eight-bit machine with a

two MHz clock simply cannot

generate a six MHz band-

width picture. It should be

kept in mind that 3D to 2D
conversion is not a trivial

process either. The majority

of the processor's time is

spent doing mathematical cal-

culations which cut down
projection speeds drastically.

Projection frame rates and

image complexity are in-

versely proportional. If five

minutes are allowed to

generate one frame, an

extremely dense image is

attainable. A dynamic display

of ten frames per second, on

the other hand, will be rela-

tively sparse. The software

should be capable of making

speed/complexity trade-offs

at the user's discretion.

A 3D Graphics Algorithm

There's much more to 3D
projection than meets the

eye. There are the obvious

tasks of data base transforma-

tion (which considers the

viewer's position and viewing

angle), and 3D to 2D perspec-

tive projection. Added to this

is the necessary task of off-

screen line elimination and

clipping for objects which fall

off or partially off the screen.

There are also the optional

tasks of hidden line elimina-

tion, shading, shadowing and

reflection. For the 3D Micro-

INPUT
CONTROL
PROGRAM

TRANSLATE,
ROTATE

CLIP
AND
ELIM

PERSPECTIVE
PROJECT

GENERATE
VECTORS

*

*Vector generation may have to

be done by microcomputer as

many display devices don't have

vector capabilities.

Fig. 3. The major operational modules of the display program. Modular

parti on ing allows for future expansion and multiprocessing.

Projection

Method

X, Y, Z
Range

Viewing

capabilities

World size

Special feature

Projection

timing

3D to 2D wire frame transformations

with clipping.

+ and - 32767 on X, Y and Z axes resulting in

a 12.4 mile range with one foot resolution.

Full 6 variable range.

Viewer's position: + or - 32767 in X, Y, Z
Viewer's angle: 360 degrees on pitch, bank and heading.

191 2 cubic miles (with one foot resolution)

2.8* 10^4 possible coordinates.

Variable viewing angle.

Range: 10 to 45 degrees from telephoto to wide angle.

4x4 matrix multiply

(double precision) = 5 ms per point

Clipping speed = 4 ms per line

Projection = 1 ms per line

Future features Array handling and frame synthesizing,

Effectively 3 times the display rate.

Fig. Z Characteristics of the Sublogic 3D Micrographics Program

number 3DG68V3.

graphics Package, in the

interest of reasonable speed

and memory requirements,

the simple wire frame line

transformation, clipping and

perspective projection

method was chosen. Fig. 1

shows the type of image

which a microcomputer can

reasonably produce on a low-

cost display system. Fig. 2

shows display characteristics

and performance.

Modularity is important in

graphics programming since

many subtasks must be per-

formed. Fig. 3 shows a good

program partitioning.

Data Base Structure

The data base is essentially

the world which is going to

be projected, represented as a

series of lines in a three

coordinate space. Each line is

represented as a start point

(X,Y,Z) and end point in

memory. By properly trans-

forming the two points, the

line between them is also

transformed. Since much
time is needed to transform a

point, a 2:1 time savings can

be realized on large objects

by using strings of lines or

start and continue points.

The lines (a to b) and (b to c)

would be expressed as (a to b

to c) resulting in three point

transformations instead of

four.

A number of methods for

building data bases exist. One
is to have a computer digitize

a drawing or picture. Another

is to have the user generate it

with a joystick arrangement.

For the data base sizes used

by a microcomputer system,

generation of a data base by

14 4 3

6"

12

I I

10

9
8

7

6

I 2

Fig. 4. A road and a pyramid. This simple data base will be used for

illustrative purposes. Notice the coordinate numbering sequence and

the X, Y and Z directions.
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TOP VIEW TOP VIEW

SCREEN

5o) FLAT PROJECTION

SCREEN

5b) PERSPECTIVE PROJECTION

Fig. 5. A flat and a perspective projection of a cube onto a screen. The
perspective projection pushes points in the distance toward the screen's
center by dividing by the depth (Z).

hand with grid paper is prob-

ably the best choice. Fig. 4

shows a simple data base

which shall be used in the

examples henceforth. The
sixteen points are numbered
in the optimal order for

stringing lines together with

continue points.

Space/Screen Coordinate
System

The 3D coordinate system
is set up so the resulting 2D
image displays X and Y on
the screen in typical graph

axis fashion with Z repre-

senting depth.

Perspective Projection

3D to 2D perspective

projection is really an easy

process. First, imagine a flat

projection of a 3D scene on a

2D screen; that is, merely

eliminate the Z component
and plot the lines on the

screen. Fig. 5a shows a cube
being transformed. The cube
has indeed been projected,

but there is no depth con-

sideration. Whether the cube
was a foot or a mile away the

result would look the same.

Optical geometry shows that

lines appear to get shorter as

the inverse of the distance.

By plotting X/Z and Y/Z
instead of just X and Y,

points progressively further

away will be pushed closer to

zero which is the center of

the screen (see Fig. 5b). Note
that, in addition to perspec-

tive, the small cube is now
visible. This is due to the
viewer's cone (as opposed to

tunnel) of vision. In the case

of the rectangular screen this

becomes the viewing

VIEWER

SCREEN

pyramid. This concept is used

extensively in the program.

Fig. 6 illustrates the viewing

pyramid.

Line Clipping

Line clipping is the most
difficult procedure in the

display program. The follow-

ing questions must be asked

of each line in the data base:

1 . Does the line belong on the

screen or is it outside the

viewing pyramid? 2. Does the

line somehow intersect the

viewing pyramid if one or

both points are off the

screen?

Using the line's end points,

an equation for the line can
be set up. Solved simulta-

neously with the equations

for the planes of the

pyramid, a line can essentially

be pushed toward the pyr-

amid's boundaries as shown
in Fig. 7. It should be noted

that 2D clipping (which some
graphic terminals possess) will

not work for 3D points due
to the pyramid's increase in

dimensions along the Z axis.

For exact equations and more
information about the coding

and clipping of lines, the Sub-

logic package or a text such

as Principles of Interactive

Computer Graphics by New-
man and Sproull should be

consulted.

Data Base Transformation

Data base transformation

is what gives the viewer the

amazing capability of being

able to go anywhere and look

at a scene from any direction

or angle. Through a geometric

transform, the world (3D
data base) is first translated in

the X, Y and Z directions by
adding an offset to all data

base points. The world is then

rotated by multiplying by a

heading, pitch and finally a

bank equation. The four

equations are most easily

handled by the computer in

matrix form, creating the

need for a four by four trans-

formation matrix derived

from the offsets and rotation

angles. Data base points are

multiplied by the matrix in a

START POINT
PUSH DIRECTION

END POINT
PUSH DIRECTION

Fig. 6. The viewing pyramid encloses all objects which can be seen and
thus displayed. In theory, the viewing pyramid angles change as one
gets closer to the screen.

Fig. 7. Clipping. Only part of the line is visible (within the viewing
pyramid). Before projection the lines must be clipped to meet the
screen boundaries.
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vector times matrix manner.

Fig. 8 shows the data base

being rotated. It is interesting

to note that it is the world

which moves, not the viewer.

The matrix shown in Fig. 9 is

the proper transform and

need only be created once for

each image. A separate sub-

routine in the program is set

aside to do this.

Thaf s About It - Or Is It?

In principle that's about

all there is to getting a 3D

wire frame projection on the

screen; transform, clip and

project. Using a microcom-

puter to accomplish this,

however, poses a number of

interesting problems. For any

serious graphics, double pre-

cision accuracy (on an eight

-bit machine) is a must. High

speed double precision matrix

multiplying, clipping and

projection routines are

needed. If the display device

being used does not have

vector drawing capabilities,

the microcomputer must also

take on this responsibility.

Running off the end of the

data base is another problem.

If a point is near the end of

the data base and the viewer

moves a little too much in the

wrong direction (remember,

it's the world which actually

moves), the point can "fall

off the edge of the world" or

integer overflow. Scaling,

saturation, or a smaller data

base can help here.

The projection of the

integer world with its discrete

point values can cause severe

distortion with points close

X.Y.Z POINTS * TRANSFORMATION • X'.Y'.Z' POINTS
MATRIX

Fig. 8. Data base translation and rotation permits views from any

direction or angle. Notice that it is the world that moves.

to the viewer. At one integer

unit from the screen, for

example, a point within the

viewing pyramid can only be

in one of nine positions

(X=-1,0,1 and Y=-1,0,1)

which makes for some pretty

rough movements of near

lines. The Sublogic package

uses a spherical compression

method to reduce this prob-

lem. Programming considera-

tion should also be given to

"running into points." If a

point falls at the base of the

viewing pyramid (z=0), a

divide by zero will result

upon projection.

Conclusion

Getting 3D graphics and

dynamic 3D graphics up on a

microcomputer system re-

quires at least 8K of memory
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1

1

o
DX DY

1

DZ 1

*
a

d

9

b
e

h

c

f

i

1

a = Cos H Cos B + Sin H Sin

b = -Cos H Sin B + Sin H Sin

c = Sin H Cos P

PSinB
PCos B

d =

e =

f =

Cos P Sin B
Cos P Cos B
-SinP

g = -Sin H Cos B + Cos H Sin P Sin B
h = Sin H Sin B + Cos H Sin P
i = Cos H Cos P

Where P = Pitch, B = Bank and H = Heading.
DX, DY,and DZ = X, Y, and Z translation respectively.

Fig. 9. The translation matrix (left) is multiplied by the rotation matrix
yielding the transformation matrix. Fortunately, this matrix need only
be computed once per frame.

for a 6800 or 6500 series

processor, and possibly more
for an 8080-based system.

Dynamic graphics, in addi-

tion, requires some sort of

screen erase or update feature

to remove the old display

frame before the new one
appears. Individually erasing

vectors can cause Image
degradation due to line inter-

section erasures.

As for microcomputer
preference, any one will do,

with speed and memory size

being the main difference in

the final result. The 6800

systems work extremely well

due to the large quantity of

mathematics being performed
in a real-time mode. Inciden-

tally, the Sublogic package in

assembly language form was
first developed on a South-
west Technical Products 6800
System.

For those interested in

multiprocessors, graphics is a

great application as the

algorithm partitions very

nicely. A 6800 processor can
do all the complex trans-

forms, for example, and an
8080 system can generate

Fig. 10. Crashing through a runway can be quite safe with 3D graphics.
The cube is in the aircraft's reference frame and remains the same in all
frames.

= TRANSFORMATION MATRIX

vectors and control the screen

display. The images shown in

Figs. 1 and 10 were, in fact,

generated using a SWTP 6800
for the 3D routines and a

Graphics One 200 x 200 dot
matrix intelligent graphics

terminal for vector genera-

tion.

A 3D display program can,

of course, be written com-
pletely by the user, or a

whole display program can be

purchased from Sublogic. A
few books exist on the

subject, but floating point

algorithms are usually given.

For speed's sake a good text

on integer programming
should be consulted (this is

also hard to find).

Three-dimensional micro-

computer graphics is now
available to all microcom-

puter users. Real-time simula-

tions, games, modeling and
art are now possible. This is

just a subset of the total list,

however, which is indeed

limitless.

A 3D Graphics Program For
Experimentation and Famil-

iarization

A somewhat condensed
version of the BASIC Sub-

logic 3D Micrographics pro-

gram is flowcharted in Fig.

11, and a listing is provided

(Program A). With this pro-

gram, anyone with a CPU, 4K
BASIC and a console terminal

can get started with 3D
graphics.

Extensive rotation capa-

bility has been omitted to

limit program size and mem-
ory requirements, but two

f START
J

INPUT
SCREEN
DIMENSIONS

INPUT
VIEWING
DIRECTION

CALCULATE
TRANS-
FORMATION
MATRIX

INPUT 3D
START AND
END POINT

!~UN*E~

SCREEN ^

CODE START
AND
END POINT

YES

'"end
"

I POINT
|
OFF

^SCREEN *^^

[pyramid I

BASE
J_CRASH L

YES

CLIP START
POINT

CLIP END
POINT

OUTPUT LINE
OFF SCREEN

\ f ^>

Tno

YES

I

PERSPECTIVE
PROJECT

I 1

OUTPUT THE
SCREEN LINE
IS X,Y - X,Y

OUTPUT
PYRAMID
BASE CRASH

NEW LINE • I

NEW VlEW-2 k'

JJTOPj^

EXIT
)

Fig. 1 1. Flowchart for 3DGKB. V0 1.
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viewing angles (front and

rear) have been provided in

lieu of rotation. Users with

about 17K of memory can

use a BASIC interpreter with

trig functions to generate the

complete matrix (see Fig. 9

and listing block 8400).

This program is very

modular and permits easy

interfacing to any user's

system. The input and output

handlers simply ask the user

for input parameters (3D

start and end points of lines

and the viewer's 3D position)

and writes the resulting 2D

output display point values

on the console terminal. This

simple I/O protocol allows

the user to first get the pro-

gram up and tested without a

graphics display device. The

user can then substitute his

own I/O handlers (blocks

8100 and 8300) to load

display files (arrays of many

lines), format the output, and

send it to his Polymorphics,

Dazzler, SWTP or Matrox

display (to name just a few).

The USER, POKE and PEEK
functions available with most

BASICs will be quite useful

here.

Fig. 12 shows a sample

run. All input parameters are

floating point. Although a

viewer's angle of 1 .0 is said to

be normal, .6 or .7 looks

much more natural.

A unique line generator is

#
#RUN
SCREEN WIDTH? (W)
? 200
FIELD OF VIEW? (V)

? 1.0

VIEWER'S LOCATION? (X,Y,Z)

? 10,20,30
VIEWER'S ANGLE? (P,B,H)

? 0,0,0
FRONT VIEW=1, REAR VIEW =2

? 1

START PT. COORDINATE? (X,Y,Z)

? 0,0,500
END PT. COORDINATE? (X,Y,Z)

? 20,20,606
THE SCREEN LINE IS:

-2.12765957 , -4.25531914 TO 1.73611111 ,

PIXEL= -2 -4

PIXEL= -1 -4

PIXEL= -1 -3

PIXEL= -3

PIXEL= -2

PIXEL= 1 -2

PIXEL= 1 -1

PIXEL= 2 -1

PIXEL= 2

NEW LINE=1, NEW VIEW=2, STOP=3
? 1
START PT. COORDINATE? (X,Y,Z)

? 27.9,56.8,-300

END PT. COORDINATE? (X,Y,Z)

? 10,-125,60
THE LINE IS OFF THE SCREEN
NEW LINE=1, NEW VIEW=2, STOP=3
? 3

READY
#

Fig. 12. A sample run of3DGKB.V01.

the bit width of your
display device.

.5= telephoto, l=normal
1 .5=wide angle

where you are in space

what viewing direction?

pitch, bank, heading
remember, true rotation

isn't used in this version,

submit the line coordinates.

pixel listing can be
omitted by changing
line 8345.

included in the 8900 block.

Only twenty-one statements

are required to generate all

the points on a line. No trig

functions, multiplications or

divisions are needed. The

Graphics One photographs of

Figs. 1 and 10 were generated

using an assembly language

version of this routine.

Complete Three-Dimen-

sional Micrographics Packages

in BASIC for slow graphics

and 6800 assembly language

for high speed applications

are available from Sublogic,

PO Box 3442, Culver City CA
90230, for $22 and $28
respectively. Both packages

include valuable interface and

applications information. The
2900 line 6800 version

includes a Kansas City stan-

dard tape for easy entry.

Program A. 3DGKBV01 Listings (continued on following page).

8000 REM 3D GRAPHICS VERSION 3DGKB.V01 5/27/77

8002 REM AUTHOR- B. ARTWICK FOR SUBLOGIC CO.

8004 REM PROGRAM USE- SLOW SPEED 3D GRAPHICS FOR
8006 REM EXPERIMENTATION AND FAMILIARIZATION.
8008 REM LANGUAGE- MINIMAL SET BASIC (SWTP 4K TYPE)
8010 REM MEMORY REQUIRED- UK INCLUDING 4K FOR BASIC.

8012 REM FEATURES- PERSPECTIVE PROJECTION, CLIPPING,
8014 REM VARIABLE VIEWING WINDOW, LINE GENERATOR,
8016 REM COORDINATE TRANSLATION.
8018 REM OPTIONS AVAILABLE FROM SUBLOGIC- OPTIMIZED
8020 REM CLIPPING, COORDINATE ROTATION, ARRAY
8022 REM HANDLING, 6800 ASSEMBLY VERSIONS FOR
8024 REM SERIOUS DYNAMIC APPLICATIONS.
8026 REM EQUIPMENT NEEDED- A CPU AND CONSOLE TERMINAL
8028 REM ARE ENOUGH TO GET STARTED. A GRAPHICS
8030 REM DISPLAY DEVICE IS HIGHLY DESIRABLE.
8034 REM VARIABLE DEFINITION
8036 REM X,Y,Z ARRAYS 1 THROUGH 5 ARE FOR:
8038 REM 1= 3D START PT. 2= 2D START PT. (NO Z)

8040 REM 3= VIEWER'S TRANSLATIONAL POSITION
8042 REM 4= 2D END PT. 5= 3D END PT.

8044 REM C= CLIPPING CODE ARRAY
8046 REM T= TRANSFORMATION MATRIX ARRAY
8048 REM P,B AND H= PITCH,BANK AND HEADING
8050 REM P2= PROJECTION FLAG
8052 REM W,V= WINDOW AND FIELD OF VIEW
8053 REM A,B,D,E,G,H,M,N,S= TEMPORARY STORAGE
8054 DIM X(5),Y(5),Z(5),C(8),T(16)

8100 REM INPUT HANDLER
8105 REM ALL VARIABLES NEEDED TO TRANSFORM, CLIP

8110 REM AND PROJECT ONE LINE ARE ASKED FOR.
8120 PRINT "SCREEN WIDTH? (W)"
8125 INPUT W
8126 W=W/2
8130 PRINT "FIELD OF VIEW? (V)"
8135 INPUT V
8140 PRINT "VIEWER'S LOCATION? (X,Y,Z)"

8145 INPUT X(3),Y(3),Z(3)
8150 PRINT "VIEWER'S ANGLE? (P,B,H)"

8155 INPUT P,B,H
8160 REM CREATE THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
8165GOSUB 8442
8170 PRINT "START PT. COORDINATE? (X,Y,Z)"

8175 INPUT X(1),Y(1),Z(1)
8180 PRINT "END PT. COORDINATE? (X,Y,Z)"

8185 INPUT X(5),Y(5),Z(5)

8200 REM EXECUTION CONTROL
8203 REM A LINE IN 3D SPACE IS TRANSFORMED TO
8206 REM A 2D SCREEN LINE. THE INPUT HANDLER HAS
8209 REM ALREADY BUILT THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
8218 REM PERFORM TRANSLATION,ROTATION AND
8219 REM VIEWING WINDOW CALCULATIONS
8221 GOSUB 8530
8224 REM CLIP THE LINE
8227 GOSUB 8608
8230 REM PROJECT THE LINE
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8233 GOSUB 8830
8236 REM DISPLAY THE RESULTS
8239 GOSUB 8330
8242 REM ASK FOR ANOTHER LOOP, NEW VIEW OR STOP
8245 PRINT "NEW LINE=1, NEW VIEW=2, STOP=3"
8248 INPUT A
8257 ON A GOTO 8170,8140,8260
8260 END
8300 REM OUTPUT HANDLER
8305 REM THE SCREEN COORDINATES OR "LINE OFF
8310 REM THE SCREEN" MESSAGE IS PRINTED.
8315 REM THE USER CAN REPLACE STATEMENT 8345 WITH
8320 REM "RETURN" IF PIXELS ARE NOT NEEDED
8330 IF P2=0 THEN GOTO 8355
8335 PRINT "THE SCREEN LINE IS:"
8340 PRINT X(2);", ";Y(2);" TO ";X(4);", ";Y(4)
8345 GOSUB 8909
8350 RETURN
8355 PRINT "THE LINE IS OFF THE SCREEN"
8360 RETURN
8400 REM TRANSFORMATION MATRIX GENERATOR
8403 REM NORMALLY THE FULL TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
8406 REM WOULD B*E CREATED. TO SAVE MEMORY, ONLY
8409 REM TWO VIEWS ARE POSSIBLE WITH THIS VERSION:
8412 REM FRONT AND REAR VIEWS.
8414 REM BASIC MUST INITIALIZE T MATRIX TO ZERO.
8442 PRINT "FRONT VIEW=1, REAR VIEW=2"
8445 INPUT A
8448 IF A=2 THEN GOTO 8480
8451 REM FRONT VIEW MATRIX
8454 T(l)=l

T(6)=l
T(11)=V
T(13)=-X(3)
T(14)=-Y(3)
T(15)=-Z(3)*V
T(16)=l

8475 RETURN
8478 REM REAR VIEW MATRIX
8480 T(l)=-1

T(6)=l
T(ll)=-V
T(13)=X(3)
T(14)=-Y(3)
T(15)=Z(3)*V
T(16)=l

8494 RETURN
8500 REM MATRIX MULTIPLIER
8505 REM THE TWO INPUT VECTORS (START AND END
8510 REM POINTS) ARE MULTIPLIED BY THE
8515 REM TRANSFORMATION MATRIX "T".

8457
8460
8463
8466
8469
8472

8482
8484
8486
8488
8490
8492

[X\Y\Z\1]8520 REM [X,Y,Z,1] Tl T2 T3 T4
8521 REM . T5 T6 T7 T8
8522 REM . T9 T10 Til T12
8523 REM. T13 T14 T15 T16
8530 FOR A=l TO 5 STEP 4
8535 G=X(A)
8540 H=Y(A)
8545 X(A)=G*T(1)+H*T(5)+Z(A)*T(9)+T(13)
8550 Y(A)=G*T(2)+H*T(6)+Z(A)*T(10)+T(14)
8555 Z(A)=G*T(3)+H*T(7)+Z(A)*T(11)+T(15)
8560 NEXT A
8565 RETURN
8600 REM LINE CLIPPER
8601 REM LINES ARE CODED WITH RELATION TO THE
8602 REM VIEWING PYRAMID AND CLIPPED IF
8603 REM NEEDED. THE PROJECTION CODE IS SET.
8606 REM CODE THE START AND END POINT.
8608 FOR A=l TO 5 STEP 4
8610 C(A)=0
8612 C(A+1)=0
8614 C(A+2)=0
8616 C(A+3)=0
8618 IF X(A) <-Z(A) THEN C(A) = 1
8620 IF X(A) >Z(A) THEN C(A+1)=1
8622 IF Y(A) <-Z(A) THEN C(A+2)=1
8624 IF Y(A) > Z(A) THEN C(A+3)=1
8626 NEXT A
8630 REM OFF SCREEN LINE CHECKING
8632 FOR A=l TO 4 STEP 1

8634 IF C(A)=0 THEN GO TO 8638
8636 IF C(A)=C(A+4) THEN GOTO 8668
8638 NEXT A
8642 REM START POINT OFF SCREEN CHECKING
8644 FOR A = l TO 4 STEP 1
8646 IF C(A)=1 THEN GOTO 8676
8648 NEXT A
8652 REM END POINT OFF SCREEN CHECKING
8654 FOR A =5 TO 8 STEP 1

8656 IF C(A) = 1 THEN GOTO 8686
8658 NEXT A

8660 REM THE LINE IS ON THE SCREEN. SET P2.
8662 P2=l
8664 RETURN
8666 REM THE LINE IS OFF THE SCREEN. RESET P2.
8668 P2=0
8670 RETURN
8674 REM CLIP THE START POINT
8676 A=l
8678 B=5
8680 GOTO 8694
8684 REM CLIP THE END POINT
8686 A=5
8688 B=l
8692 REM CLIP. PUSH POINT XYZ A TOWARD XYZ B.
8694 IF C(A)=1 THEN GOTO 8728
8696 IF C(A+1)=1 THEN GOTO 8714
8698 IF C(A+2)=1 THEN GOTO 8742
8700 IF C(A+3)=1 THEN GOTO 8756
8704 REM THE LINE IS ON THE SCREEN.
8706 GOTO 8662
8712 REM PUSH XYZ A LEFT
8714 K=(Z(A)-X(A))/(X(B)-X(A)-Z(B)+Z(A))
8716 X(A)=K*(Z(B)-Z(A))+Z(A)
8718 Y(A)=K*(Y(B)-Y(A))+Y(A)
8720 Z(A)=X(A)
8722 GOTO 8608
8724 REM
8726 REM PUSH XYZ A RIGHT
8728 K=(Z(A)+X(A))/(X(A)-X(B)-Z(B)+Z(A))
8730 X(A)=K*(Z(A)-Z(B))-Z(A)
8732 Y(A)=K*(Y(B)-Y(A))+Y(A)
8734 Z(A)=-X(A)
8736 GOTO 8608
8740 REM PUSH XYZ A UP
8742 K=(Z(A)+Y(A))/(Y(A)-Y(B)-Z(B)+Z(A))
8744 X(A)=K*(X(B)-X(A))+X(A)
8746 Y(A)=K*(Z(A)-Z(B))-Z(A)
8748 Z(A)=-Y(A)
8750 GOTO 8608
8754 REM PUSH XYZ A DOWN
8756 K=(Z(A)-Y(A))/(Y(B)-Y(A)-Z(B)+Z(A))
8758 X(A)=K*(X(B)-X(A))+X(A)
8760 Y(A)=K*(Z(B)-Z(A))+Z(A)
8762 Z(A)=Y(A)
8764 GOTO 8608
8800 REM PERSPECTIVE PROJECTION
8805 REM THE LINE IS NOT PROJECTED IF P2=0
8810 REM IF P2=l THE LINE IS CHECKED FOR A
8815 REM PYRAMID BASE CRASH (X=Y=Z=0)
8820 REM AND IS THEN PROJECTED
8830 IF P2=0 THEN RETURN
8840 IF Z(1)=0 THEN GOTO 8890
8845 IF Z<5)=0 THEN GOTO 8890
8855 X(2)=X(1)/Z(1)*W
8860 Y(2)=Y(1)/Z<1)*W
8865 X(4)=X(5)/Z(5)*W
8870 Y(4)=Y(5)/Z(5)*W
8875 RETURN
8890 PRINT "LINE CRASHED AT PYRAMID'S BASE"
8893 PRINT X(1);Y(1);Z(1);" ";X(5);Y(5);Z(5)
8895 P2=0
8896 RETURN
8900 REM LINE GENERATOR
8903 REM A SUM TRACKING ALGORITHM IS USED TO
8906 REM GENERATE ALL PIXELS BETWEEN 2 LINES.
8909 X(2)=INT (X(2)+.5)
8912 Y(2)=INT (Y(2)+.5)
8915 X(4)=INT (X(4)+.5)
8918 Y(4)=INT (Y(4)+.5)
8921 S=0
8924 M=l
8927 N=l
8930 D=X(4)-X(2)
8933 IF D <0 THEN M=-l
8936 IF D <0 THEN D=-D
8939 IF D=0 THEN S=-l
8942 E=Y(4)-Y(2)
8945 IF E <0 THEN N=-l
8948 IF E <0 THEN E=-E
8951 PRINT "PIXEL= ";X(2);Y(2)
8954 IF X(2)=X(4) THEN GOTO 8978
8957 IF S <0 THEN GOTO 8969
8960 X(2)=X(2)+M
8963 S=S-E
8966 GOTO 8951
8969 Y(2)=Y(2)+N
8972 S=S+D
8975 GOTO 8951
8978 IF Y(2)=Y(4) THEN RETURN
8981 GOTO 8957
8990 REM PROGRAM END
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The Small Computer
Twenty-five years ago a computer as powerful as the

new Processor Technology SOL-20/8 priced out at a cool million.

Now for only $1350 in kit form or $1850 fully

assembled and tested you can have your own small computer

with perhaps even more power. It comes in a package about the

size of a typewriter. And there's nothing like it on the market

today. Not from IBM, Burroughs, DEC, HP or anybody else!

It fills a new role
If you're an engineer, scientist or businessman, the

Sol-20 can help you solve many or all of your design problems,

help you quantify research, and handle the books too. For not

much more than the price of a good calculator, you can have high

level computer power.

Use it in the office, lab, plant or home
Sol-20 is a smart terminal for distributed processing.

Sol-20 is a stand alone computer for data collection, handling

and analysis. Sol-20 is a text editor. In fact, Sol-20 is the key

element of a full fledged computer system including hardware,

software and peripheral gear. It's a computer system with a

keyboard, extra memory, I/O interfaces, factory backup, service

notes, users group.

It's a computer you can take home after hours to play

or create sophisticated games, do your personal books and taxes,

and a whole host of other tasks.

Those of you who are familiar with small computers

will recognize what an advance the Sol-20 is.

Sol-20 offers all these features as standard:

8080 microprocessor— 1024 character video display

circuitry— control PROM memory— 9216 words of static low-

power RAM— 2048 words of preprogrammed PROM— built-in

cassette interface capable of controlling two recorders at 1200

bits per second— both parallel and serial standardized interface

connectors— a complete power supply including ultra quiet

fan— a beautiful case with solid walnut sides— software which

includes a preprogrammed PROM personality module and a data

cassette with BASIC-5 language plus two sophisticated computer

video games— the ability to work with all S-100 bus products.

Full expansion capability
Tailor the Sol-20 system to your applications with our

complete line of peripheral products. These include the video

monitor, audio cassette and digital tape systems, dual floppy

disc system, expansion memories, and interfaces.

Write for our new 22 page catalog.

Get all the details.
Processor Technology, Box Y, 6200 Hollis St.,

Emeryville, CA 94608. (415) 652-8080.

ProcessorTechnology P3



Charles E. Cook
410 E. Roca
Refugio TX 78377

Memory
Troubleshooting

Techniques

. . . take a bit for a walk

This is one of the best articles on memory troubleshooting I've

seen in a long time. Charles has derived the material presented
here from his experiences with large mainframe machines and
the 24-bit home brew computer he built (which is why you
won't find any listings for the test program he wrote . . . but
the flowcharts are fine). — John.

Everyone who owns his

own computer and has

to perform his own main-

tenance eventually asks the

question, "Gee, wouldn't it

be nice if this thing were
really intelligent and could
tell me when it is ailing and
exactly where the trouble

is?" This is especially true of

the kit-builder, since it is in

the early stages of his com-
puter's life that a marginal

solder joint or faulty IC

begins to cause problems.

Of course, Murphy's law
dictates that it will usually be
an intermittent problem
occurring perhaps one time in

several thousand clock cycles.

Try to single step your com-
puter and find that! Once
again Mr. Murphy is going to
hide the trouble until you
think the gremlin has gone
away. So you confidently put
the thing back in service, and
sure enough, the trouble pops
up again.

Perhaps we really do have
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just as many easy-to-solve,

non intermittent problems,

but since they are easy to

find they don't seem as

troublesome and, therefore,

don't loom as large in the

troubleshooter's mind. Occa-

sionally some of the per-

manent-type problems can be
real mindbenders too.

Everyone complains about
the shortage of software

(lately the situation has

become much better), but I

have heard few complaints

about the scarcity of diag-

nostic software for detecting

trouble in the memory or

processor. I think it would be
a step in the right direction if

the manufacturers of micro-

computers would supply such
diagnostic software in com-
plete and exhaustive form.
Since many don't (or at least

don't advertise it exten-

sively), I am going to present

a few ideas here for checking

out the memory.
An interesting analogy

would be the ailing physician

who is able to diagnose his

own problems — if he hasn't

died from them yet. Like-

wise, our computer has a

good chance of detecting its

own problems as long as they

are not too severe. Obviously,

if its plug is pulled or a fuse is

blown, it can't tell us any-

C BEGIN
J

GET THE NEXT
AOORESS TO BE
TESTED

INITIALIZE TEST
PATTERN (OOOOOOOI)

ATTEMPT TO STORE
TEST PATTERN IN
CURRENT ADDRESS

•f HALT
J

SHIFT TEST
PATTERN LEFT

I SHIFTED
-J
THROUGH
ALL 8 BITS I

I 1

YES

HALT

Fig. 1. Flowchart for the "walk-
ing bit" diagnostic routine.

thing, and the operator would
have to rely on his own senses

to diagnose the trouble. Hard-

ware bugs discussed in this

article are of the less severe

type and are associated pri-

marily with the memory.

The Walking Bit

In the February, 1977,

issue of Kilobaud magazine

there is an excellent article by
John Molnar on how to use

the computer to diagnose its

own memory ills. Briefly,

part of that method is re-

viewed in Fig. 1 where we
notice the most important

feature, the walking bit.

Initially, a 1 is inserted in

the least significant bit posi-

tion (00000001), and this

byte of memory is compared
with the same byte in the

processor. If the comparison
shows them to be alike, then

this portion of the memory
test has been passed, and the

next step of the test is

executed. The next step

would be to shift the accumu-
lator contents (00000001)
over one place to the left and
then attempt to store this in

the byte being tested. Once
again a comparison is made to



see if this quantity

(00000010) was really stored

there.

In this same manner,

proceed walking the 1

through until it gets to the

most significant bit position.

If all tests were passed, move

on to the next memory ad-

dress and test it in the same

manner. This continues until

we have been through all

memory locations. Of course,

if a test is failed, the com-

puter will halt, and the oper-

ator could tell by where it

halted and by the contents of

various registers exactly

where the faulty bit is. This is

the basic idea of the walking

bit test; however, there are

some shortcomings that

should be pointed out.

If the trouble is not in the

memory but in the processor,

the simple walking bit

method won't detect it. If the

machine did happen to stop

on one of the halt commands
of the walking bit program, it

might not be clear to the

operator whether the trouble

was in the processor or in the

memory.
Some other subtle effects

not detected by the walking

bit program occur when some

memory address lines are

shorted or open. The effect

of this would be to actually

have one memory location

pointed to by two different

addresses. A similar problem

also occurs when memory

input data lines are either

shorted or open. These kinds

of problems but occasionally

might be caused by a bad IC.

Printed circuit (PC) defects

can be and often are inter-

mittent. What is the prob-

ability that after testing each

bit at each address just once,

as in the walking bit method,

we would detect the inter-

mittent error? In some in-

stances the probability would

be very low.

Finally, how do we check

out that part of the memory
in which the diagnostic pro-

gram itself is stored? After

all, if that part of memory is

bad, the diagnostic program

wouldn't be executed

properly. Problems of this

( BEGIN
J

PROCESSOR CHECK

I
CLEAR ALL MEMORY
POSITIONS TO BE
TESTEO

They «>» NO. (BRANCH NO I) X HALT
J

ADDRESS NEXT
BYTE FROM MEMORY

DOES IT STILL
1 CONTAIN ALL O'S I

I J

NO, (BRANCH NO. 2) -mX HALT J

'WALKINGS FAILED, (BRANCH NO 3)

BIT TEST

PASSED

>T HALT
J

STORE ALL l'S
IN THIS BYTE

NO, (BRANCH NO 4) HALT J
[have v»e been

-j through every byte|
to be tested

HALT

Fig. 2. Improved "walking bit" flowchart. Various faults of memory are

detected and interpreted according to the branch on which the program

stops. Branch #t indicates that it is not possible to write all Os in the

byte being tested. Branch #2 indicates that when we addressed some

other byte for writing into it, we actually wrote into the byte being

tested. This could be due to defective (open or shorted) address lines.

Branch #3 indicates that the byte being tested cannot have a 1 stored in

some position and Os elsewhere. A possible cause of this could be some

shorted or open input data lines. Branch #t will detect any bytes that

are incapable of having all Is stored in them.

type could conceivably be

difficult to distinguish from

processor faults.

Some of these short-

comings can be partially or

completely overcome by a

modified walking bit pro-

gram. A flowchart of such a

program is shown in Fig. 2.

Processor Bugs

While the leading block of

Fig. 2 gives no specific

details, it indicates a check of

the processor independent of

the main memory (RAM)
other than that required to

store the program. (An alter-

native to RAM storage would

be to have the diagnostic

program stored in PROM.)
The way in which this block

is implemented would be

highly dependent upon the

type of processor used. Nor-

mally, such a check would

include these commands not

involving data transfers to or

from the main memory, and

even this type of instruction

could be checked if there is a

section of memory known to

be good. This part of our

program could be quite

lengthy if we want to test all

possible instructions with

various patterns of data. To
detect intermittent problems,

it would also be desirable to

test repetitively.

Writing a diagnostic pro-

gram that has all these

features and the ability to

work around suspected areas

of bad memory could be

quite a chore. As an alterna-

tive, why not have a spare

processor chip ready to plug

in if you suspect yours is on

the fritz? After all, if the

spare is bad too, chances are

it won't exhibit the same

faults as the original, so the

operator wouldn't be misled.

The cost of having an extra

chip on hand shouldn't be

too objectionable since that

cost is almost negligible com-

pared to the total cost of a

typical system. Needless to

say, this method applies only

if the processor chip uses a

socket instead of being

soldered in place.

Replacing modules or

integrated circuits in this

manner is a good way to

troubleshoot if you have the

spare parts. Since memory
boards are so expensive, it's

not likely that spare would be

lying around, and replacing

individual memory ICs

wouldn't be practical either

since there are so many of

them and some might even be

soldered in place. It is also

worth mentioning that the IC

replacement method of

troubleshooting fails if the

trouble was a bad solder joint

or a defective PC board.

Implementing the leading

block of Fig. 2 is, therefore,

left to the reader since it is so

dependent on the particular

system in use. It might even

be desirable to omit this

processor check altogether

unless there is some specific

reason for suspecting a prob-

lem. If any processor check is

done at all, then it could be

minimized by investigating

only those commands to be

used later in the memory
check.

Shorted Or Open Lines

If some of the address

lines to the memory are

either shorted or open, then

the actual byte addressed is

not what the processor

intends to address. Consider

Fig. 3 in which the processor

is trying to address location

17 (binary .. . 010001).

Because of the open line on

A3, that line will be inter-

preted as a logic 1 by the

memory, and as a result, loca-

tion 25 (binary ...

011001) is addressed there.
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This is because most floating

inputs will act as if they are

at logic 1. (It is poor design

procedure to purposely let an

input float even though it

would probably behave itself

and stay at logic 1.)

The break in the A3 line

of Fig. 3 is accidental and
could have been caused by a

variety of things. Possible

causes include a hairline crack

in a conductor on the PC
board, a bad edge connector,

a second-rate IC socket that

isn't making proper contact

with the IC pins, or perhaps a

bad solder joint.

Speaking of poor solder

joints, a certain supplier of

printed circuit materials sells

an immersion tin-plating

system that will result in

terrible solder connections if

not soldered within two or

three days after the tin is

deposited. I have personally

seen such solder connections

that looked good but actually

had several thousand Ohms of

resistance. So be warned that

this is a good way to assign

yourself some extra debug-
ging time if you make your
own computer PC boards.

Another way to get bad
solder joints is just to use

poor soldering techniques.

On the subject of second-

rate IC sockets, I have had
problems with the connector
strip type. This is the type
that is all metal and comes in

a strip of around 75 to 100
pins. All pins initially have a

common connecting tab run-

ning the entire length of the

strip. For a 14-pin IC, two
strips of 7 each are cut off

and used for a socket. Out of

a 60 IC computer system
using these connector strips, I

have seen 3 pins that didn't

make contact. I have since

resolved never to use these.

So much for the possible

causes of the break in the A3
line in Fig. 3 - it has already

been shown as a result of the

break that when we try to

address location 17, we actu-

ally address location 25. What
happens when we try to pur-

posely address location 25? If

when addressing location 25
we decide to write into it.

then we will be destroying

whatever we though we were

writing into 17 earlier.

Trying to read the contents

of 17 later will result in loca-

tion 25 being read.

A related problem occurs

when two or more address

lines are accidentally shorted

together. However, for the

sake of diversity, we will look

at what happens when two
input data lines, rather than

address lines, are shorted. (A

similar situation exists when
output data lines are
shorted.) Fig. 4 shows such a

situation.

Note that data lines D1
and D2 are shorted together

and that the processor is un-

successfully trying to send

binary 11101100 to the

memory for storage there.

The processor is attempting

to send for D1 and 1 for

D2. The short forces them to

be the same. Are they both a

logic 1 or a logic 0? They will

probably both be a 0, but
what they actually are

depends on the internal

arrangement of the processor

chip or buffers. The point is

that both data lines will

assume the same state be-

cause of the short, and the

actual value transmitted to

the memory is different from
the intended value. The
actual value received by the

memory in this example is

shown in Fig. 4 to be

11101 000.

The problem of shorts is

more serious than the prob-

lem of open circuits discussed

earlier. True, they both cause

errors, but shorted output
lines can actually ruin an IC

in some instances. Luckily,

open connections are prob-

ably the more common of the

two problems (neglecting

solder bridges during con-

struction).

Now that we know some
effects of shorted and open
lines associated with memory,
how does the improved walk-

ing bit program of Fig. 2
detect them? If input data

lines are shorted or open, the

1 will not walk through
properly, and the program
will halt on branch 3.

In the event of open or

shorted address lines, each

address that the processor

points to actually corre-

sponds to a pair of memory
locations as discussed earlier.

At some point in the pro-

gram, one of the members of

the pair is addressed and has

all 1s written into it after

passing the simple walking bit

test.

Later in the program, the

second member of the pair is

addressed (but the same
actual location) and will

cause a halt on branch 2 since

it has all 1s stored in it. An
important feature here is that

all memory locations were
initially cleared and verified.

Thus, if a halt on branch 2 is

encountered, it is due to

address problems and not

because the byte originally

contained some random num-
ber after power was turned

on or because the byte failed

to clear properly earlier in the

program.

Repetitive Testing

Intermittent problems
aren't all caused by shorts or

opens. They can just as easily

be caused by some IC with a

weird defect or an IC with

the not so weird defect of

failing to operate within its

assigned noise margin. (As an

example of noise margin, con-

sider the TTL logic family in

which the noise margin is .4

V since the highest permitted

voltage for a logic is .4 V,

and the lowest permited volt-

age for a logic 1 is .8 V.)

Regardless of the cause of

the intermittent problem, it is

possible to go through the

entire testing procedure with-

out finding it. The "Test

More?" block of Fig. 2 helps

avoid this problem by con-

tinuing to loop back through

the test as many times as

desired. Given enough time

and patience, the program
can continue to run until

even the most stubborn inter-

mittent problem has to sur-

face for air.

Checking the Memory Con-
taining the Program

Earlier it was mentioned
that memory problems might

occur in that portion of mem-
ory in which the diagnostic

program itself is stored. The
effect of such problems

would be an improperly

executed program, but the

results could be so subtle as

to be misleading to the oper-

ator. If trouble in this portion

of the memory is suspected,

the diagnostic program could

be moved to an entirely

different section of the mem-
ory, and it could be noted if

the same trouble occurs

there. ("Trouble" here is used

in the sense that halts occur

corresponding to one of the

halt branches of Fig. 2, but it

is not clear if they were legiti-

mate halts or halts due to

improper execution of the

program.) If more or less

identical problems do occur

there, it would probably be a

good assumption that it is the

other area of memory being

checked that is at fault and

not those portions that con-

tained our diagnostic pro-

gram.
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Fig. 3. The processor tries to address location 17 but the open line (A3)
causes location 25 to be addressed. This defect will result in a halt on
branch 2 of the flowchart of Fig. 2.
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Moving the diagnostic

program around in this man-

ner and running it in several

different locations is a good

way for the operator to more

or less reassure himself that

the program is being executed

properly in at least one of the

locations. One alternative to

this manual moving of the

program would be to have the

program relocate itself several

times. However, a program

that would move itself, even

when the memory it is cur-

rently residing in is bad,

would be difficult if not

impossible to write. It would

require at least some mini-

mum amount of detect-free

memory from which to work.

Most memory ills will nor-

mally leave at least some

portion of the memory intact

for our diagnostic program

(otherwise the problem

would probably be obvious

and easy to find). Therefore,

the best procedure for the

hobbyist might be to load his

diagnostic program into

several locations until he

finds a place where it seems

to be executed properly.

From there he can use the

program to troubleshoot the

other areas of memory.

Beware of Variations

Since no program listings

are given here for any specific

system, the reader who wants

to create such a memory diag-

nostic program would have to

write a program compatible

with his own system. Hardly

anyone ever implements sug-

gestions from a magazine

article verbatim. Since most

people implementing the

project will see improvements

or make modifications to suit

their own application, a word

of warning is given here con-

cerning the memory check.

It may not seem worth-

while to actually walk a 1

through each byte. After it

has been verified that all Os

can be written into the byte,

why not try to skip the walk-

ing bit part and just attempt

to store all 1s there and then

check to see if they are

indeed stored there? Consider

what would happen if two

r

PROCESSOR

INTENDED DATA I

D7

D6

*

05 %

04

03

02

01 •-SHORT
-£

DO

16 ADDRESS LINES
;

MEMORY

>DATA RECEIVED

Fig. 4. The processor attempts to send binary 11101100 to the

memory. Because of the short between data lines D / and D2. the actual

value received by the memory is binary 11101000. The diagnostic

software indicated by Fig. 2 would detect this, and a halt on branch 3

would result

data input lines were shorted

together. The shorted lines

will always be at the same

logic level, so when we store

all 0s and then later all 1s,

everything looks normal. On
the other hand, if a 1 is

walked through, then at some

point during the walk the two

shorted lines will be required

to be at different logic levels.

Of course, they will not be

because of the short, and the

machine will halt on branch 3

in Fig. 2.

Error Reporting and Cor-

recting

In some instances when a

program crashes because of a

memory error, it is obvious to

the operator because of all

the output trash. In other

instances, the effect may be a

subtle or transient one, and

hardly even noticeable to the

operator. If no mistakes can

be tolerated (whether they

are obvious to the user or

not), there are methods in

existence that provide a con-

tinous check on the memory
even while another program is

running. These are especially

helpful in detecting and even

correcting data from an inter-

mittent section of memory.

There are various schemes

used, but most employ some

kind of error checking code.

With such a code, any byte

written into memory has

some of its bits dedicated to

the actual value of the

quantity we wish to store.

The remaining bits serve as

error checking bits and are

usually generated at the time

of storage. Such an error

checking system is provided

by Data General of South-

boro MA for their minicom-

puters. Unlike simple parity,

their method detects and

corrects all single bit errors

and most multiple bit errors.

(This includes errors in the

check bits as well as the data

bits.) They even provide for

optional error reporting so

that minor error problems

can be corrected later by

remedial maintenance. This

reporting scheme will report

the offending module, word,

and bit while continuing to

run through the current pro-

gram.

Finding errors and cor-

recting them while the

program continues to run has

its disadvantages. It requires

more memory bits per word

and extra hardware, so it is

normally used only in appli-

cations where ultra-high relia-

bility is required. Such appli-

cations include security

digital communications,
certain process control, and

vital defense applications.

Such error detecting and

correcting does not appear

very compatible with our

eight-bit micros at this time.

Perhaps some manufacturer

will come up with a multi-

byte/hardware option that

could be geared with the

appropriate software to

correct and report errors. I

may be wrong, but I don't see

this type of error detecting

and correcting as being very

important to the average

hobbyist because of the extra

cost and slower speed.

(Speeds for eight-bit pro-

cessors would be slower if

extra bytes for check bits

were included.) After all, for

most hobbyist applications a

computer failure will not

send a missile on its way to

Russia or have any other such

drastic effect.

And In Conclusion

I hope this article will

stimulate others to develop

better diagnostic software.

Perhaps someone has had

some unique problem with

his system that existing diag-

nostic software is incapable

of detecting. If solutions for

all these little problems could

be consolidated, the result

would be a fantastic software

package. The solution to

many problems could be

flowcharted and aired

(perhaps in Kilobaud) for

general use for all processor

types. Of course, some prob-

lems would be unique to a

particular architecture or

processor type. This latter

type of software is the kind

many of us would like to see

manufacturers supply. I know

that my own consideration of

whether or not to purchase

a microcomputer involves the

availability of diagnostic soft-

ware for that particular

system.

No diagnostic program can

ever touch all the bases.

There are just too many
possible defects to allow a

program of reasonable length

to detect them all. No matter

how high the manufacturer's

quality control standards are,

some defects will eventually

show themselves in some of

his products. The appearance

of some defects might have

nothing to do with the

original quality control

during manufacture but

might be caused by extreme

operating conditions or

abuse. For the most part,

however, troubfefree opera-

tion can be closely approxi-

mated by the manufacturer's

use of quality ICs, PC boards,

and other components. In the

meantime, when those bugs

do occur, just hope it's not

too serious and let your diag-

nostic software do its thing.

With a little clever program-

ming, you might even arrange

for the machine to give you a

hard copy (or perhaps a

display on a terminal) of just

where the problem is.
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PRIME

PRESENTS
TM

WE DO IT WITH MIRRORS!
(and some very sophisticated state-of-the-art memory design)

65, 536 BYTES
Your dream can be a reality with the Prime Radix Corporation's
64Ktm memory system at a very cost-effective price. And
because it is a standalone memory system, you've got the
advantage of greater flexibility not ordinarily available from
add-in memory. Some of the features are:

• The 64Ktm is fully buffered, presenting one TTL load to the
memory bus.

• The 64Ktm is digital group bus and ALTAIRtm bus
compatible. When ordering, you must specify the bus
architecture. A plugcard and cable will be furnished for the
particular bus architecture you specify.

• The minimum complement of memory is 40K BYTES, with
starting address locations at OK, 8K, 16K, or 24K. Switch-
able memory protect is in increments of 8K bytes on 8K
boundaries.

• The 64K™ comes assembled and tested with its own power
supply, attractively housed in an aluminum cabinet, ready to

• PRIME RADIX, INC. • P.O. BOX 11245 • DENVER,

plug into your system with a choice of a freestanding or a

19" rack mountable cabinet, 5" H x 18" W x 14" Deep.

Psuedo-static operation: on board refresh clock-generator
provides processor independent refresh with no wait states.
The 300NS worst case access time enhances high speed
operation.

Power/fail detection circuitry and battery backup will

provide non-volatile memory (batteries are optional at extra
cost).

The 64K™ has an expandable organization to other bit

word lengths.

40K
$1490 00

LIST PRICE IS AS FOLLOWS:
48K 56K

$1580.00 $1670.00
64 K

$1750.00

Delivery will be made in the same sequence as orders are
received. Please allow 3 to 6 weeks for delivery. Mastercharge
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COLORADO 80211 • (303) 573-5942 OR 433-5630
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COMPUTER SYNTHESIS
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64K@ $1750.00

56K@ $1670.00
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40K@ $1490.00

Check or M.O. enclosed
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Charge MC

(Please No C.O.D.'s or P.O.'s)

Make checks or money orders payable to:

PRIME RADIX, INC
P.O. Box 11245

Denver, Colorado 80211
(303) 573-5942 or 433-5630

Credit Card Number

4 Numbers Above Name (MC)Good Thru
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Print\bur HeartOut
With help from the Digital Group, naturally.

Now, that small computer system you own or have been

considering for personal or business use suddenly be-

comes a lot more usable—with the addition of a full-size

impact printer from the Digital Group. A printer designed

for small computers that need big output (like yours).

With the Digital Group printer, you can print your heart

out... and it won't cost an arm and a leg. The Digital

Group printer is available for less than $500. That's

right—$500.

Just look at these specifications:

• Fast

—

120 characters per second

• 96 characters per line

• 12 characters per inch horizontal

• 6 lines per inch

• Makes up to 4 copies simultaneously

• Character set and pitch variable under software

control—double width characters, etc.

• 5 x 7 character matrix

• Ribbon has built-in re-inkers for a life of

10,000,000 characters

• Paper can be either a standard 8V2-inch roll, fanfold

or cut page
• Interfaces to 8-bit parallel ports

There are lots of capabilities and outstanding features of the

Digital Group printer. .. and (as always) the best news is

our price. Kit prices start as low as $495 for the printer and
interface card. It simply can't be beat.

Find out all the facts about the Digital Group printer now.

Just fill in the coupon below or give us a call for the details.

We think you'll find a place for our printer in your system
...and in your heart.

d
D

2l0iMI<° J
P.O. Box 6528
Denver, Colorado 80206
(303) 777-7133

Quick. I want to print my heart out.

Send me all the details on your full-size impact printer.

Name

Address

City/State/Zip.

D12 Please print.



William M. Hand
18660 Arden Ave.

Brook field Wl 53005

Understand
Your

Interrupts !

real time clock applications

A vectored interrupt scheme is not only worthwhile, but
necessary, if you have a system with several devices which will

be generating interrupts. A real time clock can be put to good
use in real-time game applications, time of day, and for

determining analog input sampling rates . . . just to name a
few. William has done a fine job of presenting both circuits,

and the theory of operation, as a construction project for an
Altair bus proto board. He estimates that the RTC could be
built for about $12 plus the crystal and the vectored interrupt
board for about$10. - John.

With my microcom-

puter system finally

up to speed (although one's

system is never really

finished) I decided to attack

the long promised applica-

tions software. My wife has

been hearing about zone heat-

ing, a home security system,

and a kitchen inventory pro-

gram while I've been buying

this board or building that

board. At some point, one
must justify the expense. So,

on to the applications, right?

Wrong! Taking a closer

look at the proposed soft-

64

ware, one point stood out.

Most of the new functions

would require some knowl-

edge of the time (either

elapsed or time of day).

Clearly, before plunging into

the new programs, a real time
clock was needed.

Having decided on soft-

ware timekeeping (explained

later) another bug appeared.

If the real time clock (RTC)
was to use interrupts, then

either the interrupt service

overhead would increase or

the system needed a priority

interrupt device (sometimes

called a vectored interrupt).

Since the 8080 is designed

with eight priority interrupt

lines the vectored interrupt

module seemed a good place

to start.

8080 Interrupt Concepts

The processor interrupt is

a technique, usually imple-

mented in the hardware of

the microprocessor, which

temporarily suspends normal

program execution while

some other operations (called

an interrupt service routine)

are performed. When the

interrupt service routine is

completed, control is re-

turned to the interrupted

program exactly where it left

off.

The process may best be

understood by way of an

3
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Fig. 1. Vectored interrupt block diagram.



example. Suppose we have a

system with a real time clock

which produces a signal once

per second. If this signal is

connected to the interrupt

line of the microprocessor an

RTC interrupt is generated. If

the interrupt enable flip-flop

in the microprocessor is set

(by the Enable Interrupt

instruction) an RTC interrupt

will occur when the clock

pulse is active.

The 8080 will not honor

the interrupt request until it

is in the M1 state, that is,

when the first byte fetch of a

possible multi-byte instruc-

tion is about to be executed.

At that time, the current

contents of the program

counter (PC) will be pushed

onto the stack. The processor

then issues an interrupt

acknowledge (INTA) and the

data bus in signal (DBIN).

The significance of these two

signals will be seen later. If

there is no vectored interrupt

board in the system the

processor will branch to

location 7O3.

At location 70s there

must be an interrupt service

routipe or a jump instruction

to the beginning of the ser-

vice routine. In this simple

example, since there is only

one device able to generate an

interrupt, there is no question

about where the interrput

request originated. The ser-

vice routine will take care of

the bookkeeping (increment a

seconds counter location,

etc.), enable the interrupt

flip-flop again (El) and return

to the main program (RET).

With the RET instruction,

the previous contents of the

PC w'vU be popped off the

stack and normal program

execution resumes. It should

be obvious that this is an

efficient method for servicing

RST
RST 1 10
RST 2 20
RST 3 30
RST 4 40
RST 5 50
RST 6 60
RST 7 70

(all locations in octal)

Table 1.

SMASK:

MASKW:
VIBRD:

LDA
OUT
JMP
DS
EQU

Typical service routine:

TSERV: PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
(EI)

POP
POP
POP
(El)
RET

MASKW
VIBRD
EXEC
1
XX

B
D
H

H
D
B

; load the mask word
; output to the VI board
; go back to the executive
; 1 word of storage for the mask word
; device number of the VI board

save registers

optional EI here allows other
devices to interrupt this one
service this device in the
normal manner: IN, OUT, etc.

restore registers

; enable interrupts here (or above).

; return to main

Example of service routine protecting its priority

PSERV:

MYMSK:

VIBRD:
MASKW:

PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
LDA

OUT

LDA
OUT
POP
POP
POP
EI
RET
EQU

EQU
DS

B
D
H
MYMSK

VIBRD

MASKW
VIBRD
H
D
B

277 8

XX
1

; save registers

; load special mask word for

; this device
; and output to VI board
; service device

; load old mask word
; and output to VI board
; restore registers

; don't forget to enable interrupts

; return to main program
; mask word to mask out all

; devices but this one
; VI board device number
; storage for mask word

Program A. Sample software for the vectored interrupt circuits.

slow or low frequency

devices.

If the system has more

than one device able to

request an interrupt the

interrupt service routine must

be more sophisticated. The

service routine must poll the

status registers of the devices

to determine which device

requested the interrupt, and

then branch to the service

routine for that device. This

is a workable technique when

there are few devices generat-

ing interrupt requests, and

when device speeds are not

similar.

Consider the case where

the system has an RTC which

must be serviced once per

second, a Teletype which can

print ten characters per

second, and a cassette tape

drive which is reading charac-

ters at thirty per second. Here

we have a device which must

be serviced (the cassette tape)

or data will be lost; a clock

which must be serviced to

maintain the correct time,

and a slower Teletype which

can be run when the other

devices are not busy.

For the single level inter-

rupt scheme described above,

the simplistic approach would

be to poll the devices accord-

ing to some priority scheme.

This means that we would

check the tape drive first,

then the RTC and last the

Teletype. An important con-

cept has entered the picture:

priority. That means that

some devices (perhaps inde-

pendent of speed) are more

important than others. The

multi-device single level inter-

rupt situation is workable.

Vectored Interrupt Operation

As the number of devices

increases or the speeds of the

devices increase, the amount

of time spent in polling the

devices becomes more criti-

cal. One would like the inter-

rupt system to have the

capability to branch to the

service routine for each

device directly, and to service

devices according to some

priority schedule. This

process is possible with the

8080.

When the processor

acknowledges an interrupt, it

sets the INTA and DBIN

signals on the bus. This allows

the interrupting device to

place one of the RST X
instructions (where X is to

7) on the data bus. If the

RTC is interrupt device it

would place a RST instruc-

tion on the bus when both

INTA and DBIN are valid.

The RST instruction causes

the processor to branch to

location 0, where the RTC
service routine (or a pointer

to it) would reside. If the

Teletype is interrupt device 6,

it would insert an RST 6

instruction and the processor

would branch to location

608- Thus the interrupting

device may define the address

of its service routine (or a

pointer to it). The RST X
instructions cause branching

to the locations shown in

Table 1.

This type of interrupt

handling is called vectored
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interrupt, since the interrupt-

ing device directs the proces-

sor to a specific memory loca-

tion. However, we have not
solved the problem of pri-

ority yet.

To take full advantage of

the 8080 interrupt structure

and provide for priority

handling, one must build a

separate board through which
all interrupt requests are

channeled. This board
receives an interrupt request
from a device, passes or holds
the request based upon the
priority of the device, formu-
lates the X part of the RST X
instruction, and generates an
interrupt on the interrupt bus
line of the processor. To
understand its function, let's

look at the block diagram and
the schematic.

VI Hardware

A block diagram of the
vectored interrupt circuitry is

shown in Fig. 1. The priority

interrupt board consists of
three main sections: the

address logic, the masking
and priority section, and the
interrupt generation. Also
refer to Fig. 2, a logic dia-

gram of the VI circuitry,

during the following discus-

sion.

The address section, along
with the PWR and OUT lines

activates the two 7475 4-bit

latches, which will hold the
data present on the data bus.

This data is used to perform
the masking of all vectored

I MHz
MASTER
OSCILLATOR

IO

MASK
REGISTER

IC4
7475

4.I3

i3

5V

GNO

d2>

LM309 u
PRIORITY
ENCODER 8T97

RESTART
INSTRUCTION

DATA IN

{f2>DI3

(9T>DI4

POWER CONNECTIONS

IC + 5 GND

7404 14 7

7408 14 7

74 32 14 7

7474 14 7

7475 5 12

74 30 14 7

74I48 16 8

8T97 16 8

10

IC5
7475

4,13

|36| [35j te8l 8S

DO Dl D2 D3

{92>DI5

INT CLEAR

2±
PRE

ICIO
7474

INT SET

CLR

IF

7404

INTERRUPT
REQUEST F/F

PDBIN

<3U INTA

INT
-{73>

ADDRESS
DECODING

LATCH
ENABLE

|38||39||4 3|[90l

D4 D5 D6 D7

8/" IC3
k7408|9

I/O CONTROL
lii

IC3

DATA OUT

-<45~1 SOUT

-<tTJ PWR

7404

Dev addr - 3778

-<JM) A8

-<Z3 A9

-<37] AIO

-<sT) All

-<33) AI2

53AI3

18

-<86] AI4

^F]AI5

Fig. 2. Vectored interrupt circuit logic diagram.

interrupt lines to the board.
The interrupt request line

(for each level, to 7) and
one bit of the latched data
are ANDed together by the

7432 ICs. Since a logic low is

required to initiate an inter-

rupt, if the RTC is device 7
(VI 7) and data bit 7 is set

high the RTC interrupt line

will not be able to generate

an interrupt request. Thus
any interrupt lines which are

not to be processed may be
masked out by the software
sending the appropriate data
to the vectored interrupt

board.

If the RTC (line 7 in the
example) is not masked out,

and the RTC requests an
interrupt, the logic low will

pass through the 7432 gates

into the Priority Encoder
(74148 or 9318). For now,
let's just say that the priority

encoder formulates the three

bits necessary to complete
the RST X instruction. The
74148 also sets the interrupt

flip-flop, with the GS output,
which in turn generates the
main interrupt request signal

to the microprocessor
(PINT).

When the interrupt has
been acknowledged, the

processor will send out the
I NTA (interrupt acknowl-
edge) and PDBIN (data bus

7 DECADE SCALER

J x x ~ ~ •? ~

ogo5**ogo5*x«»-

rnTTTTTTTTTT
' * ' ,' / * *

rtuur
BITS 0-6 fe
FREQUENCY 8 INTERRUPT
SELECT

BIT 7

FROM
CPU

SELECTED
FREQUENCY

INT ENABLE

JXIT.

AO-A7 ADDRESS
DECODE

SOUT-
PWR-
SINP-
DBIN-

IN/OUT
DECODE

RTC -IN

RTC -OUT

SET

INTERRUPT
FLIP-FLOP
8 PULSE
GENERATOR

RESET

JT.
, INTERRUPT
OUT
(TO CPU)

Fig. 3. Real time clock block diagram.

in) signals. These two signals

are used to enable the three-

state buffer (8T97) and gate

the RST X instruction onto
the data bus. Note that the

processor interrupt acknowl-
edge (INTA) does not clear

the interrupt flip-flop. This is

because there may be as

many as eight interrupt

requests waiting at the 74148
encoder. Only when there are

no active requests entering

the priority encoder will the

EO line clear the interrupt

flip-flop.

We now have a method for

generating the RST X instruc-

tions. The function of the

priority encoder is two-fold.

Besides formulating the X
part of the RST X instruc-

tion, the priority encoder will

only honor interrupt requests

according to a built-in pri-

ority scheme. This is shown
in Table 2. The larger the

priority number, the higher

the priority.

Here, the highest priority

is 7, or VI line 0. Thus, an
interrupt request on line

will be decoded and honored
before any other requests,

regardless of how many other
requests are waiting or when
they were received. If we go
back to the example of the
system with the RTC, the

Teletype, and the cassette

tape, the situation will
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Active VI line Priority RST X

7 RST
1 6 RST 1

2 5 RST 2

3 4 RST 3

4 3 RST 4
5 2 RST 5

6 1 RST 6

7 RST 7

Ta/)/e 2.

become clearer.

Assume the RTC is on VI

line 0, the tape deck on VI

line 2, and the Teletype on

VI line 6. If the RTC and the

tape drive request an inter-

rupt at the same instant, the

RTC will be serviced first

because it has highest pri-

ority. When that request has

been honored, the priority

encoder will place the RST 2

instruction on the bus and

the processor will service the

tape drive. If all the requests

have been honored the 74148

will clear the interrupt flip-

flop.

If the tape drive service

routine enables the processor

interrupts upon entering

(with the El instruction) and

an RTC interrupt request

comes along, the vectored

interrupt board will honor

the RTC request, interrupt

the tape drive service routine

to service the RTC and then

return to the tape service

routine. The priority of

requests may be preserved

even while servicing another

interrupting device.

The value of the interrupt

mask deserves a word of

mention also. Suppose we

had a device which when

serviced should not be inter-

rupted, such as a disk drive.

Since the data transfer from

disks is usually done by direct

memory access (DMA), and

one cannot stop the disk to

service an RTC or Teletype,

some means of suspending

(not cancelling) interrupt

requests is necessary. In this

case, the disk service routine

could take the current mask

word (stored in memory),

mask out all devices but it-

self, and output this new

mask word to the vectored

interrupt board. When leaving

the disk service routine, the

old mask word could be out-

put to the vectored interrupt

board to re-enable any pend-

ing interrupt requests. Note

that this procedure only

suspends the other interrupt

requests, it does not ignore

the requests altogether. Pro-

gram A is a sample of a

typical interrupt service rou-

tine along with an interrupt

service routine which protects

its own priority.

A Programmable Real Time

Clock

With the vectored inter-

rupt problem solved, I began

to investigate methods of

implementing a user-pro-

grammable real time clock

500 kHz 100 kHz
50 kHz 10 kHz
5 kHz 1 kHz

500 Hz 100 Hz
50 Hz 10 Hz
5 Hz 1 Hz

0.5 Hz 0.1 Hz

Although the higher
frequencies are available,

they may not be of use
depending upon the
particular system. The
following frequencies
were chosen for the seven
possible:

1 kHz
100 Hz

1 Hz
0.1 Hz

500 Hz
10 Hz

0.5 Hz

Table 3.

(RTC). The RTC is basically a

device for maintaining the

time of day and/or measuring

elapsed time for events within

the computer system. There

are two basic approaches to

the design of a real time

clock.

One may build a device

which generates an interrupt

for each RTC cycle and have

the software take care of the

bookkeeping, or one may
design a device which has its

own dedicated circuitry with

data ports to the computer

for the processor to sample. I

A8 [b7>-

A9 \l£>
AIO [s7>

AI2 [J?>
AI3 [e?>

AI4 fee

S0UT(45>

FREQUENCY SELECT WORD

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 Dl DO

leil |88| |35| |36|

ADDRESS pW d[77
DECODE LATCH ENABLE

AI5 [32>

INPUT/OUTPUT
DECODE

SINP 46

Devsddt 3778 PDBIN (f8>-

)lC3 V
12 17408,

IC3 \8_
J0J7408.

INT RESET

OSCILLATOR

T~

L
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\2

ICII
7490

, TTTT

II 14
?

4e
100 Hz

POWER CONNECTIONS

IC + 5 GND
7403 14 7

74 04 14 7

7408 14 7

7430 14 7

7474 14 7

7475 5 12

74121 14 7

74C04 14 7

7490 5 10

CLOCK SCALERS

•—«50Hz

IC 12
7490

\Z |3 |6 7

I i i i

FREQUENCY AND
INTERRUPT

Fig. 4. Logic diagram for RTC circuitry.
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have chosen the first ap-

proach for reasons of flexi-

bility.

As indicated in the block

diagram (Fig. 3) and the

schematic (Fig. 4) the RTC
consists of three main sec-

tions: the master oscillator or

clock, the scaler circuits, and
the address and interrupt

circuitry. All communications
with the RTC are accom-
plished with IN and OUT
instructions and the clock

cycles are seen by the proces-

sor as interrupts.

The address circuitry is

typical for the Altair bus and
could be adapted to other

processor systems. When the

RTC is being addressed with
an OUT instruction the data

on the data bus is latched by
the two 7475 4-bit latches.

Seven of these data bits (0 to

6) are used for frequency

selection while bit 7 is used

to set or reset the RTC inter-

rupt enable flip-flop.

The master clock is built

around a 1 MHz crystal using

a CMOS inverter with passive

RC circuitry. The output of

the master clock is a 1 MHz
square wave of TTL levels.

(You could use the processor

clock with the appropriate

scaling.) The master clock

drives a series of 7490 decade
counters. Table 3 shows the

frequencies that are available

when the clock is scaled

through seven decades.

With this range of fre-

quencies, the RTC may gen-

erate anywhere from one
interrupt every ten seconds to

one thousand interrupts per

second. The frequency used
to generate the interrupts is

determined by the Frequency
Select Word which has been
output from the processor

and latched by the RTC. This
data (one bit at a time, 0-6) is

ANDed with the various

frequencies. Thus by setting

bit 0, the 0.1 Hz signal will be
passed through the open
collector NAND gates.

The selected frequency is

then passed to the interrupt

gate. If the interrupt enable

has been set (bit 7), the signal

will proceed to the interrupt

bus (either vectored or single

level interrupt). When the

RTC is serviced by the pro-

cessor, the service routine

must issue an IN RTC instruc-

tion to clear the interrupt

flip-flop on the RTC board.

This is the only requirement
of the service routine. Typi-

cally the service routine

would increment the various

storage locations used as

counters to record the

passage of another unit of

time. Examples of a software

time of day clock are given in

Program B.

If desired, the RTC inter-

rupts may be completely
disabled by either setting the

data to be latched by the

RTC such that none of the

seven available frequencies

are selected or the software

may reset the interrupt en-

able gate (i.e. set bit 7 to in

the data to be latched by the

RTC). Changing frequencies

is accomplished by sending a

new Frequency Select Word
to the RTC latches.

The one-shot (74121) has

been used between the inter-

rupt flip-flop and the inter-

rupt gate for the following

reason: If the duty cycle of

the RTC is 50% (square wave)

and the RTC frequency is low
(say 0.1 Hz to 100 Hz), it is

very likely that the service

routine will complete before

the signal on the interrupt

bus changes state. Thus, to

prevent multiple interrupts

on one RTC cycle, the one-

shot is used to generate an

interrupt pulse. The pulse

width should be long enough
to be seen by the flip-flop. A
pulse width of 5 to 10 usee,

should be sufficient for most
systems.

The RTC and the VI board
were built separately during

the design stage (using Vector
3677-2 44-pin boards). Since

the circuitry for both
modules is moderate, I de-

cided to combine both on
one board (such as the Vector

8800V).

With the RTC and the VI

finished, I began thinking

about the applications soft-

ware again. But a package as

comprehensive as this should

probably have a floppy disk,

and maybe a DMA controller.

Oh well, thank heaven for

push-down stacks!

Selecting frequency and interrupt enable:

SETF:

FREQ1
INTON:
RTC:

LDA
MOV
LDA
ADD
OUT
JMP

EQU
EQU
EQU

FREQ1
B,A
INTON
B
RTC
EXEC

4
2008XX

RTC interrupt service routine:

RTCIS: PUSH
IN
EI

PSW
RTC

POP PSW
RET

Software time of day routine:

STOD:

END:

SECS:
MINS:
HRS:

LDA
INR
STA
CPI
JNZ
SUB
STA
LDA
INR
STA
CPI
JNZ
SUB
STA
LDA
INR
STA
CPI
JNZ
SUB
STA
POP
RET
DS
DS
DS

SECS
A
SECS
074g
END
A
SECS
MINS
A
MINS
0748END
A
MINS
HRS
A
HRS
030gEND
A
HRS
PSW

1
1
1

; get the frequency desired
; save it in register B
; get the interrupt on word
; add the freq. with the int. sel.

; output to the RTC
; go back to the executive

; select 1 Hz
; set bit 7 for interrupt enable
; RTC device code

; save ac and flags

; in from RTC to clear interrupt
; re-enable interrupts for other devices
; service routine continues

; restore ac and flags
; return to main program

;
get seconds storage location

; increment by 1
restore seconds counter
compare to 60jq
not 60, go home
set ac to
set sees counter to zero
get minutes counter
increment by 1
restore minutes counter
compare to 60jo
not 60, go home
=60, set ac to zero
set minutes to zero
load hour counter
increment by 1
restore hour counter
compare to 24^q
not 24, go home
set ac to zero
set hour counter to zero
restore ac and flags
return to main program
seconds counter
minutes counter
hours counter

Other routines may determine time of day by examing
!?o

a
o
ti0ns: HRS

'
MINS

* SECS. For elapsed time, move
HRS, MINS, SECS to another location at start of event,
then get new HRS, MINS, SECS at end of event. Subtracting
before from after will yield elapsed time of the event.

Program B. Real time clock software.
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Only $750 from Peripheral Vision

Peripheral Vision is a brand-new company that's dedi-

cated to selling reasonably priced peripherals for various

manufacturers' CPU's.

We think you'll flip over our first product.

It's a full-size floppy disk for the Altair-lmsai plug-in

compatible S-100 BUS. And it's available for as low as $750.

Here are the features:

• 1 interface card supports 4 drives

• Stores over 300,000 bytes per floppy

• Bootstrap EPROM included— no more toggling or

paper tape

• Completely S-100 plug-in compatible

• Interface cabling included

• Drive is from Innovex (the originator of the floppy

concept)—assembled and tested

• Interface card design is licensed from Dr. Kenneth

Welles and the Digital Group

• Disk operating system with file management system

included on floppy

• Cabinet and power supply optional

Now, a little more about our company.

Peripheral Vision may be brand-new, but we have some

old-fashioned ideas about how to run our business.

We know there are serious incompatibilities among the

different manufacturers' peripherals and CPU's. We want to

get them together. And, we want to bring significant new

products to market— products consisting of everything from

adaptation instructions/kits for hardware and software to

major new products.

It's a tall order, but we feel we're up to the task.

Peripheral Vision has already obtained a license from

The Digital Group to adapt versions of some of their prod-

ucts to the S-100 BUS. And we're working on getting more

from other companies.

Most important to our customers, Peripheral Vision is

committed to helping you get along with your computer.

We'll do all we can to make it easy.

Write us now for all the information on our company,

our philosophy and our exciting line of products. And be

prepared to flip over all of it.

Prices:

Interface card kit and
assembled and tested drive

Power supply— +24V at 2

A

Cabinet—Optima, blue

Kit Assm.

$750 $850

45 65

— 85

m> P12

P.O. Box 6267 / Denver, Colorado 80206 / (303) 777-4292

Send me the works, and I just might flip over it!

Name

Address.

City/State/Zip.
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hardware logical functions

George Young
Sierra High School
Tollhouse CA 93667

In session four we learned

how to make simple print-

ed circuit boards. Your initial

efforts may have left a bit to

be desired. Patience: A little

practice will have you making
fairly professional-looking

circuit boards. And we finally

got a power supply and volt-

age regulator into our console

before we went broke buying
batteries.

Preview

In this class we will meet
the other members of the

NAND gate family and intro-
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Fig. 2. Test circuits for the 7400, 7410. 7420 and 7430.

duce you to the NOR gate.

Then it would be "logical" to

have you get acquainted with

all four logic functions: AND,

NAND, OR and NOR. You'll

need a copy of Kilobaud # 5

(May) and the article by Pete

Stark (page 56) for reference

material.

We will also change the

experimental format that we

have been using. You were

given rather detailed direc-

tions, equipment lists, and so

on up to now for each experi-

ment. You should know

enough now to get by with-

out all this hand-holding.

I'm going to give you a

problem, which is usually the

way it happens anyway. Now,

electronics is hard enough to

learn without some guy

throwing out problems for

you to solve. Bear with me —

eight. We will build this first

on the Superstrip. You've

studied this all before in

different experiments, but

not assembled in just this

fashion.

First test the 7410 (see

Fig. 1 and 2). I'll lead you

through this again, but you

should be approaching the

point where that is no longer

necessary. The 7410 goes in

the Superstrip. Connect

power and ground. Connect

the console logic probe to pin

12. It should be low because

the moment you connect

power and ground to the

7410, the inputs all go high.

Ground an input which

corresponds to the output on

pin 12. The output should go

high. Referring to Fig. 2b,

let's assume you picked pin

13 first. Next ground pin 1.

The output should go high.

Next ground pin 2. Again the

output should go high. Leave

the wire connected to pin 2.

With another wire ground pin

1, and with still another wire

ground pin 13. The output

should remain high. We
should find that the output

for any NAND gate is low

I think you'll enjoy the new

approach even more than the

one used in previous sessions.

We are going to create a

typical problem in digital

electronics, then solve it on

the breadboard. This is really

what Superstrips are for.

The 7410
Experiment #19

Problem: To build an elec-

tronic dice game. It must

display the numbers
1,2,3,4,5, & 6.

Solution: Use the 7-

segment readout as a die. We
will need a binary counter

that goes to eight. Use gates

to eliminate the seven and the

zero.

Procedure: Build just one

die first. Then you can design

the electronic dice game.

Three flip-flops will divide by

only if all inputs are high (or

floating). In other words, it is

performing an AND function.

Test the remaining two

NAND sections.

The next steps should be

analyzed carefully. Here's

how the pros do it. First we

get a circuit to work. After it

is functioning correctly, we

modify it to make it do some-

thing different. Note that

only the most optimistic

technician connects every-

thing first and then applies

power. (If you didn't read

Ken Knecht's article in issue

#5, do it now.)

Second, connect the cir-

cuit shown in Fig. 3a. I delib-

erately left the pin-outs off so

you would have to look them

up. You might just as well

make the errors here as me.

Dig out your earlier experi-

ments on the flip-flops and

decoders and write in all the

pin numbers. Or better still, if

you have obtained your own

data manual, use that to get

the pin-outs. May I assume

that the 7473 and the 7448

chips are already tested and

known to be good?

When Fig. 3a is functional,
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the 7-segment display will

cycle from zero to seven and
back again. Use the console

clock to clock the first 7473
flip-flop. Make sure this cir-

cuit works before we
proceed. Since a die does not
have a seven, we need to

eliminate it from our display.

In Fig. 3b we add the 3-input

NAND gate section to detect

a count of seven. The three

inputs to the 7410 will go
high on a count of 7. The
7410 output will go low, re-

setting the counter to zero.

The net effect is to eliminate

the numeral 7 from our dis-

play. Now it should display

0,1,2,3,4,5, and 6, but no 7.

The next step is to find a

way to eliminate the zero

from the display since it also

does not occur in a dice

game.

Blanking the Zero

Experiment #20
Problem: How to get rid

of the zero on our dice.

Solution: In the previous

experiment we eliminate^ the

seven. Now, whenever the

count reaches seven the flip-

flops will be reset (Q outputs

low and the Q outputs high)

and, of course, we will have

the same condition when the

count reaches zero. What we

need is a circuit that will

sense this condition and
eliminate the zero from the

display.

Once again, the Q outputs

are low and the outputs are

high when we reach zero. As
shown in Fig. 3a we can
devise a very simple solution

to our problem by simply

taking the Q outputs from all

three flip-flops and wiring

them into one of the unused
gates of the 7410. When all of

the inputs to the gate are high

the output will drop low.

This output should be

connected to Pin 5 of the

7448 decoder. Pin 5 is the

ripple blanking input (RBI).

When this input goes low the

entire display is blanked.

Procedure: Simply wire in

one of the unused gates in the

7410 (see Fig. 3c). Our FND
70 die should now display

1,2,3,4,5, apd 6. The nurpber

seven should not be displayed

and if a zero turns up, the

display will be blank.

Now you can design an

electronic dice game on the

Superstrip. You'll need a

second counter, decoder, and
FND 70. The dice are rolled

with the clock and stopped

with the console start-stop

control.
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Fig. 4. 7402 pin-outs and test circuit.
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Fig. 6. Switch circuit with 7430 Nand gates (drawn incorrectly).

Fig. 5. Switch closure detection circuit.

The 7402 and 7420
Experiment #21

Problem: I have eight

pushbutton switches. I need a

circuit to detect when any
one of the switches closes to

ground. I need a low output
from the circuit when any
one of the switches is closed.

(Don't run out and buy eight

switches. We are going to fake

them with a wire.)

Solution: In this first

solution we are going to use a

7420 NAND gate and a 7402
NOR gate. For the NAND
function the output is low
only if all inputs are high. For

the NOR function, the out-

put is high only if all inputs

are low.

Procedure: First test the

NAND gate. The 7420 is a

dual-4 input NAND gate. Test

it like the 7410. This time

there are only two sections to

test, but each section has four

inputs.

Next test the 7402 NOR
gate (see Fig. 4). This is a

quad-2 input gate. For the

NOR function the output is

high only if all inputs are low
and the output will be low
with either input high. Why
don't you fill in the truth

table (Fig. 4b) for the 7402
as you check it out- Plug it in

to the Superstrip, connect

power and ground, and test

all 4 sections of the 7402.

(Did you notice the OR func-

tion being performed after

completing the truth table?

With input A or input B high

the output is low.)

Now Fig. 5 can be put

together on the console

breadboard. One half of the

7420 feeds one NOR gate

input. The other half of the

7420 feeds the other NOR

input. A wire from ground
takes the place of the eight

pushbutton switches. Connec-
ting any 7420 input to

ground (any switch closure)

forces the 7420 output high.

This makes one of the inputs

to the 7402 high, causing its

output to go low. Thus we
have a circuit that will detect

when any one of eight switch-

es is closed to ground.

The Hex Keyboard

Experiment #22
Problem: We are going to

build a computer later in the

course. One of the things we
will need is an INPUT device

to communicate with our
machine. We could use toggle

switches for this purpose, but
they are expensive, and a

dozen or so will set us back
around $15. Toggle switches

are also a very slow method
of getting data into a com-
puter. We will use a hex

keyboard. We will use a key-

pad from a defunct hand-held

calculator. If your calculator

hasn't gone south yet, these

are available for about $1.50

from advertisers such as Poly

Paks. Combining the keypad

with several TTL ICs pro-

duces a computer keyboard

that will enter data as fast as

you can make your fingers

fly.

In the hex keyboard, we
have sixteen keys that corres-

pond to the hexadecimal

number system. We need a

circuit to detect when any

one of the keys on the hex

keyboard is pushed.

Solution: Two 7430
NAND gates (same as the

7420 NAND, except has 8
inputs) apd a 7402 NOR gate

are used to detect when a key
on the hex keyboard is
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Fig. 7. Logic symbols reflect the logic functions.

closed. The output of the

NOR gate is a negative-going

pulse that triggers a circuit

called a one-shot monostable

multivibrator which will out-

put a single pulse. (We will

get to one-shots a little later

in the course.)

Procedure: Fig. 6 gives the

circuit. Fig. 6 shows the cir-

cuit the way I have been

teaching you the gates. I have

done this deliberately until

now. Fig. 6 is incorrectly

drawn. The correct method

of drawing the circuit is

shown in Fig. 7.

In the interest of sim-

plicity, I've ignored this point

until now. We are using active

low inputs on the 7430 in

Figs. 6 and 7; the logic func-

tion is the OR function. We
want to detect when pin 1

OR pin 2, OR pin 3 and so on

goes low. Thus we would

draw the circuit as shown in

Fig. 7 using the OR symbol

and placing the little circles

(state indicators — "indicat-

ing the state") on the inputs,

and not on the output. By

placing the circles on the

inputs we are indicating that

the gate is looking for active

low inputs (i.e., the switch

taking the input to ground),

tt a gate has a circle at the

output (such as the 7402

NOR) the output is low when

the logic function of the gate

(OR) is being performed. All

of this is covered in Pete

Stark's article in the May
issue. Please note that both

circuits in Figs. 6 and 7 func-

tion in exactly the same way.

A switch closure to ground

triggers the one-shot. We have

simply made the logic dia-

gram reflect the logic func-

tion that is being performed.

You can breadboard the

hex keyboard circuit of Fig. 7

as follows. Replace the one-

shot with an LED. Connect

the LED between the 7402

output and ground. If you

have two 7430s, then

proceed. If you have only one

7430, then use it as the upper

7430 in the figure. The other

input to the 7402 is normally

low if none of the eight In-

puts of the lower 7430 are

tive-going output for any

switch closure.

Experiment #23
The AND Function

Problem: I have two

switches and an LED. I want

to turn on the LED with a

high but only if both switches

are closed to a high.

Solution: Use a 7408 quad

2-input AND gate.

Procedure: Refer to Fig.

8a which gives the pin-outs

for the 7408. If you have a

7408, it can be connected on

the breadboard as shown in

Fig. 8b. If you try the circuit

of Fig. 8b, you'll find that it

does not work. Regardless of

whether the switches are

closed or not, the LED is on.

Only if we ground one of the

inputs to the 7408 will the

LED go off. This is because

the 7408 inputs are floating

(a) 7408 PIN OUTS

(b)HEY. THIS DOESN'T WORK (c) OK . THIS WORKS'

5

-t
^ ^

n
1 oo T^

-H ^-

33on 33011

(d) SO DOES THIS (e)AND SO DOES THIS

Fig. 8. Experiment #23, the AND function.

closed. So we can bypass the

lower 7430 by grounding the

ihput of the 7402 that would

be fed by the lower 7430.

Any closure of any of the

eight inputs of the upper

7430 will then turn off the

LED. By moving the one

7430 that you do have to the

lower position, and grounding

the upper input to the 7402,

you can then simulate any of

sixteen key closures and

verify that you get a nega-

at a TTL high whether we

close the switches or not.

Hmmmm ... we need the

inputs both low until the

switches are closed.

Let's add two resistors to

the 7408 inputs to pull them

low unless the switches are

both closed as shown in Fig.

8c. These two resistors are

not critical. We have to use a

value that the 7408 will inter-

pret as a low on the inputs. A
1k will work very nicely here,

as will anything between

about 100 and 1500 Ohms;

use what you have available.

(By the way, don't forget the

current-limiting resistor

between the 7408 output and

the LED.) Now we have a

solution to the original prob-

lem. The LED will be on

only if both switches are

closed to + .

But you say you don't

have a 7408? Well, we can

still solve the problem with

what we do have. We have a

7400 and an inverter.

If we follow the NAND
gate with an inverter, we also

invert the logic function.

That is, a NAND followed by

an inverter will give us the

AND function. So even if you

do not have a 7408, you can

still solve the problem with a

7400 and an inverter. Fig. 8d

gives the details.

We don't have to use a

7404 for the inverter func-

tion, because if both inputs

of the 7400 NAND gate are

connected together so that

there is only one input

instead of two, this con-

figuration will function as an

inverter instead of as a NAND
gate. This solution is shown

in Fig. 8e. To form the AND
function from the NAND
function, add an inverter to

the NAND gate.

Hey, will this also work

for the NOR function? You

better believe it. The OR
function can be stated as

follows: The output is high if

any input is high. To form

the OR function from the

NOR function, add an in-

verter to the NOR gate.

Most of the time it will be

better to use the 7408 AND
gate or the 7432 NOR gate to

obtain the AND and the OR
functions instead of using the

NAND plus the inverter or

the NOR plus the inverter.

There will be times, however,

when this trick will come in

handy, such as in this experi-

ment where we do not have a

7408, but we do have a 7400.

Experiment #24
The NOR Function

from the NAND
Problem: I have several
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NAND gates, but this circuit

that I want to try on the
console breadboard uses a

NOR gate. I'll have to run out
and buy a NOR gate to try

the circuit. Hit WAIT (or

STOP, HALT, or whatever)!

Solution: Yes, you can run
out and buy the IC, and when
you decide to actually build

the circuit on a PC board this

is the path that you should
take. But it is also possible to

build the NOR gate function
from a quad 2-input NAND
gate. In fact, it is possible to

build all four logic functions

from either quad 2-input

second section of the 7400 as

an inverter. To do this simply

connect both inputs together

and use them as one input.

This performs an inverter

function. Now the output of

the inverter section is high

only if both inputs is high,

and this is equivalent to the
AND function.

If we add a pair of in-

verters ahead of the inputs to

a NAND gate as shown in Fig.

9c, we can get the output
high if either input is high.

This is the OR function. You
will notice the 7400 has been
drawn as an OR gate. Output

4

p1—m oo

'

(a) NAND
(t>) NAND

(c) OR
(d) NOR

Fig. 9. Experiment #24, AND, NAND, OR and NOR from one quad
2-input gate.
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Fig. 10. Inverters from NOR and NAND gates.

gate. Let's do it with the
7400.

Procedure: Referring to

Fig. 9, put the 7400 in the

Superstrip. Now darn it,

don't forget power and
ground first! Since the 7400
is the NAND function, we
have this function just as

soon as we connect power
and ground. Output low only
if all inputs high = NAND
function. Now connect a

74

high only if both inputs are

low is the NOR function. We
can get this by following the

circuit of Fig. 9c with an
inverter. Fig. 9d then gives us

the NOR function from the

NAND function. In fact, in

this process we formed all

four logic functions from a

quad 2-input NAND gate.

The same thing can be

done with the NOR gate.

Take a 7402 and see if you
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Fig. 11. Equivalent gates.

can make all four logic func-

tions from it. The process is

identical to that used in

experiment #24. Try it . . .

see if you can do it.

Experiment #25
Inverters

Problem: I am out of 7404
sections and I need another

inverter for my circuit.

Solution: Do you have any
unused sections of 7400s or

7402s left?

Procedure: Inverters are

often formed from unused
gate sections. The 7400 in the

preceding experiment was
used as an inverter by simply

tying both inputs together.

This is one way to form an

inverter from a 7400 section.

A second way is to tie one
input high and feed the signal

in on the other input. You
can tie the unused input

directly to + but this is not
the recommended method. IC

manufacturers suggest tying

unused inputs high through a

resistor. Any resistor from
about 470 to 3.3k Ohms will

work. The usual value is 1k
Ohm. Several unused inputs

can be tied high through a

single 1k resistor (see Fig.

10).

Unused NOR gate sections

can also be used as inverters.

Again both inputs can be tied

together and treated as a

single input to obtain the

inverter function, or the

unused input can be enabled

by grounding it (see Fig. 10).

Try all the circuits of Fig.

10 on the breadboard and
verify that each inverter

works just as well as a 7404
inverter section would.

Summary

During these first five

sessions of Kilobaud Klass-

room I have tried to present

the logic symbols for gates in

a way that would be easiest

for the student to learn them.
In other words, I have not
switched back and forth too
much (until this session)

showing how gates perform

equivalent functions. For

example, you will remember
how I made one of the 7400
gates in Fig. 9c and 9d a

"negated-input" OR? If the

gate is performing an OR
function (which it is in that

case) then it should be drawn
as an OR.

For the remainder of

Kilobaud Klassroom we will

not be switching back and
forth, and our logic diagrams
will represent the logic func-

tion being performed as

closely as possible.

Fig. 1 1 shows the four

basic logic functions AND,
NAND, OR and NOR along

the left side with their equiv-

alent OR/AND gates in the

center column. The truth

table shown with each pair

will provide verification for

the equivalent logic functions

being performed.



Experiment 26

Purpose: To build a test

instrument, the Squawker.

Equipment: 1. 555 inte-

grated circuit; 2. small

speaker scrounged from a de-

funct vest pocket transistor

radio; 3. 9 volt transistor

radio battery.

New symbols: none.

Circuit: The circuit for the

console clock was given

earlier. It is repeated here for

those who have misplaced the

original, or loaned out their

copy of Kilobaud, or what-

ever.

Procedure: Lay out a PC

board similar to that used for

the console clock. Use a fixed

resistor in place of the pot,

and use a .1 mfd capacitor for

the timing capacitor. As-

semble all components in a

box of some kind. See theory

section.

Theory: An ohmmeter is

used more often for con-

tinuity checks than it is for

measuring resistance. Check-

ing continuity occurs so often

that many continuity testers

have been placed on the

market. A flashlight bulb, a

battery and a pair of clip

leads is one simple continuity

tester. All usual forms of con-

tinuity testers suffer from

one common fault: They all

use the sense of vision for a

go/no-go indication. This

means that one must take his

eyes off what he is doing to

read the instrument. Even

using peripheral vision to read

the light bulb detracts from

the job at hand. We need to

use another of our senses to

read the data.

This circuit was originally

developed for an aircraft-

mechanic friend of mine to

enable him to time the mag-

netos on an aircraft engine

without taking his eyes off

the compass rose that he was

using on the prop to check

degrees of timing. There were

commercial magneto timing

buzzers available, but he

wanted one that would be

ultrasensitive. And so the

Squawker was born.

Since it was originally

developed, several hundred

other uses have evolved for it.

An electrical building in-

spector has one for checking

house wiring. An electrical

contractor has one for ringing

out wires. Our auto shop in-

structor has three of them for

checking point gaps and for

troubleshooting electrical

wiring problems. Avionics

technicians use them to ring

out aircraft wiring harnesses

during installation. Better

make two of them, as one

will probably end up as a gift

for one of your friends.

The 7404 circuit in Exper-

iment 1 of Kilobaud Klass-

room can also be used, but it

takes four penlight cells and a

diode to get a power pack for

the 7404 Squawker. Since the

555 can use up to 18 volts for

its power, the 9 volt tran-

sistor battery provides a very

convenient manner of

powering the 555 Squawker.

The photos show both ver-

sions of the Squawker: the

7404 and the 555. Mount the

unit in some kind of a con-

tainer. A plastic box or an

empty tuna fish can may be

used. The photos show a

sawed off extruded, rectang-

ular piece of aluminum from

a World War II surplus

vacuum tube radio set. One

end was plugged with plastic,

the other with wood. One
end is fixed permanently;

other is removable to facili-

tate battery replacement. The

entire circuit is attached to

the removable end plug. A
piece of cardboard, micarta

•4 7K 8 4

555

"F
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3 !
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Fig. 12.
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555 Squawker. 7474 Squawker.
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BATTERY

(ADJUST FOR
DESIRED PITCH)

Fig. 14.

or wood supports and insu-

lates the circuit board and
battery, and provides a

mounting for the speaker.

The speaker was salvaged

from a defunct vest pocket
transistor radio. The tran-

sistor radio will furnish all the

parts except the 555 chip,

including the battery clips.

Caution: do not trust the red

and black wires to mean
positive and negative. Check
things out to be sure, since

555 chips die very quickly if

connected with reverse

polarity. Also, if you salvage

the battery connector from a

defunct 9 volt battery, the +

and - markings will get re-

versed when connected to a

new 9 volt battery.

A section of reasonably

flexible lamp cord makes a

nice pair of test leads, and
adding a pair of small alli-

gator clips to the ends makes
the test leads more func-

tional. Connecting the two
leads together connects the

battery to the circuit, and
causes the test device to

squawk. Do not use the 555
circuit to test TTL circuitry:

nine volts is not a TTL level.

It is a good idea to bread-

board the entire circuit

SPEAKER

Fig. 15.

before starting the PC board.

Use the console to test your

completed Squawker circuit,

and set the tone to your
liking before you put the

circuit into its container. The
pitch is adjusted by changing
the value of the resistor

marked R on the schematic.

PREVIEW
Next session we return to

power supplies. We will be

looking at microprocessor

power supplies and multiple

voltage supplies, and protec-

tion circuits that should be
included to prevent loss of

expensive microprocessor

chips and memories. For one
experiment we'll need an

SCR (triac). Get an inexpen-

sive one for the experiment.

And we'll have another 555
circuit using it as a touch

control.

No supplier has been con-

tacted about the few parts

needed for the next session.

You should already have

everything, except perhaps

the SCR. The other materials

should be scrounged up some-
where or purchased locally, as

they will be too heavy to

mail.

THE PARTS TERMINAL
P.O. Box 2143 Orcutt, Ca. 93454 (805) 922-0714

ALL PARTS ARE BRAND NEW, PRIME, 1st QUALITY. NO COSMETIC REJECTS OR SECONDS SOLD

Computer Transformers
MULTI-TAPED PRIMARY 106-117 V
208-230 V SECONDARY, 36V AC CT
AT 3A., 18VCT AT 7A

. , PERFECT
FOR MICROPROCESSORS.
$ 24.50 ea

MICRO MINATURE PC MOUNT TRANS-
FORMER 117 VAC PRIMARY, 2 OUTPUTS
30VCT AT 300MA, 18VCT AT 300MA

.

SIZE: 1 3/8L, 1 1/8W, 1H. PERFECT
FOR MICRO MINATURE APPLICATIONS!
$ 5.63 ea ANY QUANTITY

4K Memory Chip
MOTOROLA MCM660P 4Kxl
DYNAMIC MEMORY CHIP 16 PIN
PLASTIC - 1st QUALITY 100%
TESTED AND BURNED IN. PIN
FOR PIN COMPATABLE TO THE
POPULAR 4096
$ 3.95 ea ANY QUANTITY

TR 1602B UART
WESTERN DIGITAL UART CHIP
UNIVERSAL ASYNCHRONOUS
TRANS/REC BAUD RATES UP
TO 20K BAUD-NEW-PRIME
$ 4.00 ea ANY QUANTITY

Z-80

NoC.O.D.'s.-MasterCharge.BofA or Visa Accepted
Personal Checks Require 2-3 Weeks to Clear.

ZILOG Z-80 CPU CHIP, PRIME
1st QUALITY - NO FALLOUTS
OR COSMETIC REJECTS!
$ 23.50 ea ANY QUANTITY

Video Monitor
PANASONIC TR-920 M
AC-DC OPERATION WITH
ATTRACTIVE CASE. PERFECT
FOR CRT OR CCTV APPLICATIONS
$ 122.50 ea

1K EPROM
2708 1Kx3 E PROM - PRIME
1st QUALITY- THESE ARE TOP
OF THE LINE, NO FALLOUTS
OR COSMETIC REJECTS SOLD!
$ 22.00 ea ANY QUANTITY

All Orders Shipped Same Day as Received
P22
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MOST OF TODAY'S PERSONAL
COMPUTERS are microcomputers.

Compared to our minicomputer they are slow

and expensive.

Our mini "the MINI 12™" has been

around for three years. We've been steadily

selling it to industrial customers who have

proven its reliability. Only recently have we

paid much attention to the personal

computing market. We've discovered that our

computer is simply better, and most interest-

ingly, LESS EXPENSIVE.
NONE OF THE MICROCOMPUTERS

can offer you the range of software available

to the MINI 12. Compatibility with the most

popular minicomputer, DEC's PDP-8E, gives

you a vast library of programs. You will also

be pleasantly surprised when you experience

the speed and sophistication of our

EXTENDED BASIC compiler, or FORTRAN,
ALGOL and FOCAL.

Unlike today's microcomputers, our

Mini 12 is fully software supported by an

advanced operating system, including...file

handling text editor, symbolic assembler,

loaders, ODT
(octal debugging technique),

batch processor, and system utilities.

The MINI 12 comes with 8K of memory
and is easily expandable to 32K. Because the

MINI 12 processes 12 bit words (instead of 8

bit bytes) you need far less memory. For most

applications... using our optional MINI
STORE digital cassette system with the

BASIC compiler, you will never need add

another single byte!

Because we want you to have the

pleasure of using your minicomputer right

away, our MINI 12 comes fully assembled,

debugged and ready to plug in. It includes a

full front panel, controller for eight digital

tape drives, and built-in serial interface plus

other technical niceties like a binary loader

and monitor bootstrap in ROM memory.
Frankly, when compared with micro-

computers, we're surprised at how good a

deal we are. Write... or better yet, give us a

call ©303-794-1634 and let us help you get it

all together!

TLF Post Office Box 2298, Littleton, Colorado 80161, Telephone 303-794-1634

T20 PDP-8E and Focal are Trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation



Digital Group

MAXI-Basic

Charles P. Howerton, President
Digital Group Software Systems
PO Box 1086
Arvada CO 80001

On a bright cold day in

mid-December The
Digital Group, in conjunction

with Digital Group Software

Systems, mailed 15,000 flyers

announcing our long and
not-so-patiently-awaited full-

sized BASIC. Within 48 hours

orders began to flow in from
Digital Group owners and
users from Maine to Alaska,

Florida to California, and
Europe to Australia.

Oh, happy day! We
thought! We had prepackaged
cassettes and documentation
in preparation and im-

mediately went into a high

speed shipping mode and
tried to turn orders for

MAXI-Basic around as quick-

ly as possible (many were
shipped the same day as the

order was received). Needless

to say we had expected a

joyous elated response from
the users and for the most
part, that is what we received.

Then the bits hit the bus and
the phone began to ring and
hasn't stopped since.

No one came right out and
said "MAXI-Basic stinks" or

"MAXI-Basic is no good" or
any of a number of com-
ments to which we could
have responded with a rasp-

berry and an invitation to
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how come ?

return it for a refund. Most of

the callers asked "Why
doesn't MAXI-Basic have
this?" or "Why doesn't

MAXI-Basic do that?"

We knew that the docu-

mentation left something to

be desired, as is usually the

case when a product is rushed

to delivery to meet a recog-

nized demand, and felt that

the option to receive an up-

graded version in the spring

(for the Z-80 only) would fill

this void. However, surpris-

ingly, most of the complaints

were not about the docu-

mentation, per se. We at-

tempt to maintain a log of

complaints so that future

versions of products can be

modified to incorporate fixes

and suggested improvements.
It wasn't very long before the

MAXI-Basic log got out of

hand and caused alarm bells

to ring.

The question foremost in

our minds was "Had we
propagated a disaster?" In

order to attempt to develop
an answer to this question,
we sat down with the MAXI-
Basic log and began to
analyze the reported
problems (we call them
bitches). The pattern which
emerged initially was that

there was no particular pat-

tern to the comments. There
were, of course, several

clusters principally in the

areas of the lack of pre-

defined inverse trigonometric

functions and misunderstand-

ings in how to use the string

manipulation resources but

these were easily handled by
explanations of the strings

and suggestions that user-

defined inverse functions,

where required, were more
cost effective in memory
utilization than using up
space carrying them around
when they are not universally

used. The balance of the com-
mentary had no pattern at all.

They are typified by the fol-

lowing:

— Why didn't you use PEEK
and POKE like MITS instead

of EXAM(ine) and FILL?
— Why is it I have to specify

the starting and ending char-

acters of a substring instead

of the starting character and
the length?

— I want to be able to specify

the precision of each variable.

Do you plan to have this in

Version 2?
— Did you know that some
BASICs allow you to go back

and forth from string values

to numeric values just using

the LET (which can be

implied) rather than using

functions like you guys do?
— Are you going to have the

DO with indentation instead

of or in addition to the FOR
NEXT as on the Darned
Expensive Computer
QEQ-18-T?

— I have been working with

the HAL-250 200K Inter-

active Time-shared BASIC
and it has the WHEN-MAYBE
command. Do you plan to

add this facility?

— Why did you use SCR
instead of NEW? I blew my
opus magnus the other night

because of that!

— and on, and on . . .

A hundred bucks worth of

long distance calls and much
cerebration finally revealed

the cause of this problem:

1. None of the complainants
were programmers by profes-

sion.

2. Almost all had used some
version of BASIC in school

and were accustomed to using

the one or two versions of the

language with which they had
worked.

3. From personal experience,

there are over 30 currently

available official versions of

BASIC on every size machine
from micros through minis to

really-biggies.

4. There are several hundred
books on the BASIC language

with each professing to be the

best description.

5. Some manufacturers have

made available source listings

of their BASIC Interpreter to

users (especially schools and
research institutions) and
these users have highly modi-

fied the BASIC for their own
purposes and then taught the

use of the modified version as

if it were the official version.

There are probably several

thousand variants of the orig-

inal Dartmouth BASIC float-

ing around out there in the

world.

6. Use of the WHEN-MAYBE
construct in conjunction with

a little old-fashioned permu-
tations and combinations

mathematics using MAXI-
Basic and the MARK-I
Human Logic System suggests

sometimes that it is highly

possible that several million

casual users could each have a

slightly different concept of

BASIC, what it contains and
how to use it.



The professional pro-

grammer, when handed some

documentation on a new
version of a language with

which he or she may or may
not be familiar, usually sits

down with a coding form and

exercises the language until a

good level of proficiency is

achieved. While there may be

an occasional grumble about

one thing or another with

respect to the version being

used, there is a job to do and

one way or the other, it gets

done.

The systems programmer

who is given the job of

writing a BASIC Interpreter

creates a work of art which is

his or her understanding of

what BASIC is and how it

works (sometimes good,

sometimes bad). Since there

has not been a standard

definition of BASIC* avail-

able until now, most BASICs

were implemented to fit the

particular piece of hardware

*A Standard for BASIC is in the

works and will be released in

1977.

for which they were being

written. If and when a

standard definition of the

BASIC language is accepted

by the computer community,

it should be remembered that

such standards are minimum
standards and that each man-

ufacturer/implementor will

embellish its version with

features which it feels best

sets off its hardware or soft-

ware talent. There are

probably 50 versions each of

COBOL and FORTRAN
which are min imally

compatible at the minimum
standard level. IBM alone has

at least four variants of the

COBOL language.

When one takes into ac-

count all of the foregoing, it

would be relatively easy to

come to the conclusion that,

like religion and politics,

BASIC is a personal thing

that reflects your personal

training and experience with,

the version with which you

are most familiar.

As for MAXI-Basic;
MAXI-Basic is MAXI-Basic.

Try it! You'll like it!!

Tarbell
Floppy Disc Interface
Designed for Hobbyists and

Systems Developers

m
[gjLj

iilrJlXi m m

Plugs directly into your IMSAI or ALTAIR* and handles up

to 4 standard single drives in daisy-chain.

Operates at standard 250K bits per second on normal disc

format capacity of 243K bytes.

Works with modified CP/M Operating System and BASIC-E

Compiler.

Hardware includes 4 extra IC slots, built-in phantom boot-

strap and on-board crystal clock. Uses WD 1771 LSI Chip.

6-month warranty and extensive documentation.

PRICE: Kit $190 Assembled $265
* ALTAIR is a tradcmark/tradename of MITS, INC.

. 20620 South Leapwood Avenue. Suite P

Carson. CaHtomla 90746

(213) 538-4251
T11

The best selection

of computer related

publications in the

country.

rofessiona
ooks

ON ADP RELATED SUBJECTS REPRESENTING:
WILEY, HAYDEN. SAMS, OSBORNE, AND MANY
OTHER PUBLISHERS
Special orders accepted.

computers
PITTSPURQ AREA
Robar Building
4170 Wm. Penn

WASHINGTON, D.C. AREA
1776 E. Jefferson St
Rockville, Md. 20852
301/468-0455
BALTIMORE AREA
4005 Seven Mile Lane
Baltimore, Md. 21208
301/486-5350
NORTHERN VIRGINIA AREA
5240 Port Royal Rd.
Suite 2034170Wm. Penn Highway Suite 203

Murruysville, Penn. 15660 Springfield, Virginia 22151
4 1 2/327-0455. 703/32 1-9047

MICRO & PERIPHERALS
Compucolor Corporation

Cromemco »The Digital Group

ICOM • Lear Seigler • North

Star Computers • Oliver

Audio Engineering • Poly-

morphic Systems • Sanyo

Seals • Smoke Signal Broad-

casting • Southwest Technical

Products •Tarbell • TDL
Texas Instruments

Vector Graphics

THE
COMPUTER
WORKSHOP

KANSAS CITY AREA
6 East St.

Parkville, Mo. 64152
816/741-5055
BAC & MASTER CHARGE C31
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Utili ASCII
Control Codes !

for cursor control, etc.

Richard Wright
676 Coe
Tiffin OH 44883

If you've ever looked at an

ASCII chart, you may
have noticed 32 control func-

tlons. Most stand-alone

terminals use these for house-

keeping, like Space and Line-

feed (SP & LF). Even if your

system uses 12 of these, that

still leaves 20 that can be

used for outside world com-
mands or cursor control.

Read on and I'll show you
how to do it — cheap!

First look at Chart 1,

column 1 and pick out the

control functions your

system already uses. Column
2 shows my TV II, 8K
BASIC, and cassette interface

controls. As you can see in

column 3, this left me 18
functions to use as I wish.

Column 4 is the hex call-ups

and column 5 the decimal

call-ups for BASIC.

Hardware

The ASCII code for

control characters differs

from alphanumeric only by
the logic level of bits 6 and 7.

All we need to test for the

presence of a control char-

acter is to determine if both
bits 6 and 7 are logic low.

The TV II tests bits 6 and 7

internally with a 2-input

NAND gate, IC 32(c). The
output of this gate is available

at pin 6 of cursor control

board connector J 3. The rest

of the ASCII code bits 1, 2,

3, 4, 5 are available at cursor

control board connector J4,

pins 9, 8, 7, 6, 5 respectively.

Solder a wire to each of these

points on the cursor control

board and a wire to ground at

Control Terminal BASIC Direct
Control Already Used Control Added Hex Callups Callups KBD Control

NUL
SOH
STX
ETX
EOT
F^ND
ACK
BEL
BS
HT

1 CHR$(1) CTRL A
2 CHR$(2) CTRL B

03 CHR$(3) CTRL C
04 CHR$(4) CTRL D
5 CHR$(5) CTRL E

06 CHR$(6) CTRL F
07 CHR$(7) CTRL G
08 CHR$(8) CTRL H
09 CHR$(9) CTRL ILF

i 7m
LINE FEED A CHR$(10) CTRL JVT WARNING LIGHT B CHR$(11) CTRL KFF WARNING BUZZER C CHR$(12) CTRL LCR

SO
CARRIAGE RETURN D CHR$(13) CTRL M

CURSOR LEFT 0E CHR$(14) CTRLN
SI BACK SPACE F CHR$(15) CTRL ODLE
DC1

CURSOR HOME UP
CASSETTE

1 CHR$(16) CTRL P

DC2
PLAYBACK ON
CASSETTE

11 CHR$(17) CTRL Q

DC3
RECORD ON
CASSETTE

12 CHR$(18) CTRLR

DC4
PLAYBACK OFF
CASSETTE

13 CHR$(19) CTRL S

NAK
RECORD OFF
ERASE END

14 CHR$(20) CTRL T

SYN
OF LINE
ERASE END

15 CHR$(21) CTRL U
OF FRAME 16 CHR$(22) CTRL VETB

CAN
EM
O T TT1

CURSOR RIGHT
DELETE

17
18

CHR$(23)
CHR$(24)

CTRL W
CTRLX

CURSOR UP 19 CHR$(25) CTRL YSUB
ESC

CURSOR DOWN 1A CHR$(26) CTRL ZHARD COPY
FS
GS
RS
US
SP

ON & OFF IB CHR$(27) CTRL [CURSOR ON IC CHR$(28)
CURSOR OFF ID CHR$(29) CTRL 1

CTRL TPAGE 1 IE CHR$(30)

SPACE
PAGE 2 IF

20
CHR$(31)
CHR$(32) SPACE BAR

Chart 1. ASCII control character chart.
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BIT 6/7-

BIT 5 -

I 1

!

| 7402 7404
|

JBIT6

IBIT7
I

INON-TVII OWNERS
|MUST ADD THIS CKT

I

12

J7

~L
IB

*>£

5V

19 k
A?

74154

4 LINE

TO
16 LINE
DECODER

IC1

BIT 4

BIT 3

BIT 2

BIT I

7404 20 21 2?

|7

IC

15

|4

13

10

-NUL

SOH
-STX
-ETX

-EOT
-END
-ACK
-BEL

-BS
-HT
-LF
-VT
-FF
-CR
-SO
-SI

12 m

5V

9 24

74I54

4 LINE

TO
16 LINE
DECODER

IC2

23 [20 2I 22

IT

IC

.15

|4

IS

IO

-DLE

-DCI

-DC2
-DC3

-DC4
-NAK
-SYN
-ETB

-CAN
-EM
-SUB
-ESC
-FS
-GS
-RS

-US

23

Fig. 1. 32 control character decoder with buffered inputs and TTL logic

level outputs (output is unstrobed).

pin 2 of J4. Now, bring these

wires to the outside world

and we are ready to exper-

iment.

For the following experi-

mentation, a solderless bread-

board is invaluable. To test

these circuits it will be easiest

to write a small program to

sequentially call up each of

the ASCII control characters.

The program will depend on

the CPU architecture of your

machine. In BASIC the pro-

gram might look like this:

10 for x = 1 TO 31
20 PRINT X; CHR$(X)
30 NEXT X
40 GOTO 10

To prevent upsetting

normal operation of my TV
II, I felt it necessary to buffer

all bit lines except 6/7. The

first circuit I tried is shown in

Fig. 1. IC 1 and IC 2 are

4-line -to- 16-line decoders.

The logic level of bit 5 deter-

mines which decoder will be

enabled. Control-character-

recognition line 6/7 provides

chip enable. The logic levels

of bits 1 through 4 determine

which decoder output will go

low.

The circuit in Fig. 1

worked well but had one

flaw. The decoder outputs

were TTL logic levels. For

some outside world com-

mands 3.4 V and .2 V levels

would have worked fine, but

for cursor control I needed

open-collector drivers. Rather

than add a resistor and tran-

sistor to each output, I

decided to check the parts

box ("junk box" is a vul-

garism) for an alternative

decoder. Southwest Technical

Products used a 7445 on the

cursor control board so I

looked for those. Sure

enough, I had a couple of

dozen 7445s I'd taken off

surplus boards with a propane

torch.

The circuit in Fig. 2 is the

result of my next experiment.

It's a 32 control character

decoder with full input

buffering and open collector

output. This circuit can be

used by any stand-alone

terminal or keyboard utilizing

7-bit ASCII code.

The 7445s are BCD to

decimal decoders operating in

a 3-line-to-8-line mode. In

this mode, pin 12 becomes a

chip enable. As long as pin 12

remains high all of the eight

lower outputs will remain

open. Whenever pin 12 goes

low one of the eight outputs

will go low. Which one of the

outputs will be determined

by the logic levels of bits 1, 2,

and 3? Bits 4 and 5 are

decoded by the 3-input

NAND gates (7410). These

gates decide which 7445 will

be enabled. Now, for every

control character recognition

decoded from bits 6 and 7,

the one-shot formed by IC 5

will be triggered. The output

of the one-shot is a slightly

delayed, short-lived pulse.

The enabling strobe from the

one-shot is routed to one of

the 7445s by way of the

3-input NAND gates and one

of the 32 decoder outputs

goes momentarily low.

The one-shot circuit has

been optimized for the TV II.

If for any reason you find it

necessary to adjust this

circuit, I'd suggest leaving R1

at 1k and adjust the value of

C1 for delay or C2 for pulse

width. In any case, C1 and C2
should have a 10% or better

tolerance.

The TV II already has

eight of the control char-

acters decoded by the cursor

control board, so portions of

Fig. 2 would be redundant.

Fig. 3 is a modified version I

use in my TV II terminal. If

you breadboard the circuits

in Figs. 2 or 3, you will find

the strobe output goes by so

quickly a static logic probe

won't detect it. You will have

to use a scope or a pulse-

catcher circuit like the one in

Fig. 4.

Software Cursor Control

Once you have decoded

these commands, what do

you do? Well, that depends

on personal needs. As Fig. 3

indicates, I use a bunch of

them to provide full software

cursor control. This allows

me to get away from the

restrictive, top-to-bottom/

left-to-right format of the TV
1 1 system as much as possible.

Consider how nice it would

be to print anywhere on the

BCD IO DEC
DECODER

Fig. 2. 32 control character decoder with buffered inputs and 30 V, 80 mA open collector outputs (can be

used with any 7-bit ASCII terminal).
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J4
PIN 9

PIN 8

PIN 7 .OUTSIDE
/WORLD
COMMANDS

PIN 6

PIN 5

J 3 7404
P,N 6

l^«
BIT 6/7-c£>

ONE SEC
ONTIME

SOLID STATE
BUZZER

(SOURCE UNKNOWN)

CURSOR LEFT
POINT "F" ON CURSOR CONTROL BOARD

CURSOR UP
POINT "G" ON CURSOR CONTROL BOARD

CURSOR DOWN
POINT "E" ON CURSOR CONTROL BOARD

HARD COPY ON/OFF
SCR CONTROL CKT

CURSOR ON/OFF
1 m

POINT "M" ON MAIN TVll BOARD

PAGE I

J 10 PIN I

PAGE 2

J 10 PIN 2

Fig. 3. Modified version of Fig. 2 used in TV II with cursor control board. Provides full computer cursor
control and page select as well as outside world commands.

board I point-to-point

soldered it together on a

circuit board. I then wired

and mounted a double 22-pin

edge connector inside the

aluminum bud-box housing

my terminal. A chassis

mounted 15-pin D subminia-

ture connector terminates

outside world commands.

Outside World Commands

Cadmium sulfide photo-

cells are easily obtainable at

your local Radio Shack,

cheap! By placing an LED
near the face of a cadmium
sulfide photocell you have

constructed your own optical

coupler with isolation char-

acteristics equal to or better

than commercial units.

CD-S photocells have some
advantages over solid state

LED will go
alternately on or

off with each
pulse

CRT anytime you wish. You
can do this in BASIC with

PRINT CHR$(X) and FOR-
NEXT loops.

In the TV II, many of the

cursor control functions were

diverted to control the AC-30
cassette interface. As Fig. 3
shows, to regain full cursor-

control and pick up software

page-select, it's only neces-

sary to connect the open
collectors from our decoder
to solder points provided on
the cursor control board and
J10. By using open collectors,

local-manual control can be

maintained with momentary
contact switches. (I use re-

labeled calculator keys.)

My KBD-5 keyboard has a

nice, red, encoded ESC key
which is used absolutely no-

where in the system. I elim-

inated this wasteful condition

by dedicating the ESC key to

hard-copy on/off control.

One half of a 7474 D-type

flip-flop is used for cursor-

on/off control.

I should explain about the

warning light and buzzer. One
project I am currently in-

volved in is the monitoring

and automatic control of a

commercial FM transmitter,

so I added two warning

devices within the terminal.

The light flashes when the

nominal transmitter param-

eters have been exceeded and
the computer is taking cor-

rective action. The buzzer

sounds when the computer
has corrected all it can and an
operator must do something

DECODER
OUTPUT

I2

5V

I.1
74107

CK

J

IK
-wv-

©ANY LED

330X1

5V

J

Fig. 4. Pulse catcher used to detect
and 3.

strobed outputs for testing Figs. 2

CADMIUM SULFIDE
PHOTOCELLS

I LED

d)

TO LOAD CADMIUM SULFIDE
PHOTOCELL (

M2

DT IAC

LED

within three minutes. I wish I

could tell you more about the

buzzer unit, but all I know is

that it takes 50 mA at 5 volts

to operate. I bought four at

the Dayton Hamvention for

5GV each. (This application

gives you an idea of one of

the many areas this circuit

can be used in.)

Once I verified the oper-

ation of Fig. 3 on the bread-

TO LOAD

(LOAD)

AC VOLTAGE
(

ANODE
SCR

CATH

CAT!

CADMIUM SULFIDE
PHOTOCELL^

H /£

FULL WAVE SOLID STATE RELAY

J INPUT
"^ VOLTAGE

SCR

LED ^O (?)
A

SCR
CATH

HALF WAVE SOLID STATE RELAY AC VOLTAGE

In dc ckts SCR latches closed
when light falls on photocell.
Voltage across SCR must fall to
zero before SCR will open.

You can build your own
full wave solid state

relay with back-to-back
SCRs.

Fig. 5. Basic control circuits can be thought of as light controlled solid state re/ays.

junction types, which make
them very easy to use with

silicon-controlled rectifiers

(SCRs) and TRIACs. First,

CD-Ss can control a fairly

large amount of current, but

more important, they are

photo-resistive, which means
they control positive and

negative-going control volt-

ages equally well.

Without delving too
deeply into thyristor theory,

we can say that the circuits in

Fig. 5 act like light-controlled

solid state relays. In each

circuit, when light from the

LED falls on the CDS photo-

cell, the resistance falls to a

relatively low value. This low
resistance will allow a control

voltage, going in the correct

direction and sufficiently

large, to be applied to the

gate of the TRIAC or SCR to

turn it on. The net effect is
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similar to the closing of a

switch. When light no longer

falls on the photocell the

TRIAC or SCR will remain

on, until the voltage falls near

zero. This happens automati-

cally 1 20 times a second in an

ac circuit.

In a dc circuit some

method of dropping the

voltage across the SCR or

TRIAC to zero will have to

be provided. A switch,

parallel to or in series with

the SCR or TRIAC, will do

nicely. By the way, the

brushes in a dc motor or a

"universal" motor will inter-

rupt the circuit automati-

cally.

There is one limitation to

this idea. The spectral

response time of cadmium

sulfide photocells is not much

faster than the human eye.

This means the LED must be

on or off for about 1/30

second before the photocell

responds. Fortunately, for

on/off control this is not

much of a limitation.

Fig. 6 demonstrates
various ways I use our solid

state relays to control ac and

dc motors, solenoids, trans-

mitters, almost anything!

You can alternately turn

something on and off using a

single control command to

the CLK input of the 7476

flip-flop in Fig. 6a. Two
separate control commands
can be connected to the

preset and reset for individual

on/off control. Just decide

what you want to control,

then wire the TRIAC directly

across the power switch and

let your computer do it for

you.

Fig. 6b can be used to turn

an ac or interrupted dc circuit

on for a short time. The value

of C4 and R4 determine the

on-time. I use Fig. 6b to

control a small dc motor to

raise and lower transmitter

power in small increments.

One word of caution —

our home built opto-coupler

is very sensitive. If exposed to

any ambient light, the control

7476
(JK FF)

DECODER . TURN ON
OUT *

BOTH
DECODER . ON /OFF I

OUT *

ANY NPN
(LIKE 2N3904)

PRE-
CLEAR

TO LOAD

DECODER TURN OFF
OUT *

276-1000

<AC

(a)
(Radio Shack)

I SEC ON-TIME
WITH THESE
COMPONENTS

DECODER
OUT

(b)

LOAD

ANODE
f SCR 276-1020
CATH

'"'input
"n voltage

(CKT WILL RECTIFY AC )

Fig. 6. Variations of these circuits are used to control outside world

devices.

device will turn full on. In

most applications a light

shield around the LED and

photocell will be necessary.

In case you haven't

noticed, we've provided lots

of outside world control

without adding another port

to our systems. A special

bonus for BASIC freaks is

that you don't have to PEEK
and POKE around or go to

user programs to turn some-

thing on or off. Just PRINT
CHR$(27) . . . oops . . . that

turned off my Selectric!

SAVE ! SAVE ! SAVE

!

Hobby
Computer
Boards

BOARD
ONLY

BOARD
WITH

SOCKETS
AND
PARTS
(NOT

ASSEM-
BLED)

1 MODEM (Part 109)
Type 103 Full du-

plex 300 baud
No coils; requires only

low-cost parts TTL
output and input

2 RS-232/TTL
INTERFACE (Part 232)

TTL to RS-232C and
RS-232C to TTL on
one board

3 TAPE INTERFACE
iPart \XX) Q Record
and play Kansas City

standard tapes

4 TELEVISION
TYPEWRITER (Part 106)

32 or 64 characters
per line Parallel input

1k on-board memory
Output for computer-

controlled cursor

5 UART AND BAUD-
RATE GENERATOR
(Part 101) Serial/

parallel and parallel/

serial converter Baud
rates 110, 150, 300, 600,

1200, and 2400 Low
power drain, +5V, —12V

TTL compatible

$ 7.60 $22.50

4.50 6.00

7.60 19.95

39.00 145.00

12.00 31.00

**

.AT- OH*'*'

^W^W BHr ^ '•f'-rr ^^W^ * /Z^C^T ^^^^^ ^^^B**

4k/8k STATIC RAM
(Part 300) S-100bus

6 RF MODULATOR
(Part 107) Has own
power supply built in

Boards for Apple I

MOTHER BOARD
(Part 102) 10 slots

8k MEMORY (Part 103)

SERIAL I/O (Part 104)

22.50 160.00

4.50 13.50

15.00

15.00

15.00

Electronic Systems9

Model lOO Terminal

The 32-character per line terminal

designed for the computer hobbyist —
inexpensive, but with everything you need

Record and play back programs. Use
any television set and cassette recorder

(not included).

32-character per line terminal

with video output $475
with built-in modem add 80
with tape interface add 50
with RS-232C output add 20
with RF output add 25
64 characters per line add 80

To order: When ordering, mention part or

model number and description. For parts

kits, add "A" to the model number; for

example, Part 101A. Shipping paid for

orders accompanied by check, money
order, or Master Charge, BankAmericard,

or Visa number and signature. Shipping

charges added to COD orders.

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 212, Burlingame, CA 94010
(415) 573-7788 E21
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Dedicated
Controllers

there is money to be made

Michael J. Myers
Ann Arbor Ml 48105

Mike's article demonstrates
that there are money-making
opportunities out there in

dedicated controller applica-

tions. And ... the hobbyist
should be taking advantage of
the situation and doing some-
thing about it. His article

should stimulate some
thought along these lines, and
if nothing else, get you busy
with some experimenting so
you II be ready for that

money-maker when it comes
along. - John.
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Are you tired of playing

games? Try some
machine language program-
ming on your 8080, 6800, or

6502 and make some money
with it! Let me start my story

at the beginning.

About two years ago I was
approached to design a pro-

cess controller on a con-

sulting basis for a small

company producing special

film processors. They don't
have enough electronics work
to warrant having an elec-

tronics shop, or even a full-

time technician.

The problem was to se-

quence a number of valves

and pumps to control a

Fig. 1. Process controller front panel.

custom film processor. The
process is rather slow, taking

a period of up to an hour.

The customer needed a pro-

grammable sequencer that

could cause the valves and
pumps to operate in a prepro-

grammed time sequence. The
programming was to be

straightforward, as the pro-



cess to be run might change

frequently. Capability to con-

trol four or five processors

simultaneously was also re-

quired.

The First, Non-micro Version

At the start of the project

we looked at microprocessors

(the 8008 was just getting

into general use), and on the

basis of my experience with

digital logic and inexperience

with microcomputers, I de-

cided to go the hard-wired

logic route. The description

of this first unit, which fol-

lows, is presented for the

purpose of illustrating the dif-

ferences in complexity and

ease between the hard-wired

and microcomputer ap-

proach. The hard-wired

version is still in daily use by

the customer and operating

faithfully.

I chose CMOS logic and

memory so battery backup

could be provided. The

memory capacity is 256

16-bit words. Since most of

the users are not familiar with

hexadecimal notation, and

thumbwheel switches are

available in Binary-Coded

Decimal (BCD), the words are

divided into four BCD digits.

There are three types of in-

structions, with variations on

one of them: Fig. 1 is an

illustration of the controller

front panel.

A Select instruction is

identified by the first digit, as

are the others. The second

digit identifies one of ten

output ports. Each output is

a 4-bit latched type. The

third digit specifies the out-

put to be present at the port

(a 9 specifies the 4 bits to be

1001, etc.). The last digit of a

select instruction specifies

one of three conditions. Zero

means "end this step at the

programmed time." The digit

1 indicates a wait for a condi-

tion to be present, even if the

programmed time is reached

(used, for example, in a wash

step in which wash is con-

tinued until the impurity of

discharge water reaches a low

level, measured by its con-

ductivity). The number 2

means "proceed on an ex-

ternal signal", even if the

programmed time has not yet

been reached.

The second type of com-

mand is a time instruction.

The first digit indicates the

time units to be counted;

seconds, ten seconds, or

minutes. The last three digits

indicate how many intervals

are to be counted. For ex-

ample, the code for ten

seconds, followed by 036,

would indicate a time of 360

seconds, or six minutes, dur-

ing which to hold the output

specified in the select instruc-

tion.

The third type of instruc-

tion is a jump, consisting of

the jump code and a three-

digit address to which to

jump.

Because programming
takes some time, and some of

the sequences are used fre-

quently, provision is made for

ten subroutines stored in

PROM. Each subroutine is

thirty-two words long and is

stored in a pair of 8223

fusible link programmable

memory chips. These are ac-

cessed by jumping to ad-

dresses 300 to 309. LED dis-

plays are provided for current

memory location, program-

med time for this step,

elapsed time for this step, and

the output selected by the

select code previous to the

current time instruction.

As the project developed,

interfaces were designed to

drive nine solenoid valves and

three pumps. Each interface

uses two output ports; one

for the valve information and

one for the pumps. Valves

operate one at a time, and are

specified by one decimal digit

(zero is an all off code). The

three pumps each have a bit

assigned to indicate their

status, either on or off, and

therefore may operate in-

dependently.

The finished programmer

has ten different printed cir-

cuit card designs, and

eighteen cards total. There

are about 200 CMOS and

TTL integrated circuits. It

took two months of evenings

and two solid weekends to

wire it, and about as long to

LOW TO LOW FOR
"HOLD" "EMERGENCY STOP'

J L
B5 B4

INPUT PORT "B"

KIM-I

B7B6 B5 B4 B3 82 Bl BO

TTT
AC LINE

I OF IO DECODER
ENABLE

N0T J
USED *

6 7

TRANSFORMER
ISOLATED
TRIAC SWITCH

SOLENOID
VALVE NO. 9

O

TRANSFORMER
ISOLATED
TRIAC SWITCH

SOLENOID
VALVE NO. 8

OTHER TRIACS

B4

LOW ENABLE

I
TRIAC SWITCH

B5 TRIAC SWITCH

B6- TRIAC SWITCH

PUMP^
NO.I

PUMP
.NO.

2

PUMP
NO.

3

Fig. 2. KIM-based process controller block diagram.

get it all debugged. It was

delivered in January, 1976,

and has operated since with

no failures.

Recently I received a call

from the customer asking

about more programmers. We
discussed a simpler version,

able to drive only one proces-

sor, and the possibility of a

duplicate of the original.

Calling on KIM for the 2nd

Version

I have been eyeing the

growing use of microcom-

puters for some time, and was

beginning to feel that if I

didn't get some hands-on ex-

perience with one, I would

soon be obsolete. I went to

the local computer store and

came home with a KIM-1

board.

My previous experience in

programming was essentially

having written a few pro-

grams for an HP-65 program-

mable calculator. I eagerly

started reading the MOS
Technology programming

manual and KIM-1 user

manual, which gives a sample

program and instructions for

using the tape cassette inter-

face and the self-contained

hex keyboard. After a few

puzzles things started to

make sense, and I was able to

do some simple operations,

like add two two-digit num-

bers and store the results in

memory.
The KIM interval timer

looked like a natural for

making a clock program, so I

started on one.

I could see that this

machine could easily do the

sequencer job and immedi-

ately wrote my customer

asking for a purchase order

for some hours of my time to

study the application of KIM
for his use and to come up

with some operating pro-

grams. Figuring that this was

as good a way as any to learn

the KIM, I started program-

ming.

After a week of evenings I

had a program that went

through a table of data con-

taining desired output condi-

tions and times in a fixed

repeated four-word format

of: 1. output condition; 2.

hours; 3. minutes; 4. seconds.
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I connected some LEDs with

buffers to an output port and
verified operation of the pro-

gram. A long look at the KIM
monitor program (well docu-
mented in the user manual)
gave me a clue as to how to

display the time on the KIM.
After a few false starts that

was accomplished, and I

wrote the customer again.

A few days later I received

a call telling me that a pur-

chase order was on the way
for my time and one system
to be assembled with con-

nectors compatible with the

interfaces, and a cassette re-

corder checked for compat-
ibility with KIM. He said.

f START
J

INITIALIZE
POINTERS,
ELAPSED
TIME, 10

START 1/4 SEC
INTERVAL
TIMER

INCREMENT
QUARTER
SECOND
COUNTER

RESET
STACK
POINTER

DISPLAY
TIME

LOOP UNTIL
INTERRUPTED

ERROR EXIT
DISPLAY FFFF
SOUND ALARM

ERROR END

|
1 .

BRANCH TO K
BEGINNING
FLAG

I 1

BRANCH TO
BEGINNING
COUNTED
FLAG

GET OUTPUT
DATA FROM
TABLE AND
OUTPUT IT

GET HOURS
DATA

"Fine on the program, but
how hard would it be to

incorporate the hold feature

of the original unit? Also it

would be nice to have a

choice of going through the

sequence once, or for a pro-

grammed number of times."

Back to the drawing
board. Another couple of

evenings and the following

were incorporated. After the

last desired step, program 00
to turn all outputs off. Then:

1. EE for unconditionally

ending the program after one
time through the sequence.

2. BB for branch to begin-

INTERVAL
TIMER
INTERRUPT

JUMP TO
MONITOR
DISPLAY
OOOO

NORMAL END

RESET
STACK
POINTER

DECREMENT
LOOP
COUNT

NO

I 1

|
ELAPSED |

s\ AND PROG
'

| TIME EQUAL
|

I
I

i

YES

*

INCREMENT
ELAPSED
TIME < INPU

LD^^YES DISABLE
DISPLAY' yr

I nu

RESET
OUARTER
SECOND
COUNTER

GET NEW
OUTPUT DATA
FROM TABLE
a OUTPUT IT

Fig. 3. Flowchart of controller program.

ning and continue to repeat

the sequence until manually

stopped.

3. BC for branch to the

beginning counted. The count
for the desired number of

repeats to be placed in the

next location. This count is

decremented once each time

through the sequence. When
it reaches zero the operation

terminates.

It occurred to me that the

KIM tape load routine has

two possible endings. When
the tape loads correctly, the

display indicates 0000XX; if

there is an error, it displays

FFFFXX. A look through the

monitor listing shows that a

jump to the appropriate ad-

dresses will cause either of

these two actions. Any nor-

mal ending of the operation

will leave the display showing
0000XX.

KIM's second input/

output port uses pin B7 for

the interval timer interrupt

output, and pin B6 is not
brought out (refer to Fig. 2).

B5 therefore is now pro-

grammed to cause the pro-

gram to hold at the end of a

step, even though the time

has elapsed, as long as B5 is

held low. During this con-

dition the display is blanked.

B4 is prog-ammed as an

emergency stop input when it

is pulled low, for example, by
a "machine jammed" signal

from a limit switch. The se-

quence terminates and KIM
displays FFFXX and sounds
an alarm.

The KIM system has one
bad habit: When in monitor
mode or when power is first

applied, all I/O lines revert to

being inputs until otherwise

instructed by the program.
That sounds like a good idea

except for one problem.

There are pull up resistors, so

all the inputs go high, looking

like outputs that are on.

Since only three bits are re-

quired to control three

pumps, the last bit of output
port A (B7) is used as a low
enable. That is, it must be

made low by the program to

enable the interface outputs.

At this point I am re-

serving the B port bits 0-3 for

the more complex multiple

output interface unit. Bits 2-0

will select interface to 7

and bit 3 will be a strobe to

latch the data from the A
outputs into the interface

selected.

The Controller Software

Fig. 3 is a flowchart of the

controller routines. The list-

ings are shown in Program A.

The data table started out to

be all of page 2 of the KIM
memory. I later found out
how to increment my base

address for the indirect, Y
addressing, and added all of

page 3 as well. A maximum
of 127 steps and a termina-

ting code may therefore be

programmed.

Note that the times are

total elapsed. The timer does

not reset to zero at the end of

the previous time interval.

Also, the Initialize routine

only reenters values that are

changed as the program runs.

Several constants must be set

up for proper operation.

These will be on the program
cassette and so will not be of

concern to the user. These
locations and values are:

HRL,00; MINL,40; SECL,40;
INDLO,00. (The program list-

ing has been verified by en-

tering it by hand from the

listing, and testing its opera-

tion.)

Program B is a sample of

the programming required by
the user to get data into the

system during initialization.

After this is done the first

time it isn't necessary to go
through these steps again be-

cause the program and this

data are recorded on the cas-

sette.

Some Closing Thoughts

This program might be of

interest to anyone wanting to

"run the house" on their

computer. If, for example,

the last step ends at

23:59:59, a 24 hour clock is

set up. The BB instruction is

used to keep it running.

Eight outputs are then

available to: 1. Switch the

thermostat between day and
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Addr Data Comment

0200 00 SET ALL OUTPUT BITS TO ZERO
0201 00 HOURS FOR THIS STEP =0
0202 01 MINUTES = 1

0203 00 SECONDS =

0204 OF SET OUTPUT B7 TO B4 OFF, B3 TO BO ON
0205 00 HOURS STILL ZERO
0206 02 MINUTES =2
0207 00 SECONDS =0
0208 FO SET OUTPUT B7 TO B4 ON AND B3 TO BO OFF
0209 00 HOURS =

020A 03 MINUTES = 3

020B 15 SECONDS = 15
020C 00 OUTPUTS ALL OFF
020D BC START OVER AGAIN (REPLACES HOURS DATA)
020E 09 COUNT 9 TIMES THROUGH, THEN STOP

Program B. Sample user program to sequence outputs.

night modes; 2. Turn on the

coffee pot in the morning; 3.

Turn on the radio, alarm,

tape player, etc.; 4. Control

the yard or front porch light;

5. Control a night light; 6.

Control an attic fan, shutting

it off at an appropriate time

late at night; 7. Control lights

around the house in a ran-

dom-looking manner while

you are away. You can use a

96 hour cycle and have the

lighting pattern repeat every

four days; 8. Program the TV
to shut off at a predeter-

mined time. I'm certain you

can think up others.

I would like to emphasize

a few points. I now have no

I/O device other than the

KIM display and hex key-

board. My system consists of

a KIM board and a power

supply. Yes, it did get to be a

pain to reenter a couple of

hundred hex digits with the

keyboard just to add a CLD
instruction near the top of

the program, but it's really

not all that bad.

The original hard-wired

programmer cost my
customer $5000, plus a trip

to the plant for installation

and training. This time he will

get a packaged KIM-1 system,

a cassette recorder/p layer,

several cassettes (each a prere-

corded copy of the operating

portion of the program), a

complete program listing, and

operating instructions for re-

cording his end program and

data on a cassette. When the

same process is to be run, he

only has to load from a cas-

sette. This convenience elimi-

nates the need for a sub-

routine in PROM. Total cost

this time will be a one-time

charge of $600 for the pro-

gram and $450 for the pack-

aged and tested KIM system.

Additional units will cost

$450 each. Additional pro-

grammed features as they

come to the customer's mind

will be supplied on the basis

of an hourly charge for pro-

gramming.

What would a duplicate of

the original cost? I already

have the PC board negatives

and extensive wiring lists and

corrected schematics, so of

course there would be a re-

duction in cost. The labor,

however, is a very large item,

and I would have to charge

$3000 or so.

At this point, you are

saying, "Great! Here's a guy

that has been designing cir-

cuits for a long time telling us

how easy it is to make money

with a computer. I'm no

engineer. How can I do it?"

Frankly I think it is easier

than any of us imagine. There

are lots of companies that are

not in the electronics business

(believe it or not). Some of

these are not in a position to

be able to support full-time

electronics people. The

microcomputer field is

moving so fast that most

companies don't yet realize

what can be done. Spread the

word. Go find an application

and go to it! "Where do I

begin to look?" you say. Con-

tact a nearby small university

or college. Likely customers

are people doing research in

chemistry, psychology, physi-

ology, music schools,

language departments, small

medical facilities.

Go talk to some of these

people. Arrange a brain-

storming session. Listen to

what they need. Tell them

what can be done. Maybe

you'll have to work free the

first time around, but you

don't get paid for playing

games either. And in my
opinion it is just as much fun!

Who knows, maybe you (or I)

will find an application that

will lead to a whole new
business ... opening up a

whole new area for the appli-

cation of microprocessor

technology. The time is right

now. The applications far ex-

ceed the number of people

with the knowledge to make

them work.

Program A. Listing for process controller program (continued on following page).

Addr Bl B2 B3 Label Oper. Operand

000A A9 00 INIT LDA #$00

OOOC 85 01 STA HR
000E 85 02 STA MIN
0010 85 03 STA SEC
0012 %f> 09 STA YBUF
0014 8D 00 17 STA PAD
0017 8D FF 17 STA IRQHI
001

A

A9 02 LDA #$02
001

C

85 08 STA INDHI
001

E

A9 10 LDA #$10
0020 85 00 STA CNT
0022 A9 2C LDA #$2C
0024 8D FE 17 STA IRQLO

l
i

0027 A9 FF LDA #$FF
0029 8D 01 17 STA PADD
002C A9 17 INTR LDA #$17
002E 18 CORR CLC

i i

002F E9 00 SBC #$00

0031 DO FB BNE CORR
0033 A9 F4 LDA #$F4
0035 8D OF 17 STA TIMER
0038 06 00 ASL CNT
003A 90 75 BCC INT6
003C A4 09 LDY YBUF
003E Bl 07 LDA IND,Y

Comment

THESE INSTRUCTIONS RESET CLOCK TO ZERO

INITIALIZES Y TO START OF DATA TABLE
SET OUTPUT PORT DATA TO ALL ZERO
SET UP HI BYTE OF INTERRUPT VECTOR

HI BYTE OF INDIRECT BASE ADDRESS

INITIALIZE QUARTER SECOND COUNTER

LO BYTE OF INTERRUPT VECTOR

DEFINES OUTPUT PORT A AS OUTPUT
INTERRUPT TO HERE
THIS IS A TIMING LOOP TO CORRECT THE TIME

PER INTERRUPT TO BE U SECOND

COUNT FOR INTERVAL TIMER (COUNTS 244 X 1024

MICROSECONDS, 144 SHORT, LOOP CORRECTS)
SHIFT CNT LEFT
BRANCH IF NOT FOUR COUNTS

GET FIRST OUTPUT DATA FROM TABLE
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0040
0043
0044
0046
0048

8D
C8
Bl
C9
FO

00 17

07
EE
12

STA
INY
LDA
CMP

PAD

IND,Y
#$EE

004A
004C
004E
0050

C9
FO
C9
DO

BB
11
BC
13

BEQ
CMP
BEQ
CMP
BNE

END
#$BB
RESTART
#$BC
CHR0052 C8 INY

0053
0055

Bl
18

07 LDA
CLC

IND,Y

0056 E9 00 SBC #$000058 91 07 STA IND,Y005A DO 03 BNE RESTART
005C 4C 25 19 END JMP MONITOR
005F A2 FF RESTART 1 LDX #$FF
0061 9A TXS
0062 4C OA 00 JMP INIT
0065 C5 01 CHR CMP HR
0067 FO 03 BEQ CMIN
0069 4C 9A 00 JMP INCR
006C C8 CMIN INY
006D Bl 07 LDA IND,Y
006F C5 02 CMP MIN
0071 FO 03 BEQ SEC
0073 4C 9A 00 JMP INCR
0076 C8 CSEC INY
0077 Bl 07 LDA IND,Y
0079 C5 03 CMP SEC
007B FO 03 BEQ ADVANCE
007D 4C 9A 00 JMP INCR
0080 C8 ADVANCE : iny
0081 CO 00 CPY #$00
0083 DO 02 BNE HOLD
0085 E6 08 INC INDHI
0087 A9 00 HOLD LDA #$00
0089 8D 42 17 STA PBD(KIM)
008C A9 20 LOP LDA #$20
008E 2C 02 17 BIT PBD
0091 FO F9 BEQ LOP
0093 Bl 07 LDA IND,Y
0095 8D 00 17 STA PAD
0098 84 09 STY YBUF
009A A2 03 INCR LDX #$03
009C A9 00 LDA #$00
009E F8 SED
009F 38 INCR1 SEC
00A0 75 00 ADC HR-1, X
00A2 95 00 STA HR-1, X
00A4 75 03 ADC HRL-1, X
00A6 90 05 BCC INT4
00A8 95 00 STA HR-1, X
00AA CA DEX
OOAB DO F2 BNE INCR1
OOAD A9 10 INT4 LDA • #$10
OOAF 85 00 STA CNT
00B1 A2 FF INT6 LDX #$FF
00B3 9A TXS
00B4 D8 CLD
00B5 58 CLI
00B6 A5 01 DPLY

\S M~d J.

LDA HR
00B8 85 FB STA FBOOBA A5 02 LDA MINOOBC 85 FA STA FAOOBE A5 03 LDA SECOOCO 85 F9 STA F9
00C2 20 IF IF JSR SCANDS
00C5 A9 10 LDA #$1000C7 2C 02 17 BIT PBDOOCA FO 03 BEQ STOPOOCC 4C B6 00 JMP DPLYOOCF
00D1

A9
8D

00
00 17

STOP LDA
STA

#$00
PAD00D4 4C 29 19 JMP MONITOR

APPLY DATA TO OUTPUT PORT

GET HOURS DATA, TIME TO END THIS STEP
TEST FOR END PROGRAM FLAG
IF EQUAL GO TO END ROUTINE
TEST FOR "BRANCH TO BEGINNING" FLAG

TEST FOR "BR. TO BEGIN.
IF NOT COMPARE HOUR

COUNTED" FLAG

GET LOOP COUNT FOLLOWING BC FLAG
SET BORROW FLAG
SUBTRACT 00 WITH BORROW (SUBTRACT 1)
RETURN DECREMENTED LOOP COUNT TO BC FLAG+1
BRANCH IF LOOP COUNT NOT ZERO
TAPE LOAD ROUTINE NORMAL EXIT, DISP. 0000XX
RESET STACK POINTER, ADVANCED BY INTERRUPT

SUBSTITUTES FOR RTS INSTRUCTION
GO TO INITIALIZE (NORMAL PROGRAM START POINT)
COMPARE PROGRAMMED TO ELAPSED HOUR
IF HOURS EQUAL CHECK MINUTES
IF NOT, INCREMENT CLOCK

GET MINUTES DATA
COMPARE MINUTES PROGRAMMED TO ELAPSED
IF EQUAL CHECK SECONDS
IF NOT, INCREMENT CLOCK

GET SECONDS DATA
COMPARE PROGRAMMED TO ELAPSED
IF EQUAL GET NEW OUTPUT DATA
IF NOT, INCREMENT CLOCK

Y HAS CARRIED IF ZERO
IF NO CARRY GO TO HOLD
IF CARRY INCREMENT INDHI (ADVANCE PAGE)

DISABLES DISPLAY IN HOLD MODE
MASK TO TEST PBD 5
TEST PBD 5
IF LOW, HOLD IN LOOP
IF NOT, GET NEXT OUTPUT DATA
UPDATE OUTPUT
SAVE Y
THESE STEPS ADVANCE CLOCK 1 SECOND

ADD 1 TO SEC (FIRST LOOP) MIN (2ND) HR (3RD)
PUT BACK IN PROPER CLOCK LOCATION
ADD SECL (1ST LP) MINL (2ND) HRL (3RD)
IF NO CARRY, DONE INCR CLOCK, LEAVE LOOP
IF CARRY, SEC=0 (1ST) MIN=0 (2ND)

CLOCK INCREMENT LOOP AGAIN
RELOAD 4 COUNTER FOR INTERRUPTS

RESET STACK POINTER, OTHERWISE WOULD REQUIRE
RTI INSTRUCTION

CLEAR DECIMAL MODE
CLR. INTERRUPT MASK
START DISPLAY ROUTINE
MONITOR BUFFER FOR LEFT TWO DIGITS

MIDDLE TWO DIGITS

RIGHT TWO DIGITS
MONITOR SUBROUTINE, SCAN DISPLAY
MASK TO TEST PB4
BIT TEST PB4
IF PB4 LO, GO TO ERROR STOP
RETURN TO DISPLAY LOOP UNTIL INTERRUPTED

DISABLE OUTPUT
TAPE LOAD ROUTINE, ERROR EXIT, DISP. FFFFXX

Address

0000
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009

Label

CNT
HR
MIN
SEC
HRL
MINL
SECL
INDLO
INDHI
YBUF

Sequencer Program
Locations Used

Comment

FOUR COUNTER, COUNTS QUARTER SECONDS
CLOCK CURRENT TIME IN HOURS
CLOCK CURRENT TIME IN MINUTES
CLOCK CURRENT TIME IN SECONDS
HOUR LIMIT; 100+LIMIT CAUSES CARRY
MINUTE LIMIT INITIALIZED TO 40
SECOND LIMIT, INITIALIZED TO 40
LO BYTE BASE ADDRESS FOR IND,Y ADDRESSING
HI BYTE BASE ADDRESS FOR IND,Y ADDRESSING
SAVE Y LOCATION
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The book you've waited for is here!

*p

*.% *£**'S#&"t

UNDERSWNDING

1YUCHQ
J9
% *

«p

ROWS /

INDEX& REGISTER

<^0 EPROMs

COMPUTERS
AND SMALL COMPUTER

SYSTEMS

What's an accumulator? How do you use relative addressing? Indexed addressing?

Boolean logic operations? Does a program counter count programs? What's an I/O

port? What are EPROMS? What is paging? A stack? The difference between a dot

and vector CRT display? How do you copy programs using an ordinary tape

recorder? What can a microcomputer really do? What kind of personal computer

system should I buy?

These and hundreds of other questions about microcomputers are answered

in this profusely illustrated, easy-reading "must" book. Here are the funda-

mental concepts behind the operation of virtually all microcomputers...

written in simple English so that anyone can gain the extra knowledge

that will let him or her read and understand computer magazines and

manufacturers' literature and feel "at home" around computers. Here

are just some of the items discussed . .

.

How a CPU is organized and how it follows sequences of directives

to solve problems.

• Illustrates basic instructions from almost every class of

microprocessor.

• Discusses common memory addressing modes— illustrates

V typical uses.

%. • What you must know to tell a computer what to do

% when using machine language programming methods.

• Explains use of flow charts; program worksheets;

hand assembly of source codes into object codes;

memory maps; purpose of an Editor, Assembler,

Monitor.

• Benefits of using a high level language

— introduction to BASIC.

• How a computer communicates.

Types of commonly used input/out-

put devices and their operational

concepts.

• Practical aspects of selecting a

small computer system.

Plus, hundreds of other practical

facts and information.

If you're at all curious about small computers,

you must own this 300 page no-nonsense text

that reads like a simple book, and includes

an easy-to-use glossary of key microcomputer

oriented words. UNDERSTANDING MICRO-

COMPUTERS. The name says it all. And, it

all costs only $9.95. Order your copy today!

ICELBI COrWUlin
CONltlUINO INC.
PO Box 133 — PP STN Dept. K
Milford, CT 06460

Price shown for North American customers. Master

Charge, Postal and Bank Money Orders preferred.

Personal checks delay shipping up to 4 weeks. Pric-

ing, specifications, availability subject to change

without notice. SCELBI Books are available in many

fine Computer Stores. §i

%,

w
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Try WORDMATH!

. . . computer assisted instruction

477555

IN EACH PROBLEM, DO ALL MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION BEFORE
ADDING OR SUBTRACTING. WRITE YOUR ANSWER IN WORDS.

la/I/ v io ^U»b,

ix = 'OurT<FORTY-FIVE DIVIDED BY NINE PLUS FIFTY- FOUR DIVIDED BY SIX = ' OUfTCCO

THIRTY-SIX DIVIDED BY SIX PLUS NINE TIMES EIGHT = 5&U e^Tsy £»arV

G f H--18
MIME DIVIDED BY NINE PLUS SIXTY-FOUR DIVIDED BY EIGHT 1 AJ\1\€

EIGHT DIVIDED BY ONE PLUS SEVEN TIMES NINE: 5^*-™^" ^C

TWELVE DIVIDED BY TWO PLUS FOUR TIMES THREE * CiaM^C*^

SEVEN TIMES FOUR MINUS THREE TIMES FI VE rTr)1 f IC^Vl

29 " Ir •** TL.4. £
FIVE TIMES FIVE PLUS ONE TIMES NINE- I H\ ^TH •""

* ©^
25 V V-3V

FIVE TIMES SIX PLUS EIOHT DIVIDED BY EIGHT ^ Tj^iCTM - C/H^

SEVEN TIMES NINE MINUS EIGHT DIVIDED BY TWO z l~» * « *A - A/lOt

!•• rOHTY-riVE DIVIDED BY NINE PLUS SEVEN TIMES THREE r""Ym t*T*\- ' LOO
5" + Zl - 3 2

X

/Ifac Oglesby

RFD3
Putney VT 05346

Word math generates

worksheets of simple

arithmetic problems written

in words. I wrote it as a term

project for a graduate course

on reading. The program, de-

signed for use with my 5th

and 6th grade math classes,

meets these objectives:

1. Requires the students to

read and write the word
names for the numbers from
zero to ninety-nine, and to

read the words for the four

basic operations — addition

(plus), subtraction (minus),

multiplication (times) and
division (divided by). 2. Re-

inforces the correct order of
operations. (My Dear Aunt
Sally, or, do mutt'ipVicafion

and division before addition

and subtraction.)

As my school doesn't yet

have a computer hookup, I

produce worksheets at home.
The school secretary makes
classroom quantities. Nor-

mally, I trim off the answers

before issuing the assignment.

Since a misspelled answer is
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WORDMATH 30 APR 77 17:53

HOW MANY PAGES? 2

890672

IN EACH PROBLEM, DO ALL MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION BEFORE
ADDING OR SUBTRACTING. WRITE YOUR ANSWER IN WORDS.

1. SIX TIMES SEVEN MINUS FORTY-FIVE DIVIDED BY NINE

2. THIRTY-SIX DIVIDED BY SIX MINUS TWELVE DIVIDED BY TWO

3. TWO TIMES THREE PLUS EIGHTEEN DIVIDED BY SIX

4. FIFTEEN DIVIDED BY FIVE PLUS NINE TIMES THREE

5. EIGHT TIMES SIX PLUS SIX TIMES SEVEN

6. THIRTY-TWO DIVIDED BY EIGHT MINUS EIGHT DIVIDED BY FOUR

7. SEVEN TIMES EIGHT PLUS FOUR TIMES NINE

8. TWO TIMES THREE PLUS ONE TIMES FIVE

9. THREE TIMES SIX PLUS EIGHT DIVIDED BY EIGHT

10. SIX DIVIDED BY SIX PLUS EIGHT TIMES ONE

890672

1. THIRTY-SEVEN
2. ZERO
3. NINE
4. THIRTY
5. NINETY
6. TWO
7. NINETY-TWO
8. ELEVEN
9. NINETEEN

10. NINE

236983

IN EACH PROBLEM, DO ALL MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION BEFORE
ADDING OR SUBTRACTING. WRITE YOUR ANSWER IN WORDS.

1. FOUR TIMES FOUR MINUS FOUR TIMES FOUR

2. FORTY-FIVE DIVIDED BY NINE PLUS FIFTY-FOUR DIVIDED BY SIX

3. THIRTY-TWO DIVIDED BY FOUR MINUS ONE TIMES THREE

4. SIX TIMES SIX MINUS TWO TIMES THREE

5. TWENTY-SEVEN DIVIDED BY NINE PLUS FIFTEEN DIVIDED BY FIVE

6. ONE TIMES ONE PLUS SEVEN TIMES SEVEN

7. FOUR TIMES TWO PLUS FORTY-FIVE DIVIDED BY FIVE

8. FOUR TIMES SIX PLUS EIGHT DIVIDED BY FOUR

9. FIVE TIMES SIX MINUS FIFTY-FOUR DIVIDED BY NINE

10. FOURTEEN DIVIDED BY SEVEN MINUS TWELVE DIVIDED BY SIX

236983

1. ZERO
2. FOURTEEN
3. FIVE

Fig. 1. Sample run.

4. THIRTY
5. SIX
6. FIFTY
7. SEVENTEEN
8. TWENTY-SIX
9. TWENTY-FOUR

10. ZERO

0.573 SEC.
READY

37 I/O

RUN

WORDMATH 30 APR 77 17:56

HOW MANY PAGES? -1

ZERO
1 ONE
2 TWO
3 THREE
4 FOUR
5 FIVE
6 SIX
7 SEVEN
8 EIGHT
9 NINE

10 TEN
11 ELEVEN
12 TWELVE
13 THIRTEEN
14 FOURTEEN
15 FIFTEEN
16 SIXTEEN
17 SEVENTEEN
18 EIGHTEEN
19 NINETEEN
20 TWENTY
21 TWENTY-ONE
22 TWENTY-TWO
23 TWENTY-THREE
24 TWENTY-FOUR
25 TWENTY-FIVE
26 TWENTY-SIX
27 TWENTY-SEVEN
28 TWENTY-EIGHT
29 TWENTY-NINE
30 THIRTY
31 THIRTY-ONE
32 THIRTY-TWO
33 THIRTY-THREE
34 THIRTY-FOUR
35 THIRTY-FIVE
36 THIRTY-SIX
37 THIRTY-SEVEN
38 THIRTY-EIGHT
39 THIRTY-NINE
40 FORTY
41 FORTY-ONE
42 FORTY-TWO
43 FORTY-THREE
44 FORTY-FOUR
45 FORTY-FIVE
46 FORTY-SIX
47 FORTY-SEVEN
48 FORTY-EIGHT
49 FORTY-NINE

50 FIFTY
51 FIFTY-ONE
52 FIFTY-TWO
53 FIFTY-THREE
54 FIFTY-FOUR
55 FIFTY-FIVE
56 FIFTY-SIX
57 FIFTY-SEVEN
58 FIFTY-EIGHT
59 FIFTY-NINE
60 SIXTY
61 SIXTY-ONE
62 SIXTY-TWO
63 SIXTY-THREE
64 SIXTY-FOUR
65 SIXTY-FIVE
66 SIXTY-SIX
67 SIXTY-SEVEN
68 SIXTY-EIGHT
69 SIXTY-NINE
70 SEVENTY
71 SEVENTY-ONE
72 SEVENTY-TWO
73 SEVENTY-THREE
74 SEVENTY-FOUR
75 SEVENTY-FIVE
76 SEVENTY-SIX
77 SEVENTY-SEVEN
78 SEVENTY-EIGHT
79 SEVENTY-NINE
80 EIGHTY
81 EIGHTY-ONE
82 EIGHTY-TWO
83 EIGHTY-THREE
84 EIGHTY-FOUR
85 EIGHTY-FIVE
86 EIGHTY-SIX
87 EIGHTY-SEVEN
88 EIGHTY-EIGHT
89 EIGHTY-NINE
90 NINETY
91 NINETY-ONE
92 NINETY-TWO
93 NINETY-THREE
94 NINETY-FOUR
95 NINETY-FIVE
96 NINETY-SIX
97 NINETY-SEVEN
98 NINETY-EIGHT
99 NINETY-NINE

marked wrong, number-word

lists are available for ref-

erence.

While I'd certainly prefer

interactive computing, the

students' response to these

worksheets has been very

positive.

Program A is a complete

listing of wordmath in BASIC

Program A. (Continued on following page.)

100 '

no *

120
130 4

140 '

150'
160 '

170 4

180 '

190 '

200 '

NAME: ELEMLIB** * :WORDMATH

BY: MAC OGLESBY ON 08/20/76.

DESCRIPTION: THIS PROGRAM GENERATES PAGES OF SIMPLE INTEGER
^ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS WRITTEN IN WORDS. EACH PAGE HAS INSTRUCTIONS,

TEN PROBLEMS AND THEIR ANSWERS. IF YOU REQUEST LESS THAN ONE
PAGE, THE PROGRAM PRINTS A CHART SHOWING THE NUMBERS ZERO THROUGH
NINETY-NINE AS WORDS.

and a sample run is shown in 1000 DIM W$(29) 'SAVE SPACE FOR 29 WORDS

Fig. 1. - 1010 RANDOMIZE
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1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910

'W$( ) STORES NUMBERS AS WORDS

LET L$=CHR$(10)&CHR$(10)
FOR J=0 TO 29

READ W$(J)
NEXT J

DATA ZERO,ONE,TWO,THREE,FOUR,FIVE,SIX,SEVEN,EIGHT,NINE,TEN
DATA ELEVEN,TWELVE,THIRTEEN,FOURTEEN,FIFTEEN,SIXTEEN
DATASEVENTEEN,EIGHTEEN,NINETEEN,TWENTY,NULL
DATATWENTY,THIRTY,FORTY,FIFTY,SIXTY,SEVENTY,EIGHTY,NINETY

PRINT "HOW MANY PAGES";
INPUT T

IFT=>1 THEN 1310

'PRINT THE NUMBERS 0-99 AS WORDS
PRINT "—

"

PRINT L$;L$;L$ 'PRINT 6 LINE FEEDS
FOR J=0 TO 49

FOR K=0 TO 1

LET N(K)=J+K*50
GOSUB 1810 'GET NUMBER AS A WORD

NEXT K
IF J>9 THEN 1250

PRINT " ";

PRINT N(0);TAB(5);D$(0);TAB(30);N(1);TAB(35);D$(1)
NEXT J

PRINT L$;L$;L$;CHR$(10)
PRINT "
STOP

>»

FOR 1=1 TOT
LET P0=l+INT(RND*10t6)
PRINT "—

"

PRINT P0

'PRINT T PAGES
'P0 IS IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

PRINT
PRINT "IN EACH PROBLEM, DO ALL MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION BEFORE"
PRINT "ADDING OR SUBTRACTING. WRITE YOUR ANSWER IN WORDS/'
PRINT L$

'10 PROBLEMS PER PAGE
'NUMBER THE PROBLEMS
'GENERATE 2 PAIRS OF FACTORS
'FACTOR RANGE IS 1-9

»»,

FOR J=l TO 10
PRINT STR$(J);".
FOR K=l TO 2

LET N1=1+INT(RND*9)
LET N2=1+INT(RND*9)
LET N(K)=N1*N2
IF RND<5 THEN 1500

GOSUB 1810

'N(K) STORES THE PRODUCT
'SOME MULT., SOME DIV. PROBS.
'GET PRODUCT AS A WORD

LET D$(K)=D$(K)&" DIVIDED BY "&W$(N1) 'STORE DIV. PROB.
LET N(K)=N2 «N(K) STORES MISSING FACTOR
GOTO 1510

LET D$(K)=W$(N1)&" TIMES "&W$(N2) 'STORE MULT. PROB. WORDSNEXT K
IF RND<5 THEN 1560 'SOME ADD., SOME SUBTR. PROBSLET D$=D$(1)&" PLUS "&D$(2) 'ADDITION PROBLEM
LET S(J)=N(1)+N(2) <S(J) STORES SUM
GOTO 1580

LET D$=D$(1)&" MINUS "&D$<2) 'SUBTRACTION PROBLEM
LET S(J)=N(1)-N(2) «s(J) STORES MISSING ADDEND
IF (99-S(J))*S(J)=>0 THEN 1600 'S(J) MUST BE POS. AND <100GOTO 1410 <GO TRY AGAIN . . .

PRINT D$
PRINT L$

NEXT J
PRINT

'PRINT THE ANSWERS
PRINT "—

"

PRINT P0
PRINT L$
FOR J=l TO 10

PRINT STR$(J);". ";

LET N(K)=S(J)
GOSUB 1810
PRINT D$(K)

NEXT J
PRINT CHR$(10)

NEXT I

PRINT "•

STOP

'SUBROUTINE FINDS WORD FOR NUMBER

'GET ANSWER AS A WORD

_*

IF N(K)>20 THEN 1840
LET D$(K)=W$(N(K))
GOTO 1890

LET X1=INT(N(K)/10)
LET X2=N(K)-X1*10
LET D$(K)=W$(20+X1)
IF X2=0 THEN 1890

LET D$(K)=D$(K)&" - "&W$(X2)
RETURN

'SEE IF NUMBER IS 20 OR LESS
'STORE NUMBER WORD

'FIND HOW MANY TENS
'FIND HOW MANY ONES
'STORE NUMBER WORD
'IS NUMBER A MULTIPLE OF 10?
'APPEND HYPHEN, ONES

END
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WE PAY POSTAGE!

ELECTRONICS
P. 0. Box 401247. Garland. Texas 75040 (214) 271-2461

16K E-PROM CARD
S-100 ( 1MSA1/ALTAIR) BUSS COMPATIBLE

DEALER INQUIRES INVITED

SPECIAL OFFER: Our 2708's (650 NS) are $12.95 when purchased with above kit.

$69.95 (kid
IMAGINE HAVING 16K

OF SOFTWARE ON LINE AT ALL TIME!

KIT FEATURES:
1. Double sided PC Board with solder mask and silk screen and

Gold plated contact fingers.

2. Selectable wait states. f USES
3. All address lines and data lines buffered!

4. All sockets included.

5. On card regulators.

KIT INCLUDES ALL PARTS AND SOCKETS! (EXCEPT 2708's)

2708 27081KX8
EPROMS

Prime new units from a major U.S. mfg.

650 N. S. access time. Equivalent to four

1702A's in one package!

GOING INTO ^_ _ _ -
BUSINESS $1 5 ./ 5 each
SALE!

OPCOA LED READOUT
SLA-1 Common Anode. .33 In.

character size. The original

high efficiency LED display.

$.75 each

4 FOR $2.50

8K LOW POWER RAM KIT
(S-100 BUSS COMPATIBLE)

$149.00
(Kit of All

Parts and

Sockets)

The last word in RAM Kits. Uses 21L02-1

RAM's. All address and data lines fully

buffered. PC Board is solder masked and silk

screened and has gold plated contacts. Four

regulators with heatsinks included.

741C OP AMPS
MINI DIP. Prime New

Units. Has computer

MFCs house number.

12 FOR $2

100 FOR $15

T. I. ASCII CHARACTER GENERATOR

TMS 4103 JC. 28 PIN CER DIP.

Has seven bit COLUMN Output

for use with Matrix hard copy

devices. With specs. $3.50

MOTOROLA 7805R

VOLTAGE REGULATOR
Same as standard 7805 except

750 MA OUTPUT. TO-220.

5VDC OUTPUT.

$ .44 each 10 FOR $3.95

1 AMP RECTIFIERS
House Numbered. Factory marked

units. All meet 200 PIV minimum.

Many up to 1,000 PIV!

30 FOR $1 Full Leads

DISC CAPACITORS
.1 MFD 16 V. P.C. Leads

Most Popular Value!

P.C. Leads. By Sprague.

20 FOR $1

TANTALUM CAPACITOR
1 MFD. 35 V. Kemet. Axial

Lead. Best Value.

10 FOR $1

NATIONAL SEMI.

MA1003 CAR CLOCK
Not a kit. Complete tested

module. Works on 12 VDC,
has on board time base.

Sold by others at $24.95.

Big .30" Bright Green

Digits. Same as used by

Detroit in new cars.

$19.95
EDGE CONNECTOR — $1.50

MPS-6566 - TO - 92

plastic. NPN.
VCE0-45 HFE 100 TO 400

10 FOR $1

TRW POWER DARLINGTON
15 AMP 500V NPN. $2 Each

HIGHSPEED SCR

TO-66 5 AMP 250 PIV. By Hutson

$.69 Each

TERMS: ORDERS UNDER $15 ADD $.75. NO C.O.D. WE ACCEPT VISA AND MASTER CHARGE

CARDS. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ON ALL ITEMS. TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX.

Uk
D20

ELECTRONICS P. O. BOX 401247 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (214) 271-2461
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The printer.
The Infoton terminal.

Ken Knecht
539 W. Addison St.

Chicago IL 60613

Time for

Timesharing ?

.
. some hints and pitfalls

Ken has some interesting tales

to tell in the following article

about the use of a time-share

service (while his system was
down) and about his efforts

to solicit business for his

computerized billing service.

Unfortunately, it's a story

without a happy ending . . .

but if you read the ending
carefully you'll see where he
inadvertently spills the beans
and lets out the secret of his

non-success. See if you can
find it. —John.

94

There I sat, with
umpteen dollars worth

of computer equipment.

Then came the age-old human
desire: Why not make a buck
with all this expensive stuff?

That's when I opened Pan-

dora's box.

I thought about good
salable ideas for my system.

Incidentally, this is an Altair

8800 with 44K memory, the
usual other boards, a sinqle

Mits floppy, and a CRT ter-

minal.

Actually, all this expensive

stuff was only a potential at

the time. I had bought and
paid for it, but an essential

part of my scheme — my disk

memory — was in Mits' shop
getting fixed. However, I was
sure I'd get it back someday.

I had used the Altair disk

enough to know what it
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could do, together with disk

Altair BASIC, so I could

work its abilities into my
schemes. I decided that while

waiting for its return I would

develop some money-making

programs and get some clients

lined up. That way, when the

disk came back — instant

riches! Well, it didn't work

out quite that way, and there-

in lies the tale.

First, I thought about bill-

ing. Dentists and doctors

seemed the most likely

prospects. Regular clients and

not too many services would

be the thing to look for. My
dentist showed me some ads

he had received from billing

services, so I had some idea of

what to offer, and what to

charge in order to compete

with others. I decided to

write a billing program and

start with that service.

Next step — formulate a

super letter, send it out to

some doctors and dentists

and nope the pounding on

the door wouldn't disturb my
neighbors. It didn't. A
hundred letters got no

answers.

In the meantime, I had

purchased a couple of books

on COBOL and was studying

them. Boy, what a lot of stuff

to remember! Next question:

If I succeeded in writing a

COBOL program and some of

my letters were successful,

how could I offer any services

until my disk came back?

Temporary Time-sharing

(DEC vs. Mits)

I decided time-sharing

could solve both problems; it

would give me a computer to

use while I was waiting for

mine, and since it had

COBOL and FORTRAN com-

pilers I could try out my
expertise in those languages.

Since I now had a billing

program written in disk Altair

BASIC I thought it would be

easiest to turn that into a

program I could run on time-

sharing. So I signed up for

time-sharing on a DECsystem

20 and bought a modem. At

any rate, after signing up I

had to get an expensive

bunch of manuals — how to

use the system, BASIC and

COBOL manuals, DEC-20

user's guide, edit manual, and

RUNOFF manual for a great

text editing program available

on the system.

First I had to convert my
Mits BASIC program to DEC
BASIC since I was far from

ready to try it in COBOL. I

was really surprised at how
powerful Mits BASIC is after

comparing it with DEC
BASIC. For example: In DEC
BASIC (the version I had

available on the DEC-20) one

statement per line, IFs can

only GOTO a line number, no

abbreviation for PRINT (Mits

is ?), no second dimensions in

arrays, you can't GOSUB in

an IF statement, no ELSE
clause in an IF statement, no

editing in BASIC except for

backspacing or line deletion

(however, returning to the

monitor permits extensive

editing of any file, including a

BASIC program file), no octal

or hex conversion, no double

precision, no LINE INPUT
statement, no prompt in an

INPUT statement, no ma-

chine language subroutines (I

wouldn't have the faintest

idea of how to write one for

the DECsystem anyway).

Your BASIC might not have

some of these statements

I translated my program

into DEC BASIC and tried to

run it. The DEC-20 uses a

BASIC compiler, which

checks the whole program for

missing RETURNS or

RETURNS without GOSUBs,
syntax errors, no FOR or no

NEXT in a loop, etc. This

saves many later program

crashes. I got about a page of

error statements, mostly in

syntax. After I cleaned those

up I had to start debugging

my logic. Remember, I had

never tried to run the Mits

Close-up of the Diablo 1620 printing mechanism.

either; I'm using Mits disk

extended BASIC. In my
experience, if you think a

statement might work it

probably will in Mits BASIC

and probably won't in DEC
BASIC.

However, DEC BASIC has

some things going for it too.

You can chain programs, it

has all the extensive MATRIX
features, the CHANGE state-

ment, the NUM statement,

and you can set margins and

the number of lines on a page

in software. And, boy-oh-

boy, is that computer fast!

The disk file system is very

different, you can only put

one variable in each random

access record in DEC versus

any number (up to 128 bytes

total) in a Mits record. Other

than that, they are about the

same in capability, but until

you get used to them, very

different in operation.

version of the program

(around 500 to 600 state-

ments), so this took a while.

First most of my problems

were with files, then with

logic errors and formatted

output. I also had a few

problems getting my printer

to type lower case and form-

feed properly. After a lot of

manual reading I finally

corrected them.

Then I skillfully proceeded

to erase the entire billing

program. I had typed it all in

(about three hours — I'm

pretty slow) and was getting

the errors out of it. I had

finished working one evening

and decided to delete a few

files I no longer needed

before signing off. I typed

UNSAVE and then mysteri-

ously got a character I hadn't

typed in. So I hit the carriage

return intending to retype

UNSAVE and the files I
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wanted to delete. Unfortu-
nately, the computer didn't

realize what I had in mind
and typed out - UNSAVED,
BILNG1-BAS and there went
about five hours work. At
$7.50 an hour!

Now I make a safety copy
of my programs in another
file. I also now use Control U
to exit a direct command line

if I make an error. This causes
the computer to disregard

anything previously printed

on that line.

Incidentally, I later dis-

covered where the mysterious

characters come from. If, for

example, you are on the

computer and your cat starts

scratching something it

shouldn't be scratching, you
holler at it, right? Well, the
modem picks up your voice

and tries to make data out of
it, usually printing a question
mark.

Since I became interested

in computers I have been
hearing and reading about
monitors and have seen list-

ings for several versions. They
seem like handy (and prob-
ably useful) things to have.

After getting on the DEC-20 I

now know what a really big

monitor can do! I have a 342
page manual consisting
mostly of monitor commands
and how to use them. To cite

a few: entering and receiving

messages on the system, a

synopsis of the extensive edit-

ing facilities (another manual
for details), file specifica-

tions, using the line printer,

remote controlling tape
drives, terminal commands
(to enable the system to oper-
ate all the features on your
terrninal), copying files, print-

ing data and program files,

and about a zillion more!

It is fantastic, and I use

about one percent of its

capability. Obviously, the
DEC-20 is designed for the
COBOL or FORTRAN user,

as they have many more pos-
sible options than does the
BASIC user. I think I'm the
only one on the system using

BASIC. Granted, time-sharing

is expensive, but it gives me
an opportunity to see how a
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big operating system works,
use COBOL, and gives me a

back-up for my computer
system as long as I keep the
files up to date. To me it's

worth it.

With all that memory
available I can finally use all

the arrays I want! Want a

X (100,100) matrix? Just ask

for it. No "out of memory"
response. Also, with this

system you can write on
more than one sequential file

at a time. Mits limits you to

writing on only one sequen-

tial file. Of course Mits'

system permits having quite a

few random files open for

read/write at any one time.

However, the random access

files are limited to a little

over 2000 per disk, so you
can't always use random files,

especially when you only
have one disk drive.

A Sorting Technique

In the process of writing

my billing program I wished
to sort the patient list from
record number random access

files to alphabetical (by last

name) random access files.

Since Mits disk will only hold
a little over 2000 random
access records, I couldn't sort

a list of about 1000 records

and still have room on the

disk for the program, data

files, etc. Obviously I didn't

have enough memory to put
1000 record numbers and last

names in an array and sort

them that way. I finally

decided to use sequential files

for the sort. You can't erase

and change data selectively in

a sequential file, so I used the

method shown in Program A.

For those who are not

familiar with Mits disk BASIC
let me describe the following

statements:

PRINT #1, D1$ means write

D1$ on sequential file 1.

INPUT #1, D1$ means read
next item on sequential file 1

and call it D1$.

OPEN"R",1,"RECORD"
means open file 1,

"RECORD" for random ac-

cess read and write.

OPEN"0";2,"SORT1" means

open file 2, "SORT1" for

sequential writing.

OPEN"l",2,"SORT1" means
open file 2, "SORT1" for

sequential reading.

CLOSE 2 means close file 2
for read/write. It is also used

with a following OPEN to

start reading a file from the

beginning again, like a

RESTORE to a READ.
EOF(2) means end of file 2.

Field 1,20 AS A$ means al-

low room for 20 bytes in file

read buffer for variable A$.

GET1, 4 means get record 4
from random access file 1 and
put the variables in the buffer

as stated in the FIELD state-

ment.

Now to the program. I'm

sure there is a better way to

do this, but it is the only

method I've found that

doesn't use a large memory-
hogging array. If one has

enough memory, then the

record number and name
could be put in an array and a

ripple or bubble sort used.

Though the time-sharing

computer has plenty of

memory, I want to be able to
run this program on my
computer too.

This simple little subrou-

tine turned out to be a lot

more difficult than I had
imagined. It took a long even-

ing's work with many runs to

get it right. Of course, it is all

very obvious now. Isn't that

always the way?

Line 3999 is just to initial-

ize the routine. In use, R and
E9 (used in the printing part

of the subroutine, not shown
here) would be set earlier in

the program. File 1 contains

the master list of clients in

record number order. Lines

4000-4050 get each record in

turn and puts the record

number (X%) and last and
first names in the sequential

fileSORTL
In lines 4060-4170 we pull

out the first two names in

SORT1, choose the lower (in

alphabetical order) and call it

F1$. Then we compare the

rest of the names in the file

to F1$ and change F1$ if any
of them are lower. We finally

end up with the lowest name
and rename it G1$ in 4160.

Then we write it into

SORT2. All this time the

record number associated

with the name has been
tagging along as Z. Then we
close and open the files to

reset SORT1 to the beginning

and set our counter R1 to

delete one count. When it

reaches we have been
through SORT1 R times and
have the whole file in order
on SORT2.

Next is where I had my
problems. This routine runs

from 4200-4310. Originally

4210 and 4220 were reversed

in order and lacked the IF

G1$ clause. First I had to add
line 4230. Otherwise if the

first two names in SORT2
were less than or equal to the

The modem.



highest names in S0RT3 then

F1$ would remain the last

used F1$ and the routine

would keep printing the last

name in SORT3. Then I kept

losing the first name on the

list. Reversing the statements

in 4210 and 4220 cured that.

The routine works and now

takes about 20 seconds to

sort ten names. This will be

very long in lists of 500 to

1000 names so I am trying to

find a better way.

The Hardware

You may have noticed I

mentioned my printer earlier.

Where did that come from?

Well, since I only had a CRT
terminal I obviously needed a

printer for my business. If

you're going to print bills you

have to have something to

print them on. I concluded

the printer should have a key-

board so I could back up my
CRT terminal. (I am a firm

believer in redundancy.) It

should print lower case (for

using it with a word process-

ing program for writing maga-

zine articles), non-matrix

characters for legibility (so

my copy would look like it

was typed on a typewriter)

and ASCII input.

After some research on

what was available and for

how much I discovered

another feature I wanted — a

forms tractor. This attach-

ment uses rolls of paper with

holes along the edges. The

tractor guides the paper, pulls

it up to the next line, and

keeps it lined up correctly in

the printer. This allows

precise positioning of the

printhead on the paper. Not

necessary by any means, but

convenient.

You can get this kind of

paper in various colors,

widths, and weights with

perforations to remove the

holes along the edges if you

wish. The paper can also be

perforated for standard paper

size (8Y2 x 11 for example). I

also decided I needed the

form-fed feature, which,

when the printer gets a Con-

trol L in software, automati-

cally advances to the top of

the next sheet of paper.

3999 E9=l:R=10:OPEN"R ,\l,"RECORDS"
4000 OPEN"0",2,"SORTl"
4010 FIELD#1,20 AS A$,15 AS B$
4020 FOR X%=1 TO R
4030 GET#1,X%
4040 PRINT#2,X%,CHR$(34);A$+B$;CHR$(34)
4050 NEXT
4070 CLOSE 2:OPEN"r\2,"SORTl":OPEN"0'\3,"SORT2":Rl=R
4080 INPUT#2,X,D1$,Y,E1$
4090 IF D1$<E1$ THEN Fl$=Dl$:Z=X:GOTO 4110

4100 IF D1$>E1$ THEN F1$=E1$:Z=Y
4120 IF EOF(2) THEN4160
4130 INPUT#2,X,D1$
4140 IF D1$<F1$ THEN F1$=D1$:Z=X
4150 GOTO 4120
4160 G1$=F1$:Z1=Z
4170 PRINT#3,Z1,G1$
4180 CLOSE 2:OPEN"r\2,"SORTl":Rl=Rl-l
4190 IF R1=0 THEN 4280
4200 INPUT#2,X,D1$,Y,E1$
4210 IF E1$<D1$ AND E1$>G1$ THEN F1$=E1$: Z=Y:GOTO 4240

4220 IF D1$>G1$ THEN F1$=D1$: Z=X:GOTO 4240

4230 F1$="ZZZ"
4240 IF EOF(2) THEN 4160
4250 INPUT#2,X,D1$
4260 IF D1$<F1$ AND D1$>G1$ THEN F1$=D1$:Z=X
4270 GOTO 4240
4280 CLOSE 2,3

4290 OPEN"I'\3,"SORT2":OPEN"0'\4,"SORT3"
4300 IF EOF(3) THEN CLOSE 3,4:GOTO 4320

4310 INPUT #3,X,D1$:PRINT #4,X:GOTO 4300

Program A.

These are very convenient for

typing bills and manuscripts.

I finally decided on the

Diablo 1620 printer, which

had everything I wanted plus

changeable type fonts.

Going After the Business

I mentioned sending out

form letters to doctors and

dentists soliciting billing busi-

ness. My first attempt used

printed form letters which

even included an SASE. The

added time to type envelopes

with my name and address

and the 13 cent stamp

seemed like a reasonable

expense if it would draw a

few more responses. How-

ever, no answers. I thought

about it for a while and

decided that someone else

had plowed that ground

before me. Then I got out the

Yellow Pages and went walk-

ing for some other likely busi-

ness needing my services. I

finally settled on telephone

answering services.

My billing program is

designed to input new charges

and payments from old cus-

tomers, with individual ser-

vice code numbers and

charges if the charges on the

bill are to be itemized. I can

also input new customers

with itemized charges. In the

billing printout the program

types out a master list of all

clients in alphabetical and

account number (record

number) order. It also prints

out a transaction list of all

names, charges and payments

of clients billed; an aged list

showing balances due by cur-

rent, over 30 days, over 60

days and over 90 days; and a

list of all services performed

with number of times, ser-

vices, and total charges for

each (done only if services are

itemized). Then the computer

types out my bill to the

client.

Obviously a good client

has repeat customers and few

services, ideally no itemized

services on the bill. The less

information I have to type

into the computer the easier

and faster I can complete the

job. Of course I print all the

new charges and customers

into disk files, then let the

computer type all the bills at

once.

The telephone answering

services filled the bill nicely,

and this time I sent out

individualized letters. Same

content for each one but they

each had the service's name

and address printecj at the top

like a business letter. I sent

out about 35 letters, each

with SASE included. No

response again.

More thought. Maybe I

should try to get work print-

ing reports. With the word

processing program I could

justify right and left margins,

and each report, even if

multiple copies were desired,

would be an original. I could

learn a little about account-

ing. Perhaps I could write

some sort of program for

accountants.

So far I have a book on

elementary accounting with a

few chapters read, but no

ideas. I think mainly I need

another book - this one I

don't understand at all.

Remember, if I have to type

in a lot of data, my service

will not be very efficient.

Now I know why key-punch-

ing computer cards is such a

big business. Unfortunately,

key-punched cards are a little

beyond my capabilities.

Another possibility - write

business programs for sale,

individualized for the busi-

ness, to be run on time-shar-

ing. That would mean one

nice payment and no worries

about it afterwards. Perhaps I

could make some contacts

with other computer service

companies and subcontract

writing programs. Better get
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back to the COBOL books.
A lot of ideas, but I

haven't yet been able to fig-

ure out how to implement
them. While thinking, I

decided to go back to the
Yellow Pages and look again.

This time I sent out letters to
about 1 5 different businesses,

individualizing each letter. To
do this I just wrote a bunch
of paragraphs and used the

appropriate ones in each
letter to the various busi-

nesses. I sent out 65 letters,

Some Hints from
"Never Say Die"

From the standpoint of
learning to program, Ken is

doing a fine job. But, from a

salesman's point of view, he's

dropping the ball. Perhaps I

can pass along some ideas for

others thinking of going into

the same woods in which Ken
got lost.

Before writing a long pro-

gram to handle a particular

business I would do a little

research. In the case of a

program for dentists, I would
first check with my own den-
tist and find out how much
need a dentist has for such an
obviously valuable service. I'd

level with him that I have a

new computer and am look-

ing for ways to help pay for

the thing - what does he
think my prospects are in

computerized billing for den-

tists?

If the answer is a gentle

assurance that I am not the

first to think of computer-
izing dental bills - in fact the
real money seems to be in

renting lists of dentists names
to computer services —

I

would then try to find out if

there was some way for me to
get into this competitive
field. I have an advantage:
cheapo equipment and even
cheaper time (my own), so I

should be able to be com-
petitive with any commercial
service bureau.

You might even start get-

ting some literature from the
local computer service
bureaus and see what you are
up against in services and
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this time with a return

envelope but no postage. No
answers again. To quote some
magazine publisher (I can't

think of which one offhand),

"Never Say Die." I just

finished 65 letters to com-
mercial photographers.
Maybe there's a winner in

that group.

Late flash! Got an answer
from an earlier letter to a

maid service outfit. Strange
fellow. First I had to con-
vince him I wasn't going to

sell his client list, then when
he discovered I was a new
business and had no cus-

tomers (I had to go and tell

the truth, messy sometimes
but easy to remember what
you told someone), no sale.

You know, "Don't call me,
etc.". So back to the photo-
graphers.

For some reason, I have
this feeling that once I get a

customer or two all hell will

break loose and I will have all

the business I want. I sure

hope so. At any rate, I'm not

ready to give up yet. Maybe if

I got some fancy letterheads

printed up . . .

Well, I hope I gave you a

few ideas so when you try to

break into business with your
computer you will know
what not to do. Of course, I

have a couple of really super

ideas that came to me while I

was writing this that I'm not
going to tell you about. At
any rate, jump in, the water's

fine. Good luck.

charges. You'll find them
(don't be surprised at how
long the list is) in the Yellow
Pages under "Data Processing

Services."

If your dentist is a good
friend you might be able to

get him to show you what his

own service bureau is doing
and how much it costs. Get
out your calculator and see if

you can be competitive.

Let's say you can beat the

hell out of Procom Associates

on price. Now you have to

develop a more solid air . .

.

no customer want's to think

he's dealing with a one man
basement operation where his

patient records might be lost

at any time. Some good
looking letterhead will help
with this . . . and envelopes.

Spend a little bit here . . .

dress it up . . . maybe a name
like National Data Processing.

You should individually

write each solicitation letter

and stress your strong point:

He'll save a lot of money.
You might even remind him
that a dollar saved is at least

ten dollars earned so it is

important to him to keep
down expenses as much as

possible . . . it's a lot easier

than working more hours.

If you can make an edu-
cated guess as to how much
you might save him, put this

in terms of hours he won't
have to work. Again, your
friendly dentist should be
able to give you some
guidance on how much a

dentist thinks his time is

worth. Can you save him a

week's work in a year? If you
can, you are offering him an

extra week off.

Very few, if any, prospects

will grab the bait the first

time out. It takes repetitive

advertising to sell, so plan on
sending at least six letters,

each stressing some way that

he will benefit from your
service. For instance, if he
wants any changes in the way
his present service is run he is

probably up the creek. Not so

with you ... if he wants a

special service you will be
able to give it to him at a

fraction of the cost else-

where. Maybe he'd like to

keep track of specific cross

references on patients . . .

you can add the data to the
file and write a program to

sort on that for him. Look
for ways you can give your
customers added benefits.

After a half dozen letters

spaced about three weeks
apart, it is time for a phone
call. Check with his recep-

tionist and see when he
usually talks with salesman
and try to get him during off

hours, if any. Once you get

him on the phone you want
to find out if he's seen your
letters. If he has, then try to
find out what his objections
are to giving your service a

try. You may not have any
answers to the objections

right now, but you'll have
something to work with and
be ready for the next chap
you contact.

In order to get started you
might offer to run at no

charge to him, in parallel with

his present service for a

couple of months so he can
see that even though you
charge less you can do an

even better job. Explain that

you have a lot less overhead

than his present bureau —
that you are using much more
modern and efficient equip-

ment, so your costs of doing

business are lower. Give him a

guarantee of holding your
price for a year or more.

If a dentist is still sending

out bills by photocopy
method or by having his

receptionist type them, he
might just be able to let his

dental assistant double as a

receptionist and save an
entire salary. Don't forget to

mention that computerized
bills get paid faster than the

old style. People are afraid of

getting messed up with com-
puters . . . what was the TV
movie awhile back where a

computer systematically
killed off a bunch of people
who had crossed it?

The first sales are the

hardest because you don't

know what you are doing or

what you are up against.

Once you make a sate vs>v/W

know a lot more about
selling.

If the dental service

business isn't worth byting

into, look around for others.

Talk to friends who are in

business ... to businessmen
in your local area ... see

what they need. Never Say
Die!

. . . Wayne
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You asked for the Intel 8080A CPU

You asked for a real-time clock .

You asked for eight level

vectored priority interrupts . . .

You asked for a jump-on-reset

and resident monitor

You asked for the S-1 00 bus . .

You asked for an 18 slot

fully shielded motherboard . . .

You asked for a

rugged, reliable chassis

Then . . . You asked for the compactness and

convenience of installing your mini-floppy

disk directly in the front panel

< • »

. . We gave you the vECCO^ 1

. . We gave you the VECCO^ 1

We gave you the Veckw 1

We gave you the VEClO^ 1

We gave you the VEClO^ 1

We gave you the Veccch i

We gave you the

NOW . . . We give you the

KCCH 1 +

RESET

p0WEA

wmrr>~- • IBBW1HIH rector uenerai, inc.

790 Hampshire Rd. f
A + B, Westlake Village, CA 91361 Telephone: (805) 497-0733



RADIO SHACK'S SURPRISE
by Sherry Smythe

L

Radio Shack made a

giant step forward in im-
proving their product image
when they introduced the
TRS-80 Micro Computer
System at their press party in

New York City on August 3

. . . they unveiled a tiny, sleek

modular computer.
The Z80 chip, 4K mem-

ory and 4K ROM are housed
with the keyboard and it

costs under $400. Completing
the primary system is a ter-

minal and cassette recorder
making the total cost less

than $600 for the entire
assembly. The 8K memory
option is only $99.95 more.
Want 16K memory option?
Add less than $300.

Programs are available

too! Want a payroll program
for about $20 that can handle
up to 15 employees? How
about a program to help the
kids with their math? Games
and Graphics are available too
... all priced very reasonably.

Wayne needed a com-
puter for his COMPUTER-
MANIA commercial in
Boston the next morning and
Don French, marketing
manager for Radio Shack,
loaned us the TRS-80 com-
plete with tape recorder, ter-

minal, and a small program
especially written for
COMPUTERMANIA to use as

a demo when Wayne was on
camera. Don packed up the
microprocessor and acces-

sories in two pasteboard
boxes and they traveled back
with us in the plane to Keene,
New Hampshire.

After routine airline

baggage treatment and a 20
mile ride to Peterborough, we
plugged in the unit, ran the
tape through the recorder and
IT WORKED! The first time,

it worked! From past obser-
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Radio Shack's complete TRS-80 Microcomputer System, con-
sisting of a 53-key professional-type keyboard and microcom-
puter plus regulated power supply, computer-controlled data
cassette recorder, and 12" video display monitor, is suitable for
business, educational and home applications. Available exclu-
sively from Radio Shack stores and dealers, nationwide, for
$599.95.

vations of computers and
their oft lack of dependable
performance, I have formed
very biased opinions, very
negative biased opinions . . .

example of which was when I

copied down the entire

COMPUTERMANIA program
in my notebook even though
I knew it was taped when we
were in NYC. I knew we'd
have trouble if I didn't have
my notes. Not so - the
TRS-80 accepted the program
and worked perfectly at first

try when we got to 73 Head-
quarters . . . and again after the
ride to Boston for the tele-

vision commercial taping the
next morning.

Wayne returned the
TRS-80 and assorted gear to

the Radio Shack booth at the
Boston Personal Computing
Show. These little gems stole

the show from everybody
there . . . they've certainly

started another microcom-
puter revolution.

At my booth I talked

to several computerists who
pooh-poohed the idea that

Radio Shack really has as

good a computer as I

described to them. I asked
them to go look for them-
selves and tell me what they
really thought from their

experienced viewpoint. With-
out exception, they liked

what they saw and thought
the TRS-80 was a terrific

little computer and should set

the industry on its ear. The
only negative comment was
from an ex- Radio Shack
dealer who would have pre-

ferred it to program in APL
instead of BASIC; but still he
said it was better than any-
thing he had imagined that

Radio Shack would have.

By the 8th of August, I

really got antsy and called

Don French in Fort Worth,
and asked him to arrange for

me to use the TRS-80 to

learn BASIC and write the

review from a "user's"

standpoint. I felt that being
an average nonelectronic
person of nontechnical back-
ground and ability that if it

worked for me, it should
work for anyone. I wanted
only to use it, not rebuild or
repair it. Using the Radio
Shack manual, Bob
Albrecht's books, BASIC and
My Computer Likes Me When
I Speak in BASIC, I am
getting a good handle on
BASIC programming. So far

in the three days before press

time I am learning the funda-
mentals of programming and
am getting more enthused by
the minute. I've had nothing
but excellent results. I recom-
mend this computer espe-

cially to any neophyte won-
dering which to buy to learn

computing. The TRS-80 has
me hooked — it's so easy to

use! In about three months
when the Radio Shack DISC
drive and printer are available

maybe I'll have a business

program written that we can
use here at Kilobaud, and it

can pay for itself.

TRS-80s will be
marketed in Radio Shack
stores and Tandy Computer
stores (which will also handle
other brands of computers).
For service, you'll have to

take it to Radio Shack to

send to one of their service

centers throughout the coun-
try with NO FREIGHT
CHARGES for the customer.

My son will probably
find one of these under the

Christmas tree this year. I'm
already thinking about
writing a program to have it

help me with my gardening
. . . let's see, the avocado gets
watered every other day, and
tomatoes once a week,
v I L • • • •
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WAITING for thefliai/?
THE 80-103A DATA COMMUNICATIONS ADAPTER WILL PUT YOU ON LINE TO A MULTITUDE OF

TERMINALS AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS. YOU WILL GET THE INFORMATION YOU NEED WHEN YOU

NEED IT WHERE YOU NEED IT. WHETHER YOU NEED PROGRAMS OR DATA TRANSFERRED OVER

THE DIAL TELEPHONE NETWORK, YOU GET FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE ANY TIME OF DAY OR

NIGHT WHILE OTHERS ARE WAITING FOR THE MAILMAN TO DELIVER, YOUR SYSTEM IS WAY

AHEAD.
80-103A DATA COMMUNICATIONS ADAPTER

The 80-103A DATA COMMUNICATIONSADAPTER was developed to function as an S-WObus

compatible serial interface incorporating a fully programmable modem and Telco interface. These

functions are usually accomplished by the use of two separate modules: 1) a serial I/O board, and

2) an external modem. By combining these features on a single board, the 80-103A can otter

microcomputer applications significant cost/performance advantages over other implementations.

• FULLY PROGRAMMABLE FEATURES
• AUTOMATED DIALING AND AN-

SWER
• ORIGINATE OR ANSWER MODE
• 110-300 BIT/SEC DATA RATES
• CHARACTER FORMAT AND PARITY
• ERROR DETECTION
• FULLY BUFFERED, OUTPUTS DRIVE
25S-100BUS LOADS

DC Hayes Associates offers a full range of capabilities

for solving your information handling problems.

Whether your problem is large or small, we will apply

innovative techniques for finding the best solution.

Contact us about our products and services.

STANDARD U.S. FREQUENCIES
FULL TELCO COMPATIBILITY WHEN
ATTACHED TO DAA
COMPATIBLE WITH EXISTING TELE-

TYPES AND TIME SHARING MODEMS
ALL DIGITAL MODULATION AND
DEMODULATION. NO ADJUSTMENTS
REQUIRED.

PRICES:
Assembled 80-1 03A with 48 hour burn in

and 90 day warranty is $279.95

Bare Board with manual is $49.95

Hay
P.O. Box 9884 • Atlanta, Georgia 30319 (404) 231-0574
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Photos by Pat Twomey.
used with 7445 in place of a 7442.

William T. Walters

2820 N. Newell Rd.
Oak Harbor WA 98277

Build a Universal

I/O Board

. . . for your Altair

SINP 46
PDBIN 78

J~L I

AO

1

A7 12

-TL

74L04

EE)tH>^'

SOUT 45
_n_

74LI Oo b •>

INPUT STROBE

IS

*Add inverters (74L04) to each address
line as needed to result in logic 1 on all

input lines to the 74L30 when the
desired address is called.

PWR 79 ~^{>0
~W JT_

74LI0b b
S ir

OUTPUT STROBE

Power

74L04
74L10
74L30

+5 Gnd

14 7

14 7

14 7

Fig.
1. Labels and pin numbers reflect Altair bus. (From May 1976 73 by Dick Whipple and John Arnold.)
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Over the past two years I

have watched the
evolution of home computers
but always balked because so

many expensive add-on
devices were required to

make them do anything. In

particular, I never saw any
comprehensive material on
Input/Output peripherals for

the Altair 8800, in which I

was most interested. Despite

my inner feelings of how
expensive this new hobby was
going to be, I plunged head-

long and finally got my Altair.

With the Altair home and
working I now faced a

decision. Do I spend several

hundred dollars and get

several I/O boards, one for

parallel and one for serial?

Should I purchase one do-all

I/O board? Or try to build an
I/O board? I decided to build

one and I have been simply

delighted with the results.

I am not an engineer and
have no special knowledge of

TTL (I can never remember
the truth table for a NOR or

a NAND gate!), but I can
read articles and diagrams and
have a reasonable amount of

time to experiment with
different circuits. The result

is an I/O board for less than

$60 that provides one serial

input/output port, two
parallel input ports (one

latching and one non-
latching), and one latching

parallel output port.

This board may be
expanded easily and inex-

pensively with each parallel

input or output port costing

no more than $4.50. Here
then is a collection of notes,

diagrams and hints so that

you may achieve the satis-

faction which goes with
building something useful

that works well and saves you
money.

Construction

All circuits used in the

prototype I/O board were
assembled using wire-wrap
construction and checked out
with a working Altair 8800
and an inexpensive volt-ohm
meter. Other test equipment
was available such as an oscil-

loscope and digital multi-



meter, but they were not

necessary.

I used the Vector Wrap-N-

Strap tool, which has to be

one of the best tools made

for the hobbyist-experi-

menter. The connections it

made are extremely good and

the amount of time it saved

was fantastic. If you are

uncertain of wire-wrap

methods, I invite you to look

over Dennis Brown's
excellent article in Kilobaud

#1. The Vector Company
makes prototype boards for

the Altair Bus and that's what

I used (stock number
8800-V) to build the I/O

circuits in this article.

If you wish, you may use

conventional solder tech-

niques or a wiring pencil, but

by all means — use sockets\

Don't let the extra cost of

wire-wrap sockets discourage

you from using wire-wrap.

The convenience will more

than make up for the extra

cost over conventional

sockets.

Circuits

The first requirement of

an I/O board is to provide the

sometimes elusive Device

Select or I/O strobe as it is

often named. There are

various methods used to

produce a unique I/O strobe

for each of the 256 possible

input and output devices.

Chances are that you won't

need all 256 devices but

generally will need anywhere

from one to sixteen I/O

strobes. As a practical

minimum, it seems that the

simplest method of

generating an I/O strobe will

use 3 integrated circuits (ICs).

These are a 74L04, 74L30
and a 74L10 (see Fig. 1). This

is alright for a little while, but

any expansion will require

more of the same so it is not

very versatile. A similar

version is given (Fig. 2),

slightly modified, from the

April 1976 issue of Byte by

R.J. Bosen. By far the most

versatile and easily expand-

able circuit is from the same

issue of Byte by J.M.

Schulein (Fig. 3). If you can't

find the 8131 comparator or

just don't want to spend $3

for one, then the example of

Fig. 4 will show how to use a

74LS138 as a suitable

replacement. As it turns out

the 74LS138 makes for easy

expansion and is therefore

highly recommended. To

expand this circuit from 4

I/O strobes to 8 I/O strobes,

replace the 7442 with a

74154 and adjust a few

address lines as shown in Fig.

5. Now you have 8 input and

8 output strobes and the

package count of the circuit

hasn't changed except for the

possible addition of a 7404,

depending on your desired

beginning address segment.

And, if you did use the

74LS1 38 instead of the 8131

,

you can continue to expand

and add another 16 I/O

strobes (8 in, 8 out) for the

cost of another 2 ICs as

ALTAIR BUSS
PIN NO

IN 46> ^k.

_TL0UT45>
74L04
IK 2

AO 79>
.6-

Al 80>

A2 81 > x3^
A3 31 > 10

A 4 30>
I3 12

A5 29>

A6 82>-

A7 83>
,°-

l2

OUTPUT PORT

ALTAIR BUSS

DOO 36 >

PWR 77>-
"LT 1>

DOI 35 >-

D02 88 >
003 89 >
D04 38 >-

D05 39 >
D06 40 >-

D07 90 >

IS

I8

20

22

U
_TL

DSI

82I2

VCC-24
6ND- 12

DS2

INPUT PORT
ENABLE

I5

17

I9

2i

IK
-VAr

5V

Power +5 Gnd Packages Used

7400 14 7

74L04 14 7

74L30 14 7

8212 24 12

74L04
74L30
7400
8212

2

1

1

1

Fig. 2 I/O strobe circuit with output port example. Labels and Pin

numbers reflect Altair Bus.

ALTAIR 8800
PIN NO 74L04

46

45>sout_£>
«
>

79>AP_j£>£

80>

OUTPUT
STROBES

"LT

INPUT
STROBES

"LT

Power +5 Gnd Packages Used

74L04 14 7

74L10 14 7

7442 16 8

8131 16 8

74L04
74L10
7442
8131

Top view of I/O board. Fig. 3. Versatile I/O strobe circuit (preferred over those in Figs. 1 or 2).
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ALTAIR 8800
PIN NO

A2 81 >

A3 31 >-

A4 30>

A5 29>

A6 82>

A7 83>-

74L04

^
1>

Ja>oJ

^Ox-

-o*

-o^

5V
A

-^o

16

:

*

-

l

A

B

C

74LSI38

G2A

G2B

Gl

Yl

n

Yd

*—
13

2 14

3
D
I5

4

"""

*
5

^n

6

^o

TO PIN
13 OF
74L04
FIG 3

Note: G1 must be 1 along

with G2A and G2B
at tq enable the

74LS138.

Power

74L04
74LS138

+5

14

16

Gnd

7

8

Fig. 4. Substitution of a 74SL138 for the 8131 of Fig. 3.
Wiring side of I/O board. See, it doesn't have to be neat to work!

79> AO
74L

50^
80>Al

23

I 22

8I>A2 ^
20

PIN 4 -74L04
F ROM FIG NO 3
(S"0"UT)

9

18

74I54

30^
4 0^

50^
6^

Gl

I

10

II

12

i3k>

i4 y
G2 I5>

A
PIN 8
74LI0 FROM
FIG. 3

24
5V T

10

I3

14

15

I6

17

0S7
0S6
0S5
0S4
0S3
0S2
OSI
OSO

1S7
IS6
1S5
IS4
IS3
IS2
ISI

ISO

OUTPUT
STROBES

INPUT

STROBES
i_r

Note: 1) If using 8131 - ground Pin #1
and set Pin #2 to 0. 2) If using 74LS138
set Pin 6 to 1 and shift all address lines

up one pin (A3 to Pin 1 now vice Pin 2)

to retain expansion capabilities of 74LS138.

Power

74154

+5

24

Gnd

12

Package Used

74154- 1

Fig. 5. Expansion of the basic circuit from Fig. 3.

EXISTING CIRCUIT
FROM FIGURE 3

^|>
I

"iol
74LI0 .TO PIN I9(GI)

OF 1ST 74154

ADD THIS

—ilp^ TO PIN 19 (Gl)

'OF 2ND 74154

01

FROM PIN 14

<*" 74LSI38

Power

A |/3
/t>\ 7404

A
FROM PIN 13

<vz> 74 LSI 38

74LI0 _^T0 PIN 19 (Gl)

OF 3RD 74154

+5 Gnd Packages Used

7404 I 4 7 7404 - 1 (4 gates open)
74L10 14 7 74L10-1
74154 24 12 74154-3

Fig. 6. To increase the number of I/O strobes even more, use this circuit
to enable more than one 74154.

shown jn Fig. 6. Now let's see

how to use these I/O strobes

that have been generated.

Parallel Input

A latched keyboard (a

keyboard in which the ASCII

code is held on the output

lines after a key has been

depressed until an acknowl-

edgement by the computer
interface) is by far the easiest

device to interface. In fact

most I/O boards assume that

your parallel input data is

from a latched input device

(which isn't always so). Fig. 7

shows a pair of 74125 non-

inverting (a high in gives a

high out) three-state buffers

which are enabled (allow data

to pass) when the control line

(pins 1,4,10,13) are brought

low and at all other times the

outputs from the buffers are

in the high impedence state.

This simply means that for all

practical purposes the buffers

are not connected to or

loading the bus at all. Any
non-inverting, three-state

buffer device is suitable for

the circuits shown in t(iis

article, but I like the 74125
because it is inexpensive. The
lower cost is due to each

buffer having its own enable

pin, which means you get to

do more wiring and also there

are only 4 buffers to a chip.

Another ideal use for the

non-latching buffered input is

for use as a status port. For

this use a status input port

must be able to accept a

signal from an external device

(either input or output) and

gate this onto the bus at the

proper time. This way the

program may determine if an

output device is busy or

available, or if an input device

has data from the program to

use. The status port is used in

what is called a polled

system. A polled system will

loop until a requested device

either becomes available or

has data for the computer to

input.

This is in contrast to an

interrupt driven system in

which an external device

(input or output) will

interrupt the computer which

causes the current program

execution to halt and then to

execute a jump or branch to

the service routine for the

device which generated the

interrupt.

In conjunction with the

status port many hobbyists

ask what popular conventions

are being used, and express

concern about having to

modify software they receive

from others to suit their own
I/O structure. There really

isn't any set of standards (is

anybody listening oux thete?

\

but some of the more popular

conventions are given in Fig.

8. The prototype conforms to

the Mits SIO A,B,C, (not

revised) which was requested

for the Dazzler contest and
also has been used in several

other articles.

Latched Parallel Input

Latched parallel input may
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ENABLE

EXTERNAL Y
DATA FOR 4 , 74125

INPUT

>-

I >

2 >

3 >

&̂
ALTAIR
BUSS

PIN NO
-95 DIO

-94 DI I

11 llO

-»4I DI2

Device

Mits S10 A, B, C
Mits ACR
Mits S10 A, B,C (REV 0)

Mits 88 PIO

Conventions Bit Location

Channel Status Bit Input Output

Status Data Active Data Ready Data Ready

6

1

7

1

1

Low
Low
High

High

5

2

7

7

1

1

--^ -42 DI3
Fig. 8. Port assignments and Status bit locations for various Mits interface boards.

* > ^
5 >

-91 DI4

^ 92 DI5

> ^ -93 DI6

7 > -^ -43 DI7

Power +5

74125 14

Packages Used

74125-2

Gnd

7

Fig. 7. General purpose input, output or buffer circuit shown here as an

input port. Identical circuit is used to buffer the A/tair output bus (by

grounding the enable line) for all output ports on the prototype board.

be obtained by using any of

the circuits of Fig. 9. Note

that the use of any except the

8212 will require two added

external functions. Only the

8212 has built-in three-state

buffers and a signal which

may be used as a status port

input to signal Data Avail-

able. All other circuits will

need, as a minimum, the

external three-state buffers.

For this reason an 8212 was

used in the prototype board

to reduce package count.

When the strobe input is

pulsed to 1 and then back to

the latches inside the 8212

grab the data present at the

Data Input pins. Also, on the

falling edge of the strobe

input the INT line goes to

and stays there until the

three-state buffers are

enabled by the I/O strobe on

pin 1. This way the INT pin

may be used as a status flag

(0 = Data Available, 1 = No

Data Available) to the status

port. Be sure that your strobe

siqnal pulses to logic 1 and

valid data is present during

the transition form 1 back to

0. If your keyboard strobe

signal goes to and remains

there while a key is

depressed, use the 7402

circuit in Fig. 9 to provide a

clean strobe pulse to the

8212 while data is valid from

the keyboard. But check the

keyboard documentation just

in case the data remains valid

after this type of keypressed

signal.

If your keyboard is a

latching type which requires

an Acknowledge signal to free

the keyboard to input

another character you may
use the 8212. In this case get

the Acknowledge from the

Status (pin 23 of the 8212).

If your keyboard uses a

positive strobe for the

Acknowledge use an inverter

cjate to change the polarity of

the pulse.

Parallel Output

The circuits of Fig. 9

apply also to parallel output.

Notice that all but the 8212

require a positive pulse to

latch data from the output

bus so be sure that you

include an inverter between

the I/O strobe that you use

and the latch pins. Also, you

will not need three-state

buffers on the outputs, so

there is no reason to use the
l

more expensive 8212 in this

application. In the prototype

board 7475s were used for

each parallel output port and

the main output bus from the

computer was buffered with a

pair of 74125s to drive all the

output ports so that bus

loading would be reduced.

The final system diagram

should help you visualize this.

Serial Input/Output

Eventual ly , nearly
everyone will need to convert

parallel data into serial data

and back again. The relative

merits of software versus

hardware conversion is an old

subject and will not be kicked

around much here. True,

software conversion costs less

and may be a bit more

versatile than hardware, but I

favor the hardware approach

illustrated here.

The UART, (Universal

Asynchronous Receiver-

Transmitter) was designed

expressly to perform this task

of serial-parallel and back

again. Its use has been

described in rnany different

articles except that no one

discussed exactly how to

interface it directly to the

computer bus. The UART
was designed to mate directly

to a computer bus as all

outputs from the UART are

three-state buffers with

separate enable lines provided

for the status bits (called

flags) and the 8 bits of

parallel output. However, the

Altair bus has 1k Ohm
pjbll-up resistors on the eight

lines of the Data In bus and

the UART (TMS-6011) is

specified as being able to

drive one TTL load. As a

5V

EXT INPUT

7 >
6 >
5 >
4 >"

3 >
2 >
I >
>

KBDSTB>

22

20

II

fe

li

_TL

1
1,

ACK
(PIN 23-8212)

8212

STB
DS2 MD

DSI
INT

rr
IK

i—wv-

ALTAIR
BUSS
DI7 43

-DI6 93 k l
KEY >

PRESSED
-DI5 92

-DI4 91

-DI3 42

-DI2 41

-DM 94

-DIO 95

jJ-^Nff AtNO
8212

(KBD STB)

23
~LT

-<INPUT STROBE

5V

ACK
TO KBD

~L
-STATUS (ACTIVE LOW)

EXT INPUT
7

EXT. INPUT
7>
6>

5V

16

19

5>
<»>

3>
2>
I >
0>

10

21

22

KBD STB>

EXT DATA

"^

74100

17

IH

20

-7
-6
-5
— 4

— 3

— 2

—
I

—

_TL

TO
EXTERNAL
TRI-STATE
BUFFERS

5V

3

2

I

% [2 V

, TO EXTERNAL
) TRI-STATE
BUFFERS

7475
-3

-?

TO EXTERNAL
TRI-STATE
BUFFERS

Power

7475
74100
74175
8212

+5

5

24
16

24

Gnd

12

7

8
12

Fig. 9. Input/Output latching circuits. Note the variods strobe

requirements — for those circuits not having internal three-state buffers

the buffers are added (from Fig. 7) and enabled by the I/O strobe.
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CLOCK NO. I >
7403

(
I OR )

BIT FROM >
CONTROL
PORT

„ TO UART
CLOCKS (PINS 17 a 40)

CLOCK
NO 2

or if you need a separate clock for

the receive and transmitter sections —

BIT FROM
CONTROL >-
PORT

TX I >

RX I >

,,7
V^ 7403

•^z>

TX2 >- t3T>

rx 2 y

PIN 40(TX CLOCK)

•PIN 17 (RX CLOCK)

Note: UART input pins contain their own
pull-up resistors so no external pull-ups
are required even though using open-
collector logic.

Power

7403
7404

+5 Gnd

14

14
7

7

Fig. 1 la. 7403 used to select 1 of
2 different clocks for the UART.
This could also be used in place of
Fig. 11b if you have only 2
different devices for UART input
(see text for explanation).

5V

L
DATA RATE I >

NO
2>
3>

5> 19

14

13

12

1 ^
74151

TO UART PINS 17 8 40

m
LSB MSB
CONTROL PORT

INPUT
Power

74151

+5

16

Gnd

8

Fig. 11b. Circuit to select more than two baud rates for UART clock
input. This may also be used to select multiple inputs to the UARTand
in that case pin 5 would be connected to UART pin 20 instead of the
clock (pins 17 & 40).

5V

t. 8
~^7

IS
a

1

C

D

7442 1 "0"

ADDRESS FROM

2
L=o>

I4
3 il

2

4 •ICONTROL PORT ^ ?

13
3

5 ii

UART PIN N
DATA OUTP

25 v- 12

4

5

6

7

6 li7
UT 7 II

9 n

result, if you interface the

UART's parallel data output

directly on the Altair Data In

bus you will experience

random data input as the

UART is not able to

completely pull down (sink)

the Data In bus. There are

two ways to remedy this

condition. One is to change
the value of the pull-up

resistors used on the CPU
board of the Altair. This is

not recommended as I do not

know what effect it will have

on proper CPU operation.

The second and the method
used on the prototype board
was to use the trusty 74125
three-state buffers and enable

their outputs with the I/O

strobe. Fig. 10 shows the

different connections used on
the prototype board. Pin 22
is the status and is high when
the UART can accept another

character for conversion and
low when it cannot. Pin 23 is

the load and this is connected
to the desired output strobe

from the 7442 or 74154 of

Fig. 3 or 5. With this you
need only to load the data to

be output to the accumulator
and execute an out instruc-

tion, addressing the UART
port to have your serial

conversion take place. For
serial to parallel conversion

pin 19 will provide status by

n
I2V

5V

BUFFERED
ALTAIR OUTPUT
BUSS

7>

3>

l>
0>

33

}?

}l

30

29

28

27

26

SL *- 9

JT — 22

POC 99 > T> 2l

l

!r

going high when data has

been received and will remain

low when no data has been

received. The only catch to

using this signal is that pin 18

must be pulsed low to reset

pin 19 so that it may signal

receipt of another character.

Failure to reset pin 18 will

result in pin 19 remaining

high after the first character

is received and every time

status is checked the program
will think that data is

available from the UART.
You can see that a potential

disaster would be in the

making there! This is solved

very easily by connecting pin

18 to the enable lines for the

buffers that are used on the

UART outputs. This way
when the buffers are enabled

to allow the data from the

UART to gate onto the input

bus the Data Available flag

will be reset.

Summary

Each of these modules
may be combined in building

block steps which will result

in the I/O board that you
want for your particular

system. Build the I/O strobe

section first and verify that it

functions correctly by using

the single step mode of your
Altair. Then go on to the

different input or output

5V

TX CLOCK

RX CLOCK

TX DATA

RX DATA

34

40
<

I 7 <
(16 X BAUD RATE)

25

20 <
^=

74L04

38K I0K

RX
DATA AVAIL

TX AVAIL

RESET
TX

L^AD

~LT
23

7
ost

RX DATA
RESET

HE:
I2P*

10

I2

18 \
2-74125 S

IS3
ALTAIR
BUSS
-43 DI7

-93 DI6

-92 DI5

-91 014

-42 DI3

-41 DI2

-<SA QU
-95 DIO

ALTAIR
BUSS

52 —
(-I6V)

470ft
—vw

01
POLY

CLOCK OUTPUT
jr-TLa

-12
TO UART

Power

7442

+5 Gnd

16 8

Fig. 11c. Use this for delivering

the output of the UART to more
than one device.

Fig. 10. UART Interface circuit.

Labels and pin numbers reflect

Altair bus. See text and Fig. 12
for connections of Pin 35-39.

Power +5

TMS-6011 1

12 Gnd
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ports that you wish to add.

The only circuit which gave

any trouble with the protype

was the UART circuitry. All

others worked correctly the

first time so that there isn't

much in the way of trouble-

shooting that can be passed

on. Incidentally the problems

with the UART were
two-fold. First, the status

signal from pin 22 of the

transmitter section in the

UART kept giving false

status. Whenever it was

interrogated by a program

running at machine speed it

would not hold the logic low

if the UART happened to be

busy. That is why that

particular signal is run

through an inverter before

going to the status port. The
second has already been

mentioned as initially the

UART was connected
directly to the Altair Data In

bus and kept giving erroneous

data. If you're experimenting

with the UART circuit

remember that each output

line from the UART, whether

it is a flag or data, that it can

sink only one TTL load and if

you need more drive than

that — buffer it.

Expansion

Some fancy ideas have

come to mind during

construction of the prototype

and the writing of this article:

The following circuits have

not been built and tested but

should work properly and are

used here to demonstrate the

flexibility of this board.

Maybe you would like a

few extra frills such as

software selectable baud

rates, the ability to shuttle

between several output and

input devices and even

software programming of the

format for the UART so you

can communicate with your

Baudot-style teletypewriter

and your cassette interface

without adding another

UART.
The easiest solution would

be two selectable baud rates.

A 7403 NAND will perform

this function with the use of

only one bit from your

control port as shown in Fig.

11a. A latched output port is

B 6 8 9

1

1

1 1

1

1 1

1 1

1 1 1

1

1 1

Fig. lid. Truth table for 7442. Note

shift to 1.

necessary as a control port,

and 8 bits assumed, as that

will offer greater flexibility.

While you're at it why not

address it at input port zero?

If you are really ambitious

and wish to accommodate up

to 8 different baud rates you

may use a 74151 which is a

data selector. It will select up

to eight different inputs

depending on its address

input on pins 9,10,11 (use 3

bits from your control port)

and deliver that to pin 5 for

an output (Fig. 11b). If you

wish, you may shuttle the

serial input of the UART to

different devices using

exactly the same method as

in varying the baud rate. Note

that you do not have to use

all three address lines of the

74151 if you do not have 8

devices.

If you only have three

devices from which to

choose just use 2 bits from

your control port and tie pin

9 of the 74151 to ground.

Shuttling the output from the

UART is perhaps a bit

unorthodox, but very neat.

Use a 7442 as in Fig. 11c.

The output from the UART
(pin 25) is tied to the most

significant bit of the 7442

address lines while the lower

three bits are from the

control port which will select

one of eight devices to receive

the serial UART output.

An examination of the

truth table (Fig. lid) will

show why this technique

works. When any of the

outputs from one to eight is

chosen, the changing of the

most significant bit on the

address lines (the UART
output) will also cause the

selected output line to change

state in the same direction at

1

1

1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

that when the D input (pin 12) goes to 1 all outputs through

UART Pins

7 also

Device 35 36 37 38 39

Modem L H H H H
Cassette H H H H H
Baudot TTY H H L L H
ASR-33 H H H H H
KSR-33 L H H L H

Data Bit Selection

UART Pins

37 38 Data Bits/Char

L L
L H
H L

H H

5

6
7

8

Fig. 12. Chart showing UART formatting for various I/O devices

commonly used and the number of data bits per character determined

by pins 37 & 38.

74I25
BUFFERS

ALTAIR
D07-D00

ALWAYS ENABLED

ENABLE

ALTAIR

DI7-DIO

ENABLE

i~so >—

I/O STROBE
LOGIC FROM
FIG NO 3

IS

mi mi
IS IS IS IS OS ososos

I 2 3 I 2 3

OUTPUT PORT 3

(DIGITAL GROUP VIDEO DISP)

-SERIAL OUTPUT

<I760 Hz(l6X IIO BAUD)

I/6 7404

-<SERIAL INPUT

STATUS PORT

74I25'Smm
ACTIVE LOW

£ £ 23

82I2
( KBD DATA IN

KBD
PORT

INT STB
OSI

-i_rT
IS3

U o<l <KBD STB
J"L ^ IS

System Block Diagram. Overview of the prototype board using circuits

discussed. Note that various inverters (one gate from a 7404 or 74L04J

have been used without giving pinouts. The actual gates used may vary

in your own board.
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•UART Pin 37
*- UART Pin 38

-UART Pin 36

Data/5 6 7

1

1

0=1 Stop Bit

1=2 Stop Bits

0=No Parity

1=Parity
LSB input/output device select

2nd SB input/output device select

Pin 1 1 - 74151 - baud rate select

Pin 10 - 74151 baud rate select

8
1

1

-UART Pin 35

Control Word Format (suggestion only)

In this proposal bits 4 & 5 control the selection of
both the input device and the output device. If you
really need this versatility plus independant input/output
selection, consider the use of a second control port.

Fig. 13. Suggestion for possible use of a control port to control baud
rate, format and Input/Output of the UART.

Status Port -
Input Port —

Bit Assignments

- UART Data Available if Low
1 — Keyboard Data Available if Low
2-
3-
4-
5-
6-
7 — UART Transmitter available if Low

Output Port - Reserved for Control port.
Input Port 1 - UART Input
Output Port 1 - UART Output
Input Port 3 - Keyboard Input
Output Port 3 - Digital Group Video Display

Table 1. System Port assignments.

8

C
KB
9

A
10

L
II

£
12

N
13

D
14 15

AR
Mr. Alton C. Smith of Conyers GA was the winner of an 8K

Static Memory Card from Seals Electronics in their "count the
chip clips" contest held in Atlanta. His guess was 12,329; total
number of chip clips in the container was 12,377.

CORRECTIONS
On page 13 of the August 1977 issue of Kilobaud, the

Vertel Kilobyte credit card system was mentioned. Since
information on the system appeared, we have had several
inquiries as to Vertel's address. For anyone else who's curious,
that address is: Vertel, 167 Worcester Street, Wellesley Hills

MA 02181.

about the same time (30
nanoseconds or so maximum
time lag). Neat and simple.

The format of the data word
may also be changed under
software control.

If you are going to use the

serial port to communicate
with a cassette interface, a

modem and a Baudot Tele-

type (or an ASCII Teletype

for that matter) you will have

to adjust the format of the

data word used by the UART
somehow.

Using software and a con-

trol port sure beats lifting the

lid and changing jumpers and
it's a lot faster too! For this

you will be interested in pins

34 thru 39 of your UART.
Pin 34 must be high to enable

the formatting of the UART.
You may wish to hardwire

this to +5 (through a 1k ohm
resistor) or use a bit from
your control port. Seems a

bit wasteful (no pun
intended) to tie up a bit from
the control port for this when
you intend to program the

UART by software and will

be changing the format often.

That leaves pins 35 through

39 for you to program.

Generally, parity sense won't
change so you may hardwire

pin 3 to either low or high

depending on whether you
want odd or even parity.

If you desire to omit
parity entirely then hardwire

pin 35 to high. Pin 36 gives

you the desired number of

stop bits — 1 if low and 2 if

high. Pins 37 and 38 together

decide how many data bits

are to be sent or received and
this ranges from 5 to 8. If

both 37 and 38 are low then

a 5-bit data word is for-

matted; 37 low and 38 high

gives you 6 data bits; 37 high

and 38 low gives 7 data bits

and if both 37 and 38 are

high you get an 8-bit data

word. See Figs. 12 and 13 for

formatting chart which illus-

trates the application of some
of these ideas. If you are

using parity remember; parity

adds one bit to the data

word. Also when using this

technique you must initalize

your control port with the

proper baud rate, data word
format and device select prior

to use.

So there you have it. A
collection of diagrams, tables,

conventions and thoughts
which can be the basis for

building an I/O board to suit

your system. You can put as

much or as little into it as

you want to. Happy wrap-

ping!

Quan Description i Price

1 8800V $19.95
1 7805 1.90
1 12.1 V. Zener

Misc .01 Caps
.60 (for -12 or UART)

1 K Ohm res. 1.00
2 74L04 .84
1 74L10 .36
1 7442 .80
6 74125 4.26
1 74LS138 1.75
1 8212 4.50
1 TMS-6011 12.00
1 NE555 .60
9 14 pin wire wrap soc. 3.24
2 16 pin wire •wrap soc. 76
1 24 pin wire wrap soc. 1.00
1 40 pin wire-•wrap soc. 1.75

Table 2. Parts (and cost) list.
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MORE BYTES FOR YOUR BUCK !

8K RAM . . .assembled, burnt-in, tested
and warranted. . .only $19750 !

These are not kits, but completely assembled and

tested boards, with a 1 year warranty. No soldering,

no messing, no chance of mis-connections . . . just

plug 'em in and you're ready to run. The 8K RAM has

the same features and speed as our 4K RAM (500

nsec, no wait states) and if that isn't fast enough

there's our 8K (Z) fast RAM that gives you a 250 nsec

access time for only $217.50!

Because of the low power memory chips used, power

requirements are lower than many other RAM boards.

And the 8K RAM uses less power than two 4K boards.

All RAMs are manufactured to military specification

M\L STD-883-C, assuring greatest control over

reliability.

Address selection is easily accomplished by our

Visaddress™, an easy to read switch on the board

top. The 8K board is designed to be selected as one

of eight possible 8K RAM boards present on the S-1 00

bus.

To achieve address selection, the top address lines

are decoded using the Visaddress switch. The switch

will then show the selected starting address of the

RAM card. (i.e. = 0000-1 FFF, 2=2000-3FFF, etc.

on the 8K board).

Both boards have fully buffered address and data

lines, and extensive built-in noise immunity circuitry.

And are plug-in compatible with the S-1 00 bus

(Altair 8800, IMSA1 8080, etc.)

Quality, assembled boards at less than kit prices. But

what else should you expect from a company whose

prime products are electronic test instrumentation

and microprocessing components?

Also available: 4K RAM; $1 07.00, Alpha-VDM; $1 07.00,

Alpha-VDM-ll; $145.00, Graphics-VDM; $137.00.

Order direct by check, BankAmericard or Master

Charge (Add $1 .50 shipping, credit customers give us

all the card numbers, please and Ohio residents add

4 1/2% sales tax) or contact us for more information.

Kent-Moore Instrument Company, a subsidiary of

Kent-Moore Corporation (founded in 1919), P.O. Box

507, Industrial Ave., Pioneer, Ohio 43554. (419) 737-

2352. Or, Kent-Moore of Canada, 246 S. Cawthra Rd.,

Mississauga, Ontario L-A3P2, Canada.

Kent-Moore

INSTRUMENT COMPANY



GdDDBODKS?
If you run across a book which you think other hobbyists
would profit knowing about, why not write a brief review . . .

including the name and address of the publisher (if you have
it) and the price and send it to

kilobaud Peterborough NH

VIRGIN SOFTWARE PACKAGES
I FOR YOUR |

6502 AND Z-80 SYSTEMS
Following Programs Available,

NOW:
1. Powerful, Comprehensive
Executive Program for KIM, adapt-
able to other 6502 systems.
2. Very Flexible, Extensive Ex-
ecutive Program for Digital Group
Z-80, adaptable to other Z-80 sys-

tems.

3. High Speed (213 Bytes/Second!)
Cassette Read/Write Program for
KIM and other 6502 systems. Very
reliable; requires no additional
hardware.
All programs complete with annotated
listing and instructions. Price, $25.00
each. California residents add 6% sales tax.

INNOVA TIVE SOFTWARE, INC.

Write to- 3107 Casa Bonita Dr.

Bonita, CA 92002 1

1

6

APPLE IPs
Available at

Computer
Playground

Demonstrations

Rentals

Games
Color Graphics

Repair and Service

Also see the KIM-1 system

6789 Westminster Ave.

Westminster, CA 92683

Phone 714-898-8330
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ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?
- LOW COST USED COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

11 " nen " " " "

- ADVANCED INFORMATION ON NEW PRODUCTS
- NEW SOFTWARE: UTILITIES/BUSINESS/etc.
- A WAY TO ASK FOR INFORMATION OR AID
- INFORMATION ON COMPUTER CLUB MEETINGS

IT'S ALL IN ON LINE !

*

*
*
*

18 ISSUES (1 Yr.)-$3.75 36 ISS„-$7.00
Sample, on AzqueAt, on. added to *ubi>cAlp.

24695 SANTA CRUZ HWY.

LOS GATOS, CA 95030
02

Complete retail & service computer
outlet in

LONG ISLAND
FREE CONSUL TA TION ON A LL

YOUR NEEDS

In stock - IMSAI, Polymorphic, TDL,
Digital Systems, Tarbell, Soroc,

Large variety of memories,
interfaces, software, books & magazines

PRINTERS • FLOPPIES • CRTs
Custom designed systems for

personal, educational & business use

Free Newsletter — Systems
Demonstration — Best Service

aomputer 1 1 Ucrosystems
1311 Northern Blvd.
Manhasset NY 11030 C44

(516)627-3640
Open Tues-Sat: Wed-Sat 10-6; Tues 10-9

COMPUTER MART

special
Prime UARTs $7.95
Double Baud
Rate Generators $14.95
IMSAI Edge Connectors &
Guides 10/$39.00

—Stan Veit, Storekeeper

COMPUTERMART OF NEWYORK INC.
118 MADISON AVE. NY NY 10016

(212)686 7923 C32

computer
depot: inc.™

3515 W. 70th Street

Minneapolis MN 55435

Upper Midwest

Headquarters for

PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY, IMSAI,

POLYMORPHIC SYSTEMS, DIGITAL
GROUP, WAVE MATE,CROMEMCO,
VECTOR GRAPHICS, TDL, SEALS,
TARBELL, MICRO DESIGNS,
NORTH STAR, FAIRCHILD SEMI-
CONDUCTOR, E & L INSTRU-
MENTS, SAMS, TAB, HAYDEN,
WILEY, MC-GRAW HILL, A.P. PROD-
UCTS

Catalog Free

Phone 612-927-5601
C40
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SPECIAL WAREHOUSE SALE
THE BEST DEAL WE HAVE EVER OFFERED!

ROYTRON 8-LEVEL a
""^

READER/PUNCH £.<
*0

ECONOMICAL
KEYSTATIONS $29.50

2*cr m nm

This paper tape I/O station operates at 50 cps The mechanisms share a common drive motor

but are electrically independent 24 volt signals are required to interface the internal sole-

noids An interfacing manual is included Perfect for typesetting, program distribution,

program entry and many other paper tape applications.

USE S-1 00 BOARDS
WITH YOUR KIM-1

Now use low-cost and readily available S-1 00 compatible circuit

boards with your KIM-1 ! The Kimsi from Forethought Products adapts

the KIM Bus to the S-1 00 Bus so that you have access to hundreds of

memory and interface boards.

The Kimsi accepts up to 8 S-1 00 edge connectors, provides on-board

power regulation for the KIM-1 and contains the KIM to S-1 00 inter-

face logic. One S-1 00 edge connector is included, the KIM to Kimsi

connector set must be purchased separately.

A super buy on these used keystations allows us to sell them at this low price These attractive

units contain a Hollerith-style keyboard which is easily modified to output ASCII alpha codes

(we provide documentation) The interior of the enclosure is large enough for a KIM-1 and

power supply We also have a limited supply of keystation components

Item Price

50 key keyboard

Mounts on 11.5" centers

$19 Incandescent Display Board

Contains over 1 30 lamps

3

Keystation Enclosure

Dimensions 16" x 16" x 4"
19 Display Controller Board

38 IC's and a Sonalert

5

Copy Stand and Holder

Mounts on top of enclosure

5

MORE BARGAINS
Burroughs Self Scan Display Panel

Model 0030 16 or 18 character display

$32.50

Ultrasonic Latching Relay tor Remote Control

Operate 110v appliances from across the room
19.95

Data General 6012 CRT Terminal

Brand new with numeric keypad. 4800 baud max
1395.00

DEC PDP8/I or L with 4K core memory
Table-top or floor models available

as low as 795.00

MATROX VIDEO RAMS AND
GRAPHICS

Tops in the industry, please write for more info. See our KIM Corner

for S-1 00 compatible boards.

*.«» \

Item

Kimsi Backplane/S-100 Adapter 8 slots for S-1 00 available

Kimsi Power Supply Unreg +8@10A. + 16@1A;-16@1A

KIM-1 incl. documentation Send for more information

KIM to Kimsi Connector Set Includes recorder cables

S-100 Edge Connector Kimsi accepts 8; 1 is supplied

Cassette Recorder for KIM-1 Hundreds sold for KIM use

4K Seals ROM Board Accepts up to 16 1702A or 5203 s

4K Imsai RAM Board Bare minimum to run Tiny BASIC

8K Cromenco ROM Board Accepts up to 8 2708 EPROMs

8K Seals RAM Board Enough space for programs below

Poly Video Terminal Interface 16 x 64 Connects to a Monitor and Keyboard

Matrox 2480 Alpha-Numeric VRAM 24 lines of 80 char (needs P39)

Matrox 2S6-ALT Video Graphics Board Displays 256 x 256 array

Iffy Bitty Tiny BASIC 2 5K; kit is a paper tape

Focal (a DEC trademark) Includes floating points

6502 Assembler with Source This is NOT the MOS version

Kit Assembled

Price Price

$125 $165

60 75

N/A 245

8 11

5 7

N/A 55

119 179

139 239

145 245

269 369

d 210 280

N/A 295

N/A 395

5 10

N/A 40

N/A 30

MTX 816 Module (Upper Case only) Composite video output in 8 lines ot 16 chars

MTX 1632 Module (Upper and Lower Case) 16 x 32 display includes blink option

MTX 1632SL Module (Great with 256**2) Slave sync allows text superposition

MTX 2480 Circuit Board 24 x 80 requires high-persistence phosphor (P39)

MTX 256**2 Circuit Board 256 x 256 array graphics (multiples provide color)

BOOKS

179.00

225.00

225.00

395.00

630.00

SPECIAL! 10% off S-100 Boards
when ordered with Kimsi.

Programming Microprocessors Including arithmetic with floating points $

Build Your Own Working Robot Buster cries when he can't find his food

Telephone Accessories You Can Build Remote ringer, scrambler, dialer, answerer, etc

Master Handbook of 1001 Practical Electronic Circuits Almost 1 V? inches thick

Basic BASIC i
A great text, many examples, questions and answers

Advanced BASIC Coordinate geometry, series polynomials, games

101 BASIC Games The now classic volume compiled by David Ahl

What to Do After You Hit Return Games from the People's Computer Company

CMOS Cookbook Don Lancaster explains CMOS low-power logic

Introduction to Microcomputers Volume I Adam Osborne explains the theory behind micros

Introduction to Microcomputers Volume II Then he reviews the current crop ot micros

8080 Programming for Logic Design A whole book on 8080 implementation

6800 Programming tor Logic Design A whole book on 6800 implementation

Some Common BASIC Programs Full of many useful and complete programs

Name

ORDER
FORM

Address

City State Zip

Charge my BAC/VISA_

Interbank #

Card #

M/C

Exp. Date

Signature

Please send me info on the new Commodore PET 2001
computer

Limited 90-day Warranty

Return non-working merchandise within 90 days for replacement or refund. Kits are war-

ranted to be complete with working components All items subject to prior sale

Qty Item Price Amount

Total for goods

+4% Michigan Residents

+4% Shipping and Handling

+$1 if order's under $20

Total Amount
I

COMPUMART Inc. 1250N.MainSt. Ann Arbor, Mi. 48104 994 4445
A Division of Newman Computer Exchange. Inc Dept. KB

C41
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ComputerMart Ltd.

in
Toronto Canada

YOUR NUMBER ONE SOURCE
for microcomputers and periph-

erals. Expert software and hardware
guidance.

• PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY
• THE DIGITAL GROUP
• IMSAI
• POLYMORPHIC SYSTEMS
• CROMEMCO
• ICOM
• PERIPHERAL VISION
• NORTH STAR
• LEAR-SIEGLER
• TSC SOFTWARE

AND MORE

ComputerMart Ltd.
1543 Bayview Avenue, Toronto, Ontario

M4G 3B5
(416) 484-9708

C48

ALDELCO COMPUTER
CENTER

Kits, Books, Magazines! We stock OK
Battery Operated Wire Wrap Tool —
$34.95, OK Hand Wire-Wrap Tool -
$5.95. 7400 ICs, CMOS, Timers, PPLs. All
kinds of transistors, rectifiers and diodes!

PL US OTHER ELECTRONIC PARTS.
SAMS BOOKS

TTL Cookbook $8. 95
CMOS Cookbook 9 95
TV Typewriter Cookbook 9.95
IC Timer Cookbook 9.95
Microcomputer Primer 7.95
Horn to Buy & Use
Microcomputers 9 95
Add $1 00 per book for handling

RIBBON WIRE
(solid color)

1* Strd 25/«t
20 Strd 45
26 Strd 50
40 Strd 90
50 Strd 1 00

ZENERS
1 N746 to 1N759 400 Mw ea 25
1N4728 to 1N4764 1 w 28-

C106B SCR 65
»/*S*a4 90
2N3055 99
MPF102 FET 55
2N3904 or 2N3906 25
2N5496 or 2N6108 70
MJE340 (2N5655) 110
741 or 709 14 Pin DIP 25
555 Timer 60
556 Duel 555 1 .45
200 Volt 25 Amp Bridge 1 50
1N914 1N4148 15 for 99
1N34 1N60 1N64 10 for 99
CA 3028A Dif Amp 1.50
7490 60

LM309K Volt Reg 1.10
LM380N Audio Amp 1.75
1103 2.95
LM709 Mm DIP Op Amp 45
LM741CE T05 Op Amp 45
50 *22 pvc wire 1 00
82S23 3 95
1101 2.25
74 H40 29

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS
14 Pin Gold 40
16 Pin Gold 45
40 Pin Tin 1 25

ALDELCO KITS
12 Hr. Alarm Clock Kit $19.95
12/24 Hour Clock Kit 19.95
Simulated Wood Cabinet 4. 95
12/24 Hour Car or Boat Clock Kit
complete with cabinet and all parts
for 12 V dc 27. 95
AC Power Pack for above 2.95
Stop Watch Kit complete with Case
Board and Parts 29.95
Chesapeake Logic Probe Kit 14.95
200 volt 2 amp Bridge 50
5320 3.95
8038 3.95
2 Amp 1000 volt rect 10/51 00
2 Amp 1 500 volt rect 5/$1 .00
Jumbo Red LED* 6 $1 00

VARIABLE POWER
SUPPLY KITS

5 1 5 Volt DC 600 mA $6 95
12 28 Volt DC 600 mA 6 95
Add 75 per PS Kit for handling

Back Issues of Major Computer Magazines

Send stamp for our catalogue. Open Mon
thru Sat 9 AM-5 PM, Wed till 9 PM.
Min. order $10.00. Out of U.S.A. send
certified check or money order. Add 5%
for shipping.

P2281 K Babylon Tnpk, Merrick NY 11566
(516) 378-4555 A-2

argains

IMSAI et al

MARKETLINE SYSTEMS, Inc.
2337 Philmont Ave.

Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 19006
Phone 215/947-6670 M17

10% OFF LIST COUPON

IMS/fl
I -8080 - Tabletop version of

basic computer system . $629.00

EXP-22 - Twenty-two slot

mother board, when ordered

with basic system 46.80

Illinois residents please add sales

tax. We will ship UPS prepaid.

We honor BankAmericard and
Master Charge. Send us $1.00

for catalog & $1 .00 credit memo.

WRITE FOR FREE QUOTE
Quality Security Systems Computer Sales

17501 A Stonebridge Square

1 75th St. & Kedzie Ave.

Hazelcrest I L 60429 Q"4
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SOFTWARE 68
PRESENTS.

BWMMB
-PLAY THIS CHALLENGING GAME ON ANY 6800 SYSTEM.

YOU GET A FULLY COMMENTED SOURCE LISTING, A

FORMATTED MEMORY DUMP, AND COMPLETE INSTRUCT-

IONS FOR LOADING, RUNNING, AND PLAYING. ONLY

IK OF MEMORY IS REQUIRED.

PRICE: ONLY $3.25 PPD. SHIPPED 1ST CLASS MAIL.

**WRITE FOR DETAILS ON OTHER 6800 PROGRAMS**

SOFTWARE 68
3031 Glen Avenue

Baltimore, Maryland 21215

*******************************************

Maryland residents please add 5% sales tax. S32

INTERNATIONAL DATA SYSTEMS, INC.
400 North Washington Street. Suite 200
Falls Church, Virginia 22046 USA
Telephone (703) 536-7373

S100 Bus Cards (ALTAIR IMSAI Compatible) USES

88-SPM Clock Module

88-UFC Frequency Counter Module

88-MODEM Originate/Answer MODEM

GENERAL PURPOSE PERIPHERALS

MCTK

TSM

DAC8

Morse Code Trainer Keyer

Temperature Sensing Module

Eight Bit Digital to

Analog Converter

Your computer keeps time of day regardless ot what program it is executing
Applications include event logging, data entry ham radio, etc Provision for

battery backup is included

Measure frequencies up to 600 MHz or period with 1/10 microsecond resolu-

tion Computer can monitor four separate inputs under software control

Use your computer to call other computer systems such as large timesharing

systems Also allows other computer terminals to dial-up your computer
Auto-dialer is included so your computer can call other computers under soft-

ware control Operates at 1 10 134 5. 150. 300. and 600 band

Hard /Software package which allows your computer to teach Morse Code key your

transmitter and send prestored messages Uses NEW CODE METHOD for training

Use it to measure inside and/ or outside temperature for computerized climate

control systems etc

Requires one eight bit TTL level latched parallel output port Use it to produce
computer music or to drive voltage controlled devices

KIT PRICE

$96 00

$179 00

$245 00

$29 00

$24 00

$1900

Terms: Payment with order. Shipment prepaid. Delivery is stock to 30 days. Write or call for detailed product brochures. 110
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• 270 nsec Access Time • 470 nsec

Read/Write Time • TTL Compatible Ad-

dress Bus • Tri-State Data Bus Driver •

Fully Socketed • Sphere Compatible •

Easy Home Brew Interface • Voltages +12,

+5, -5 •

.....
irf

i v
*...

., ,

LOW COST
MEMORY
16Kx8BIT
DYNAMIC
RAM

4K RAM BOARD KIT

FAST/ LOW POWER

2102-1 («) NS)

EENSE 4.5" X 6"

PACKAGE

FULLY BUFFERED

STANDARD W PIN

GOLD PLATED

CONNECTOR

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM

COMtflE KIT INQJXES BOARD, CHIPS. OPS. & DOdjrENTATION

$79.95
vXXNXXXVVXXVVV>VVVVVVVVVXVV'VVS.VVVVVSi XXXNXXXVXXNXVS.VVNXVVN.'VXXXXXXXXXX.VVXV'

«MMMHi

Model
WWW-16KA
WWW-16KK

Description

Fully Assembled

Kit

Price

$650.00
$550.00

WWW ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 548,

Harbor City CA 90710
(213)835-9417

W-14

450 ns low- power 2102-1

512x8 bipolar prom

16K x 1 250 ns dynamic ram

$1.60

$17.00

$54.00

NEW : 64K S-100 dynamic ram board $395.
ASSEMBLED & TESTED WITH 16K RAM

Lxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxvxxxxv^xxnvwvvwxxx^

SEND OCCK OR MONEY ORDER

WASATCH SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS
25 SOUTH 300 EAST, SUITE 215

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84111

FOR ORDERS UNDER $25.00, ADD $2.00 SHIPPING AND HANDLING

UTAH RESIDENTS ADD 5Z SALES TAX MASTERCHARGE
W13

The Realistic Controls

FORTRAN IV *-Minifloppy

Kit gives you the power of

FORTRAN and the speed

and convenience of the

minifloppy drive —

all for $1095.

TM

OFFICES
Cleveland, OH
Davenport, IA
Minneapolis, MN
San Francisco, CA

3530 Warrensville Cntr.
Cleveland, Ohio 44122
(216) 751-3158 or 3302

Floppy Disk System
for your

S IOO Bus Computer
Our kit includes: .One Shugart SA400 minifloppy™DRI VE (assembled and

tested) — Second drive is optional.

• Fully socketed interface module kit featuring processor-
independent timing, 7 level vectored interrupts, bootstrap
and diagnostic PROM, parallel 8-bit I/O ports.

• Cables, cabinet and regulator parts.

• System minidiskette™ with FORTRAN IV (featuring IBM
compatible floating point, subroutine library, 8080 extensions);
Livermore BASIC; Disk Operating System; Text Editor;
Utilities.

The system requires one standard S-lOO bus slot, power from
your system supply, and 24K of RAM.

Z//25 FORTRAN I V-Minif loppy Kit $1095
(Assembled & Tested) $1220

Second Minifloppy & Expansion
Parts • • $ 449

(Assembled & Tested) . $ 495
Formatted Minidiskettes

(65K capacity)
Package of 5 $ 25

Write for detailed brochure; or
order sending check, money
order, BA, or MC card No. with
expiration date and signature.
PO if D&B rated.

Signature of software non-
disclosure agreement is required.

Freight added to all non-prepaid
orders. Iowa and Minnesota
residents add sales tax.

UPS COD shipments accepted
upon 25% down payment

R14
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IT'S SIMPLE!!
Plug in and go!!

ACI-33 Cassette Interface

The ACI-33 is a greatly simplified audio cassette interface design-

ed primarily for the Southwest Technical Products Corporation

6800, the control interface and a terminal. The unit will also

operate with any RS-232 terminal and computer serial I/O. To use

the interface it is only necessary to plug it into an unused I/O slot

on the mother board (for power) plug the terminal which was
connected to the control interface into the connector provided on

the ACI-33 and the connector from the ACI-33 cable into the

control interface connector. Priced at $59.95 for an assembled

model the interface is available from Personal Computing Com-
pany, 3321 Towerwood Drive Suite 101, Dallas, Texas 75234.

Phone [214] 620-2776. P8

S-100 BUS

CSR 1

SYNTHESIS-BY-RULE
SOFTWARE

SPEAK "KAAMPYUTAOLKER 51

MODEL CT-1 SYNTHESIZER
CSR1 SOFTWARE SYSTEM
DEMONSTRATION CASSETTE

395.00
35.00
2.95

CALIF RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX

WRITE FOR INFORMATIVE LITERATURE

COMPUTALKER CONSULTANTS
P.O. BOX 1951, DEPT. K, SANTA MONICA, CA 90406

C36

dirnOCQJDPUTEBS
Inc.

539 AMHERST ST. HOURS: M,T,W: 10-6

NASHUA NH 03060 TH fF: 10-9

(603) 889-1646 SAT: 9-6

Almost any computer store can
sell you a good, name brand com-
puter, maybe even give you a "great
deal. However, when something is

missing, broken, or just doesn't work,
sometimes these stores are not the
same happy, smiling fellas.

Microcomputers Inc. of Nashua
NH sells name brand computer
products and accessories — IMSAI,
Polymorphic, MiniTerm, Northstar,
Cromemco, more to come. We also
sell service and software support to
anyone who needs it — not only if

you've purchased something from us.
We'll also listen to your problems —
advice is free. Not all dealers are
happy to just shoot the breeze about
potential and /or real problems and
their possible solutions!

Please stop in and see our store,
meet our people, and look over our
demo equipment. Play chess with any
of our computers. And there's lots
more. Stop by sometime — or call —
or write a letter — we're here to help
you out!

RAINBOW COMPUTING INC.

Supplier of

Wave Mate
The Digital Group

Digital Equipment Corporation

Computer Products

Peripherals and Supplies from
PerSci Computer Devices
Contronix Lear-Siegler

Diablo Multi-Tech
Maxell Texas Instruments

'Scotch' Brand Magnetic Media
Specialists in Design, Implementation and
Support of Custom Hardware/Software

for Business, Educational, and
Personal Use

Consulting/Contract/Programming
Operating Systems/Applications Software

Experts in most major computer
software including

CDC, IBM, PDP
BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, PL1
Lisp, Simula, Snobol, SPSS, BMD's

COMPASS, MACRO, 6800, & Z80 assembly languages

10723 White Oak Ave., Granada Hills, Ca. 91344
(213)360-2171

R1Q

THCCOMPUTGR CORNGR
White Plains Mall, Upper Level

200 Hamilton Ave.
White Plains NY 10601

Phone: (914) WH9-DATA
Near Bronx River Parkway &
Cross Westchester Expressway.
Plenty of parking.

"The S100 Bus stops at

White Plains" with one of
the largest collections of boards
compatible with the Altair Bus
(also IMSAI) in the greater NY
area.

You've read about the
Sol-20, now come up and

see it. We carry Processor Tech,
Polymorphic, IMSAI, North Star,

TDL, Blast Master and Pickles

and Trout.

GOOD PRICE AND SERVICE
10-6 Mon.-Sat.

Thurs. till 9
C-28

Tr^COMPUTCRCOfcrO
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fc) wire wrapping center

ANOTHER UNIQUE PRODUCT

DESIGNED, MANUFACTURED

AND MARKETED WORLDWIDE

BY

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION

ANOTHER UNIQUE PRODUCT

DESIGNED, MANUFACTURED

AND MARKETED WORLDWIDE
BY

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION

ANOTHER UNIQUE PRODUCT

DESIGNED, MANUFACTURED

AND MARKETED WORLDWIDE
BY

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION

ANOTHER UNIQUE PRODUCT

DESIGNED, MANUFACTURED

AND MARKETED WORLDWIDE
BY

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION

ANOTHER UNIQUE PRODUCT

DESIGNED, MANUFACTURED

AND MARKETED WORLDWIDE
BY

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION

MINIMUM ORDER S25.00. SHIPPING CHARGE $1.00, NY. CITY AND STAT ENT i AD TAX

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION
3455 Conner St .

Bronx. NY 10475 (212) 994-6600 Telex 125091



Kilobaud classified advertisements are intended for use by those
individuals desiring to buy, sell, or trade used computer equipment
or software. No commercial ads are accepted.
Two sizes of ads are available. The $5 box allows five lines of about
22 characters each, including spaces and punctuation. The $10 box
provides ten lines of type - again, each line is about 22 characters.
Minimize capital letters, as they use twice the space of small
characters. Payment is required in advance with ad copy. We cannot
bill, or accept credit. Oversize ads are not accepted. Each subscriber
is limited to two (2) identical ads in any given issue.
Advertising text and payment must reach us 60 days in advance of
publication. For example, advertising copy for the March issue
(mailed in February) must be in our hands on January 1. The
publisher reserves the right to refuse a questionable or not
applicable advertisement. Mail advertisements to: KILOBAUD
CLASSIFIED, Kilobaud, Peterborough, NH 03458. Do not include
any other material with your ad, as it may be delayed.

For Sale: Dual ICOM floppy
system, rack mounted. See pix,
p. 16 KB #4. 22 s. mother-
board, ICOM PS and controller— $2700. Gene Christianson,
Box 267, Santa Barbara CA
93102 (805) 966-6303.

For Sale: SWTP TVT-1 w /key-
board, UART interface, and
memory. PS included, a steal at
$250. All you need is B&W
monitor — unit in tip-top shape.
J. Molnar, Box 225, Greenfield
NH 03047 (603) 547-2035,
after 5.

For Sale: Classic Fairchild F-8
micro evaluation system. In-
cludes F-8 micro, memory con-
troller, 1 KB RAM, address and
data switches and LEDs, and
complete control system. All on
one large board — requires +5
and -12 V dc. Includes TTY
interface and I/O routines on
PROM. Original price $800 it's

yours for $500. Perfect shape. J.
Molnar, Box 225, Greenfield
NH 03047 (603) 547-2035,
after 5.

THIS is a $5 ad. If desired, ads
may cross a $5 or $10 bound-
ary. Rates increase in $5 incre-
ments only. Be sure to enclose
sufficient payment!

Here is the latest new service for Kilobaud readers!

Effective this month, KB will accept and publish classified

advertisements for computer hobbyists. This service should
help you unload any used gear you have lurking around -
it's nice to have a few extra bucks to purchase something
new! Ads are for computer gear only ... no commercial
advertisements, please. The cost for this service is $5 or

$10, depending on the box you purchase. Refer to specific

details in the box above the first ad.

A word about deadlines - as you know, KB is dated to

arrive at the beginning of the cover month. If you want
your ad in a specific issue, we need 60 days to process it. If

you simply want your copy to appear in the next KB, make
sure your ad is in our hands by the first of the month. You
can help make your ad accurate. Remember, typesetters are

not computer professionals . . . they don't know what a
256x8 UV PROM is, so give Barbie, Marie, Sandy, and
Pauline a break! Type your ad, or at least print neatly in

upper and lower case letters. We will do our best from
there! Happy selling! (Since we had to start this thing

somewhere, we are illustrating "Kilobaud Classified" ads by
providing three live wires. Do these people a favor and
flood them with offers for their gear! - KB staff.

HAVE you seen the new selec-
tions in the "KB Book Nook?"
Check it out — perhaps you'll
find a title you need for your
collection!

Have you seen 73 Magazine yet?
Each month's issue contains an
I/O computer section, as well as
articles for all electronic enthu-
siasts. Subscribe today — you
won't regret it. 73 Magazine ,

Peterborough NH 03458.

%
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from page 19

from SWTPC within five

days after I sent the initial

letter.

The second problem was
that the PR-40 would not

function properly with the

SWTPC editor assembler

program. The IRQ/NMI
jumpers must be removed
from the parallel interface

card. SWTPC answered this

letter within one week. I'm

very impressed with re-

sponse time like this, con-

sidering how busy they

must be. A one week re-

sponse time by mail is excel-

lent, since Texas is half way
across the country from
California.

Clayton W. Abrams
San Jose CA 95124

Copyrights, Royalties,

Licenses?

I have a question for

Kilobaud: I'm about to

enter a new area for me —
that of systems program-
ming — and I'm somewhat
confused about the legal as-

pects of it. I have no inten-

tion of coming up with an
operating system com-
pletely from scratch. I in-

tend to incorporate the best

ideas that I've seen in DDJ,
KB, and Byte over the last

two years along with some
of my own. My question is

— will it be mine to sell

when I get done? Can I use

routines and subroutines

verbatim if they've been
published? If not, how
much modification must I

do to make them mine? If I

use public routines inside of

my own package, do I have

a copyright on the package?
If I use factory-furnished

device drivers do I have to

negotiate royalties with

them (a little ridiculous if I

only sell 20 copies)?

Since this project will re-

quire quite a bit of work,
trial and error, and wheel
reinventing, I'd like to be

able to sell a few copies

after I get it debugged and
working.

I'd appreciate any
opinions, facts, experiences

you could give me (via KB?)
because I want to do it

legally and correctly if pos-

sible. Perhaps some copy-
right lawyer would be in-

terested in writing an article

detailing what our legal re-

sponsibilities are in this

field.

Verlynn J. Johnson
Storm Lake IA 50588

The KB Legal/Business
Forum will be addressing

these and other questions in

upcoming issues. - John.

To All Kilobaud Readers:

As you devour the pages

of the latest issue of Kilo-

baud do you find a partic-

ular program that strikes

you, for whatever reasons,

as better than the rest? If

so, turn to the Reader Ser-

vice card at the back of the

magazine and find the title

page number of the article

in which the program
appears. Check the page

number and send the card

our way. Author of the pro-

gram receiving the most
votes each month will win

$100.

At the end of the year,

monthly winners will com-
pete for a $500 prize for

best program of the year.

And that's not all! There
will also be a prize drawing
of all cards submitted by
voters. (More details in the

next issue.)

So . . . when you've fin-

ished reading Kilobaud from
cover to cover, select the

program you think is best,

check it on the survey card

and drop the card in the

mail.

PS. Please send cards early

so we can compile them in

time to meet our deadlines.
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CALCULATOR
WRIST WATCH

Designed for the on the go executive, that indi-

vidual who has to make those on the spot

decisions.

Handsome gold tone stainless steel watch

features space age micro-circuitry. The MOS
inte grated circuit contains the equivalent of

more than 10,000 transistors.

This LED wrist watch displays date, time,

elapse seconds and also functions as an eight

digit calculator with memory. Information

stored in memory can be recalled at any later

date, even weeks or months. Use this memory
feature to store phone numbers, parking stall

location or flight departure time.

Manufactured by one of California's leading

aerospace contractors. Because of the

discount price we have agreed not to publish

the manufacturer's name.

Includes batteries, jewelry case and 18-month
factory warranty.

Electronic Entertainment Center
Tennis -Handball
Hockey-Smash

Action-pacKed color entertainment for

the whole family. Adjustable skill level

controls allow players of all ages to com-
pete in tennis, hockey and handball.

) This four game entertainment center

turns your television into a video play-

ground.

On screen scoring, live action sound and

true component color makes this video

center an excellent buy at only $24.88

Complete with antenna box and AC adapter.

TELETYPE! i i a

color '24.88

CONNECTORS
C^ m L RS-232

«»'"""""I 1AA&
N

DB25P
male plug & hood

$

^ MALE \±J
'I'l'i'i'i'i'i'iTrrrj

£ D'
RmaTT

DB25S female

498 Scotch
RANI)

L0for$45. DISKETTES
3|0 IBM 3740 series and

compatible drives

HEXADECIMAL KEYBOARD
MaxiSwitch hexadecimal keyboards are designed for $OQ95
microcomputer systems that require 4-bit output ^$ dffcs •»».

in standard hex code.

Each assembly consists of 16 hermeti-

cally sealed reed switches and TTL "one|

shot" debounce circuitry.

Reliable low friction acetal resin

plungers are credited for the smooth
operation and long life of this premium
keyboard

Requires single + 5 volt supply.

New from Teletype, the Model
43 is capable of printing 132 ASCII

characters per line. Send and receive

data at 10 or 30 words per second. Key-

board generates all 128 ASCII code combina
tions. RS-232 interface, same as the popular

Model 33. Data sheet sent upon request. Manufac
turer suggested price $1377.00, telephone for dis-

count and availability.

We also have for sale a limited quantity of used Model 35s
Priced at only $449.50

TtLBTV^B

100 PIN
IMSAI /ALTAIR

Edge Connector

Altair, Imsai compatible gold plated, dual 50

(.125 centers) three tier wire wrap edge

connector 3 for $13.50

CALCULATOR
KEYBOARD

98

Ideal for keyless entry systems, burg-

lar alarms. Touch Tone or hexa-

decimal computer input code.

DIGITAL
ALARM CLOCK
Completely $1
Assembled

1MHMMMMHH
Walnut-grained decorator clock features large 7" LED display which is

driven by the new National MM5385 alarm clock chip. Preset 24-hour alarm

function allows you to awaken at the same time each morning without

resetting. Upon reaching the wake-up time, the clock's loudspeaker emits

a gentle tone. Touch the snooze button and doze off for an additional 9

minutes of sleep. Clock also functions as a ten-minute elapse timer.

"Alarm Set" indicator, AM-PM display.

: CO

'24.88

$ UNIVAC

The lamous Sperry Univac 1710 Hollerith keyboard assembly

is now available from Calctorna Industrial for only $24 88

The ideal computer input device for accountants and
mathematicians The numeric keys are placed on the lower

three rows to resemble a ten key adding machine This

format allows one handed numeric data entry

Original cost was $385 Used but guaranteed in excellent

condition Complete with documentation

10V5TICK *S5o

This joystick feature four 100K potentio-

meters, that vary resistance proportional to

the angle of the stick. Perfect for television

games, quad stereo and radio controlled

aircraft.

mflnkJflL GRfiPHiTE
OiSPLRV DEriERPiTDB
Modern technology has pioneered the development of this

unique character printer Our Manual Graphite Display

Generator has the capability of producing the lull upper and

lower case ASCII set Self-contained cursor assembly allows

the operator to eliminate erroneously entered information

Each unit is manufactured to strict tolerances as prescribed

by standards set forth by California Industrial One free with

every order

21i02al
Ik RAM 450ns

Lowest
Price

Anywhere

7400 13 7476 39
7401 19 7479 399
7402 19 7480 79

7403 19 7482 99

7403 .19 7483 99

7404 19 7485 99

7405 .19 7486 49

7406 19 7488 3.40

7407 25 7489 279
7408 .25 7490 49

7409 25 7491 99
7410 19 7492 49

7411 25 7493 49

7412 .35 7494 .79

7413 49 7495 19
7414 79 7496 .79

7416 39 7497 399
7417 39 74100 1.19

7420 19 74107 39
7422 49 74109 49
7423 39 74110 179
7425 39 74116 199
7426 39 74120 1.79

7427 39 74121 39
7428 49 74122 .39

7429 .39 74123 .69

7430 25 74125 59
7433 39 74126 59
7437 39 74128 49
7438 39 74132 99
7439 39 74136 89
7440 39 74141 99
7441 89 74145 99
7442 59 74147 249
7443 79 74148 199
7445 89 74150 1.19

7446 99 74151 99
7447 99 74153 89
7448 99 74154 99
7450 .25 74155 99
7451 25 74156 129
7453 25 74157 99
7454 25 74159 299
7460 25 74160 1 19

7470 25 74161 99
7472 39 74162 149
7473 39 74163 99
7474 35
7475 .49

74164
74165
74166
74167
74170
74173
74174
74175
74176
74177
74180
74181
74282
74184
74185
74186
74190
74191
74192
74193
74194
74195
74196
74197
74198
74199
74273
74290
74366
74390
74939
74490

Manufactured for the Panasonic

clock radio. The clock mechanism
trips a microswitch upon reaching

your preset wake-up time.

BRIDGE RECTIFIER

MOTOROLA 12 Amp. 50 v

BNC CABLE
15 feet of RG-58U
connector at ends

Microcomputer
Power Supply Kit

Ideal supply for S 100 systems. Con-

tains all the necessary components

to produce 5 volts @ 10 A., ± 12

2.5 A. (voltage actually higher). New
surplus from Memorex Corporation.

Kit includes 117 ac. transformer,

diodes, six computer grade electro

lytics, chassis, circuit breaker and

grounded power cord. Transformer

has 5 output windings.

Include $9 00 shipping East of the

Mississippi; $4.00 for Calif.; all other

States $7.00.

CMOS
4000
4001
4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
4025
4027
4028
4029
4030
4032
4033
4035
4040
4041
4042
4043
4044
4046
4047

25
25
25

199
25

149
69
69
25
25
49

149
139
69

129
169
179
139
149
125
25

1 19
25
69

125
199
69
49

199
169
199
149
149
149
149
249
2 49

300H
301H
301CN
302H
304H
305H
307H
307CN
308H
308CN
309H
309K
310H
310CN
311H
311N
312H
318H
318CN
319CN
320K-5
320K 12

320K-15
320T-5
320T-8
320T-12
320T-18
320'-24

324N
339N
340K-5
340K-8
340K-12
340K-15
340K-18
340K-24
340T-5
340T-12
340T-15

79
39
39

129
129
99
49
39
99
99

109
99

119
1 19

99
99

199
179
149
129
139
139
139
175
175
175
175
175
179
169
195
195
195
195
195
195
179
179
179

340T-24
350N
351 CN
370H
370N
373N
377N
380N
381N
382N
NE555v
NE556
NE565H
NE565N
NE566N
703CN
709H
709N
710N
711H
711N
723H
723N
725H
733H
733N
739N
741

N

747N
748H
748N
1414N
1458
1496N
2111N
2901N
3065N
3900N
3909N

179
99
65

129
129
3 19

399
139
179
179
49

129
149
179
125
45
39
39
79
39
39
55

55
349
149
99

1.19

09
79

39
39

175
69
95

195
295
69
49

1 19

$24.88
Plus Shipping

C0MPUC0RP
Power Adapter

MICRO
BUZZEI

TRIMMER
POTENTIOMETERS

2K 10K 50K

5f.r'.98

20 50 100

16< 14< 12<

Thumbwheel
i^E£?L switch

Ten position

BCD
*139ea.
10 so

$1.19 .89

CAPACITORS

ELECTROLYTICS
ea. 10 50

SPDT
MINIATURE
TOGGLE
SWITCH

$.98
10 50 100 Ik

ea.

S.88 .81 .73 .66

'We want to give them away — but our accoun-

tants won't let us. So instead we are selling them

at cost. And therefore must limit the purchase of

the SN7400 and the LM741 to 50 per customer

mastet charge'

Conductor Ft.

IBBON WIRE
SPECTRA-STRIP

Transistors
ea. 10 50 100

2N2222A .20 .18 .16.15

2N3055 .89 .84 .77 .65

M J 3055 .99 .94 .87 .75

2N3772 219 195 175 159

2N3904 .15 .11 .09.07

2N3906 .15 .11.09.07

Diodes
10 25 100

1N4002 100*. .08 06.05

1N4005 600 v .10.08.07

1N4148 signal .071)5.04

jumbo red ea. 10 25 100

LED's *15.13.11 .09

output

7vdc 1.

RELAYS
SPDT MINIATURE

10 25 100
$139ea. $115 104 SO

Coil 5 or 12 Volt dc.

3 Amp Contacts

PC. Board Mount

'98

Output:
12v. 175ma.

TRANSFORMER

4500/50V.5149 135 U9

1000 15 v.* 55 49 45
anal

.1 disc

.01 disc

DPDT
ROCKER SWITCH

*

V12 .09 .07 DIP Switch
.06 .05 .04

*175

8x^
SPST

10 25 100

» ' *f p »«*J

. $1«152 129

DISCOUNT

Solar Cells

10 100

$98 $.85

125mA at 43V. Ideal for powering

radio receivers or charging bat-

teries.

(213)772 0800

Wire Wrap Center

Heavy
dutfgrounded

power cord and mating

chassis connectors.

FAST CHARGE

IC SOCKETS
pin

wire wrap
ea. 25 50

Solder

ea. 25 50

17< 16 15

20 19 1814 37< 36 35

16 38 37 36 21 20 19

24 99 93 85 36 35 34

40 169 155 139 63 60 58

*•&£«

50ft.

'.98
KyNARSiS!
500 1,000 11,000

$9. $15. $105.

OK HOBBY WRAP-30
wire wrap ft strip tool

S5.45

All merchandise sold by California Industrial It premium grade.

Order* are (hipped the same day received.

PLEASE INCLUDE $1.00 SHIPPING ON ORDERS UNDER S 15.00

California residents add 6% »ale« tax • Money back guarantee.

Sorry, no COD's • Foreign orders add 10*.

Credit cards accepted, $20 minimum

Reader inquiry card number C 50



Introducing the All-New
SYS I Micro-Computer Cassette

Tape Drive Subsystem

The fast, high-capacity, data storage

unit you've been waiting for!

$595
single

drive

A new and unique combination of precision engineering . .

.

advanced versatility and capability ... and durable economy.

We've eliminated guess and gamble ... put your "chips" in a
winner. . . and welcome a comparative showdown.

FOR OPENERS...
• Variable Length Record - from single Byte on up.
• Tape Capacity - Exceeds 700K Bytes per track.
• Density- from 800 to 1600 Bits per inch.
• Fast Transfer Rate - 2000 Bytes per second.
• Fast forward or reverse search (120 IPS) - average search,
15 seconds.

• S-100 Interface Board (separate at $168).
• Delivery within days - 90-day written guarantee.
• Fast Factory Service - repair or replacement.

Write or call for complete specs and other information.

General Micro Systems
12369 W. Alabama Place

Lakewood, Colo. 80228

My check or money order is enclosed for

$595 - Send SYS I (single drive)

$969 - Send SYS I (dual drive)

. .
.
.Send full specifications, add-on capability and
other information.

Name Phone AC ( )

Address:
(Street or Box)

(City)

I am working with

(State) (Zip)

(Computer name & model number)

GENERAL MICRO SYSTEMS gii
12369 W. Alabama Place Phone (303) 985-3423
Lakewood, Colo. 80228 Bob Smith, Engineering & Sales
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LONG ISLAND

COME SEE WHAT

A "REAL"
X

BYTE
SHOP

.. ^ COMPUTER STORE
LOOKS LIKE

V

."-

S

s

MICROCOMPUTERS PERIPHERALS
imsai808o ACCESSORIES
BYTE-8 MEMORY EXPANSION
SWTP MP68 COLOR TV GRAPHICS
CROMEMCO LEAR SIEGLER ADM 3
PROCESSOR TECH PAPER TAPE READER

INTERFACES (KITS or ASSEMBLED UNITS)

PROGRAMS AND SOFTWARE
VARIOUS BASICS — TINY. 4K, 8K and 12K

FOCAL — DOS — GAMES — BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

I-

>;
\

^ -

K

\.

,\

ALSO AVAILABLE APPLE 1

MODEMS
CASSETTES
TERMINALS

FLOPPIES
DEC WRITERS

BUSINESS APPLICATION INQUIRES INVITED
SYSTEM DEMONSTRATIONS AND LITERATURE / MAGAZINES

Byte Shop East, Inc.

27-21 Hempstead Turnpike
Levittown, Long Island

(516)731-8116

Two blocks east of Wantagh Pkwy.
HOURS TUES thru FRIDAY 12-9

SATURDAY 10—5

15

S

-

B14

m

k

m^>^5rt?tt^^ WX.&WMhiMWl- J

Rack
mounted
model
($200 • shown)

S-lOO MAINFRAME $200
What you see is our MODEL 800

COMPUTER MAINFRAME in

a rack mount version. We
have a snazzy desk top

model available too -

only $220. Both are

S-100 compat-
ible and come

completely

ASSEMBLED AND
TESTED. Integrand's

8 years of experience as a designer

and manufacturer of computer subassemblies
Desk top model has allowed us to build the 800 and sell it for
($220 • not shown) this unbelievable price. The 800 is first class

industrial quality, no junk or surplus!

The standard power supply is 8V@15A, ±16 V@3A built

on its own chassis. A 15 slot motherboard, 15 position card

cage with all guides, 4 1/2" fan, reset and power switches,

line cord, fuse, EMI filter. Options include larger power
supply, voltage monitor, motherboard connectors. We have

cabinets, power supplies, keyboard covers, cabinets for

disk systems and other system components available. PS:

The model shown comes with a top!

Write or call for a copy of our detailed brochure which in-

cludes our application note BUILDING CHEAP COMPUTERS.

INTEGRAND
8474 Ave. 296 • Visalia, CA 93277 • (209)733-9288

113We accept BankAmericard/Visa and Master Charge '
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T ^^CO/VlPUTER
MOTOROLA EXORCISER &
MEK D1 & MEK D2 COMPATIBLE MODULES

IC MARKETPLACE
MICROPROCESSORS

. $ 16 958080A
8008 1

8212
8214
8216

CO
8224

|o 8226

I 00 8228
8251
9551

PROM'S
6330 . .

6331
6300
6301
6340 .

6341
6305 1 .

6306 1

6352
6353

9555 14 95 jf 2708
6800P
6810 1

6810
6820P ....
6834 1 ....
6834
6850

I © 6852
§6860
|J2 6871A . .

Prog Man . . .

Hard Man . .

Tiny Basic P/T

Tmv Ba»ic EPROM
6831 Micro Assim

2901
2902
2905
2906
2907
2909
2911
29720 ....
29721 ....

8
I CM

29 95
1495
14 95

Z80 . . .

_ Z80PIO . .

I§ Z80CTC

|N 6502 24 95

CP1600 . . 4995

RAM's

• 21L02(450nsl 1 75
21L02(250ni> 2 25
2102(450n<) . . . 169
2102(650n*l 159

2102(1 ncl . . . 140

2111 3 95

21L11 4.25

2112 295
2101 295
21L'»1 395
74C89 495
74S189 . 295
7489 1 88

I.J.4116 16K 44 95~ TMS4060 22 pin 4 25

•Jf 4096 16 pin . . . 4.95

2107B4 4 25
MM5261 ... 395
MM5262 ... 1 95
MM5280 . 495
8599 1 88
P3101 295
5101CE 995
3107 395
1101 195
1103 195

L 4008 L 2 95

1702A
1702A 6
5204 .

6834
6834 1 .

82 8. 16

8223 .

5203

7400TTL
7400N
740 IN
7402N
7403N
7404N
7405N
7406N
7407N
7408N
7409N
7410N
7411N
7412N
7413N
7414N
7416N
7417N
7420N
7421N
7422N
7423N
7425N
7426N
7427N
7428N
7430N
7432N
7437N
7438N
7440N
744 IN
7442N
7443N
7444N
7445N
7446N
7447N
7448N
7450N
7451N
7453N
7454N
7459N
7460N
7470N
7472N
7473N
7474N
7475N
7476N
7479N
74 BON

7482N
7483N
7485N
7486N
7488N
7489N
7490N
7491N
7492N
7493N
7494N
7495N
7496N
7497N
74100
74104
74105
74107
74109
74121
74122
74123
74125
74126
74132
74136
74141
74142
74143
74144
74145
74147
74148
74150
74151
74153
74154
74155
74156
74157
74158

74160
74161
74162
74163
74164
74165
74166
74170
74172
74173
74174
74175
74176
74177
74180
74181
74182
74184
74185
74186
74190
74191
74192
74193
74194
74195

74196
74197
74198
74199

LOGOS I THE BEST 8K RAM KIT

Assembled & Tested $199.95

Kit Price Only SI 79.95

Features:

Lowpower 21L02, 450ns, Dip Switch

Selectable addressing down to 256

Byte blocks, No wait states, fully buf-

fered, battery back-up.

Plus the first 32K Static Memory^-
Board-Use* 2114 4K RAMS

16K . . . . $ 569.99

24K .... 859.98

32K .... 999.99

DATA BOOKS
NSC Digital $ 3 95

NSC Linear "95
NSC Linear A/N Vol.1 2 95
NSC Linear A/N Vol. II 2.95

NSC CMOS 2.95

NSC Audio 2 95

NSC Voltage Reg 2.95

NSC Memory 3.95

Intel Data Book 4.95

NSC Special Functions 3.25

NSC Mos/LSI 4 25
NSC Transistors 2.95

lasts Microprocessor Handbook .... 7.95

lasts Complete up Learning Course 99.50

Intel MCS80 Manual 4 95

Intel MCS40 Manual 4 95

Intel MCS8 Manual 2 95

Raytheon Linear 2 95

Raytheon Quads/Duals 195
New Gl mos 4 95

Osborne Introto Microputer Vol. I . . .
7.50

Osborne I ntroto Microputers Vol. II 12.50

Osborne 8080 Programming for Logic Design 7 50
Osborne 6800 Programming 7.50

74200
74251
74279
74298
74365
74366
74367
74368

74LS00 TTL
74LSOO .22

LS02 24
LS04 24
LS06 28
LS08 28
LS10 28
LS13 79
LS14 1 69
LS20 26
LS27 38
LS30 26
LS32 34
LS40 26
LS42 1 10
LS51 26
LS73 56
LS74 .56

LS75 79
LS76 59
LS83 1 69
LS85 1.99

LS86 .55

LS90 1.10

LS92 1.10

LS93 1 10
LS95 1.69

LSI 07 56
LS109 56
LS112 56
LS113 56
LS123 99
LSI 32 1.10

LS136 99
LS138 1.39

LSI 39 1 49
LS151 1 49
LSI 53 1 29
LS155 1 49
LSI 57 1 29
LS158 1 29
LS161 1 39
LS162 1 39
LS163 1.39

LS164 1 39
LS174 1 39
LS175 1 39

LS190 249
I.S191 249
LS192 249
LSI 93 2.49

LS194 2 49
LS195 52
LS251 1 39
LS253 1 49
LS257 1 29
LS258 1 29
LS279 1 10

LS283 1 10

LS367 99
LS368 99
LS377 1 29

LS378 1.29

81LS95 1.10

81LS96 1 10

81LS97 1 10
81LS98 1 10

74S & 74L
74SO0 40
74S04 42
74S08 49
74510 40
74511 40
74S20 40
74S30 40
74S32 78
74537 85
74538 95
74S40 40
74S74 79
745138 1 69
745139 169
74S151 1 49
74S158 149
745174 159
745175 159
74S189 295
74S201 395
74S251 169
74S257 1 69
74L00 39

74L04 39
74L10 .39

74L20 39
74L30 39
74L42 129
74L73 89
74L74 89
74L8S 149
74L86 149
74L90 129
74L95 129
74L154 1.59

74L164 169
74L165 189
74L192 1.99

74L193 199

4000 CMOS
CD4000 25
CD4001 .25

CO4002 25
CD4006 1 69
CD4O07 25
CD4008 1 69
CD4009 55
CD4010 55
CD4011 25
CD4012 25
CD4013 .55

CD4014 195
CO4015 195
CD4016 55
CO4017 99
CD4018 2.39

CD4019 55
CD4020 139
CD4021 185
CD4022 120
CO4023 29
C04024 125
CD4025 29
CD4026 1 95

03

CNJ

SPECIALS
8T97 $1 49

8T26 2 tor $4 95

8097/74367 6 for $5 00

1488 SI 25

1489 $1.25

DM8130 2 for $4 96

DM8131 2 for $4 95

MH0026 $2.95

75452 10/250
74LS138 $1 39

74166 $ 69

741HC 10/250
93L00 10/350
LM301AH 10/250
LM308H 10/4 95
MC1733CL 10/4.96

7438 10/2.50

4558 10/4 95
8T22A 10/295
8835 $1 95

8836 $1 95

8837 $1.95

8098/74368 6/5 00
1702A6 10/39 95

2708 S?1 'IS

21L02 1 8/12 95

P2102 16/17 95

74125 10/3 75

LM323K 2/1295
MCT2 99

WD4060 22 pin 325
1771 Floppy 59.95

Plus huge backup inventory

with special pricir g for

VOLUME requirements.

Call for a quotation

</>

MEK6800D2 - 6800 KIT ONLY $235.00

9601 16 Slot Mother Bd. 5175.00
9602 16 Slot Card Cage 72.00

9610 Proto Board 36.00

9615 4K EPROM Module (1702A) 350.00
9615K 4K EPROM Kit Module 275.00

9620 16 Port Parallel I/O 375.00

9626 8K Static RAM Module 350.00

CD4027
CD4028
CD4029
CD4030
CD4033
CD4034
CD4035
CD4040
CD4041
CD4042
CD4043
CD4044
CD4047
CD4049
CD4050
CD4051
CD4052
CD4059
CD4063
CD4068
CD4069
CO4070
CD4071
CD4072
CD4073
CD4075
CD4078
CD4081
CD4082
CD4094
40160
40161
40174
4508
4510
4511
4515
4516
4518
4520
4522
4526
4527
4528
4531
4532
4543
4555
4556
4581
4582
4585
4901
4911
74C0O
74C04
74C10
74C20
74C30
74C42
74C48
74C73
74C74
74C76
74C85
74C86
74C89
74C90
74C93
74C95
74C106
74C107
74C151

LOWEST PRICES YET

2708 EPROM . . . $21.95

2716 EPROM . . . $59 95

Z 80A 4MH 3
. .

Z 80 2.5MH
3

. .

. $49.95

. $29.95

INTEL 3404 6 bit latch $2.95

INTEL 3205 driver $1.95

MK4116 16K RAM $44.95

2114 4K RAM $12.95

4200A 4K RAM $12.95

9626K 8K Static RAM Kit 275.00
9650 8 Port Duplex Asyn Serial I/O 395.00
Connectors $6.50 16/72.00
All assembled & tested not Kits

PLUS MOTOROLA TV MONITORS - PRIME
Model M3000 100 12" display $21995
Model M2000 155 9" display $199.95

Add $10.00 for shipping

74C154
74C160
74C161
74C174
74C192
74C193
74C221

LINEAR
LM300H 80
LM301H 45
LM301CN .45

LM302H 1.25

LM304H 1 20
LM305H 85
LM306H 95
LM307CN 45
LM307H 45
LM308H 1 00
LM308CN 1 00
LM309H 1 10
LM309K 1.25

LM310H 1.15

LM311H 90
LM311CN 59
LM312H 1 95
LM318H 1 50
LM318N 1.50
LM320K7
340K 5, 8. »

12. 15. 24 } 1 95
LM320T7 )

340T 5. 8. I

12. 15. 24 } 1 45
LM324N ' 1.65

LM339N 1.55

LM370H 1.65

LM373N 395
LM377N 450
LM380N 1.00

LM381N 190
LM384N 249
LM555CN 59
LM556CN 1 69
LM566CN 200
LM567CN 1 95
LM565CN 1 95
LM565H 1 95

LM703CH 1 49
LM709N 49
LM709CH 49
LM710N .70

LM711N 49
LM711CH 49
LM723N .55

LM723CH .55

LM725CH 325
LM733N 1.00

LM733H 1 29
LM739N 1.29

LM741CH 35
LM741CN 39
LM747N .75

LM747H 75
LM748H .39

LM748N 39
LM1414N 1 75

LM1458CN 65
LM1496N 95
LM2111N 1 95
LM2901N 1 95
LM3065N 69
LM3900N 55

LM3909 110
LM7520 225
LM7524N 1.75

LM7525N 190
LM7534N 2 20
LM7535N 125
75324 3.50

SG4501T 240
SG4501N 2.40

SG3S24 8 95
RC4194T 695
RC4195T 695
RC1458CN 89
RC1556CN 99
RC3403AD 2 30
RC4131CN 99
RC4136D 190
RC4558CN 99
RC4151CN 6.50
LM358N 129
SHIFT REGISTERS
MM500 Si 25
MM5013 2.95
MM5016 4 95
MM5017 2 95
P2405 5.95
N2518B 4 95
N2533 495
3341 FIFO 6.95
3347 FIFO 6 95
2841 FIFO 11 95
2812 FIFO 11.95
TMS3002LR 3 95
TMS3132NC 295
1402 3.95
1403 395
1404 3.95
N2527 595
DISPLAYS/LEDS
FND 357 (375) $1 25
FND 367 (375) 135
FND 500 (.500) 125
FND 507 (5001 100
FLVIIORedled 5/100
FND 800 (.800) 2.50
FND 807 (.800) 2.50

TRANSISTORS
2N3904 . . .

'2N3906 . .

MPSA13 .

2N2369
2N2221
2N 3440
2N5139
2N5134
2N3724A
2N3495
2N3702
2N2484
2N3766
2N3692
2N3055
2N3771
2N3772
SPT410/DTS410

PLESSEY
SL1610C
SL1611C
SL1612C
SL1613
SL1621C

5/$1 00
'j SI 00
4 SI 00
5/S1 00
5/$1 00
4/S1 00
5/$1 00
5 SI 00

4/$1 00
SI 9b

4/$1 00
3/S1 00
2 SI 89
5/$1 00
$ 80
$1 69
$1 69
$ 99

SL1623C
SL1626C
SL1630C
SL1640C
SL1641C
SL1652C
SL1680C
SL560

DIVIDERS
SP8600
SP8601
SP8602
SP8603
SP8604
SP8607
SP8613
SP8614
SP8615
SP8616
SP8620
SP8621
SP8622
SP8630
SP8631
CB Sythesi/er Pair

8921
8922
SP8632
SP8634
SP8635
SP8638
SP8637
SP8640
SP8641
SP8642
SP8643
SP8646
SP8647
SP8650
SP8651
SP8652
SP4020
SP8790
SP8794
SP8685

CRYSTALS
1 0MH

3
20MH

3
2097152MH,
24576MH,
3 579545MH

3
40MH,
4 194304MH

3
491520MH

3
50MH,
5 7143MH

3
6OMH3
10 0MH

3
130MH

3
1431818
18 OMH3
18432MH

3
20 0MH,
22 1184MH

3
27 000MH

3
36 000MH

3
48 000MH

3
100KC

S 695
4 25
1600
1450
825
1700
17 50
1800
20 00
22 00
1250
850
6 50

20 00
12 00

1000
3500
27 50
2250
1800
6 20
750
12 50
20 00
650
800

25 00
18 50
12 00
$1295
1695
995
16 95

EXAR
XR2556CP
XR2240CP
XR320P
XR2208CP
XR2211CP
XR2567CP
XR1310CP
XR1800CP
XR2206CP
XR2206KA
IC PCB.
Inn
XR2206KB
Complete

18 4',

KM 29 95
XR22G7CP 376
XR742CP 3 95
XR4202CP 425
XR2265 696

SOCKETS
14 Pin ww 37
16 Pin ww 38
18 Pin ww 60
22 Pin ww 89
24 Pin ww 85
40 Pin ww 1 25
8 Pin S/T 17

14 Pin S/T 20
16 Pin S/T 22
18 Pin S/T 31

22 Pin S/T 35
24 Pin S/T 41

28 Pin S/T 49
40 Pin S/T 63

CONNECTORS
S100BUS W/W IMSAI $5 00
S100BUSS/T IMSAI 500
S100BUS W/W ALTAIR 550
S100BUSS/T ALTAIR 525
RS232 25 Pin Male DB25P 350
PS232 25 Pin Female DB25S 3 95
Plastic Hood 75
IMSAI Card Guides 4,1 00

NEW CTS DIPSWITCHES
CTS2064 $1 75
CTS206 5 $1 75
CTS206 6 $1 75
CTS207 7 $1 75
CTS208 8 $1 95
CTS2099 $1 95
CTS209 10 $1 95

EVK 99 6800 MICRO SYS

EVK 99 Kit S13300
EVK 99 EX expanded 449 95
Univ»*i\al Klugr Board 95 00
16K Byt. RAM Board 7h 00

6 Slot Mntli.-ilio.iiil 35 00
Extender Board 45 00
Vid*-o Board 95 00
Connectors . S6 50 12/59 95

Solid Frame Chassis 120 00

Frame Chassis 69 95

Micro Assrmoler ROM 30 00

Proto ROM 30 00

Tiny Basic Papertape 20 00
Tiny Basic EPROM 126 00

COMPUTER KITS

MOT MEK6800D2 235.00

KIM 1 6502 Kit 245.00

AMI EVK 99 Kit 133.00

Intercept JR 6100 Kit 281.00

lasis Computerbook 450.00

NSC Scamp Kit 99.00
NSC Keyboard Kit 95.00
IMSAI 8080A w/22 751.00
PIC-8 Priority 125.00

SIO Kit 125.00

Cromemco Z-2 595.00
Byte Saver 145.00
Bytesaver w/PROM 195.00
Dazzler 215.00
D + 7A 145.00

JS-1 Joystick 65.00

8K EPROM/RAM Kit 124.95

ZPU Kit 29500

XHAR GEN/ENCODERS/UARTS
S1883 6.95 S2350USRT
1602B 5.50 1671B Astros 29.95
AY51013A 5.50 1482 13.95
AY51015A 9.95 1472 13.95

MM5320 TV Synch Gen 7.95

MM5369 Prescaler 3.95

MM5376 Calc Chip 2.95

CT5001 Calc Chip 2.95

CT7001 Clock Chip 5.95

MM5314 Clock Chip 4.95

MM5316 Clock Chip 4.95

MM5375 Clock Chip 4.95

R032513 Lower Case 10.95

R032513 Uppercase 9.95

AY52376 Keyboard Encoder 14.95

AY53600 Keyboard Encoder 14.95

MM6571 Char gen 14.95

MM6574 Char gen 14.95

MM6575 Char gen 14.95

S 100 Memory Moduli*

Loqos8KRAM Kit S179 9b Asvm S

1 ully buffered .Kldress selectahlt.*

Logos 8K Memory Bo.ud only S 28 95
S 100 32K STATIC Memoiy Kit S999 99 Asvm S10"
8 slot ex|>,nid.ilile Mot'iei Bo.ud w conn S 7"

S 100 E x tender Board S V
S 100 Protohoard w Instructions S 21 'IS

RK EPROM Kit S R"

Tarliell CMMtM 1 O S115 00
T.iiIm-II Cissi-tti* PC Bo.ud S 30

IMSAI 8080 Kit w 2? slot anil

with KK K AM Kit S|M*i i.iI Pm •• S89'l 'l'<

All Shipments FCM or UPS. Orders

under $100.00 add 5% handling and

postage. Orders over $100.00 add 2.5%

handling & postage. Mastercharge/Bank

americard/COD accepted w/25% deposit.

California Residents add 6% tax. Foreign

Orders add 8% handling. All parts prime

factory tested guaranteed. Same day

shipment. Add 25 cents for Data.

SPECIALTY CHIPS

34702 Baud Rate Gen $15.95
upD372 Floppy Controller 55.00
upD371 Mag Tape Controller 49.95

App Notes for 372 Floppy 6.95

WD1771 Floppy Controller 59.95

AY5 3550 4 3
/4 DVM Chip 24.95

MK5007 Counter 6.95

AY5 3507 DVM Chip 12.95

WD1941 Dual Baud Gen 9.95

ICM7208IPI Ctr Disp. Driver 16.95

ICM7045IPI Stop Watch Chip 18.95

MC14411 Baud Rate Gen 12.95

CW300 Saw Fen. Gen. 1 .50

RF Modulator 8.95

8500 1 TV Gam*' Chip 24.95

MM57100Game Chip 16.95

MM53104 Clock 3.75

LM1889 Modulator 3.95

Ret.nl pticmq m.iv v.iiy liom M.nl Oiclei Pricing.

AEM\NCED
-COMPUTER

ZdZ< J w^±

P.O.BOX 17329
Irvine, California 92713
New Phone (714) 558-8813

^ Our PW»

Santa Ana. C* *
A38
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HTROL DATA

BARGAIN

+ 5V@ 7A - 12V @2A
+ 12V @ 2.5A +180 V @ 150 ma
+30V @ 200ma (unregulated)

-6.2V @ 25ma (no adj. pot)

Brand new, made by CDC for

microprocessor terminals. 110 VAC
in, regulated and adjustable DC
outputs. Overvoltage protected +5,

-12. Power status signal. Fan.
Schematic. Original list $600+.
From stock, UPS paid, custom foam
box, guaranteed.

$50.00

ELECTRAVALUE INDUSTRIAL
BOX 464

Cedar Knolls, NJ 07927
(201)267-1117 E18

Are You

Overworked?
Are you still doing those things that
your computer should be doing for

you? We are developing those utili-

ties and subsystems that will allow
you to spend more time getting to

the essence of your development.

The latest product in

our software line is:

The Dynamic
Debugger

Our Dynamic Debugger is a revolu-
tionary approach to debugging. Un-
like conventional debuggers, which
are passive instruments that must be
tediously guided to locate errors, the
Dynamic Debugger is an intelligent

companion which can quickly pin-
point problem areas.

Call or write for detailed specs

COMPUTER MART
OF NEW JERSEY, INC.

501 Route #27
Iselin, N.J. 08830
(201)283-0600

Store Hours Tues thru Sat. 10 am-6 pm
Tues and Thurs til 9 pm

THE
T MICROCOMPUTER

PEOPLE

ftPEflK Of THE DEdD^

* Solar Powered

* Proximity Activated

* Stereo Optional

* Flag-raising on holidays

* Military Model -

plays taps at sundown

* GO FIRST CLASS!

now you can have
the last word!

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL:

ONLY $74,995
Since it is obvious that you are going

to go (eventually), why not plan ahead?
Why let all that money you've worked
so hard for go for taxes? Show them that

you can take it with you.

This is your opportunity to invest in

a talking headstone (or footstone, if you
prefer). With SPEAK OF THE DEAD
tombstone you will be taking your own
microcomputer system with you, pro-

grammed to respond to visitors to your
grave with a brief history of your life or
with messages for loved ones (or hated
ones) ... it can signal the caretaker when
your grass needs watering or mowing
... it can respond to specific words to

give different talks. The possibilities are

endless!

If deadly serious write:

SPEAK OF THE DEAD Dept KTB
Route 3 Box 165
Sequin TX 78155

Wanted*Adventuresome Souls
For New Horizons.

North Star's NEW Horizon Computer Systems.
Horizon 1 Kit $1599 Assmbld. $1899
Horizon 2 Kit $1999 Assmbld. $2349
We also sell IMSAI, Cromemco, TDL, Vec-
tor Graphic, Polymorphic, Seals, George
Risk Industries and others. Call for Catalog

computer
enterprise/

Now
Call (315) 637-6208

NOW.
C33

P.O. Box 71 • Fayetteville, New York 13066

C30
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THIS AD MENTIONS ONLY A FEW OF THE THOUSANDS OF BARGAIN ITEMS_AVAJ^Atfi^Ej^BQM THE GIANT BI.F CATALOG. CIRCLE THE READER SERVICE CARD FOR OUR CATALOG

SPEAKER SYSTEMS KIT..
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B&F does it again! New speakers and

enclosures, includes 8" woofers, 4" dome

tweeters, enclosures (21x12x8"). grill

cloth, crossover networks, damping, hard-

ware and instructions. A complete kit

with quality components at low B&F
prices . . . this system sells for $198 if

bought ready to go. Now you can afford

quality sound! Qty. Ltd. Sh. Wt. 45 Lb.

7ZU70283 $69.95/pair

Save $100! . . 10 kits for $599.00

CABINETS Only: Sh. Wt. 30 Lb.

7OB70197 $25.00/pair

Desk Top DISPLAY STATIQjX

KEY-TO-MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER
backup. Unit has internal memory/buffer

for 80 or 200 character storage. Units

show character, character no., and record

no. Read back circuits allows search on

record key, editing, duplicating, etc.

Units were working when taken out of

service and are complete & ready to go,

but may require minor adjustments. Sold

on an "AS IS" basis only. Manuals not

supplied with unit, available separately.

Size: 19"H x 2WW x 19VD. Tape not

supplied.

We have 2 types available:

Md. 4301 7 7 track Data Recorder, our

catalog no. 7SF70296 $218.88

Complete Manual .7SF70296 M .$28.50

Md. 4311 7 7 -track Data Recorder with

remote data communication channel, our

catalog no. 7SF70297 $248.88

Complete Manual 7SF70297 M .$28.50

(Manuals weigh 3 Lbs.)

All Magnetic Tape Data Recorders

are shipped via truck, freight collect

to you. Customer pays shipping.

Singer/Pertec systems with display sta

tion, keyboard, 7 track magnetic da;

recorder, controller, etc. Singer closes

out its computer products division and

these unit become surplus! Their loss

($460x1 6
) is your gain . . . you can buy

this super recorder for pennies on a dot

ar. They are late design models of recent

mfg., and are still being serviced with
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At one time these data terminals were

used by stock brokers for keeping track

of stock quotations. They tied in to a

central system which has now been up

dated, leaving these surplus units behind.

Use this unit as a basis for building your

own computer input/output station or to

build a compact scope ... or simply take

it apart for the components within.

Sold complete or in parts, prices and

descriptions listed below:

t 3" CRT, with Hi-volt, supply (+3315

vdc; -1730 vdc), and low-volt, supply

+440V; +225V; +125V; +28V; +1.2V;

+0.6V; 6.3VDC; 6.3VAC. Also - ramp

generator card & some drive circuits

(15 Lbs.) $17.50

t 50 key Block keyboard, with diode

matrix on 2 cards.(5 Lbs.) $12.50

t Handsome desk-top, slope front case,

suitable for up to an 11" CRT, overall

10%w x16d x9"h,(10 Lbs.) $7.50

t Plus: 3 wire line cord, brown, 7'lg for

$1.00; 14 wire connector cable for

$2.5o!

t COMPLETE UNIT Sh Wt 35 Lbs.

6NB60336 $29.95

t Also available is a complete tech. man-

ual covering operating procedure, theory

disassembly (& reassembly), trouble-

shooting techniques and schematics.

With complete unit $1.00 or sold sep-

arately for $3.50 each. Sh.Wt. 8 oz.

WHEN ORDERING:
Specify part, use order no. 6NB60336

Model 52 LINE PRINTERS - $650.00 ea.

Computer surplus close out on Singer-

Friden Md. 52 line printer. 100 lines per

minute with 132 characters per line max.

The printer is connected to a system com-

puter through an input/output channel

and may be located up to 2,000 wire feet

from computer using a 2-wire line. Uses

standard continuous paper forms, with up

to 5 copies and 1 original. Power: 115V,

60 Hz; 6 amps. Size: 30"W x 27"Dp x

38"H.
These units were working & going units

when taken out of service. Shipped only

on an "AS IS" basis. You should be able

to put these on line with a minimum of

work, and then you have a $3,600 line

printer working for you at less than 1/5

the cost. Shipped via truck freight collect

to you, F.O.B.Peabody.Ma. 01960.

7SF70298 $650.00

DATA MANUALS, while they last

7SF70298-M $45.00

**Also available are a few damaged units,

which have broken glass covers. Damage

appears to be cosmetics only. Save $100.

7SF70299 • • $550.00

COLOR "TV"
CHASSIS & PARTS
New solid state

color TV chassis and

parts for use with In

Line black matrix picture tubes. Features

include one button color tuning AFC and

low power consumption.

We have two chassis types, the TS951

(for 13 & 15") and the TS953 (for 19").

To build a complete 19" TV these parts

must be added: UHF & VHF tuners, pic

ture tube, tube shield, purity magnets, an

tenna, yoke, speaker, on off switch, 4

10K pots, binding posts & case. To build

a 13" or 15" TV you'll have to add: pic

ture tube, tube shield, yoke, purity mag

nets, antenna, 2nd stage hi voltage boost,

binding posts & case (chassis has tuners).

We do not offer a complete parts pack

age, but we do include full tech. training

manual, and we have some parts available.

These chassis are new & guarenteed.

Price List Sh. Wt. 12 Lbs. each.

13" TV Chassis (w/tuners & controls)

6Z60175 $49.50

15" TV Chassis (w/tuners & controls)

6Z60174 $49.50

19" TV Chassis (no tuners, no controls),

6Z60172 $29.50

VHF Tuner (for 19") . 6Z60303 . $8.50

UHF Tuner (for 19") . 6Z60304 . $2.50

Antenna Telescope . 5MI00419 . .$1.50

Binding Post Assy. . 4MI00422 . $ 1 .50

ALoU .......

We have found some of the same model

"TV" chassis that have been damaged,

most with bent frames or cracked PC.
boards. They are sold "AS IS", at low,

low prices. Parts are worth 5X as much.

All sales final. Sh. Wt. 12 Lbs. each.

13" Chassis . . . 7DZ70059 . . . $22.50
15" Chassis . . . 7DZ70060 . . . $22.50
17" Chassis . . . 7DZ70061 . . . $14.88
19" C hassis . . . 7DZ70062 . . . $1 4.88

TV to MONITOR INTERFACE KIT
TV game board allows interface of any

TV as a video monitor for computer use.

With power supply & data for 300/75

ohm. Home brew money saver! 3 Lbs.

7ZU70213. . . $5.00 ea . . . $27.88 for 5
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Singer Friden

Md. 52 Line Printer

EMPLOYEE ENTRANCE STATION SYSTEM
contains the following
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"THE NAME CALLER"
Stores up
to 3B nhon

This unique system for verification of

entering employees is made up of modul-

ar components, each of which is useful

separately. You can buy just the part

you need, or purchase an entire system

for your own uses and/or education. Cap-

able of tie-in to an external printer.

Size: 20V2"W x 23" x 6%".

to 38 phon
numbers

AUTOMATIC
PHONE DIALER

^^TOUCH-TONE
GENERATOR
CHIP
New, 2 of 8 encoder chip ME8900, (sim

ilar to the MC14410). Sold with data

sheet on uses of MC14410 chip. No
crystals required. Sh. Wt. 8oz.

7VL70160. . $6.95 ea. . . $6000 for 10

Here's a neat item, brand new and pack-

aged surplus. Great for business, home,

baby sitters, people confined to beds,

emergencies ... or just as a convenience.

Keep all your most often called numbers

in memory at all times. Two models

available. Home 2001 and Business 3001,

(Business 3001 has 40 pin connector for

multi-line phones). Sh. Wt. 12 Lbs.

Home 2001 7ZU70265 .
$28.88

Business 3001 . . . 7ZU70266 .$38.88

POSTAGE: Please add sufficient funds

for postage and insurance. Shipping

weight for merchandise is listed at the

end of each product description. All

shipping is from Peabody, Ma. 01960.

Mass. Residents Add 5% Sales Tax.

SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOG!
Or, receive our catalog in

an order and insure yourself

of a place on our mailing list

The system

modular sections:

A. Badge Reader with power supply,

Holther coded - but comes out ASC11.

Input 110 V, 60 Hz. Sh.Wt. 15 Lbs.

7SF70295 A $25.00

B. Modular Power Supply OF. +5V, 3A;

±12V, .25A; +24V. 5A. 10 Lbs.

7SF70295B $19.50

C. Modular Memory Stack, with drivers

etc. 512 x 6, requires 24V input. 5 Lbs.

7SF70295-C $17.50

D Central Processor for above memory,

5 Lbs 7SF70295 D $25.00

E. Hi Voltage Power Supply for plasma

display (below) 5 Lbs

7SF70295E $10.00

F 4 Digit Display on front panel 3 Lbs.

7SF70295F $10.00

G Time Clock for badge reader, etc.

5 Lbs 7SF70295G $10.00

H. Key Switch SPST 8 oz.

7SF70295H $2 °°

J. Complete Unit (Used)*

7SF70295 J
#

$69.88

K. Complete Unit (New)*

7SF70295 K $88.50
* Complete units weigh in excess of

75 pounds and must be shipped via truck

freight collect to you

,•;•;•.*,»*

i. HOCKEY
levels, LED
New and guaranteed

7HU70284. . $22.50

2. TV TENNIS, Kit form, AS IS. 5 Lbs.

7HU70250 . . . $8.88 4 for $28.88
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& SOCKER game, 2 skill|
J

scoring, joystick controls.

Sh. Wt. 8 Lbs.

5 for $100.00
c
o»

JOYSTICKS
Two 1 0K POT'S

Super for X Y func-

tions: audio, computer,

remote control, graph-

ics, etc. Sh.Wt. 8oz.
7J70163 $4.95

Joystick: Four 100K Pot's; by ALPS
The best controls on the market. . 8 oz.

7.170793 $5.95 ea l^

LOGIC & OP AMP
POWER SUPPLY
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PHONE ORDERS WELCOME"
Bank Americard, Master Charge and

American Express Accepted.

Phone: (617) 531 5774 / 532 2323

$10.00 Minimum on Charge Orders

B&F ENTERPRISES
Dept. "K"

119 FOSTER STREET
PEABODY, MA. 01960
(617) 531-5774/532-2323

This regulated power supply has out-

puts of ±15 volts at 0.25 amps and +5

volts at 2.5 amps, with an input of 115

VAC. Manufactured by a computer

company as part of a phone data termi-

nal. Three (3) 723's (IC's) are used for

voltage regulation. Units have barrier

strip outputs, and are open frame. Size:

5" x 9" x 2". New surplus. Qty. Ltd.

Sh. Wt. 5 Lbs . . . 6MI60215 . . $17.50

3 for $45.00. . 6MI60215 $45.00/3
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S.D. SALES CO. p-o. box 28810 -k dallas. texas 75228

• Imsai - Altair "A" Compatible Kits •
7 «n r?

-
!2 CPU KIT COMPLETE - $149. kit

Z-80 Chip & Manual $49.95 Z-80 Manual - $7.50 Separately
^grgJStySi """"*" V°U ,h* SM -95 4K RAM K,T

-
W«—• »»' »» *" "» ""'-due. .„ .m„i/AI,.ir comp.,ibl. Z-80 Crd. b„, w. do M «,., ou„ „., «,.£,, d«i,n and
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ffiK^'ftKSr.ssKa^s.-SielkdSSSvsSjESvSSS'S^r^S™ SSSSSffSBSSf ,,M - ¥OU' sy*,,m ,u"c,io"*

THE WHOLE
WORKS
$89.95

4K LOW POWER RAM BOARD KIT
Imsai and Altair 8080 plug in compatible. Uses low power static 21L02-1 500 ns. RAM'S. Fully buffered dras-
tically reduced power consumption, on board regulated, all sockets and parts included. Premium quality plated
through PC Board. c ncn r>*im, -,-,*****s For 250 ns RAMrs add $10.00

NEW! DESIGN CONSOLETTE KIT - $89.95
IvJtiMlTZEZZSZ S^EfS ""/ *° "*" ?' ""* wraPjun«le °ur Ia «es« "it gives you 1 24 solderless quick connect terminals, enoughlor eight 16 pin IC s and provides 50 x 8 common buss matrix. Has regulated +SVDC and +/- 15VDC, all at 1 AMP Voltage regulation at 100%Also includes a pulse generator variable from lOhz to SOmhz and .01 sec. to 100 nano seconds. Generator output is ?5V iX fo™ only amiincludes all parts, sockets; front panel measures 7'4"x8W\ and hardware, case not available

V

CAR/BOAT KIT MjjJ

$34.95 9^!
Wmc, to uoua, Sou/

MUSICAL HORN
Musical Horn Kit for car, boat, or homo. Plays any tune from Mozart to Led Zeppelin
Change tunes in seconds; complete solid state electronics. Standard or custom tunes
available at $6.95 each (you supply us with the sheet music - we supply electronics

V.
v°" r

,

'

aw
.
0nte

_
tune - ) °ne son9 supplied with original order. Standard tunes avail

able: DIXIE - EYES OF TEXAS - ON WISCONSIN - YANKEE DOODLE DANDY
- NOTRE DAME FIGHT SONG - PINK PANTHER - AGGIE WAR SONG - ANCHORS AWAY - NEVER ON SUNDAY - BRIDGE OVER RIVER QUI -CANDYMAN.

Xunited

$9.95 kit

HOME KIT

$26.90
Home kit includes speaker which oper-
ates from your door bell. When door bell
is pushed your favorite tune is played.
Car/boat kit DOES NOT include speak-
er. Uses standard 8ohm PM speaker.
Allow 4 weeks delivery on both kits.

~~ - -""»-'TWW
t

6 DIGIT ALARM CLOCK KIT

£ZZ -".oL'T^'- °' c b08,d add $300; AC XFMR ,dd $1* °°-
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NEW! WITH JUMBO LED READOUTS!

1000 MFD
Filter Caps

Rated 35 WVDC Up-
right style with PC
leads. Most popular val-
ue for hobbyists.

4/$1.00

SLIDE SWITCH
Assortment

Our best seller. Includes
miniature and standard
sizes, single and multi-
position units. All new.

12/$1.00

POWER
RESISTOR
15 OHM
25W
BY

CLAROSTAT

75$ ea.

RESISTOR
ASSORTMENT

%W 5% & 10% PC
leads. A good mix of
values! Special!

200/$2.

AMD-1702A

FACTORY PRIME UNITS! BRAND NEW!
1.5 Micro-Seconds Access Time.

10/$40. $4.95 ea.

P.C. LEAD
DIODES

1N4148/1N914

100/$2
1N4002- 1A
100 PIV

40/$1.

* Special! *
3.579545
MHZ Time
Base Crystal

$1.25

28 PIN SOCKETS
3 for $1.00

11,000 MFD
50WVDC

Computer Grade Cap
$3.00 each

lC's*S%VR05.
IC s from XEROX

1402 A Shift Regulator - 50c
MH0025CN - 55c

i

7400
7402
7404
7406
7407
7410
7416
7420

9c
9c
9c

11c
11c
9c

13c
9c

7430
7440
7437
7438
7451
7474
7475
7486

- 9c 7493 - 26c
- 9c 74121 -22c
-10c 74123 -32c
-10c 74151 - 9c
- 9c 74155 -22c
-16c 74193 -35c
-24c 8233 - 35c
-16c Intel - 1302

39 MFD
16 V Mai lory
Electrolytic

15 for $1.00

Just received a good
mixed lot of National
TO-92 plastic transis-

tors. PNP & NPN, even
a few FET's. 40-50%
yield. Untested Asst.

500/$3.

DISC CAP
ASSORTMENT

P.C. Leads. At least

10 different values.
Includes .001, .01, .05
plus other standard
values.

60/$1.00
FACTORY PRIME!

21L02-1
Not only are our RAM'S faster than a speeding bullet but thev
Vfi n?^ ?"rV d

W power
.-
We are Phased to offer prime new

ItdctoJ-OW Power and Supor Fast RAM's. Allows you to

th
T
e
R
waTt "gh

V
t°off r

OW"r SUPP'V farthe
'
a"d at th« """' time k""

500ns 8/$12.95
250ns 8/$15.95

-45c
CALL IN YOUR BANK-
AMERICARD OR MASTER
CHARGE ORDER IN ON OUR
CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES
TOLL FREE WATTS LINE:

1-800-527-3460
Texas Residents Call Collect:

214/271-0022

MOS 6 DIGIT
UP/DOWN COUNTER

Uwdable compare reg,ster w.th compare out-put. BCD and seven segment outputs internal scanosc.llator. CMOS compatible, leading zero blanking. 1MHZ. count input frequency

$12.95 Zdumi $12.95
TERMS:

GuMMtee/

NO COD'S. TEXAS RESIDENTS
ADD 5% SALES TAX. ADD 5%
OF ORDER FOR POSTAGE &
HANDLING. ORDERS UNDER
$10.00 ADD 75c. FOREIGN
ORDERS - U.S. FUNDS ONLY!

Orders over $15. - Choose $1. FREE MERCHANDISE! S2
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1 1-24 28-49 80-991

8 pin

10 pin

14 pin

, 16 pin
I 18 pin

i 22 pin

\ 24 pin

28 pin

36 pin

| 40 pin

Phenolic

MAT no.

169P44-062XXP
Epoxy Glass

MAT NO.
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-^ HHIUHI I T f ONE
10031 Woodley A^D Sepui

Terms: BAC, MC, Check, Money Order,

& handling; excess refunded. Just in ca

Send for our latest brochure.

^ o^~v^~ CA. 91343
, J.O.D. CA. residents add 6% sales tax. Orders less than $75.00

Just in case . . . please include your phone no.

phone orders welcome (213)893-8202

airiDirv 4 ci crTonwirc a h>u nf tHoMP ATM ftrnun

ELECTRONICS

ise . . . please include your phone no.

phone orders welcome (213)893-8202

PRIORITY 1 ELECTRONICS a div of theHEATH Group

P21

$75.00 include 10% shipping

Good thru 1977

OEM and Institutional inquiries invited

TAKTH»sspeciAt

p|«4006^. 8/100
SXttOl^t 3M00
rWAOOO^ 0/ A %

fflSl^ 3/2°
ft

°
ft

cSSlWE .4/10°
raio^t • 3 / 200

f»»4020^
••'•• ...1*

ra4023^ 3/V00
^uA024^ 5/100
CO4025I* 7/100&£ ...3/20°

SSut • ..100

CW4049»\|-
•

•• 4/100

CW4050f
•• 4/100

CW4ll0^fc

4/1.00

CW4116^
—

100 pes.

10% Discount
on

Quantities
we»m
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S D SALES
Z-80 CPU KIT

FOR IMSAI/ALTAIR
$145.00 Kit

$198.00 Assembled & Tested
The advanced features of the Z-80 such as an expanded
set of 158 instructions, 8080A software compatibility, and
operation from a single 5VDC supply, are all well known.
The CPU card will always stop on the M1 state. TRUE SYNC
is generated on the card to insure that the rest of your
system functions properly. Dynamic memory refresh and
SM1 are brought out for your use. Kit includes Zilog Manual,
all parts, sockets, and complete assembly instructions.

North Star
Floppy Disc System

Accessible mass storage is a must for a viable computer
system and North Star does it right. Their controller card
contains all the ROM needed to get the system up and
running. Just turn on the power, examine E900, run, and
type GO BASIC. You can be up and running BASIC 8
seconds after power on. Disc drive & cables, controller kit

BASIC & DOS.

Assembled $775 Kit $680

prok
tt
o .

routes
PROKO PTR-II

PTR Mod 2
PAPER TAPE READER

We keep improving our optical reader. It now comes with
an acknowledge line to make interfacing simpler. Just set
the PTR-2 under a study lamp, run the loader program,
and pull thru a paper tape. Don't miss all that good
software just because you don't have a reader.
Dealer inquiries invited.

Assembled $68 Kit $55

• Low cost
• Pocket size

• TTL compatible
• Simple to operate
• Tape can be removed from side

Back up for data input

Trouble shooting aid

Hobbiest input device

HARDWARE FLOATING POINT BOARD
The North Star FPB floating point unit is a single PC board
which performs decimal floating point add, subtract, multi-

ply and divide with up to 1 4 digits of precision. The Model-A
FPB plugs into the S-100. The FPB will perform floating

point operations approximately 50 times faster than the
best 8080 software or firmware. The FPB is delivered with a
version of North Star BASIC.

Assembled $475 Kit $350

—S7-B

-J9b|
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HOBBY COMPUTER
PC BOARDS

Economical Hobby Computer Boards for Electronic Sys-
tems provide the hardware hobbist with high quality PC.
boards. All PC boards are easily mounted in your home-
brew projects.

P C BOARD ONLY. NO COMPONENTS

MODEM $7.60
Type 103, full duplex, 300 Baud, no coils, only low cost
components, TTL Output & Input.

RS-232/TTL $4.50
TTL to RS-232C & RS-232C to TTL on one board, low cost.

TAPE INTERFACE $7.60
Record and play Kansas City Standard Tapes.

TVT $39.00
32/64 Char, per line, parallel input, 1 K on board memory,
output for computer controlled curser.

UART & BAUD RATE GENERATOR $12.00
Serial/parallel & parallel/serial converter, low cost Baud
rate generator, Baud rates 110, 150, 300, 600, 1200 &
2400, low power drain +5V, -12V, TTL compatible.

proho
treroutes
439 Marsh Street

San Luis Obispo, California 93401

Delivery: Stock to 45 days from receipt of order We pay all UPS.
shipping on US orders. Check or money order accepted. No P.O.s
except by above terms California residents add 6% tax. Prices
subject to change without notice.

§g CLjberuDrn boards

MB-1 MK-8 Computer RAM, (not S-100), 4KX8, uses 2102
type RAMs, PCBD only $22
MB-3 1702A EROM Board, 4KX8, S-100, switchable ad-
dress and wait cycles, kit less PROMS $65
MB-4 Basic 4KX8 ram, uses 2102 type rams, may be ex-
panded to 8KX8 with piggybacking, S-100 buss. PC
board $30
MB-6 Basic 8KX8 ram uses 2102 type rams, memory pro-
tect in 256 to 8K switchable S-100 buss. PCBD $35
MB-8 2708 EROM board, S-100, 8KX8or 16KX8 kit without
PROMS $85
IO-2 S- 1 00, 8 bit parallel l/Oport, % of board is for kludging
Kit $55 PCBD $30
VB-1 64X 1 6 video board, upper lower case Greek, com-
posite and parallel video with software, S-100.
Kit $189.00 PCBD $35
SP-1 Music synthesizer board, S-100, computer controller
wave forms, 9 octaves, 1V rms Vz% distortion, includes
software kit $250
Altair Compatible Mother Board, 11 x 11V2 x Va".

Board only
. . . $45 With 15 connectors $105

Extender Board full size. Board only $9
With connector $1 3 50
Solid state music Cybercom boards are high quality glass
board with gold finger contacts. All boards are check for

shorts. Kits only have solder mask. 90 day guarantee on
Cybercom kits.

/W7J7Cinc. WAMECO INC.

MEM-1 8KX8 fully buffered, S-100, uses 2102 type rams.
PCBC $30
Mother Board 12 slot, terminated, S-100, board only$35
10% discount on 10 or more of WAMECO PCBD in any
combination.

NEW! All IC's, sockets & hardware for WAMECO MEM-1
includes prime 21 02AL-4's $144
Order PCBD separately below.

Special 2102AL-4 1K x 1 ram ft less power than 21L02
type rams, with power down, prime from NEC. Ea. 2.00; 32
ea. 1.80; 64 ea. 1.70; 128 ea. 1.60; 256 ea. 1.50.

20.00

4.00

8.30

4.95

5.00

8.90

14.50

14.50

6.00

6.95

11.00

11.00

4.00

9080A AMD 8080A (Prime)

8212/74S412 Prime
8214 Prime

8216 Prime

8224 Prime

8228 Prime

8251 Prime

8255 Prime

1 702A-6 AMD 4702A Prime
TMS-6011 UART Prime
2513 Char Gen Upper Prime
2513 Char Gen Lower Prime

1702A Intel Not Prime

8T10
8T13
8T16
8T20
8T24
8T26
8T34
8T37
8T38
8T80

2.00

2.50

2.00

2.50

2.50

2.50
2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

8T97
8T110
5309
5312
5313
5320
5554
5556
5055
MC4044

2.00

2.00

8.00

4.00

4.00

5.95
1.90

2.50

1.60

2.25

M

80L97
81L22
82L23
85L51
85L52
85L63
86L70
86L75
86L99
88L12

419 Portofino Drive
San Carlos, California 94070

Please send for IC, Xistor

and Computer parts list.

1.50

1.50

1.90

2.50

2.50

1.25

1.50

1.90

3.50

.80

P11

74L00 .25 74LS00 .40 1101 1.25
74L01 .25 74LS01 .50 1103 1.25
74L02 .25 74LS02 .40 2101 4.50
74L03 .25 74LS03 .40 2111-1 3.75
74L04 .30 74LS04 .45 2112 4.50
74L05 .40 74LS05 .45 2602 1.60
74L06 .30 74LS08 .40 4002-1 7.50
74L08 .40 74LS10 .40 4002-2 7.50
74L09 .40 74LS12 .55 MM5262 1.00
74L10 .30 74LS20 .40 7489 2.00
74L20 .35 74LS22 .45 74200 4.95
74L26 .40 74LS27 .45 74C89 3.00
74L30 .40 74LS30 .40 82S06 2.00
74L32 .45 74LS37 .60 82S07 2.00
74L42 1.50 74LS38 .60 82S17 2.00
74L51 .35 74LS42 1.50 8223 2.50
74L54 .45 74LS51 .40 82S23 3.00
74L55 .35 74LS54 .45 82S123 3.00
74L71 .30 74LS55 .40 82S126 3.50
74L73 .55 74LS73 .65 82S129 3.50
74L74 .55 74LS74 .65 82S130 3.95
74L75 1.20 74LS76 .65 82S131 3.95
74L78 .90 74LS151 1.55 IM5600 2.50
74L85 1.40 74LS174 2.20 IM5610 2.50
74L86 .75 74LS175 1.95 IM5603 3.00
74L89 3.50 74LS192 2.85 IM5604 3.50
74L90 1.50 2501

B

1.25 IM5623 3.00
74L91 1.50 2502B 3.00 IM5624 3.50
74L93 1.70 2507V 1.25 MMI6330 2.50
74L95 1.70 251 0A 2.00 DM8573 4.50
74L98 2.80 2517V 1.25 DM8574 5.50
74L123 1.50 251 9B 2.80 DM8575 4.50
74L164 2.50 2532B 2.80 DM8576 4.50
74L165 2.50 2533V 2.80 DM8577 3.50
74L192 1.25 DM8131 2.50 DM8578 4.00
74L193 1.20 N8263 3.50 2.4576 MHZ
MH0026 2.95 MC1489 1.50 XTAL 7.20
MC1488 1.50 DM8837 1.50

Check or money order only. If you are not a regular customer and your
order is large please send either a cashier's check or a postal money
order, otherwise there will be a delay of two weeks for the check to
clear. All items post paid in the U.S. Calif, residents add 6% tax.

Money back 30 day guarantee. We cannot accept returned IC's that
have been soldered to. Prices subject to change without notice. $10
minimum order. $1 .00 service chnrge on orders less than $1 0.
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Bearcat®i?'0 Features
• Crystal-less—Without ever buying a crystal you can

select from all local frequencies by simply pushing a few

buttons.

• Decimal Display—See frequency and channel

number—no guessing who's on the air

• 5-Band Coverage— Includes Low. High. UHF and UHF
"T" public service bands, the 2 meter amateur (Ham)

band, plus other UHF frequencies

• Deluxe Keyboard—Makes frequency selection as easy

as using a push-button phone Lets you enter and

change frequencies easily try everything there is to

hear

• Patented Track Tuning—Receive frequencies across the

full band without adjustment Circuitry is automatically

aligned to each frequency monitored

• Automatic Search—Seek and find new. exciting

frequencies

• Selective Scan Delay—Adds a two second delay to

prevent missing transmissions when "calls' and

"answers" are on the same frequency

• Automatic Lock-Out—Locks out channels and "skips"

frequencies not of current interest

• Simple Programming—Simply punch in on the

keyboard the frequency you wish to monitor

• Space Age Circuitry—Custom integrated circuits a

Bearcat tradition

• UL Listed/FCC Certified—Assures quality design and

manufacture

• Rolling Zeros—This Bearcat exclusive tells you which

channels your scanner is monitoring

• Tone By-Pass—Scanning is not interrupted by mobile

telephone tone signal

• Manual Scan Control—Scan all 10 channels at your

own pace

• 3-Inch Speaker—Front mounted speaker for more

sound with less distortion.

• Squelch—Allows user to effectively block out unwanted

noise

• AC/DC—Operates at home or in the car

TM

ziinciu
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Bearcat®?//}
Specifications
Frequency Reception Range
Low Band 32—50 MHz
"Ham" Band 146—148 MHz
High Band 148—174 MHz
UHF Band 450—470 MHzT Band 470—512 MHz

*Also receives UHF from 416—450 MHz
Size

10V Wx3"Hx7VD
Weight

4 lbs. 8 oz.

Power Requirements
117V ac, HW;13.8Vdc, 6W

Audio Output
2Wrms

Antenna
Telescoping (supplied)

Sensitivity
0.6/xv for 12 dB S1NAD on L & H
bands
U bands slightly less

Selectivity

Better than - 60 dB@ ± 25 KHz
Scan Rate
20 channels per second

Connectors
External antenna and speaker; AC &
DC power

Accessories
Mounting bracket and hardware

DC cord

r

COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRONICS

Box 1002
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 USA

master charge
THE INTERBANK C»»0

BANKAMERICARD

//*///'//// // ?/

$289.
The Bearcat® 210 is a sophisticated

scanning instrument with the ease of

operation and frequency versatility

you've dreamed of. Imagine, selecting

from any of the public service bands

and from all local frequencies by

simply pushing a few buttons. No
longer are you limited by crystals to a

given band and set of frequencies. It's

all made possible by Bearcat spaceage

solid state circuitry. You can forget

crystals forever.

Pick the 10 frequencies you want to

scan and punch them in on the

keyboard. It's incredibly easy. The

large decimal display reads out each

frequency you've selected. When you

want to change frequencies, just enter

the new ones.

Automatic search lets you scan any

given range of frequencies of your

choice within a band. Push-button

lockout permits you to selectively skip

frequencies not of current interest.

The decimal display with its exclusive

"rolling zeros" tells you which

channels you're monitoring. When the

Bearcat 210 locks in on an active

frequency the decimal display shows

the channel and frequency being

monitored.

With the patented track-tuning

system, the Bearcat 210 automatically

aligns itself so that circuits are always

"peaked' for any broadcast. Most

competitive models peak only at the

center of each band, missing the

frequencies at the extreme ends of the

band.

The Bearcat 210's electronically

switched antenna eliminates the need

for the long low band antenna. And a

quartz crystal filter rejects adjacent

stations as well as noise interference.

Call toll-free 800-521-4414 now to

place a BankAmericard or Master-

charge order. This is our 24 hour

phone to our order department and

only orders may be processed on this

line. To order in Michigan or outside of

the U.S. dial 313-994-4441.

Add $5.00 for U.S. shipping or $9.00

for air UPS to west coast. Charge cards

or money orders only please. Interna-

tional orders invited. Michigan resi-

dents add tax. Please write for

quantity pricing.

C5
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High quality sockets for IC's and PC interconnections.
Check our prices and quality- you will see why TRI-TEK
is fast becoming the leader in IC sockets.

Low Profile DIP Solder Tail (Tin)

End /Side stackable on .100" centers

SKT-0802 8 pin

1402 I4pin

1602 I6pin

1802 I8pin

2002 20pin

2202 22pin

2402 24pin

2802 28pin

4002 40pin

3 Level Wire Wrap Gold

SKT-1400

1600

1800

2400

4000

10-24

Soys

W KNOW WHAT
THEY SAY
ABOUT AN
IDLE MINP.,.*

RIBBON CABLE IC INTERCONNECTS

No Of Pins

4!
MP 1.51

16P 1.64

24P 2.49

14P 2.76
16P 3.01

24P 4.55

SINGLE END
Length

DOUBLE END
2.87 2.97

3.13 3.24
4.75 4.94

PROFESSIONAL Keyboard Kit!

Check these professional features:

ft 53 Keys, popular ASR-33 format!
ft Rugged G-10 PC. Board!
ft Tri-mode AAOS encoding!

ft Two-Key Rollover!

ft MOS DTL TTL Compatible outputs!

ft Upper Case lockout!

ft Data and Strobe inversion option!
ft Low contact bounce!
ft Selectable Parity!

ft Custom Keycaps!

ft Three User Definable Keys!
ft MORE!

.365

(9.27)

. _^
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Printed Circuit

Connectors

2 X 50, .125

F0RTHES-100BUS

180
«57) 250

-, 1— (6.35) _
T , t

610 I
(15.49) ' T
J I

- 6 125—

|

o

074 (1.88) MIN
jSlot width

T

125(3.18)

.100

SOLDFR DIP

060(1.52)

:: Will II

- : //mill

•

if iiQQQ
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Model 753 Keyboard (wifh free connector!) $59.95

HIGH QUALITY DUAL 50 PIN EDGE CONNECTORS. For use in the
IMSAI®, VECTOR and other machines with the .25" row spacing. Its'

body is high temperature polyester and will not chip, crack or flake
even after heating. Can be pop-riveted without cracking as phenolic
parts will. End standups allow for flow to top side and visual inspect-
ion. Offset mounting ears allow proper mounting on those machines
with side rails.

Solder-tail length pins are of heavy square cross-section avoiding the
fold-over problems associated with light guage-sheet metal pins.
Available in gold or the new NASGLO®tin-nickel plate which has
low current properties similar to gold.

PCC-100WW-G...(Gold, 3 level wire-wrap) $4.50, 4/$17.00
PCC-100ST-G....(Gold, solder tail) $4.50, 4/$17.00
PCC-100WW-G...(NASGLO, 3 level wire-wrap)... $3. 75, 4/$14.00
PCC-10QST-N....(NASGLO, solder toil) $3.75, 4/$14 00

Snap-in Cord Guide, 4^" Molded Nylon. 50$ pr, 10 pr/$4.50

MM57109 MOS/LSI

Number-Oriented Microprocessor

•rftltf 0*'* !(,»»,
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The MM57I09 is on MOS/LSI number oriented micro-
processor intended for use in number processing appli-

cations. Scientific calculator functions, test and branch
capability, internal number storage, and input/output

instructions have been combined in this signle chip

device. Programming is done in calculator keyboard
level language with software development simplified

and generated code more reliable because algorithms

are preprogrammed in an on-chip ROM. Data or instruc-

tions can be synchronous or asynchronous; I/O digit

count, I/O notation mode, and error control are user

programmable; a sense input and flag outputs are made
available for single bit control.

MM57I09 can be used as stand alone processor with

external ROM/PROM and program counter.

Alternatively it can be configured as a peripheral

device on the bus of a micro processor or minicomputer.

FEATURES:

*Scientific calculator instructions (RPN)

O Up to 8-digit mantissa, 2-digit exponent
O Four-register stack, one mem register

O Trig and Log functions, Yx , e
x

, pi, etc.

O Error flag generation and recovery

•Flexible I/O
O Hold for single stepping and async operation

O Asynchronous digit input with ready

O Multidigit I/O with F.P. or scientific

O Programmable mantissa digit count for I/O
O Sense input and flag outputs

* Branch Control

O Conditional and unconditional branching
O Increment/decrement branch on non-zero for

program loops

* Interface Simplicity

O Single /r> clock

O Low power operation

O Generation of I/O control signals

O Separate digit input, output, and address bus

Save memory space, increase algorithm speed, add to

your BASIC or FORTRAN capabilities with this super

number cruncher. Put it on your S-100 bus system and
be ready for the new soft-ware packages coming out in

the near future.

MM57109N with spec booklet $21 .92
Specs only for MM57109 $2.00
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FUNCTION

I/O

Oat* format

Data length

P'«jgr#m

Sneed (math

or 10
operations)

Minimum

number of

chips fo*

CPU and

RAM

MM57109

Multidigit

asynchronous digit

Single bit

Floating point

Scientific Notation

Variable (1 to B

dig** mar.w**.

E eternal ROM
PC. yPor FIFO

5 400 ms

I (ememai PC
and program

source)

FlGURC 13(b) Mwroprocaaao' Software
for MMS7109 Peripheral Interface

tm-tek, inc.
6522 nopth 43R6 avenue,

Qlen&Ale. ARizoru 85301
tiastei charge

HaNKAMEIICAM

We pay surface shipping on all orders over $10 US, $15 foreign in US funds.
Please add extra for first class or air mail. Excess will be refunded. Orders
under $10, add $1 handling. Please add 50$ insurance. Master charge and
Bank America cards welcome, ($20 minimum). Telephone orders may be
placed 10AM to 5:30PM daily, Mon thru Fri. Call 602-931-4528, or 602-
931-6949. Check reader service card or send stamp for our latest flyers
packed with new and surplus electronic components.



THE PROM SETTER
WRITE and READ

EPROM
1702A and 2708

Plugs Directly into your ALTAIR/IMSAI Computer

Includes Main Module Board and External EPROM
Socket Unit

The EPROM Socket Unit is connected to the Com-
puter through a 25 Pin Connector

Programming is accomplished by the Computer

Just Read in the Program to be Written on the

EPROM into your Processor and let the Computer
do the rest.

Use Socket Unit to Read EPROM's Contents into

your Computer

Software included

No External Power Supplies, Your Computer does

it all

Programs and Reads Both 1702A and 2708 EPROMS

Doubles as an Eight Bit Parallel I/O

Manual included

KIT COMPLETE — $210

ASSEMBLED — $375

Dtdivvry Less Than 60 Days

SZERLIP ENTERPRISES
1414 W. 259th St. — Harbor City California 90710

California residents please add 6% sales tax.

S29

THE BETTER BUG TRAP

AND
Altair/IMSAI compatible board catches program bugs and

provides timing for real-time applications.

Four hardware breakpoint addresses. Software breakpoints

only possible at instructions in RAM. Better Bug Trap

breakpoints can be in ROM or RAM, and at data or

instructions in memory, input/output channels, or stack

locations.

Board can stop CPU or interrupt CPU at a breakpoint.

Real-time functions: watchdog tinier, real-time clock (for

time of day clock), interval timer.

Sophisticated timesharing made possible!

Unique interrupt structure: generates a CALL instruction to

your subroutine anywhere in memory, not a RST!

Addressed as memory. All parameters set easily by software.

All this and more for about the price of a real-time clock

board, but nothing else does the job of the Better Bug Trap.

$160, assembled and tested. 2 manuals plus software. 90 day

warranty. Shipped UPS. Delivery from stock.

I
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BOX 3514, 123 WEST 3RD ST., SUITE 8

GREENVILLE, NC 27834 • (919)758-7757 M25

Distributor For Computing Supplies

The i^sz^-trrnni/^'llbrary case
provides an ideal means of

handling, storing and shipping

diskettes, made of High
Impact Plastic for long use.

Individual D^S-dinni/M)" Library Case. Available in

blue or beige.

Catalog #KS-10 Price: $ 4.90

SPECIAL OFFER on Scotch Brand
tm

diskettes in the

D&S^nnm/anD'" case. These have an oxide formula

especially developed to withstand heavy use.

Single Sided:

10 IBM compatible diskettes in . E/2KE storage

unit.

Catalog #740K Price: $60.00

10 Shugart-type diskettes in storage

unit.

Catalog #740-K-32 Price: $60.00

Double Sided:

10 IBM compatible diskettes in mm/M) storage

unit.

Catalog #740/2K Price: $80.00

10 Shugart-type diskettes in . . storage unit.

Catalog #740/2K-32 Price: $80.00

Diskette Labels. 30 labels per pack in assorted colors.

Catalog #640 Price: $ .80

Quantity discounts provided on request. Minimum order

$10. Shipped via UPS prepaid. Order now, or write for

more information.

Send the following items

Name

Street

City

Send information only to:

State Zip

Quantity Catalog # Unit Price Total

Send check or Mastercharge: TOTAL

Bank #
6% Tax*

u/ri
Amt. Enclosed

--

Signature •Calif. Res add 6% sales tax

^\r&phcu ^>ujpjp(uu/ C^wn^xutiu/

18350 BLACKHAWK ST .. NORTHRIDGE. CA 91326
PHONE (213) 360 0612

Dealer Inquiries Invited A35
J
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2522 BUTLER ST.* DALLAS, TEXAS 75235 • 214-630-4621

tine computer room
Specifications

• Size: 21 " wide x 21 " deep x 8" high
• Power Input 1 1 5 Volt 60 Hz
• Interface: RS232
• Weight: 54 lbs. (Shipping Weight 65 lbs.)

• 15" Carriage

• Input/Output rates to 15 characters per second
• EBCD Code
• Half Duplex
• 132 Print Positions, 10 Pitch
• Can be used off-line

Used
Working
(Non Refurbed) $695.
Used
Working
(Refurbed) $895.
Software to connect
Processor to Selectric:

ASCII Output of 8080 Class

Code $25
Manufacturers Electronic & Mechanical Documen-
tation

$20. with machine $40. Documentation only

SELECTRIC TERMINAL (IBM Selectric Mechanism, Heavy Duty, Datel Electronics)

CARTERFONE
MODEL318
ASYNCH
MODEM

• HARDWIRE
• TTYOR RS-232B INTE
t ORIGINATE ONLY
• UP TO 300 BPS
USED - UNTESTED . . $25.00
USED - TESTED $80.00

We ship prints with these.

CANNON 25 PIN

CONNECTOR

CF328 Acoustic version of
same unit.

USED- UNTESTED ...$25.00
USED - TESTED $80.00

RS232
,TEM C1

Male Connector NEW
$2.50 Each

Solder Type Cover $1.00 Each

SHIPPING INFORMATION:
Modems: §2.00 each; 1 for S4.o<> IPs
Small Items & Parts: $2.()0/order less than $20.00

$100 00
' $20()0 to $1000°: $6.00/order over

Larpe Items & Parts: Specify Freight or Air Freight
Collect
Foreign Orders: Add appropriate freight or postage
Please specify exactly what you wish bv ordernumber or name or both.
We now take Master Charge orders. Specify fullnumber, bank number and expiration date

DEC LSI-11

COMPONENTS

All Items NEW

ORDER BY
PART NUMBER

CPU
SIO

Card Cage

Ext. Arith.

PIO

4K RAM
(8KB)
PROM/ROM

Bond

(KDIIF)

(DLVII)

(H9270)

(KEVII)

(DRVII)
(MSVIIB)

(MRVIIAA)

List

$990

235

175

175

195
625

175

Selling

Price

$875
210

155

155

175
550

155

ACOUSTICAL MODEMS -
ORIGINATE ONLY
USED -UNTESTED

Physically fit into Model 33 Teletype. Manu-
factured by PARAGON. Partial documentation
2 for $25.

Call or write for our list of other Acoustic
Modems.

SUGART MINI-FLOPPY DRIVE

NEW PRICE

$355.00 Each

MODEL
SA-400

ORDERING INFORMATION:
All items subject to availability. Your money
returned if we are out of stock.
Items are either new (specified) or thev are used
(tested or untested) and no other warranty is made
or implied.

Write for our CATALOG of many
parts terminals printers etc

In general no cords or cables are shipped unless we
specify that they are supplied.We ship the same day we receive a certified checkor money order.
Texas residents add 5% sales tax.
Please call if you have a question.

RONDURE
COMPANY r7

2522 BUTLER
DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
PHONE: (214) 630-4621
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NEW LSI TECHNOLOGY

FREQUENCY COUNTER
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS NEW STATE-OF-THE-ART COUNTER FEATURING THE

MANY BENEFITS OF CUSTOM LSI CIRCUITRY. THIS NEW TECHNOLOGY APPROACH

TO INSTRUMENTATION YIELDS ENHANCED PERFORMANCE, SMALLER PHYSICAL

SIZE, DRASTICALLY REDUCED POWER CONSUMPTION [PORTABLE BATTERY

OPERATION IS NOW PRACTICAL], DEPENDABILITY, EASY ASSEMBLY AND

REVOLUTIONARY LOWER PRICING!

KIT#FC-50C 60 MHZ COUNTER WITH CABINET & PS

KIT#PSL-650 650 mhz prescaler (not shown] 29.95

MODEL #FC-50WT eo mhz counter wired, testeo & cal 165.95

MODEL #FC-507 600 WT. . eoo mhz counter wired, tested J^jg*^^- 199.95

SIZE:
3" High
6" Wide

5 1/2"Deep

$11095
** COMPLETE! it US r,

'•(

|iTPliiCTIIO»ICIM«C
PC-S0

a n c
, 13 U J J

V. 3 O
1*0

FftiOUfNC^

POWER
tCAO Z«"°

1/10 fic

CAT!

itcc

MfSCA"

0lMC

FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS:
DISPLAY 8 RED LED DIGITS .4" CHARACTER HEIGHT

GATE TIMES: 1 SECOND AND 1/10 SECOND
PRESCALER WILL FIT INSIDE COUNTER CABINET
RESOLUTION: 1 HZ AT 1 SECOND, 10 HZ AT 1/10 SECOND.
FREQUENCY RANGE: 10 HZTO 60MHZ. [65 MHZ TYPICAL].

SENSITIVITY: 10 MV RMS TO 50 MHZ. 20 MV RMS TO 60 MHZ TYP.

INPUT IMPEDANCE: 1 MEGOHM AND 20 PF.

[DIODE PROTECTED INPUT FOR OVER VOLTAGE PROTECTION.]

ACCURACY + 1 PPMfl 0001 ° ]; AFTER CALIBRATION TYPICAL.

STABILITY: WITHIN 1 PPM PER HOUR AFTER WARM UP [.001°o XTAL]

IC PACKAGE COUNT: 8 [ALL SOCKETED]
INTERNAL POWER SUPPLY: 5 V DC REGULATED.
INPUT POWER REQUIRED: 8-12 VDC OR 115 VAC AT 50/60 HZ.

POWER CONSUMPTION: 4 WATTS

KIT #FC-50CIS COMPLETE WITH PREDRILLED CHASSIS ALL HARDWARE AND STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS

WIRED & TESTED UNITS ARE CALIBRATED AND GUARANTEED.

PLEXIGLAS CABINETS
Great for Clocks or any LED
Digital project Clear-Red

Chassis serves as Bezel to

increase contrast of digital

IABINET I displays

3"H.6%"W.5)4"D Black. White or

Clear CoverCABINET II

2tt"H.5"W.4"D $6.50 ea

REDOR GREY PLEXIGLAS FOR DIGITAL BEZELS

3"x6"x1/8" ea

SEE THE WORKS Clock Kit

Cl««r Pl«xlglas Stand

•6Big 4" digits

• l2or24hr time

•3 set switches
• Plug transformer
• all parts included

Plexiglas is

Pre-cut & drilled

.»•• •

Kit#850-4CP

Si*#:r,

H.4V>MW.3~D'
i

2/»45. *2£23?a

XTAL TIME BASl:
Will enable
Digital Clock Kits

orClock-Calendar
Kits to operate
from 12V DC
1"x2"PC Board
Power Req : 5-1 5V
(2.5MA.TYP.)
Easy 3 wire hookup
Accuracy : ± 2PPM|

#TB-1 (Adjustable)

Complete Kit 1^95

ir & Cal $9.951

SPECIAL PRICING!
PRIME - HIGH SPEED RAM

21 L02-3 «&
LOW POWER - FACTORY FRESH

1-24 $1-75 ea. 100-199 $145 ea.

25-99 160 ea. 200-999 139 ea.

°1.29 ea1000 AND OVER

FOR THE IILDER THAT WANTS THE BEST. FEATURING 1 2 OR 24 HOUR TIME -
29-30-31 DAY CALENDAR. ALARM. SNOOZE AND AUX. TIMER CIRCUITS

Will alternate time (8 seconds) and date (2 seconds) or may be wired for time or date display only,

with other functions on demand. Has built-in oscillator for battery back-up. A loud 24 hour alarm

with a repeatable 10 minute snooze alarm, alarm set & timer set indicators.

VAC/60Hz power pack with cord and top quality components through-out

IT - 7001 B WITH 6 5" DIGITS $39 95

IT - 7001C WITH 4 6 DIGITS &
2 .3" DIGITS FOR SECONDS $42 95

KIT 7001X WITH 6 .6" DIGITS $45.95

KITS ARE COMPLETE (LESS CABINET)

ALL7001 KITS FIT CABINET I AND ACCEPT

IHilu \

Olc?!^

7001

C

DISPLAY

JUMBO DIGIT CLOCK
A complete Kit (less Cabinet) featuring

:

six .5" digits, MM5314 IC 12/24 Hr.

time, PC Boards. Transformer, Line

Cord, Switches and all Parts. Ideal Fit

in Cabinet II

»1995 2/*38.Kit #5314-5

$Q95

V*•*.

sasQHB
7001 X DISPLAY 7001 B DISPLAY

QUART2CRYSTAL TIME BASE KIT » TBI *&4$$

JUMBO DIGIT $c
CONVERSTION KIT «J

Convert small digit LED clock to large

.5" displays. Kit includes 6 - LED's,

Multiplex PC Board & Hook up info.

Kit #JD-1CC For Common Cathode

Kit #JD-1CA For Common Anode

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS for CT 7001 Kits

sold separately with assembly info. PC Boards are

drilled Fiberglass, solder plated and screened
with component layout.

Specify for 7001

B.CorX-S7.9S
m08ILE LEO CLOCK
•a'**

v\*

AUTO BURGLAR
ALARM KIT
AN tASV TO ASSEMBLE AND EASV TO INSTALL

ALARM PROVIDING MANY FEATURES NOT

NORMALLY FOUND KEYLESS ALARM MAS
PROVISION FOR POS * GROUNDING
SWITCHES OR SENSORS WILL PULSE MORN
RELAY AT 1 M* RATE OR DRIVE SIREN KIT

PROVIDES PROGRAMMABLE TIME DELAYS
FOR EXIT ENTRY A ALARM PERlOO UNIT

MOUNTS UNDER DASH REMOTE SWITCH
CAN BE MOUNTED WMERE DESIRED CMOS
RELIABILITY RESISTS FALSE ALARMS *

PROVIDES FOR ULTRA DEPENDABLE ALARM
DONOTBEFOOLEDBY LOW PRICES' TMISIS A

TOP QUALITY COMPLETE KIT WlTM ALL PARTS
INCLUDING DETAILED DRAWINGS AND IN

STRUCTIONS OR AVAILABLE WIRED AND
TESTED

i'2

KIT#ALR-1
$9.95

#ALR-1WT
WIRED&
TESTED

S19.95

VARIABLE REGULATED
1 AMP

POWER SUPPLY KIT
• VARIABLE FROM 4 to 14V

• SHORT CIRCUIT PROOF
• 723 IC REGULATOR
• 2N3055 PASS TRANSISTOR
• CURRENT LIMITING AT 1 Amp
KIT IS COMPLETE INCLUDING
DRILLED & SOLDER PLATED
FIBERGLASS PC BOARD AND
ALL PARTS (Less TRANS-
FORMER) KITtPS-01 S8.95

TRANSFORMER 24V CT will

provide 300MA at l2Vand
1 Ampat5V. S3 SO

MODEL
#2001

H "DIGITS!
12 VOLT AC or

DC POWERED
lams

6 JUMBO .4" RED LED'S BEHIND RED FILTER LENS WITH CHROME RIM

SET TIME FROM FRONT VIA HIDDEN SWITCHES • 12/24-Hr. TIME FORMAT
STYLISH CHARCOAL GRAY CASE OF MOLDED HIGH TEMP. PLASTIC

BRIDGE POWER INPUT CIRCUITRY - TWO WIRE NO POLARITY HOOK-UP|

OPTIONAL CONNECTION TO BLANK DISPLAY (Use When Key Off in Car, Etc.)

TOP QUALITY PC BOARDS & COMPONENTS - INSTRUCTIONS.
MOUNTING BRACKET INCLUDED

A#%_ ftir 115 VAC $050
$0795 3 0R $25COMPLETE KIT EA ea,

Power Pack
#AC-1

EA.

ASSEMBLED UNITS WIRED & TESTED AO-f«
ORDER #2001 WT [LESS 9V. BATTERY] O/'
Wired for 12-Hr. Op. if not otherwise specified.

3 OR
MORE

OPTOELECTRONICS. INC.
ORDER BY PHONE OR MAIL
COD OROERS WELCOME

BOX 219 HOLLYWOOD, FLA. 33022

PHONE [305] 921-2056 / 921-4425 03

ORDERS TO USA & CANADA ADD 5% FOR SHIPPING.

HANDLING & INSURANCE. ALL OTHERS ADD 10

ADDITIONAL $1.00 CHARGE FOR ORDERS UNDER
$15.00 - COD FEE $1.00. FLA. RES. ADD 4% STATE
TAX.
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PROM'S
1702A
1702AL
2704
2708
3601
5203AQ
5204AQ
82S23B
82S129B
8223B

256 x 8 Bit 1 us TS Erasable
256 \ 8 Bit 1 us TS E Pwr
512 x 8 Bit 450 ns TS Erasal
1024 x 8 Bit 450 ns TS Eras
256 x 4 OC 70 ns

256 x 8 Bit 1 us TS Erasable
512 x 8 Bit 1 us TS Erasable
32 x 8 Bit 50 ns OC
256 x 4 Bit 50 ns TS
32 x 8 Bit 50 ns OC

WAVEFORM GENERATOR
8038 VCO
MC4024 Dual VCO
566 VCO Function

CHARACTER GENERATORS
2513 5x7 5 line Lower Case
2513 5x7 5 line Upper Case
MCM6571 128 x 9 x 7 ASCII Shifted Greek
MCM6571A 128 x 9 x 7 Downcount
MC6572 128 x 9 x 7 ASCII Non-Shifted W/G

SHIFT REGISTERS DYNAMIC
1404AN 1024 x 1 Bit 2.5 MH/
2505K 512 x 1 Bit 2.5 MH?

STATIC
MM506 100 x 2 Bit

2509K 50 x 2 Bit 1.5 MH/
2518B 32 x 6 B.t 2.0 MHz
2533V 1024 x 1 Bit 1 5 MHz
TMS3002 50 x 2 Bit 1.0 MHz
TMS3112 32 x 6 Bit 2.0 MHz
MM5058 1024 x 6 Bit 1.5 MHz (8 pm

5.00
7.00

20 00
27.08
4.50
7.00

10 00
4.00
4.25
4.00

4.50
2.75
2.00

6.75
6 75
10.80
10.80
10.80

3 00
3 00

.89

1 00
395
200
1 00
3.95
2.00

MICROCOMPUTER
MISC OTHER
NH0025CN
NH0026CN
N8T20
N8T26
N8T97
DM8098
1488
3205
D3207A
C-3404
P 3408A
P-4201
MM-5320
MM-5369
DM-8130
DM-8131
DM 8831
DM-8833
DM 8835

COMPONENTS
Dual Low Cost MOS Clock Driver
5 MHz Dual Mos Clock Driver
Bi Directional One Shot
Quad Bus Driver/Recuiver
Tn State Hex Buff»i
Tn State Hex Inverter

RS232 Quad Line Driver
1 of 8 Decoder 18 ns Delay
Quad NAND to MOS Driver
6 Bit Latch 12 ns O/P Delary
Tn State Hex MOS Sense Amp
Clock Generator
T V Camera Sync Generator
Oscillator Pre-Scaler
Ten Bit Comparator
6 Bit Comparator
4 Input AND NAND Tn Stal
Quad Tn State Transceiver (True)
Quad Tri State Transceiver (Inv)

U A R TS
AY5 1013
TR-1602A
TMS601 1

(Gl)

(WD)
(Tl)

SUPPORT DEVICES
3851 Program Storage Unit (F-8)
3853 Static Memory Interface (f-8)

3881 Parallel I/O Controller (Z-80)
3882 Counter Timer Circuit (Z-80)
TMS5501 I/O Controller
8212 8-Bit I/O Port
8214 Priority Interrupt Control
8216 Bi-Directional Bus Driver
8224 Clock, Generator & Driver
8228 System Controller & Bus Driver
8238 System Controller & Bus Driver
8251 Programmable Communication Int
8255 Programmable Peripheral Interface
8257 Progr Direct Mem Access Control
8259 Programmable Interrupt Controller

1.75

300
4.00
3 25
1.45
1.00

1 95
6 20
2.50
3 95
6 75
495
6.00
2.00
2.25
235
2.50
2 50
2 50

6.95
6.95
6.95

14.95
1495
15.95
15.95
24.99
4 25
1295
5 25
6.00
9 25
8.20

12.00
12.00
12.00
22.00

CPU. s
8008-1
8080A
Z80
F8

8 Bit CPU
Super 8008
CPU (3880)
CPU (3850)

CDP1802CD CPU (RCA)

DYNAMIC RAMS
1103 1024 x 1 Bit 300 ns

2107B 4096 x 1 Bit 200 ns
2107B4 4096 x 1 Bit 270 ns
4050NL 4096 x 1 Bit 300 ns
4096 4096 x 1 Bit 300 ns
MM5262 2048 x 1 Bit 365 ns
MM5270 4096 x 1 Bit 200 ns (18 P.n)
5280 4096 x 1 Bit 200 ns (16 Pin)

STATIC RAMS
21L02 1 1024 x 1 Bit 350 ns TS
31L01 16 x 4 Bit 110 ns OC
1101 A 256 x 1 Bit 1 us TS
2101 256 x 4 Bit 1 us TS
2102 1024 x 1 Bit 1 us TS
2102 1 1024 x 1 Bit 500 ns TS
2111A-4 256 x 4 Bit 450 ns TS (18 pin]
2112A4 256 x 4 Bit 450 ns TS (16 pin)
2501 B 256 x 1 Bit 1 us
3107 256 x 1 Bit 80 ns OC
4200A 4096 x 1 Bit 250 ns
74C89 16 x 4 Bit 280 ns TS
74S201 256 x 1 Bit 50 ns TS
91L02A 1024 x 1 Bit 500 ns TS
7489 16 x 4 Bit 60 ns OC
8225 16x4 Bit 50 ns OC
8599 15 x 4 Bit 50 ns TS
82S09 64 x 9 Bit

FIFO
3341 A 64 x 4 Bit 1.0 MHz

JADE CO. OFFERS SPECIAL OF THE MONTH
2708 E-PROM Price $27.08 ea.

8.75
16.95
3995
19.95
29.50

50
50
00
50
00
00
00
00

1.58
2.00
1.00
3.00
1.25
1.50
4 45
3.00
1 45
2.95

13.75
3.00
4 75
2.00
2 25
1.50
1 50

11.00

6 75

8K RAM BOARD KIT
$159.95

FEATURES
• Plug compatible with the ALTAIR 8800 and IMSAI 8080,

or any other system using the "ALTAIR bus."

• Low-power, 350 nanosecond RAMs. No wait cycles required.

• Low-power Schottky support chips.

• DIP switch selection of memory address assignment and wait
cycles.

• Memory protect can be set for increments of 256 bits, 512
bits, 1 K, 2K, 4K or 8K by DIP switch.

• T.I. low profile sockets provided for all RAMs and ICs.

• Gold plated edge connector contacts.

CONNECT0>RS
EDGE CONN! C loir,
"J limit IV, W . '.0
•5 1).,.,: 1',(, VV W I.itlil /'lf \*ut k-i fiolil
,,(J Un.ll |?b Sol. I.-, (,.,|,|

!j Dl)
1,0

l.-r (,Ol<l II '.' '

''" '•>" IMi '.', CioWl II <,' • '. 1)1)

SUBMINITUHE CONNECTORS to. KS23?
">

. ,,. IH'.'y,

Z'.
1

Mil.- H, li'tiuili- i?>, \> x, y, !,<,()

'.O'/l-l
1 Ml

/#
/!'*

*¥

r

your

BankAmericard

woteomo

* Electronics for the Hobbiest and Experimenter

5351 WEST 144th STREET
LAWNDALE, CALIFORNIA 90260

(213)679-3313 J6

ISOCKET!
1 C SOCKETS

"%

I o I'm fin 20
111 ID I, old
11 Lit Pill 1 III

14 VVi i|. (,ol,| JO
Lo Pin I hi

It. St.iiiil.iul 1' C 1 iii 30
1(3 Win' Wi.ip 1 iii .iO

1 •' 2b
i. Win' Wi.n 8b
20 Win- Wi.ip I hi i>!>

1 ii l'i ii l )p.-ii 1 i .mi,. Tim

Wiii' VVi.i,

.M .1.1. ll 1' (• [ill 'jO

.'1 VVio- Wi.ip 1 iii 8b

.'•I
1 III 40

.'H 1 .1 l'i II 40
.i.iiii c C l "i GO

Win< Wi.ip 1 9b
40 Lo I'll) U Iprn 1 i.ii!li-l | m !.D
in Wi.ip 1 in



-^W 1CRYSTALS gT"
Pirt #
CY1A
CY2A

THESE FREQUENCIES ONLY
Frequency Case Style

1 000 MHz HC33 U

2 000 MHz HC33 U

ICY2 01 2 010MHz HC33/U

TTTce

S5 95

S5 95

TT951

CY3A
CY7A
CY12A
CY14A
CY19A
CY22A

CY30B

4 000 MHz
5 000 MHz

10 000 MHz
14 31818 MHz
18 000 MHz
20 000 MHz
32 000 MHz

HC18U
HC18U
HC18U
HC18U
HC18U
HC18U
HC18U

S4 95

S4 95

S4 95

S4 95

S4 95

S4 95

S4 95

XR -2206KB Kit $29
WAVEFORM
GENERATORS

XR 205 $8 40

XR 2206CP 4 49

XR 2207CP 3 85

STEREO DECOOERS
XR-1310CP $3 20

XR-1310EP 3 20

XR 18O0P 3 20

XR 2567 2 99

95 Special xr

EXAR
MISCELLANEOUS

2206KA Kit $19.95
TIMERS

XR 2211CP

XR 4136

XR 1468

XR 1488

XR 1489

XR 2208

$6 70

99

3 85

580
480
5 20

XR-555CP

XR 320P

XR 556CP
XR 2556CP

XR 2240CP

S 39

1 55

1 85

320
3 25

PHASE LOCKEO LOOPS
XR 210 5 20

XR 215 6 60

XR 567CP 1 95

XR-567CT 1 70

CONNECTORS
PRINTED CIRCUIT EDGE-CARD

156 Spacing -Tin -Double Read -Out

Bifurcated Contacts — Fits 054 to 070 PC Cards

PINS (Solder Eyelet) $1.95

PINS (Solder Eyelet) $2.49

PINS (Solder Eyelet) $2.95

PINS (Wire Wrap) $6.95

PINS (Wire Wrap) $6.95

25 PIN D SUBMINATURE

DB25P PLUG $3.25

DB25S SOCKET $4-95

15/30

18/36

22/44

50/100

50/100A (100 Spacing)

205-CB

205-CB

291-36H

680-.75A

401 -A

HEAT SINKS 4*

Beryllium Copper w-black finish for T0-5

Aluminum for T0-220 Transistors &

Regulators

Black Anodized Aluminum for TO-3

Black Anodized Aluminum — predrilled

mounting holes for T0-3 — 4% x 1 V< x 2"

680- 75A

$ 25

$ 25

$1.60

$1.75

DIP SWITCHES SPST Slide Act.on

#206-4 ( 8 pin dip) 4 switch unit $1.75 ea

#206-7 (14 pin dip) 7 switch unit $1.15 ta

#206-8 (16 pin dip) 8 switch unit $2.25 ea

Etching Kits

32XA-1—
27 X A-1—
Plugboards

3662

22/44

8800V

® Peffil

(cannot be shipped via air)

P C Etch Materials Kit

enough tor 5 circuit boards

Etched Circuit Kit

Complete kit — only add water

6 5 X 4 5 X 116 Epoxy glass

P Pattern-44 P C Tabs-spaced 156

Mating connector tor plugboard —
22 pin double readout

Universal Microcomputer Processor

plugboard — Epoxy Glass — complete

with heatsmk and mounting hardware

5 313 X 10 X 1 16 copper clad

$29 95 ea.

$ 9.95 ea

6.95 ea

2.95 ea

$

$

$19.95 ea

> .4 .

1/16 VECTOR BOARD
1 Hole Spacing

Pari No

PHENOLIC

EPOXY
GLASS

epoxy glass
copper Clap

64P44 062XXXP 4 50

169P44 02XXXP 4 50

64P44 062 4 50

84P44 062 450

169P44 062 450
169P84 062 650
169P44 062C1 450

P Pattern

L W

650
1700
650
850
1700
17 00

17 00

Price

1

1 72

3 69

2 07

2 56

5 04

9 23

680

2 Up

1 54

3 32

1 86

2 31

8 26

6 12

® ikm

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS
$19 95 8228 System Controller - Bus Driver8080A CPU

8212 8 Bit Input/Output

8214 Priority Interrupt Control

8216 Bi -Directional Bus Driver

8224 Clock Generator/Driver

CDP1802 - with user manual

CPUS
8080 Super 8008

8080A Supe' 8008

2650 8 BIT MPU
SRS

2504 1024 Dynamic

2518 Hex 32 BIT

2519 Hex 40 BIT

2524 512 Dynamic

2525 1024 Dynamic

252 7 Dual 256 BIT

2529 Dual 512 BIT

2532 Quad 80 BIT

2533 i02-» Static

3341 Mo
~4lS6?0 16 « J Reg

495
1595
695
1095
39 95

MC6800 8 Bit MPU
MC6820 Periph Interface Adapter

MC6810AP1 128 x 8 Static RAM
MC6830L8 1024 x 8 Bit ROM
Z80 CPU

AY 5-1013

UARTS
30K Baud

24 95

19 95

26 50

$3 95

;oo
400
2 49

6 00

3 95

4 00

3 95

Special 5 95

6 95

3 95

$5 95

nOi
2101

2102

2107 5280

2111

-489

8101

8111

8599

91L02
"4200

93421

IMM5262

256 « 1

256»4
1024 i 1

4096 x 1

256 x 4

16 x 4

256 x 4

256 x 4

16 x 4

1024 x 1

256 x 1

256 x 1

2K x 1

RAM S

Statu

Static

Static

Dynamic

Static

Static

Static

Static

Static

Static

Static

Si.i'

DynamiF

$1095
22.50

1500
6 00

1800
49 95

S 1 49

5 95

1 75

4 95
6 95

2 49

6 95

6 95

2 25

6 9'j

__L2L
tot 1 00

,

ROM S

2513(2140) Char Gen -upper case

2513(30211 Char Gen -lower case

2516 Char Gen

$ 9 95

9 95

10 95

1702A

5203

82S23

82S123
74S287

3601

2048

2048

32x8
32 x 8

256 x4
TR

PROMS
Famos

Famos

Open C

Instate

-r_

$ 9 95

14 95

500
500
7 95
3 95

6301 1

6330-1

6331 1

"ZT3S1

1024

256

256

prom

Tn State Bipolar n
Open Collector Bipolar 2 95

Tn-State Bipolar 2 95

FCM381

7

AY-3-8500 1

MC3061P
MC4016P (74416)

MC 14583

MC14562

CD4059

CD4070

MC 14409

MC14410

$500
$1395
350
7 50

350
14 50

9 95

95

14 95

14 95

SPECIAL REQUESTED ITEMS
AY -5-2376

CD4508
CD4515
CD4520
MCM6571
MCM6574
MCM6575
MC14419
ICM7045

14 95

6 75

650
2 70

1750
17 50

1750

14 95

24 95

9374

82S115
5841

MK50240

11C90

DS0026CH
TIL308

ICM7208

ICM7207

1 95

25 00

9 95

17 50

19 95

3 75

10 50

22 00

750

to
8T20
8T97

3341

9368

MC1408L7
LD110LD111
AY 5 9100

95H90

ICM7209

HD0165

—rsr
750
200
6 95

3 95

9 95

25 00 set

17 50 ea

11 95

7 50

7 95

PARATRONICS
ALLOW 1 TO 3

WEEKS DELIVERY

Featured on February's Front Coverj>fPopular Electronics

Logic

Analyzer Kit
• Analyzes any type of digital system

• Checks data rates in excess of 8

million words per second

• Trouble shoot TTL. CMOS. DTL. RTL.

Schottky and MOS families

• Displays 16 logic states up to 8 digits wide

• See ones and zeros displayed on your

CRT. octal or hexadecimal format

• Tests circuits under actual operating

conditions

• Easy to assemble— comes with step-by-step construction

manual which includes 80 pages on logic analyzer operation

MODEL
100A

$229.00/Kit

'Some applications are

— Troubleshooting microprocessor

address, instruction, and data flow

— Examine contents of ROMS
— Tracing operation of control logic

— Checking counter and shift

register operation
— Monitoring I/O sequences
— Verifying proper system operations

during testing

PARATRONICS TRIGGER EXPANDER - Model 10

Adds 16 additional bits. Provides digital delay and qualification of input clock Mo

and 24-bit trigger word — Connects direct to Model 1 00A tor integrated unit) Baseplate — $6 95

SLIT-N-WRAP WIRE WRAP TOOL
Slits and opens insulation exposing

bare wire

• No pre-cutting or pre-stripping.

• Comes complete with two - 100 ft spools #28 AWG wire

Model P180 $24 50

BUGBOOK
Continuing Education Series

BUGBOOK I & II - Basic concepts of TTL Logic— over 90

experiments $17.00/set

BUGBOOK lla - Introduces UART — recommended

for RTTY enthusiast $5.00/book

Explores 8080 chip — introduces

Mark 80 Microcomputer $15.00/book

555 TIMER APPLICATIONS SOURCEBOOK WITH

EXPERIMENTS — over 100 design techniques $6.95 book

CMOS -M DESIGNERS PRIMER AND HANDBOOK

a complete CMOS instruction manual $6.00

INSTRUCTORS MANUAL

Necessary for instruction on Bugbook I and II. $3.00

BUGBOOK III

Introductory Offer — all 6 books (worth $49 95)

(does not include Instructors Manual)

SPECIAL $42 95

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES

HEXADECIMAL ENCODER 19-KEY PAD
.1-0
• ABCDEF

• Return Key

• Optional Key (Period)

• - Key

$10.95 each

63 KEY KEYBOARD $24.95
This keyboard features 63 unen-

coded SPST keys unatlacned to

any kind ot P C B A very solid

moMtetl ptastot 13 * 4 base

suits most applications

HD0165 16 LINE TO FOUR BIT PARALLEL KEYBOARD ENCODER CHIP $7.t5

TOOLS
A97MS — Diagonal Cutter - 4" semi-flush cut

A11DMS — Chain Nose Pliers - 4V long

T-6 — Wire Stripper - #16 to #26 gauge

55B — Wire Stripper - #10 to #20 gauge

CS-8 — Cutter-Crimper Tool - 8'V' long

Nibbing Tool — Cuts. Trims or Notches Metal

up to #18 gauge

Nibbling Tool Replacement Punch

S8 50 ea

7 50 ea

3 75 ea

2 50 ea

8 50 ea

6 95 ea

3 75 ea

PROTO BOARD 6 ^
$15.95 *

(6 long X 4" wide)

Other CSProto Boards

$ 1T9514.5" x6PB100

PB101 - 5.8" x 4.5"

PB102 - 7" x4 5

PB103 -9 x6"

PB104 - 9 5 x8
PB203 - 9 75 x 6V2 x 2%
PB203A - 9.75x6% x 2V*
(includes power supply!

~29~55

39 95

59 95

79.95

75 00

120 00

MAX 100 Frequency Counter

20 MHz-100MHz — 8 digit — 6 LED

Available September 15. 1977 S134 95

Logic Monitor $84.95

tor DTL HTL TTL or CMOS Devices

PROTO CLIPS

14 PIN $4 50

16 PIN 4.75

24 PIN 8 50

CD Timebcind

Digital Alarm Clocks

.

C 500 Ivory Case

C 500B Ebony Case

$16.95

?i hour alarm

Doze Button

100°° Solid State

Laige Red Led Display

i 8 high i

AM PM indicator

Seconds display at touch

ol button

Powet failure indicator

One year tactoiy warranty

C 8211

Woodgrain Case

$19.95

Timeband
byfff/RCH/W

LAMP CLOCK
• 24 hour alarm

• Doze button

• Alarm -on indicator

• 8" high Red LED Display

• AM PM Indicator

• High intensity lamp

• Lamp shuts off when collapsed

Model C-590 (Ivory) $29.95

£f%C AM/FM 8-Track Stereo Receiver

With BSR Changer

DESIGN MATES

DM1 - Circuit Designer

54 95

DM2 - Function Generator

69 95

DM3 - RC Bridge

59 95

QT PROTO STRIPS

QT-59S

0T-35S

BBBHttQT 35B

Ul type

QT 59S

QT-59B

0T-47S

0T-47B

QT-3SS

OT-35B
QT 18S

QT-12S

QT-8S

QT-7S

wholes

590

bus strip

470

bus strip

350

bus strip

180

120

80

70

price

12 50

250
10 00

2 25

850
200
4 75

3 75

3 25

300

Expenmentor 300

Expenmentor 600

S 9 95

$1095

I PERMACEL P-29 PLUS Electrical Tape - All Weather
\ • *« wide x 66 tt • Black vinyl

XL-9 Rolls 1.79 each 10-up Rolls S6.95/10 roll package

$5 00 Minimum Order — U.S. Funds Only

California Residents — Add 6% Salas Tax

Spec Sheets - 25c — Send 35v Stamp tor 1977A Catalog

Dealer Information Available

1021 -A HOWARD AVE., SAN CARLOS, CA. 94070

PHONE ORDERS WELCOME — (415) 592-8097

All Advertised Prices Good Thru October

J1

PLL System

• BSR Record Changer

• Slide Controls

• Automatic AFC Control

• 4 Speaker Output

• Walnut finish vinyl covered

wood veneer with smoke

dust cover

Size: 20"W x 9%"H x 15V4"D

Model 8365 $149.95

DIGITAL STOPWATCH
• Bright 6 Digit LED Display

• Times to 59 minutes 59 59 seconds

• Crystal Controlled Time Base

• Three Stopwatches m One

Times Single Event — Split & Taylor

• Size 4 5 x 2 15 x 90 (4'j ounces)

• Uses 3 Penine Cells

Kit - $39.95

Assembled — $49.95

Heavy Duty Carry Case S5 95

Stop Watch Chip Only (7205) $19.95

3V2 DIGIT DVM KIT

This 0-2 VDC 05 per cent digital voltmeter teatures the Motorola 3' 2 digit

DVM chip set It has a 4 LED display and operates from a single 5V

power supply The unit is provided complete with an miction molded black

plastic case complete with Bezel An optional power supply is available

which tits into the same case as the 2V DVM allowing 1 1 7 VAC operation

A. 0-2V DVM with Case

B. 5V Power Supply

$49.95

$14.95

JE700 CLOCK
the II 00 is a low cost digital clock but

is a veiy high quality unit The unit lea

simulated walnut case with di

mensions ot 6 »2'? «1 It utilises a

'ugh Brightness readout and the

: dock chip
12 or 24 Hour ^ * _ -~ __

KIT ONLY $17,95
Rejected ATARI GAME BOARDS

115 VAC

Over 60 Reusable IC's. misc !

transistors, resistors, diodes,
]

caps, crystals, switch, etc •

(8V x 1 6") Limited Quantity
j

$4.95 ea. ;

INSTRUMENT/CLOCK CASE

Iniection molded unit. Complete

with red bezal 4V." x 4" x 1 -9/1

6

r

$3.95 ea.

JE803 PROBE
The Logic Probe is a unit which is tor the most pan

mdespensiOie m trouble shooting logic famine-,

TTl DTL RTL CMOS it derives the powet i

needs to operate directly oft ot the circuit unde>

test drawing a scant 10 mA ma« it uses a MAN3

readout to indicate any ot the following states by

these symbols iH 1 1 1LOW1 01PULSE1 P The

Probe can detect nign frequency pulses to 45 MH/

It can t Be used at MOS levels 0' circuit damage

will result

$9.95 Per Kit

Drinted circuit board

PL 5V 1A Supply
This is a standard TTL power supply using the well known

LM309K regulator IC to provide a solid 1 AMP of current at 5

volts We try to make things easy tor you by providing

everything you need in one package including the hardware

tor only
$g> g5 pe|,

Kj(
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PRESENTS THE...

MARK II
FREQUENCY COUNTERS

HOOKUP IS A PIECE 0' CAKE with better than 50mv sensitivity, direct connec-
tion to the circuit under test is unnecessary in

most cases.

FREQUENCIES JUMP OUT AT YOU from the giant y2" readouts.

GREATER FREQUENCY RANGE

AND . .

.

YOU'LL FIND ENDLESS NEW
APPLICATIONS FOR THE
"BURNOUT PROOF" MARK II

the 60 mHz typical frequency response gives

you 80-1 meters plus 6 meters — 50mHz
guaranteed.

With the overload protected front end you can
use this counter anywhere in a circuit without
fear of burnout. Use the Mark II to test: receiver
local oscillators, grid dip meters, RF signal
generators, audio generators, touch tone pads
(when extend installed), micro-processor
timing signals, modems, function generators
. . . YOU NAME IT!!!

HUFCO QUALITY AS ALWAYS • SAME HI-QUALITY G-10 GLASS EPOXY
DOUBLE-SIDED PC BOARDS • SAME TTL IC'S • MORE THAN EVER
AMERICA'S BEST BUY IN DIGITAL FREQUENCY COUNTERS'

The TWS MARK II is available in three
frequency ranges:

0-50mHz - 0-250 mHz - 0-500 mHz

RUSH THIS COUPON TODAY!

This is what I've been looking for: A Goof-proof low cost
Frequency Counter! Send me:

500mHz Frequency Counter- 169.95 kit/199.95 assembled
D 250 mHz Frequency Counter- 1 29.95 kit/1 59.95 assembled

50 mHz Frequency Counter - 79.95 kit/99.95 assembled
D Information on other handy Hufco Products.
Enclosed is Check - Money Order - BAC/MC Bankcard OK!
Card No-

, Exp. Date _ / /

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Mail to: Box 375, Dept. K

1 603 W. 800 N.

Provo, Utah 84601

801/375-8566

H-10



1N914
1 N4004
1 N4005
1 N4007
1N4148
1N753A
1N758A
1N759A
1N4733
1N5243
1N5244B
1N5245B

DIODES/ZENERS SC>CKET!

100v 10mA .05 8-pin pcb

400v 1A .08 14-pin pcb

600v 1A .08 16-pin pcb

1000v 1A .15 18-pin pcb

75v 10mA .03 22-pin pcb

6.2v z .25 24-pin pcb

10v z .25 28-pin pcb

12v z .25 40-pin pcb

5.1v z .25 Molex pi ns .01

13v z .25

14v z .25
2 Amp B ridge

15v z .25 25 Amp Bridge

C MOS
4000
4001
4002
4004
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4030
4033
4034
4035
4040
4041
4042
4043
4044
4046
4049
4050
4066
4069
4071
4082

.15

.20

.20

3.95

1.20

.35

1.20

.30

.45

.20

.20

.40

1.10

.95

.35

1.10

1.10

.70

.85

1.35

.95

.25

.75

.35

1.95

.50

.95

.35

1.95

2.45

1.25

1.35

.69

.95

1.25

.95

1.50

.80

.60

1.35

.40

.35

.45

7400
7401
7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411
7412
7413
7414
7416
7417
7420
7426
7427
7430
7432
7437
7438
7440
7441
7442
7443
7444
7445
7446
7447
7448
7450
7451
7453
7454
7460
7470
7472

9000 SERIES

9301
9309
9322
95H03
9601
9602

.85

.35

.85

.55

.75

.50

MEMORY CLOCKS
74S188 (8223)

1702A
MM5314
MM5316
2102-1

2102L-1
TMS6011NC
8080AD
8T13
8T23
8T24
2107B-4

3.00
7.95
3.00
3.50
1.75

1.95

6.95

15.00
1.50

1.50

2.00
4.95

.15

.15

.20

.20

.15

.25

.35

.55

.25

.15

.10

.25

.30

.45

1.10

.25

.40

.15

.30

.45

.15

.30

.35

.35

.25

1.15

.55

.85

.45

.80

.95

.95

.95

.25

.25

.20

.25

.40

.45

.45

7473
7474
7475
7476
7480
7481
7483
7485
7486
7489
7490
7491
7492
7493
7494
7495
7496

74100
74107
74121
74122
74123
74125
74126
74132
74141
74150
74151
74153
74154
74156
74157
74161
74163
74164
74165
74166
74175

8266 .35

8836 .95

MCT2 .95

8038 3.95

LM201 .75

LM301 .25

LM308 (Mini) .75

LM309H .65

LM309K(340K-5).85
LM310 1.15

LM311D(Mini) .75

LM318 (Mini) .65

.25

.35

.35

.30

.55

.75

.95

.95

.30

1.35

.55

.95

.95

.40

1.25

.60

.80

1.85

.35

.35

.55

.55

.45

.35

1.35

1.00

1.00

.75

.95

1.05

1.15

.65

.85

.95

.60

1.50

1.35

.80

.25 ww .45

.25 ww .40

.25 ww .40

.25 ww .75

.45 ww 1.25

.35 ww 1.25

.35 ww 1.45

.50 ww 1.95

To-3 Sockets .25

100-prv 1.20

200-prv 1.95

74176
74180
74181
74182
74190
74191
74192
74193
74194
74195
74196
74197
74198
74221
74367

751 08A
75110
75491
75492

74H00
74H01
74H04
74H05
74H08
74H10
74H11
74H15
74H20
74H21
74H22
74H30
74H40
74H50
74H51
74H52
74H 53J
74H55

1.25

.85

2.75

.95

1.75

1.35

1.65

.85

1.25

.95

1.25

1.25

2.35
1.00

.85

.35

.35

.50

.50

.25

.25

.25

.25

.35

.35

.25

.30

.30

.25

.40

.25

.25

.25

.25

.15

.25

.25

TRANSISTORS, LEDS, etc.

2N2222
2N2907
2N3740
2N3906
2N3054
2N3055
T1P125

NPN
PNP
PNP
PNP
NPN
NPN
PNP

1A 60v

1 5A 60v

Darlington

LED Green, Red, Clear

D.L.747 7 seg 5/8" high corn-anode

XAN72 7 seg corn-anode

FND 359 Red 7 seg corn-cathode

.15

.15

.25

.10

.35

.50

.35

.15

1.95

1.50

1.25

- T T L -
74H72
74H101
74H103
74H106

74 LOO
74L02
74L03
74L04
74L10
74L20
74L30
74L47
74L51
74L55
74L72
74L73
74L74
74L75
74L93
74L123

74S00
74S02
74S03
74S04
74S05
74S08
74S10
74S11
74S20
74S40
74S50
74S51
74S64
74S74
74S112
74S114

.55

.75

.75

.95

.35

.35

.30

.35

.35

.35

.45

1.95

.45

.65

.45

.40

.45

.55

.55

.55

.55

.55

.40

.35

.35

.35

.35

.35

.35

.25

.25

.45

.25

.40

.90

1.30

74S133 .45

74S140 .75

74S151 .35

74S153 .35

745157 .80

745158 .35

74S194 1.05

74S257(8123) .25

74LS00 .45

74LS01 .45

74LS02 .45

74LS04 .45

74LS05 .55

74LS08 .45

74LS09 .45

74LS10 .45

74LS11 .45

74LS20 .40

74LS21 .25

74LS22 .25

74LS32 .40

74LS37 .40

74LS40 .55

74LS42 1.75

74LS51 .65

74LS74 .75

74LS86 .75

74LS90 1.30

74LS93 1.00

74LS107 .95

74LS123 1.00

74LS151 .75

74LS153 1.20

74LS157 .85

74LS164 1.90

74LS367 .85

74LS368 .70

LINEARS, REGULATORS, etc.

LM320K5 (7905) 1.65

LM320K12 1.65

LM320T12 1.25

LM320T15 1.65

LM339 .95

7805 (340T-5) .95

LM340T-12 1.00

LM340T-15 1.00

LM340T-18 1.00

LM340T-24 .95

LM340K-12 2.15

LM340K-15 1.25

LM340K-18 1.25

LM340K-24 .95

LM373 2.95

LM380 .95

LM709(8,14PIN) .25

LM711 .45

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS UNLIMITED
7889 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. San Diego, CA 92111 (714) 278-4394

All orders shipped prepaid No minimum (Calif, only)

Open accounts invited COD orders accepted

Discounts available at OEM Quantities

California Residents add 6% Sales Tax

Free 24 Hour Phone 800 854-221 1
MasterCharge / BankAmericard

LM723 .50

LM725 1.75

LM739 1.50

LM741 8-14 .20

LM747 1.10

LM1307 1.25

LM1458 .95

LM3900 .50

LM75451 .65

NE555 .50

NE556 .95

NE565 .95

NE566 1.75

NE567 1.35

SN72720 1.35

SN72820 1.35



COMPUTER VIDEO MONITOR
A few months ago we advertised a limited quantity of 12" VIDEO MONITORS. We sold out in
2 days, as many of you know. We have now acquired another lot of 12" VIDEO MONITORS
These monitors are all in warranty returns to a large computer manufacturer. Rather than ser-
ice these units, he replaced them with new units, and we acquired the lot. We have gone over
them throughly, and guarantee them to be in working condition. We provide a 14 page service
manual and wiring diagram. We also have a limited number of the metal cases and face masks
that went with some of these units.

Some of the specifications are as follows: Signal input, Composite- video & sync per RS 170 1 to 2
volts pp. sync polarity negative. Separate Vert. & Hor. Sync, 1 to 5 volts positive, can be changed to neg-^
3 HR frlT??w

Ce
;
8X i

!!i*
nt
o
t0 1

.

5°K °hmS'
Para,,el With 15 Pf

-
75 ohm termj™ted. Video response, within*

3 dB from 15 Hz to 15 Mhz. Resolution, center, 750, corner 650. Linearity, 1%. Picture Scan, 15 750 horiz
lines /sec. 47 to 63 Vert, pulses/sec. Horizontal retrace time 11 usee. max. Vertical retrace time allow 21 scan
lines per RS 170.
These monitors sold in excess of $250.00 each in quantities of 100. An opportunity to get a quality monitor at surpius prices.

STOCK N0.5525K VIDEO MONITOR, tested and working, with data
STOCK N0.5526K As above, but with Metal case, bottom plate and mask.
Note: Units with cases are in limited quantity.

Wt. 20 lbs.

Wt. 30 lbs.

$89.50

$99.50

nVllirt DAll/CD C tit%t%l V °ncea^ain we have come up with a fantastic power supply. It has all the needed
1/ f IfA 17L aUwftK J Ul I I 7 v '*3^ f° r almost any mini or micro computer. These units have been removed^w* from equipment, tested, checked out and guaranteed.

HmZElZ !i
9%l n
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VO,tages avai,ab,e
'
+5 ° vo,ts @ 5.0 A., -5.0 volts @ 1.0 A., +15 volts @ 0.6A., -15 volts @ 0.6A +14 Volts @ 2 Aand 200 Volts @ 0.036A. These supplies are limited in quantity. We supply data with each supply. 16"x4"x6" Wt 15 lbs

'

STOCK NQ.5527K DYNAGE POWER SUPPLY $34.50 2/62.00

STEP UP/STiP DOWN ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
Hard to find step up or down isolation transformer. It will take either 208 or 230 volts and
give an output of 1 15 volts, or it will take an input of 115 volts, and give an output of either

7
08

?L "2 vo,ts - Ratin9 is 800 VA. CRAMER catalog shows a STANCOR with 500 VA rating
for $94.19 *

STOCK N0.6591 K Step up/step down transformer Wt. 23. lbs. $24.50 ea. 2/47.00

GOLD PLATED WIRE WRAP PROTOTYPE BOARDS
Wire wrap boards for prototyping or small run permanent work have been very expensive with
some boards running in excess of $200.00 for some of the medium size boards. We have come
up with a fantastic board, that brings this highly desirable device within the price range of
the hobbyist user. The board we have is 7%"x8" It has provision for 40 14 or 16 pin integrated
circuits plus 4 24 pin LSI sockets. The LSI sockets are dual purpose, so that if not used they
may be used for 14 or 16 pin ICs. All the wire wrap pins are brought out to the top of the

™Ll;
f
Tu

Simp,ic'& 'n !Te
.

wr?PP Jn9. The board has a ground plane, and a Vcc plane, with pins from each plane at every^ in Ji, *

are 50 9°,d P'ated contacts on each side of the board, for use with a standard edge connector. The board
is g 10 fiberglass, and each comes sealed in protective plastic. We just cant say enough about this board.

STOCK N0.6592K Gold plated prototype board $24.50 ea. 2/45.00

TOUCH TONE ENCODER CHIP & PAD M,CR0ELECTR0NIC TONE GENERATORS are hybrid
chips which generate 4 high frequency and 4 low frequ

encies used in standard telephone systems to generate tones for touch tone pads, 1 high and
1 low frequencyfor each tone. The pad we offer is a mate to this chip. It is intemaly wired
for this chip, and all that is needed is a source of power, 4.5 to 35 volts, and you get an

audio output, which can drive a speaker, key a transmitter or any type of control you desire. This pad was made
expressley for this chip. . There are 12 keys, digits from thru 9, plus a star and a sharp. The photo to the left
shows the chip, the reverse side of the pad, and the front side of the pad.
STOCK NO. 101 0K Tone generator chip 6.95 ^/l3.00 We supply several

STOCK NO.1019K Tone generator chip and Touch Tone pad 12.95 2/25.00 Pages of data

VIDE0CUBE- TV COMPUTER INTERFACE KIT VIDEOCUBE is a self contained RF oscillator and modulator
which allows easy interface with any video outputdevice to

?»?£??«!? ZY+
set
\
This d

n
Vice Was d

,f
scibed in August RADIO-ELECTRONICS. We provide a reprint of the article. Approved by FCC forrad.at.on. K.t contains all parts as shown in the RADIO-ELECTRONICS article. STOCK NO'.5500K $13.95 2/2e!oO
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BankAmericmd masiei < h.mjij

L- .**. -J.
welcome

7 OAKLAND ST. P.O. BOX 2
AMESBURY,MASS. 01913

PHONE (617) 388-4705

Please include sufficient postage. Excess will be refunded. MASTERCHARGE &BANKAMERICARD accepted.
Visit our retail outlets, DELTA ELECTRONICS, 590 Commonwealth Ave.Boston, Mass.
& DELTA ELECTRONIC HOBBIES, 5151 Buford Hwy. Doraville, (Atlanta), Ga. _
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Features, service, price!
. and a selection of S-100 compatible kits to match

CPU
power
iiiiwly

8Kx8 Econoramll
single kit $163.84

3 Kits-24K of memory!- $450
Configured as two separate 4K blocks for maximum flexibility. Individual

protect for each block; provides interrupt if write attempt is made into

protected block. Buffered data in, address in, and outputs. Tri - state

outputs. Guaranteed under 1.5 A and faster than 450 ns. Use with 1 wait

state (logic implemented on board) with 4 MHz Z-80. Writes on either PWR

or MWRITE, your choice. Low power Schottky support ICs. Lots of bypass

caps. Sockets for all ICs. Legended, solder masked double-sided board.

ALSO: 8K ECONORAM II, assembled, tested, warranted for 1 year $188.50

4K ECONORAM in kit form $100.00

4K ECONORAM, assembled, tested, warranted for 1 year $120.00

Provides a well-regulated 5V@4A,
+ 12V 8 4A, -12V @ hA, and adjustable
negative bias voltage. Crowbar
overvoltage protection keeps TTL
from getting zapped. Compact con-

struction. Recommended for bench
work as well as powering small
computer systems.

AcrivE Termjnator $29.50
Plugs into any S-100 Motherboard whose buss lacks active terminations.

Cleans up noise, crosstalk, overshoot, and other buss problems that can

scramble data unpredictably.

®Q@® Mtt@
TheWunderBuss This 20 slot motherboard, that

includes all edge connectors, is

designed to function in even the most adverse electrical environments.

Includes active termination circuitry and double-sided board $154

More than a cassette interface:

handles 3 cassette 1/0 channels,

but also has RS-232/teletype interface, 8 bit parallel port with handshak-

ing signals. . .and includes integral RAM and ROM to drive it all $120

Morrow Front Panel This integral front panel /CPU
card offers maximum debugging

and programming flexibility, thanks to the ability to examine and alter

memory, 1/0 ports, and more while your program is running $250

TERMS: Please allow up to 5% for ship-
ping, more for power supply; excess re-
funded. Prices good through end of mag-
azine cover month. Californians add tax.
CODs accepted with street address. For
BankAmericard*/VISA®/Mastercharge*orders
($15 min) call 415-562-0636, 24 hours.

BILL GODBOUT ELECTRONICS
BOX 2355. OAKLAND AIRPORT, CA 94614

MOTHERBOARD $90
...also 18 SLOTS $124
Includes all edge connectors, plus active terminations to minimize cross-

talk, noise, overshoot, and ringing that may be present with unterminated

busses. Excellent for stand alone system, or add on to existing systems.

8080 SOFTWARE BOARD $265
Gets you away from talking to your 8080 in machine language by giving

editor, assembler, and monitor routines programmed in EROM. Low power.

Unprogrammed EROM boards are also available; use for custom routines. Do

the programming yourself or take advantage of our programming services.

2K (smaller) ECONOROM Il^m $195.00
4K (basic) ECONOROM I Itm $250.00
8K (larger) ECONOROM Htm $350.00

©to
Mullen Opto-isolator/Relay
K^Afl*f| *W Yg 8 reed relays respond to an 8 bit word
l^\^^^l ^^ +Y sent by your computer; also, 8 opto-iso-

lators accept an 8 bit word from the outside world and send it to your

computer for handshaking or further control. Comes with applications

notes and detailed instructions. Typical uses include model railroad

intelligent switching, audio switching, burglar alarms, etc.

Mullen Extender Board $35
Allows you to troubleshoot and inspect boards outside of the system in

question. Integral logic probe uses 3 different colored LEDs to indi-

cate hi, lo, and pulse. Special edge connector makes for easy clip

lead probing 5 lead identification. Non-skid probe.

One of the reasons we can offer these
kits for such reasonable prices is that
we do a big business in parts... far too
many parts, in fact, to list in an ad
this size. But if you are looking for
a source of DB-25 connectors, edge con-
nectors, and more... send for our flyer.
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CWS4
ADDITIONS TO OUR GIANT SYSTEMS BUILDERSCATALOG

Hardcopy Terminal, Papertape I/O,

SWTPC 6800 KIT
Here's one of our favorite combinations of microcomputer kits and our own low cost
Olivetti (90-day used gear warranteed) teletypewriters. The Olivetti 318 has all the features
of a standard Teletype ASR 33, but we find it a lot easier to use than a teletype. In addition
it has a 10-key numeric pad for fast input of numerics. Operating in low light levels is o.k.
because the Olivetti has a small fluorescent light in the platen area. The machine is much
quieter. Tape reader/punch operates at 10 char/sec, RS232, includes manual, parts available
from Olivetti. In this package we are also including a Potter line filter for the SWTPC 6800
to insure years of trouble-free operation.

6 complete, Olivetti alone $875, Potter line Filter $25, Shipping additional

*CWS5 CRT Digital Tape Drive 1/0, 16K IMSAI KIT
SF

This is a top notch system and the Techtran Digital Cassette tape drive (90-day used gear
warranteed) really establishes the system for solid heavy use. The drive features ASCII
RS232 interface, off-line on-line operation, 110 to 300 baud, automatic BOT/EOT
operation, 70,000 character capacity, runs directly from terminal. Combined with the 16K
Imsai is our popular Hazeltine 1000, 1 2 x 80 CRT display (90-day used gear warranteed), 64
character ASCII, 32 ASCII control codes: 110, 300 baud. With the Imsai are 20 Viking
sockets for the motherboard, serial I/O, 16K RAM and cable A.

$2493 complete, Hazeltine 1000 alone $695, Techtran Digital Tape alone $595 & shipping

THERMAL
PRINTER

Compact table top
unit ideal match in

size to our Monitor

This NCR Thermal Printer is parallel but most
models also have a Datapoint serial interface
board too. 80 col, 96 char. Up to 30 cps

Terminal Prices Cut

Hazeltine 1000 now $695
Built ADM-3 New now $895

$375 & shipping.

KITS AND UNITS
(Just a sample from our line)

UP to 20% OFF
see our catalog

WRITTEN UP IN MAJOR MAGAZINES
Green Phosphor
Video Monitor
*Ideal for SWTPC 64 or

1024 CRT terminal kit

*Add for a remote display
to your present terminal 16 MHz
bandwidth, 12" CRT, up to 20 x
80 display, lv peak-to-peak video
input, solid state, 90-day used gear

SCAMP KIT COMPUTER KIT $99
KEYBOARD KIT 95
SWTPC 6800 395
CT 64 TERMINAL KIT 325
AC30 AUDIO INTERFCE . . . 79.50
GT61 99
PP40 PRINTER 250
SMOKE SIGNAL BROADCASTING
16K 595
INTERCEPT JR. 12K RAM ... 145
KIM-1 6502 245

IMSAI 8080A KIT 22 SLOT . . $751
4K MEMORY KIT 139
SERIAL I/O KIT 125
65K RAM CARD 3899
32K RAM BOARD KIT 749

ASSEMBLED 1099
16K RAM BOARD KIT 499

ASSEMBLED 679
PROM 4-512 KIT 165
VIKING 100 PIN CONNECTORS,
HEAVY DUTY 3.00

sign up for our /

secondGIANTcatalog
1st ONE IS

ALL GONE)

warranty

$150 & $25 Shipping

Mailing Date October 1 — Over 80 pages — $1.
Books / Kits / and Fabulous Used Gear Bargains

Name

COMPUTER
WAREHOUSE
STORE

Company

Street

City Zip

Check enclosed Cash enclosed

• A SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICAN USED COMPUTER CORPORATION *

548 COMMONWEALTH AVE. BOSTON, MA 02215 617-261-2700 C27
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Made from finest grade white cotton with 4 color imprint.

ORDER NOW! (Supply limited.) Only $5.50 ppd.

J

Please send me the following tee shirts @ $5.50.

Indicate quantity and size. (Adult sizes only.)

Small |

Medium $

Large $

Extra Large $

Total Order $

Enclosed $ Cash Check

American Express BankAmericard

Money Order

Master Charge

Credit card #.

Interbank # .

Expiration date

Signature

Name.

Address

City

State. Zip

"We may have the surplus

electronics

you need!"

*U.S. & Canada Only. Others write for foreign prices. KB/10/77

Kilobaud •Peterborough NH 03458

Terminal/Keyboard

With Schematics

$250.00

•CRT Terminals

•Assemblies

Tape Drives $800.00

•Peripherals

• Components
Keyboards $40.00 to $60.00

(ASCII Encoded)

Equipment Cabinets $45.00 to $60.00

(19" With Fan)

Send for a free catalog or call

BUI Blaney, toll free 800 258-1036
in NH 603 885 3705

Come to our showroom

WORLDWIDE ELECTRUniCS, IDC.
10 Flagstone Drive, Hudson, New Hampshire 03051 W16

SWTPC Business Programs

Math Package. 5 byte mantissa, 1 byte exponent

1

1

1/2 digit accuracy. Fortran-type formatting (Integer,

Floating Point and Free Formatting on both

read and write) $25.00

Letter Writing Editor. No line numbers needed. Subset

of Honeywell's 1648 Timesharing Editor. $25.00

Payroll. Phone for details.

Accounts Receivable. Phone for details.

Stock Club - Marketing Evaluation. This is the same

program used by Custom Computer Services to provide

accounting for clubs belonging to the National

Association of Investment Clubs.

Disk Based SWTPC Business Systems. Phone for details.

Dealer for SWTPC, Smoke Signal Broadcasting, Percom,

Teletype®, GE, Tl, Centronics, Motoro\a, etc.

To Order: Include 3% postage. Illinois residents add

5% sales tax.

AAA Chicago Computer Center

3007% W. Waveland Avenue

Chicago, I L 60618
(312)539-5833 (3 PM - 6 PM) A37
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COMPUTER
LIKES
ME*

•utoentspeakin

• COMPUTER DICTIONARY by Donald D.
Spencer. A compact compendium of com-
puter terms for beginners and professionals
alike. Defines words and acronyms used by
computerists in a clear, easy to understand
style. Over 2000 definitions are provided.
This reference is a must for the individual
getting started in the world of micro-
computers. Published by Camelot Press,
$5.95.

•SCELBI'S GALAXY GAME FOR THE
"6800" Here's a new twist in computer games
by Scelbi Computer Consulting and Robert
Findley/Raymond Edwards. The game,
"Galaxy" pits the operator of a spaceship
against alien craft, as well as such variables as
speed, time, and ammunition. No two games
are the same! This game is described in
Galaxy Game for the 6800, published by
Scelbi Computer Consulting, Inc. $14.95
• 6800 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE &
COOKBOOK If you have been spending too
much time developing routines for your 6800
microprocessor, try the new book by Scelbi
Computing and Robert Findley. This manual,
6800 Software Gourmet Guide and Cook-
book described sorting, searching, and many
other necessary routines for the 6800 user
$9.95.

• 8080 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE
AND COOKBOOK If you have been spending
too much time developing simple routines for
your 8080, try this new book by Scelbi
Computing and Robert Findley. This manual,
8080 Software Gourmet Guide and Cook-
book described sorting, searching, and many
other routines for the 8080 user. $9.95
•CMOS COOKBOOK by Don Lancaster,
pub. Howard W. Sams Company. Another
winner from Don Lancaster, author of the
famous RTL and TTL Cookbooks. The CMOS
Cookbook details the application of CMOS,
the low power logic family suitable for most
applications presently dominated by TTL.
The book follows the style of the original
Cookbooks. Eight chapters cover all facets of
CMOS logic, and the work is prefaced by 100
pages detailing the characteristics of most
CMOS circuits. The CMOS Cookbook is re-
quired reading for every serious digital experi-
menter. $9.95

• HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HERE If you
(or a friend) want to come up to speed on
how computers work . . . hardware and soft-
ware . . . this is an excellent book. It starts
with the fundamentals and explains the cir-
cuits, the basics of programming, along with a
couple TVT construction projects, ASCII-
Baudot, etc. This book has the highest recom-
mendations as a teaching aid for newcomers
$4.95.

I^s^

• BRAND NEW DICTIONARY This new microcomputer dictionary fills the
urgent need for all computer people, engineers, scientists, industrialists,
communications people — as professionals, amateurs, teachers, or students — to
become quickly acquainted with the terminology and nomenclature of a new
revolution in computer control capabilities in areas that pervade most of man's
daily activities.

Over 5000 definitions and explanations of terms and concepts (704 pages)
relating to microprocessors, microcomputers and microcontrollers. There are also
separate appendices on: programmable calculators; math and statistics definitions;
flowchart symbols and techniques; binary number systems and switching theory;
symbol charts and tables; summaries of BASIC FORTRAN and APL. In addition
there is a comprehensive electronics/computer abbreviations and acronyms
section. $15.95.
•COMPUTER PROGRAMMING HANDBOOK by Peter Stark. A complete guide
to computer programming and data processing. Includes many worked out
examples and history of computers. $8.95
•MY COMPUTER LIKES ME . . . WHEN I SPEAK BASIC An introduction to
BASIC . . . simple enough for your kids. If you want to teach BASIC to anyone
quickly, this booklet is the way to go. $2.00.

• SCELBI'S FIRST BOOK OF COMPUTER
GAMES Need a game for your 8008 or 8080
microprocessor? Try Scelbi 's First Book of
Computer Games for the 8008/8080 which
describes three popular games, "Space Cap-
ture," "Hexpawn," and "Hangman." Com-
plete flowcharts, logic description, program
listing, and instructions are provided. A must
for the game freak! $14.95.

• THE STORY OF COMPUTERS by Donald
D. Spencer is to computer books what Dick
and Jane to novels . . . extremely elementary,
gives the non-computerist a fair idea of what
the hobbyist is talking about when he speaks
computer lingo. Attempts to explain what
computers are and can do to a spouse, child
or any un-electronics-minded friend. $4.95.
•MICROCOMPUTER PRIMER by Mitchell
Waite and Michael Pardee, pub. by Howard W.
Sams Company. If you are afraid to get
involved with microcomputers for fear of not
understanding them, worry no longer! The
MICROCOMPUTER PRIMER describes basic
computer theory, explains numbering
systems, and introduces the reader to the
world of programming. This book does not
elaborate on specific systems or chips, but
describes the world of microcomputing in
"real world" terminology. There is probably
no better way of getting involved with the
exciting new hobby of microcomputing.
$7.95
• INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCES-
SORS by Charles Rockwell of MICROLOG
Here is an ideal reference for the individual
desiring to understand the hardware aspects
of microprocessor systems. This book des-
cribes the hardware details of computer
devices in terms the beginner can understand,
instead of treating the micro chip as a "black
box." Addressing schemes, registers, control,
and memory are all explained, and general
information about hardware systems is pro-
vided. Specific systems are not described and
programming is only briefly discussed. Intro-
duction To Microprocessors is a hardware
introduction . . . and a good one. %\1

.

SO US
and Canada, $20 elsewhere.
• THE NEW HOBBY COMPUTERS! This
book takes it from where "Hobby Computers
Are Here" leaves off, with chapters on Large
Scale Integration, how to choose a micropro-
cessor chip, an introduction to programming,
low cost I/O for a computer, computer
arithmetic, checking memory boards, a
Baudot monitor/editor system, an audible
logic probe for finding those tough problems,
a ham's computer, a computer QSO machine
. . . and much, much more! Everything of
interest is there in one volume, ready to be
enjoyed by you. $4.95.
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Note: Prices subject to change on books not published by 73 Magazine.



• NOVICE STUDY GUIDE This is the most
complete Novice study guide available. It is

brand new. This is not only invaluable for

anyone wanting to get started in amateur
radio, but also it is about the only really

simple book on the fundamentals of elec-

tricity and electronics. And without your
fundamentals down pat, how can you go on
to really understand and work with com-
puters? First things first. $4.95

• GENERAL CLASS STUDY GUIDE This
book takes over on theory where the Novice
book leaves off. You'll need to know the
electronic theory in this to work with com-
puters and you'll not find an easier place to
get the information. It will also make getting

your Tech or General license a breeze . . .

then you can get on the ham repeaters and
interconnect your micro with others. $5.95

• VHF ANTENNA HANDBOOK The NEW
VHF Antenna Handbook details the theory,

design and construction of hundreds of differ-

ent VHF and UHF antennas ... a practical

book written for the average amateur who
takes joy in building, not full of complex
formulas for the design engineer. Packed with
fabulous antenna projects you can build.

$4.95

• WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK
Simple equipment and methods for getting

good pictures from the weather satellite.

Antennas, receivers, monitors, facsimile you
can build, tracking, automatic control (you
don't even have to be home). Dr. Taggart
WB8DQT $4.95

• SSTV HANDBOOK This excellent book
tells all about it, from its history and basics to

the present state of the art techniques. Con-
tains chapters on circuits, monitors, cameras,
color SSTV, test equipment and much more.
Hardbound $7, Softbound $5

•WHAT TO DO AFTER YOU HIT RETURN
PCC's first book of computer games ... 48
different computer games you can play in

BASIC . . . programs, descriptions, muchly
illustrated. Lunar landing, Hammurabi, King,

Civil 2, Qubic 5, Taxman, Star Trek, Crash,

Market, etc. $8.00

• 101 GAMES IN BASIC Okay so once you
get your computer up and running in BASIC,
then what? Then you need some programs in

BASIC, that's what. This book has 101 games
for you, from very simple to real buggers.

You get the games, a description of the

games, the listing to put in your computer
and a sample run to show you how they
work. Fun. Any one game will be worth more
than the price of the book for the fun you
and your family will have with it. $7.50
• BASIC by bob Albrecht, etc. Self-teaching

guide to the computer language you will need
to know for use with your microcomputer.
324 pages. This is one of the easiest ways to
learn computer programming. $4.9 5

• TVT COOKBOOK by Donald Lancaster,
describes the use of a standard television

receiver as a microprocessor CRT terminal.
Explains and describes character generation,
cursor control and interface information in

typical, easy-to-understand Lancaster style.

This book is a required text for both the
microcomputer enthusiast and the amateur
RTTY operator who desires a quiet alterna-

tive to noisy teletype machines. $9.95

• TTL COOKBOOK by Donald Lancaster.

Explains what TTL is how it works, and how
to use it. Discusses practical applications, such

as a digital counter and display system, events

counter, electronic stopwatch, digital volt-

meter, and a digital tachometer. 336 pages;

5 1/2 x 8Y2; softbound $8.95
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• AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOM
PUTERS, VOLS. 1 AND 2 by Adam Osborne
Associates, are references dealing with micro-
computer architecture in general and specifi-

cally with details about most of the common
chips. These books are not software-oriented,
but are invaluable for the hobbyist who is

into building his own interfaces and proces-
sors. Volume 1 is dedicated to general hard-
ware theory related to micros, and Volume 2
discusses the practical details of eac h micro
chip. (Detailed review in Kilobaud 4t2)

Volume I - $7.50; Volume II — $12.50.
• 8080 PROGRAMMING FOR LOGIC
DESIGN Here is an ideal reference for the
person desiring an in-depth understanding of
the 8080 processor. The work is application-
oriented, and the 8080 is discussed in light of

replacing conventional, hard-wired logic

systems. Both hardware and software is

described. Practical design considerations are

provided for the individual wishing to imple-
ment an 8080-based control system. (Detailed
review in Kilobaud #1 ) Published by Osborne
Associates. $7.50.
• 6800 PROGRAMMING FOR LOGIC
DESIGN Oriented toward the industrial user,

this book describes the process, by which
conventional logic can be replaced by a 6800
microprocessor. Both hardware and software
techniques are discussed, as well as interface
information. This reference, and its com-
panion dedicated to 8080 users, provide
practical information that allows an experi-
menter to design a complete micro control
system from the "ground up." An excellent
reference! Published by Osborne Associates,

$7.50.
• THE UNDERGROUND BUYING GUIDE
Here is a handy guide for the electronics

enthusiast. Over 600 sources of equipment
and literature are provided; some are mail-

order-only outfits that do not advertise.

Sources are listed alphabetically, by service or

product, and by state. The guide is cross-

referenced for ease of use. Electronic publish-

ing houses are also listed. Published by PMS
Publishing Co., $5.95 each.

• SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS pub
lished by Adam Osborne & Associates, Inc.

Perfect for non technical computerists requir-

ing ready-to-use programs. Business programs
like depreciation formulas, loan payment
solutions and loan interest rates; math rou-

tines containing statistical packages and poly-
nomial derivations . . . plus miscellaneous
programs. Most routines are short and some
provide optional statements that can be
inserted into the code to slightly modify the

results. Invaluable for the user who is not an
experienced programmer. All will operate in

the stand alone mode. $7.50 paperback.

• PERIODICAL GUIDE FOR COMPUTER-
ISTS is a 20 page book which indexes over

1,000 personal computing articles for the

entire year of 1976 from Byte, Creative

Computing, Digital Design, Dr. Dobbs
Journal, EDN, Electronic Design, Efectronics,

Interface Age, Microtrek, Peoples Computer
Company, Popular Electronics, QST , Radio
Electronics, SCCS Interface and 73 Amateur
Radio. Articles are indexed under more than

100 subject categories. Price $2.50.

• CHEMISTRY WITH A COMPUTER by Paul

A. Cauchon, contains a collection of tutorial,

simulation and problem-generation computer
programs. Tutorials provide individualization

of assignment, immediate evaluation of

responses and a new set of problems with

each run. Simulations provide models of

lengthy laboratory experimentation beyond
the limited classroom timeframe and enhance-
ment of course studies by encouraging pre-

laboratory research. Can be used with
almost any chemistry course at the high

school or college level. $9.95.

Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to

Kilobaud Book Dept., Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

Note: Prices subject to change on books not published by 73 Magazine.



Test Equipment

Library

• VOL. I COMPONENT TESTERS Build
your own test equipment and save a bundle
(and have a lot of fun). Volume I of the 73
Test Equipment Library shows you how to
build and use transistor testers (8 of 'em),
three diodes testers, 3 IC testers, 9 voltmeters
and VTVMs, 8 ohmmeter, 3 inductance
meters, and a raft of other gadgets for
checking temperature, crystals. Q. etc. $4.95

• VOL. Ill RADIO FREQUENCY TESTERS
This is of more interest to hams and CBers . . .

test equipment you can build for checking
out transmitters and receivers: signal genera-
tors, noise generators, crystal calibrators,
GDOs, dummy loads . . . things like that. This
is Volume III of the 73 Test Equipment
Library $4.95

• VOL II AUDIO FREQUENCY TESTERS If

you're into audio . . . such as digital cassette
recording, RTTY, Baudot vs ASCII, SSTV,
SSB, Touchtone or even hi-fi . . . you'll want
to have this book full of home built test
equipment projects. Volume II $4.95

• FORTRAN PROGRAMMING By Donald
Spencer. If you are familiar with BASIC you
will appreciate the additional capabilities of
FORTRAN, a computer language with most
of BASIC'S features, and much more! FOR-
TRAN was designed for complex numeric
calculations; and possesses extended I/O capa-
bility. It is easily learned, as it is an English-
like computer language. FORTRAN PRO-
GRAMMING is written for the beginning
FORTRAN programmer. His reference, in

conjunction with the FORTRAN WORK-
BOOK, provides the student of computer
languages with an easy method of mastering
FORTRAN. Basic rules of syntax are dis-

cussed, as well as the use of "built-in"
functions and I/O procedures $7.50.

• FORTRAN WORKBOOK By Donald
Spencer. Provides practical examples and
problems to solve. Flowcharting, necessary
for most programming applications, is also
discussed. Almost all micros support BASIC —
it won't be long before FORTRAN is com-
monplace. Don't miss the programming boat
. . . learn FORTRAN; and be ready for the
next language boom! $3.95.

FORTH**1
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• THE SECRET GUIDE TO COMPUTERS
Parts 1 , 2, 3 by Russ Walter. Have you been
"getting ready" to learn programming for the
last six months? Tired of starting at your
micro, waiting for some output? Bits and
bytes have you down? If you can identify

with any of these problems and need help
with programming, this series of books is for

you. This has taught second graders how to
program. Part One discusses computers in

general, and after reading for ten minutes you
will be writing simple BASIC programs! The
reference employs a step-by-step teaching
process, the end result being a working
knowledge of BASIC.

Part Two discusses computer applications. It's

one thing to master the syntax of a language
such as BASIC and another to solve problems
using the new tool. Walker discusses that

mythical creature known as "logic", and
provides useful techniques in problem solving.

The reference follows the light-hearted style

of the first section.

Part Three describes programming languages.
Ever heard of APL and QLISP? If not, you
will enjoy this part of the series. BASIC is not
the only language used to program computers,
and as the hobby industry grows additional
languages will become commonplace. Plan
ahead! Get in on the secret now — with THE
SECRET GUIDE TO COMPUTERS. Pub-
lished by Russ Walker, 7th edition, $3.50
each.

• TYCHON'S 8080 OCTAL CODE CARD
Slide rule-like aid for programming and
debugging 8080 software . . . contains all the
mnemonics and corresponding octal codes.

Instructions are color coded to indicate which
flags are affected during execution. Pocket
sized card only 6 1/2x3 inches provides neat,
logical format for quick reference. Back side
of card is printed with an ASCII code chart
for 128 characters plus the 8080 status word
and register pair codes. Also available,

Tychon's 8080 Hex Code Card, same as above
only has hex codes instead of octal. Only
$3.00 each.

• LIGHTED TRAVEL DESK Handy little

gadget, looks like a clipboard with a light and
plugs into the cigarette lighter of your car.

Read books or maps easily in the car, great
for note taking if you come up with ideas

while driving . . . helps make riding in the car
a little more enjoyable for kids who can use it

for puzzles or playing games at night. Only
$7.50.

• FUZZBUSTER Radar Detector judged most
dependable, fastest and overall BEST by
Wayne Green in a side by side three month
study of all the other radar detectors on the
market. Specially priced at $85.00.

Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to
Kilobaud Book Dept., Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

Note: Prices subject to change on books not published by 73 Magazine.



We're ready to

talk horse sense about

73 Magazine has published articles monthly since February 1976 which are directed to the computerist and

soon-to-be computerist. _^.
Yes there are computer articles in 73 ... a lot of them. There are also a lot of articles that computer

hobbyists will be needing to read which are not exactly computer articles such as on regulated power supplies

on making printed circuit boards ... on how various circuits work . . . things like that which hardware

men in particular need to read ... and which software people need even more, since they are a bit behind on

In recent issues there have been articles on computerized satellite tracking (with software), RTTY using a

uP using old (inexpensive) Teletypes, building a Polymorphic video board, making instant PC boards using the

new color-key technique, the TTL one-shot, what computers can and cant do a hamshack file handler

(software), the bit explosion - 8-12-16?, backward branch the easy way with the 6800, the hexadecimal
.

.

.

Any one of these articles could easily be worth the cost of a full year of 73. One good program could save

you days of work. One good interface project could make an enormous difference. In general, 73 tries to

present not too complicated construction projects . . . things you can make in a day or two .......
One of the fundamental policies is that no articles will be published in both 73 and Kilobaud. This is, in a

wav unfair because it keeps some great computer articles away from computensts. You really must get both

magazines to keep up to date with what is going on. When you subscribe to both you will not be getting

duplication.

For one month only we have 2 specials available:

® Order all available* issues of 1976 and one full year's worth of 1977 73's for only $17.00 (that's only

$2.00 more than our regular subscription rate of $1 5 per year)

(2) Subscribe now for all 1977 issues starting with Jan. 1977's 73 for only $10.00.

* January, March, and April 1976 issues of 73 are sold out.

Yes! Enter my subscription to 73 Magazine and send me
Special 1976 & 1977 subscription only $17.00

Special all of 1977 subscription only $10.00

Regular 1 yr subscription starting with next

published issue only $15.00

i

Name. .Call (if any)

Address
1 City_ State Zip

enclosed Cash Check D Money Order

Bill: Master Charge BankAmericard American Express

Card # .
Expiration date

Interbank # (MC)Signature
Bill me direct (I've signed above) Allow 6 weeks for subscription processi

Toll Free Subscription Number: (800) 258-5473

73 MAGAZINE PETERBOROUGH NH 03458 KB/10/77

This offer expires Oct. 31, 1977

ng.
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What's really important is that you're guaranteed delivery of KB when you are a subscriber
.

.

.big issues of KILOBAUD are sent to you regularly each month - 12 for a year's subscription
or 36 for a 3 years' subscription . . . your choice.

Keep abreast of everything that's happening in microcomputing. Be prepared for lots of
interesting, understandable articles.

The price is right too! $15 for one year subscription or $36 for 3 year subscription. The
longer the subscription the more you save in money, time, and convenience. Compared to
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°n a °"e year subscriPtion you save $9 .
. . that equivalent to 4/2

free copies! WOW! Think of the usages of that Yi issue! With a 3 year subscription, even a better
bargain: Seventy-two dollars worth of Kilobaud for only $36 . . . y2 price! Like getting 1 8 issues
free! A year and a half's worth! Incredible!

What's your time worth? Is your memory infallible enough to never over-look buying thenext issue from your dealer before they're sold out? And KBs sell-out fastest! It's the fastestgrowing magazine in the industry. It's habit forming too! Sometimes you can't put it down forhours or maybe days later ... it definitely has an addictive effect on readers. Once you're
through with an issue you want more, more.

Solve your Kilobaud habit the easy money and time savings way - SUBSCRIBE TODAY
9« ?A5°n

POn below
' tn« "^ in the back of this issue or call us on our WATS number (800)^58-5473. Be sure to tell the WATS operator that you read this ad in Oct. KILOBAUD

\

Send me Kilobaud for:

1 year- $15.00*

3 years - $36.00*

kilobaud
pcTERboRouqh nU 07498

U.S. & Canada ONLY.
Others write for foreign rates.

KB/10/77

]&hAMbef
Enclosed $ DCash Check Money Order

Bill my: BankAmericard Master Charge

American Express

Credit card #
Expiration date_

Bill me directly

Name

Address

.

City.

Interbank #
Signature.

Signature

State Zip

I

/
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.. lirUtf HOBBY**—"*-•"ITERS

This book takes it from where "Hobby Computers Are Here

leaves off, with chapters on Large Scale Integration, how to choose

a microprocessor chip, an introduction to programming, low cost

I/O for a computer, computer arithmetic, checking memory boards,

a Baudot monitor/editor system, an audible logic probe for finding

those tough problems, a ham's computer, a computer QSO machine

. . . and much, much more! Everything of interest is there in one

volume, ready to be enjoyed by you. Don't miss this tremendous

value! Only $4.95

HOBBY COMPUTERS
ERE

"It's the first book I've ever read about computers that I can

understand ..."

EdH«d bv
NM«neC*^

n

HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HERE helps the beginner get into

the world of microcomputers. Some chapters: What's a Computer?,

Is Digital New?, How Computers Figure, Computer Languages, How
Gates Work, TTL - Best Logic Yet, Ins and Outs of TTL, Flip-Flops

Exposed, New Cassette System Standard, Build this TVT, Using

Surplus Keyboards, Morse to RTTY Converter, ASCII to Baudot via

a PROM, PLUS reprints of some of the 73 editorials on computers.

Don't miss out any longer on the fun of hobby computing and the

fantastic applications of these incredible devices! $4.95

magazine Dept. HC
Peterborough NH 03458

For ease in ordering, please use order card in the back of this magazine.

KB/ 10/77

Computer
/Mailing List

By far the most complete mailing list available is the KILOBAUD list of DEALERS, CLUBS,

PUBLICATIONS and MANUFACTURERS. (It's the one we use for our mailings and we update it

daily). The list has over 1000 names painstakingly gathered from manufacturers, magazine ads and

new product releases, hobby computer shows and direct mail. You can buy this list printed on

self-sticking labels for only $50.

Additional printouts, once you are a customer, are $35. Call in your order with charge information

(BAC, AMEX, MC). Our toll free number for these orders is (800) 258-5473.

NEW FIRMS, DEALERS, CLUBS ... be sure we have your name, address, phone number and as

much data as possible for this listing.

!.!.!.ll!.|p&
€#rouq

KB/10/77
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what do you
giro the man
who has
everything?

a box
to put it in.

[kilobaud]

:

Kilobaud, as thick as it is, is more like a floppy when it

comes to standing on the bookshelf. Enter the new Kilobaud
Library Shelf Boxes, sturdy corrugated cardboard boxes which
will hold your magazines on the shelf and keep them from
flopping around.

Yes, we know all about binders ... we have them too . . .

and we sell them, but binders are a drag when you want one
copy of a magazine. And they cost like sin (which costs plenty).

Just to be rotten (a talent we are trying to develop, but
which comes hard), we have self-sticking labels for the boxes,
not only for Kilobaud, but also for 73 Magazine . . . and for
Personal Computing, Radio Electronics, Popular Electronics,
Interface Age, and ... yep .. . Byte. Heh, heh! Just ask for
whatever stickers you want and we'll throw 'em in with your
box order. Hams may want our labels for CQ, QST or Ham
Radio, if they get any of those magazines. This is a way you can
buy one set of matching boxes and line 'em up on your shelf . .

.

looks very nice that way.
The boxes are a white color and are particularly resistant

to dirt, a real plus for white boxes. There's some kind of funny
plastic finish on 'em.

You'll probably do like most people who have tried these
so far and order one or two for starters . . . then get a couple
dozen. The postage on these is the killer ... so one box costs
$2.00 postpaid and each additional is $1.50 each postpaid.

Unless the magazine gets whole lot fatter than it is right
now these boxes should hold a full year of Kilobaud ... or 73.

One side is cut low to permit you to see the binding of
the magazine . . . and note that we are now printing the
information on the top part of the binding so it will show in
these boxes. You can put the boxes on your shelves with the
bindings showing or with just the white board showing, there are
little marks to help you center your labels on either side.

Your magazine library is your prime reference, so keep it

handy and keep it neat with these strong library shelf boxes.

boxes for Kilobaud Shelf Storage atSend me
$2.00 for the first box and $1.50 for each additional

box. Include the following labels:

$ Enclosed Cash Check M.O.
Bill: American Express BankAmericard

Master Charge - Interbank #

Card #. Expiration date

Signature

Name

Address,

City State .Zip

KILOBAUD LIBRARY SHELF BOXES
Peterborough NH 03458

or call Toll Free (800) 258-5473

KB/10/77

LAST TIME

OFFER

UFE SUBSCRIPTION

kilobaud

$155.00

Easy Monthly Payments Available: Minimum
$30 down and $25 per month for 5 additional

monthly payments.

Price goes up next offer so hurry and Save!

Save! Save!

WRITE:
KILOBAUD LIFERS
Peterborough NH 03458
or call our WATS line

with your credit card

in hand.

800-258-5473

issues
1 -— —JT '

—

$3.00
While they last!

Did you manage to miss out on the first issues of Kilobaud?
Don't chance not getting these action packed thrillers. While they
last they are available for the astounding (we have a lot of gall)

price of only {only?) $3.00 each postpaid. Domestic orders only.

Please send me KILOBAUD Back Issues at $3 each!

issues JAN 7 7
issues FEB 77
issues MAR 77
issues APR 77

issues MAY 77
issues JUNE 77
issues JUL 77
issues AUG 77

issues SEPT 77
TOTAL

D BankAmericard o Master Charge
Card #
Expiration date

Signature

,

Name

D American Express

Interbank #_

Address

City State Zip.

Have credit card #handy and call

TOLL FREE (800) 258-5473 KB/

KILOBAUD •PETERBOROUGH NH 03458
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{ Kiiopgua j reuuferr service
Circle appropriate Reader Service # for desired company brochures, data sheets or

catalogs and mail to Kilobaud Magazine, Peterborough NH 03458. Include your zip code,

please. Send money directly to advertisers. LIMIT: 25 requests.

kilobaud

index of advertisers
AS7 AAA Chic- Comp. Cant. 137

A3§ Advanced Microcomp. Prod. 1 19

A2 Aldalco 112

A3B Alpha Supply Co. 127

M ft F Enterprises 121

•It •yta Shop Mail Ordar 19

•M Byta Shop East 118

em Calcomp 1

CM California Industrial 117

a Communicationa Elactronict 125

C41 Compumart 111

CM ComputaMcar 114

em Computer Coma? 114

C47 Computar Data Systama 37

C40 Computar Oapot 110

C33 Computer Enterprise* 120

C4S Computar Mart. Ltd. 112

em Computar Mart of N.J. 120

em Computar Mart of NY. 110

C44 Computar Microsystems 110

em Computar Playground 110

C27 Computar Warehouw 1 36

C31 Computar Workshop 79

D1

3

Oalta Electronics 134

D12 Ogita Group 63

D20 DRC93
E18 Electra value Industrial 120

E21 Electronic Systems 83

E4 Floto. Charlas 112

G11 General Micro Systems 118

G4 Godbout 135

H20 Hayes. Dennis 101

H6 Heath Co. 26,27

H10 Hufco 132

15 ImsaiCHI
116 Innovative Software 110

113 Integrand Research Corp 118

19 Integrated Circuits 1 33
110 International Data Systems 112

J6 Jade Electronics 130

J1 James Electronics 131

K12 Kent Moore Instrument Co. 109

M17 Market l.ne 112

MM Meca 31

M16 Microcomputers Inc. 114

MM Micronics Inc. 127

M4 MITSCIV
M North Star Computers. Inc. 40

01 Ohio Scientific Instruments 48

05 OK Machine 8. Tool 115

02 On Line 110

03 Optoelectronics 129

P9 Paia49

P22 Parts Terminal 76

P12 Peripheral Visions 69

P8 Personal Computing Co. 114

P21 Priority One Elactronics 123

P3 Processor Technology 57

P11 Proko Electronics Shoppa 124

CM Quality Sacunty Systems 112

R17 Radio Shack 5

R12 Rainbow Computing Inc. 114

R14 Realistic Controls Corp. 113
R7 Rondure Co. 128
SI Scelb. 89
S2 S D Sales Co 122
S22 Seals Electronics 41

S32 Software 68 112

M SWTPCCM
S29 Szerlip Enterprises 127
Til Tarball Elactronics 79
TB Technical Design Labs Inc. 33

T12 Technical Systems Consultants 17

T13 Teletypewriter Comm. Spec. 30

T20 TLF 77
T1 Tri Tek. Inc. 120

V12 VAMP Inc. 25
V10 Vector Graphic. Inc. 99

W13 Wasatch Semiconductor Products 113

VW5 Wave Mate 13

W16 World Wida Elactronics 137

W14 VWVW Enterprises 113

From Kilobaud

137 144

pETERboROuqh Nh 05458
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B14
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F4
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H20
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H10
15

116

113

19

110

J6

J1

K12
M17
M24
M16
M25
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02
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P12
P8

P21

P3
P11
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R17
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S22
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T13
T20
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KILOBAUD

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE G Newsstand buyer

This Month's ARTICLE WINNER: (Title page number)

Name

Subscriber

Address

City State Zip

Coupon Expires in 60 Days 10/77

PLACE
STAMP
HERE

pETERboROuqh Nh 07498

Att: Mail Order

—tt—«-»-—

I irvanf to subscribe!
Send me Kilobaud for:

D 1 year- $15.00*

3 years - $36.00** New sub.

Enclosed $ Cash Check

American Express BankAmericard

Life Subscription - $155.00**

Renewal

Credit card #
Expiration date—
D Bill me directly

Name

Money Order

Master Charge

Interbank #

Signature.

Signature

Address

City State Zip

* U.S. & Canada only. Others write for foreign rates.

**U.S. & Canada only.

Subscription prices expire in 60 days. 10/77



BUSINESS REPLY MAIL __
NO POSTAGE NECESSARY IF MAILED IN UNITED STATES

FIRST CLASS
Permit No. 1024

Peterborough NH 03458

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

pETERboROuqh Nh 07498

Att: Reader Service

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE Please send me the following Kilobaud products:

Quantity Description Unit Price Total

Total

Shipping & Handling Charge

Order Total

Enclosed $ Cash Check Money Order C.O.D.
Bill: American Express BankAmericard Master Charge

Credit Card # Interbank #_

$1.00

Expiration date

Name
Signature

Address

City State Zip 10/77

PLACE
STAMP
HERE

pcTCRboROuqh nh 05458

books,etc.
Microcomputer Dictionary $15.95

Computer Programming Handbook $8.95

Fortran Programming $7.95

Fortran Workbook $3.95

Scelbi's First Book of Computer Games $14.95

My Computer Likes Me . . . When I Speak BASIC $200
Scelbi's Galaxy Game for the "6800" $14.95

6800 Software Gourmet Guide & Cookbook $9.95

8080 Software Gourmet Guide & Cookbook $9.95

CMOS Cookbook $9.95

Hobby Computers Are Here $4.95

The Story of Computers $4.95

Intro. to Microprocessors $17.50 USA; $20 Elsewhere

Microcomputer Primer $7.95

The New Hobby Computers $4.95

An Introduction to Microcomputers,

Vol. I -$7.50; Vol. II- $12.50

8080 Programming for Logic Design $7.50

6800 Programming for Logic Design $7.50

The Underground Buying Guide $5.95

Spencer's Computer Dictionary $5.95

Chemistry with a Computer $995
Periodical Guide for Computerists $2.50

Secret Guide to Computers

Part 1,11 & III $3.50 each.

Some Common Basic Programs $7.50

Tychon's 8080 Octal Code Card $3.00

Tychon's 8080 Hex Code Card $3.00

Lighted Travel Desk $7.50

Fuzzbuster $85.00

COMPUTERMANIA Tee Shirts $5.50 ea.

Test Equipment Library $4.95 Each

Vol. I Component Testers

Vol. II Audio Frequency Testers

Vol. Ill Radio Frequency Testers

Novice Study Guide $4.95

General Class Study Guide $5.95

VHF Antenna Handbook $4.95

Weather Satellite Handbook $4.95

SSTV Handbook $5 (Soft); $7 (Hard)

What To Do After You Hit Return $8
101 Games in BASIC $7.50

BASIC $4.95

TVT Cookbook $9.95

TTL Cookbook $8.95

Library Shelf Boxes $2 ea.; $1 .50 each additional box.

73 Back Issues - 1977's - $3.00 @ 1976s - $250@
KB Back Issues - $3.00 ea.

kilobaud

Att: Subscriptions

moNing?
Mail us your new address as soon as possible to insurt

uninterrupted delivery of your magazines.

You may use the pre-printed order card for youi
change of address:

1. Write in "description" column "MY OLI
ADDRESS WAS":

2. Attach old label if available . . . otherwise print

clearly the old address (don't forget the zip code).

3. Clearly print your name and new address in th<

space provided at the bottom of the card.



POWER.

IMSAI Introduces the Megabyte Micro!"

The Megabyte Memory
Until today, the largest memory you could
fit and address in a single microcomputer
CPU was65K.

Now, IMSAI presents an incredible

memory system for micros 16 times more
powerful than yesterday's best.

Imagine, a full megabyte of power from
sixteen 65K RAM boards.

And, to control all this, the IMSAI
Intelligent Memory Manager (IMM), the
super control board.

You can write protect blocks through-
out the full megabyte. Or, map in 16K blocks.

Plus, preset 16 mapping configurations
with protect for high speed transfer or rapid
change.

All interrupts are fully vectored, and
there's an interrupt if an attempt is made to
write into protected memory.

There's even a real "time of day" clock.

65K, 32K and 16K RAM
Boards
Until today, the most memory you could
plug into a single slot was 16K.

Now, IMSAI presents memory boards
in astonishing multiples of sixteen: 65K,
32K and 16K low power, dynamic RAM
Boards. They can be used in any S-100 bus
computer individually or in combination
to form conventional systems up to 65

K

bytes.

Every board is fast. With "hidden
refresh" and no "wait state."

The Complete Megabyte
Microcomputer System
The IMSAI Megabyte Micro™ is only part
of the story. The full system can include
dual floppy disks, terminals, plotters,

printers and tape cassettes.

IMSAI also offers the finest high level
and peripheral software available. Paper
tape and Tape Cassette I/O and super Disk
Operating Systems. Plus, BASIC and Disk
BASIC with more high level languages
coming.

Until today, the microcomputer's
potential was just something you talked
about.

Now, you can put it to work. Powerfully.

CENTLEMEN:
I'm power hungry!

Send 65K RAM Board Kit $2599Q Assembled $3899

] Send 32K RAM Board Kit $749 ] Assembled $1099

Z\ Send 16K RAM Board Kit $449 fj Assembled $679
Send IMM ROM Control Kit $299 Assembled $399
Send IMM KROM Control Kit $499 fj Assembled $699
Send full catalog $1.00

Check/MO enclosed. Amt. $
Charge my: fj BAC M /C

# Exp. Date:

S.g.

Send name of my nearest IMSAI dealer

Name

Company

Address

City

Title

State/Zip

IMSAI Manufacturing Corporation
14860 Wicks Blvd.

San Leandro, CA 94577
(415)483-2093 TWX 910-366-7287



Powerful in computing muscle, yet

small in physical size, the Altair^SOb offers many
special features at an affordable price. Based

on the 6800 microprocessor, the 680b comes with IK
of static RAM, Serial I/O port, PROM monitor and

provisions for IK of PROM as standard components.
It's good thinking, when you're interested in making a

modest investment on a highly reliable computer,
to consider the Altair 680b.

Our PROM monitor eliminates the necessity for toggling

front panel switches to load
bootstraps or manipulate
memory contents. Only a

terminal and programming
language are required for

complete system operation.
With Altair System software—
Altair 680 BASIC, assembler

and text editor—you may
begin problem solving
immediately with ease.

By adding the 680b-MB
Expander card, many options

are currently available:

*16K Static Memory Board —
Increase your system memory
with 16K bytes of fast access
(215 ns), low power (5 watts
per board) static RAM. 680
BASIC and assembler/text

editor are included free with purchase.

*Process Control Interface—A PC card that uses optically

isolated inputs and relay outputs that transmit sensory
information to and control signals from the computer. A
diverse world of control applications is opened up with

the Altair 680b-PCI.

*(Jniversal Input/Output Board — If your I/O needs exceed
the serial port already on the main board, augment your
I/O channels with the 680b-(JI/O. By implementing the

optional serial port and two parallel ports, you can simul-
taneously interface to four
terminals.

*New Addition — Kansas City

Audio Cassette Interface—
Use the 680b-KCACR to inter-

face your Altair 680b with an
audio cassette recorder for

inexpensive mass storage of

programming languages, pro-
grams and data.

Available in either full front

panel or turnkey models, the
Altair 680b presents many
computing capabilities at a

low cost—without skimping
on performance. See it today
at your local Altair Computer
Center or contact the factory
for further details.

OS odd!

Good Thinking.

2450 Alamo S.E. Albuquerque, New Mexico 8710<

dealer inquiries invitee


